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MATHURA. AN ANCIENT INDIAN CITY

BY
*

Or. Bimnla Chuun Law, m.a., B.L., rh.D., d. i.itt.
f F.R.C.S.,

F R.A.S.B.

Tub city of Mathura (Pah
: Madhuri)* was the capital of Stirasena.

situated on the Juinna, at present included in the Agta Division

of the United Piovince*. The city was on the Upper Juinna

about 270 miles in a straight line noith-west of Kausambt*. The

Jainas call it by the name of Sauripura or Sauryapura3 . It was

also called Madhupuri (present Mahoii, five miles to the south-west

of the modern city). Madhupuri, which was once the abode of

Madhu, father of Lava{Ut, is said to have been founded by

Satrughna4.

The city is important as the birth-place of Kpsna. It was

here that Kprna killed Kamsa, the tyrant king of Mathura. This

city was known to the ancient Greeks as one of the most flourishing

towns. Arrian knew it as the capital of the Surascnas. Ptolemy

mentions it as a city surrounded by high mounds 5
.

i. The difference is doe «o a mere linguistic peculiarity. (ItSioayaiu.

Uiurft. Ch. 105. UoroUt Recension).

2 Cambridge History of loth*. 1. p. 326.

3. S. B. E. Xl.V. p. 112.

4. Visnupurln*. {Fourth Ami*. Ch. 4J.

3. Cunningham. Ancient Geography oi India, p. 374.
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The city was prosperous, peaceful and populous and the

metropolis of long SubSbu of the race of valiant Kamsa. Alms

were easily obtainable •. Fa-Hian who visited India in the

fifth century A.D. came to the country of Ma-taou-lo (Mathura).

He saw this country inhabited by many people who were happy:

Those who cultivated the royal-land had to pay a portion of

the gain to the state. The k:ng governed the country without

resorting to corporal punishment. Criminals were simply fined lightly

or heavily according to the circumstances of each case. The

king’s body guards and attendants were all paid. Throyighout

the whole country the people did not kill any living creature,

nor drink any intoxicating liquor, nor eat onions or garlic. The

cannulas who used to inhabit this country were fishermen and

hunters and used to sell flesh-meat. In the markets there were no

butchers’ shops and no shops for selling liquors**

Hiuen Tsang who visited India in the seventh centuiy A./).

came to this country. According to bis Travels, the country

of Mathura was above 5,000 If in circuit, while its capital was

above twenty U in circuit. The soil was very fertile and agriculture

was the chief occupation of the people. Mango trees were grown

in orchards attached to the homestead* of the people. The country

produced a fine-striped cotton cloth and gold. Its climate was

hot. The manners and customs of the people were good. The

people believed in the Law of Karina. There were Buddhist

monasteries, deva-templcs and the followers of the different

non-Buddhist sects lived pell-mell. He also saw al MathuiS three

topes built by AsOka and the topes tor the relics ot Sariputra,

Maudgalyayana, Parflamnitriyaniputra, UpfUi, Ananda and RShula.

He visited Upagupta’s monastery at Mathurft, which was just

one of the many Buddhist establishments ol the place. It enclosed

a tope with a finger-nail relic of the Buddha. He saw a

dried-up pond and not far from that pond there was a large wood

in which there were footsteps of the Four Past Buddhas. He

also saw the Nataba(avihSra and Urumapda hill. The pilgrim

seems to have made a hurried journey across a portion of the city of

6. Lefmann, Lalitmvistira. pp. 21-22.

7. Legge. Fa-Hieo'i Travels, pp *2-43
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Matbur* He does not mention the great river which flowed past

the east **de of the city.
*

Among the discoveries made at the village of Mil, situated

about nine miles north of the city of Mathurfcon the (eft bank of the

fiver Jumna, the following are noteworthy :

—

(1) A hfe size statue of king Kaniska which is about S ft.

4 in. high including the base. The head and both

the arms of the 9tatue ate lost.

(2J A tank where the Kus*n king Katnska discharged his novel

task towards Varuna, the god of waters.

(3) Several Nftga images.

(4) A mound marking the site of a Buddhist sanctuary near

the Village ol Jaisiughapura situated three miles from
Mathura towards \f ndSvana.

(if A targe mosque of red sand-stone built by the Emperor
Aurang/.eb on the ruins of the grant temple of Kesava-
deva situated at K&ui forming part of the modern

City ol MathurA.

(6) A Buddhist stupa.

A careful study of the Mathuri school of sculpture lead-, us to

the conclusion that the flourishing period ul the <iandii.ua school

must have prec«led the reign ol Kaiu*k.>. In the course ol excava-
tions, many sculptural fragments came to light, mostly of a later

date. Among the earlier finds may be mentioned a broken

four-fold Jain image w.th a fragmentary inscription in Brahmi
of the Kus4n period*.

There was an influx at Mathurft of the semi Hellenistic art

too weak in its environment to maintain it- own individuality,

yet still strong enough to interrupt and enervate the older traditions

of Hindusthan. Tiiece was a close relation between Mathura
and the North-west and as an illustration of ihat the votive tablet

of Lopaaobbika is very much significant, the stoi» depicted on
itbeing identical m form with the stupas ol the Scytho-Partlnan

*• Waiters, On Yuna Cbwang. Vo). I. pp. J01-J1J.

9. Explorations at Mathurft by J. Pt.. Vogel A.S.I Annual Report
, 1911-12,

pp taojj.
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epoch at Taxila 10
. The sculptural remains found at Mathura

clearly indicate the presence of Graeco- Bactrian influence.11 The
most valuable Saka-satrap monument at Mathurft discovered and

first published by Bhagw&nlftl Indraji is in the form of a large

lion carved in hard red sand-stone and intended to be the capital

of a pillar. Its workmanship shows Persian influence. The

surface is completely covered with inscriptions in Kharc${l

characters which give the genealogy of the Satraps ruling at

Mathurft and according to these inscriptions the satrap* of Mathurft

were Buddhists. 11
It is interesting to note that the Pre-Kusftn

sculptures of the Mathura school are very instructive as they all

emanate from one and the same school and those sculptures divide

themselves into three main classes
:
the earliest belonging approxi-

mately to the middle of the second century B.C., the second to

the following century, and the last associated with the rule of the

local Satraps. Their style is like that of the early schcol in

a late and decadent phase when its art was becoming lifeless 11
.

Mathurft was, further, a great religious centre. Jainism was

practised with great devotiou thete 14
. Under the Kusftns, Mathuifi

was an important religious centre of the Jains**. The Jains seem to

have been firmly established in the city from the middle of the

second century B.C . Many dedicatory inscriptions prove that

the Jains were a flourishing community at Mathurft in the reign

of Kanir.ka, Huviska and Vftsudeva1* Buddhism gained ground

in Mathurft in the very life-time of the Buddha through the efforts

and active preaching of Mahakaccayana who was one of the most

distinguished apostles of the Buddhist faith. King Avantiputta of

Mathurft is said to have been converted to Buddhism by Mihft*

kaccayana by his famous discourse on the caste -system sometime

after tbe Buddha’s demise17 .
The csty where Buddhism was a

10. Cambridge History ol India. I. p. 633.

11. Eliot. Hiodtiiftfii sod Buddhism. 11. p. 158.

12. Kapton, Aacicat tadia. pp. 142-3.

13. Low. A norm Mid-Indian K«atri)a Tribe*. 1, p. 93.

14. Smith. Early Hiuory ol lad*, p 301.

13. Rapeon, Aocioet India, p. 174.

16. KUoc. Hinduism and Buddhas. I. p. 113.

17. Majjhlma. 11. pp. 83 ff.
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predominant faith for several centuries wa* a stronghold of

Sarv&sti v&da along with Sftrnfith and drAvasti in the Ku§&n age.

It was a centre of Kfffi worship as early as the time of Meg&>-

thenes (3C0 Vaisnavism and Bhftgavati&m found their

place in this city. In the £aka*Ku$an period it had ceased

to be the stronghold of Bhagavatism.1* Vflsudcva was a scioo of the

royal family of Mathurl*9
. The paucity of the BhAgavata inscrip-

tions at MathurA probably indicated that Bh&gavatism did not find

much favour at the royal court, because from the first century B.C.

to the third century A.D. the people were usually Buddhists and

were with a few exceptions nnt well disposed towards the religion

of V&MtctavA **• In modern times, it is one of the sacred cities and

its sanctity is very great. Buddha's influence in this city was

felt to a certain extent. He was offered aims by a woman of

Uttara-MadhuiA*7
. Buddha frequented this locality and while

proceeding from MathurA to Ycranji, he was worshipped by many
householders MathurA which is an important centre of both art

aod cult has given a tangible proof of the existence of KAga
worship in the form of a stone-slab, now in the Lucknow Museum,
which bears an msc option in Brfihmi characters of the Ku§5n period.

The cult of the Xtgas flourished at Mathuta side by side with

Buddhism and Jamism during the Kus&n preied 74
. The existence of

serpent worship at Mathura is also supported by the MathurA Nfiga

statuette inscription which is important in view of the story of

Kaliyanagu and suppression by Krspa recorded in the Purapas.

The Jain* Avfigapa^as found at Mathura cannot but be

supposed to have a direct or indirect bearing on the later

18 Cambridge History o! India, p. 167.

19. Ray Ctsaiulhury. Early History of the Vfusn&v* Sect. p. 99. But
a Ur&him inscription edited by Dr. I. utters (E.I. Vd. XXIV. p 19fl

distinctly recoidi the installation of the linages of Fafteaviraia, the five

Hhigivaia de«nes headed by HaJadeva. during the reign of Sod*ta. son

oi ihe !>aka Kyuu.p* K.juvuU.
20. Uttara Madhuri according to Cluu Jataka.

21. Marly History o i the Vadasri Scci. p. 100.

22. Vimnoavattbu Commentary, pp. US- 19.

23. Abgotuia Nikftya. II. p. 37.

2*. Niga wunhip .n lucent Uaihara Uy J. i'll Vo<.l A. S. I Annual
hepoci. 1908—C9 pp. 159-16'.
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Vi?ppatas met with in Bengal and other places. The Bacchanalian

scenes beneath an AsOka tree freely sculptured in a stone supporting

a bowl are still awaiting an explanation for their association with

the Buddhist objects of worship 15
.

The importance of Mathura in the political history of India

is to some extent great. Twenty-three SOrasena kings of Mathura

are mentioned in the Vfiyu Purflpa as contemporaries of the future

kings of Magadha. 16 The SOrasena king of Mathurfi in Buddha's

time was called Avantiputta and was therefore almost certainly

the son of a princess of Avanti a . Mathurfi. the home of the

Vrsnis and Andhakac, was later evacuated by them.1* Yadhifthira

installed Vajranlva on the throne of Mathura 1* Sons and

grandsons of king Sidhina ruled Mathurfi.*

A local dynasty of kings or feudatory chiefs appears to have

exercised sway over Mathuri in tlie time of the early Sunga-Mitra

kings of Magadha. King Dhanabhfiti I, of this dynasty, son

of Agaraju (Ahgaradyut) and grandson of king Vievadeva, erected

the ornamental gateways at Bharhut in Circa 100 H.C. in the

dominions of the Supgas” while king Dhanabhati II. evidently

one of the successors of Dhanabhfiti I, erected a Torapa vedikS

at a Buddhist stfipa at Mathuia*

Mathuri and PaHcila continued to be included even in the

dominions of the later Milra kings whose coins (dubbed by

Cunningham as " I’aHcila Series") were discovered at these

places as also at KumrahSr (Pitalipu«ra)M. Among the later

Mura kings, Jndrftgnimitra. Brahmamitra and Brhaspatimitra are
" definitely associated with Magadha in addition to other territories"

2J. Vxv.rlevx s. Agrawala. N«w Scnlpiurer from Mathura, Journal of iba
United Province! Historical Society. Vol. Xt. Pt It p 67.

26. Chip. 09.

27. Cambridfn Historv of India. I. p. !S5
28 Brihraa PurSna. Chap. H. SI. 34,. Hiri.imj*. Chip. )7

29. Bhigavata Mlhilmya. Chip. I.

JO. Oldenberg. Dipavrpja. p. 27,

JI. Barn* A Sinha. Barhnt Inscriptions, No*. 1-5
: Baiun, llartmt. Bk. I. p. 29.

32. CoBningbim. Stnpi of I'barhot.

33. Cunningham. Coin*, pp. 81-88
. Alisa, Catalogue pp. CXtX-CXX

.

Marshall. Arehaolcgical Survey. Pepor! for 1907-08
. p. «0; Bloch.

A.S-R. 190S 09. p. 147.
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and the rest, Bfhatsvatimiira, Dharraamitra, VifQumitra, Varupa-

mitra and Gomitra. are connected with Kaui&mbl and Mathurf^4.

The Hatigumpha inscription of Khilravela records the fact of

submission of Brahmamitra, the then icing of Magadha, to Khara-

vela, the king -overlord of Kalinga, as well a 9 the hurried retreat

of a Greek king (YavanarajnJ whose name is read Dimita

(Demetnos) by Sten Konow and Jnyiswal.®

Menander*. king of Kabul and the Punjab, conquered

Mathuri 20
. Matbuiu was governed by native princes whose

names can be found on coins »n the second century B.C. The

Hindu King'* Mathura were finally replaced by Hag&na,

Hagimisa Kajuvula aud other Saka Satraps who probably

flourished m 01 about thr hrst century A.D. * This is corroborated

by the eptgt.tplin evidence which is confirmed and amplified by

the numismatic evidence.

After the Saka K$atrapas, the early Kusan kings, Kaniska I,

Vixiska, Huviska, Kapi§ka II, and V&sudeva I, effectively

exercised their suzerainty over Mathurfi for over a century

A

splendid Buddhist monastery bearing the name of Huviska was

built at Mathurfi in the second century A.D .
40 The great Kusans in

Mathuri were succeeded by the Naga kings who, according to

the Pampas* established themselves at Mathura aj;*at other places.

The Naga rule continued right up to the time of Sarr.udragupta

whose all-India conquest gave a death blow to the independence

of the Nfigas.

34. Bar ue, Cftya *ixl BiddhagayS Bk. I. p. 176. Political History
Fourth Ed. pp. 334-335

35 1£ I. Vel. XX.

36. Many coint ol M«m«r*J«r »»r* ducovemJ •« Maihur* |R. D. Rancrjee.

Friiclnn Mndra. p. 50). At the close of the third century the cast com*
"•re i-.oed by the kingdom o! Mathuri, some cl wblch beat the names

"* lueal king* >n lliihm. Knpi (Coin, ot India. Brown. p. 19). la Ihe

niiBKi Mathura many ancient copper coins along with tbs coins ol

i .funk .-.ad Saka rulers were discovered (PrSchln Mudri. p. 105).

31 Smith, I'arly History d India, p. t’>9.

M - Small, fcarly History of India. P 127.

W Ibid 1‘Oanb odn. p. 271 : Ka> Cliaudbari. Op. ciL p. 188.

•0. I Inti p 271.



PROTO-INDIC RELIGION

By S. Srikantha Sastri, m.a.
• •

It is proposed to examine the nature and affinities of the Proto-

Indiao religion here, in the light of the seals, figurines and pottery

discovered in the Indus Valley. Many of the seals can now

definitely be taken to be amulets, since in the lowest levels at

Hamppa, miniature seals with legends have been discovered and they

show that the seals were neither commercial receipts, historical

documents, nor merely heraldic. The figurines also cannot be

dismissed as toys, since Mackay thinks that the majority of them

were used for worship *. The funerary pottery, as Mr. M. S. Vats

has suggested * is decorated with scenes probably indicating the

conception of the Indus people about a life after death. Hence our

assumptions, that the seals were used as amulets, that the figurines

were used as votive offerings and that the funerary pottery was used

as throwing sorpe light on the eschatology of the times, may not be

far from truth.

Following the analytical method of Frankfort 3 we can roughly

classify the seals as {<?) decorative (6) representing action and (c)

symbolical. It is not claimed that this division is exclusive and

exhaustive, but it will be of use in making an objective approach to

the problem, and where parallels are indicated, they are to be taken

as tentative.

To the " decorative*' class may be assigned ;

—

(a) Geometrical designs— the Maltese cross, svastika, inter-

twioed-snake patterns, heart-shaped and kidney-shaped

designs, mat and basket patterns, intersecting circles,

bouse, ship, animal’pens, etc.

1. Mackay. Further Bxcavatums at M*h*ttjo-Daro

2. M. S. Vat*. Excavations at Harafipa.

Frankfort. CyUndar Seals.
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(6) Deities—Lord of herds goats or antelopes facing each

other, nude figures, processions hunting scenes, compo-

site monsters, fighting animal*
;
three-faced deity with

horns, surrounded by animals
;
antelope heads springing

from Pipal tree; multiple-headed animals.

M
Religious action " is depicted as human beings worshipping

a deity in centre; epiphany of a tree-deity; a goddess in a tree

facing a tiger; a deity with horned head-dress and mask (?) ol

a bull or buffalo attacking a tiger
;
a deity with llnwer head-dress

subduing two tigers; tiger trampling on a man ; feeding elephants,

buffaloes, tigers, oxen, rhinoceros cl* ;
figurines of pregnant

women, women iying o i a couch, women with children and

hands, in front ol the mouth; males kneeling or with stretched

legs, hands lifted in ad'tfation
;
female* with steuddiess supporting

lamps or dishes : man bunging a duck, or leading a goat oi bull

towards a deity in a tree.

Seiulai and " symbolical mold* ku*
’*
useronontical

“

seals with symbols ut the zodiac; hotoscopcs <?,», the serpent,

dove, fish, ram, bull, elephant, cal, monkey, pm tot, |>eacook.

duck, buffalo, lion, tiger, jugate heads, falcon with snakes,

toy-carts, Ireads. etc. used an amulets; the mlc-object beton

the bull; portrait-figurine* of the priests; mule and clothed,

dancing gcxl ami uautch girls, “Sumerian* ,iit.ul
. ;

on tuiieiafy

pottery, peacocks, fish, suu, eye. reeds, hulls, fishermen, crabs,

tortoises, plants, lotuses, water • symbols
;

ytitu, chess men,

homo signs, gods, |x>tlcry-shapes, perforated pottety, symbols

of divinity like horns crown nf plants, ornaments: cow and • u!f

or goat and kid
;
animal tile.

II

In Mesopotamia, the denies arc always m human form. In

the Indus culture however there arc not more than a dozen
divinities represented as human or semi-human beings. The crowned
horn first appears in Sumer in the Jemdet Nasr period and not

earlier, but in India horns are found from the earliest period.

The Mother Goddess is represented only by her symbol in the
Uruk period of Sumer, whereas in India figurines as well as the
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mother -goddess symbol 'the ydni) occur together. Again, the

worship of animal*, is alien to Mesopotamia. The sacred herd

motif ol Urulc and ] crude t Nasr periods is not found in the

Indus seals in the same way showing that from the earliest traces

of the Indus civilisation, it was predominantly an urban and

not a pastoral civilisation. Moreover, though female figurines

are found in such large numbers, they may be taken as votive

offerings. Kather we may conclude that the Great God, the lord

of beasts was the supreme deity and hence the worship of the

Mother Goddess need not be taken as the predominant character-

istic ol the religion. It would be more natural to expect the

cow rather thao the bull figuring prominently, as in Sumer.

Hence the woi*hip of the Mother Goddess is no argument for

asserting that the religion is non-Xryan: and female deities are also

found in the Vedic religion. 4

Since most of the seal* are amulets, we can assume that the

symbols and figures have some reference to the various purposes

to which they were applied. The most natural approach to the

problem is therefore from the Atharva V«da. I think that the

usual views about this Veda as far later in date than the other

three or that it is the product of a different type of civilisation

cannot be supported. The division of the Vddas is merely from the

utilitarian and pragmatic point of view. Further the Atharva

V5da embodies very old traditions and formula*. Again we cannot

ignore the basic fact that most of the Sflktas are attributed to the

same seers as in the other three Vedas. Whatever doubts may be

roused as to the authorship of the hymns. Indian tradition has

4. $*.1-5-22.

w* qiftftrwj I «?r ii

sn^TI W r?lW Iftat •TRrflH I II

srW sjq#
I II

I sraraf Gflrfaa II

sfwta? pi fafafiraiq I ftw II

fmal fwi 'ftfaft: l II
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consistently held that the Rsis who future in the Atharva are tlie

same as in the other three. As for the argument that the meanings

of the seals are no longer self-evident and it is unsafe to be guided

by later texts (granting that these texts are laterl, »c should note

that the ritual rather than the literaty texts can be good guides.

The ritual texts and their commentaries are accepted by Frankfort

as possible clues to the seals, because they preserve the old

tradition.'.

If we disabuse our minds of all imaginary reconstruction of

VWic civilisation attempted hy many scholars, we shall be able to

make a nearer approach to the solution by analysing the seals and

paintings on the funerary pottery and drawing parallels if not

coincidences with the elements of the Atharvan civilisation.

(I) The Sun-god. In the Indus civilisation, the sun god

does not seem to have been represented in a human form. A deity

under a bough with a head-dress of plants is moie a vegetation

deity. At the same time the Indus people could not have been

uninterested in the solar phenomenon. Possibly the svastika, a

circle with radiating lines, and the eye wete the symbols employed.

We find also the falcon. The eye, it is well-known, is connected

with the sun the all seer and giver of sight, to whom at the moment
of death the sense of sight goes back. The falcon is the suu-bird,

evolved from the sun's disc (Supa'*6 GarulmHu). Much has been

written about the origin of the svastika* and one of the explanations

is that it represents the movements of the sun. Whereas in Sumer
the sun-god—the prototype of Shamash and Marduk —is represented

as seated in a boat, with a saw to cut decisions, with a

plough, a quadruped (a lion with a human face), and scorpion-

men guarding the mountains of sun rise and sun set, in India

we do not come across such a representation. The scor-

pion symbol in the script is no safe guide. The lion i* a symbol

of the sun because in later astrology Leo is the house of the sun.

5. ,Viru»ta(IIl-2l) Sv,iililjtninai,i *ama Therefore It— word S»»tfi si live

beginning of the imeriptinnt nnfitfnieU ** " be it well ' more appro-

priately ‘This is tndewrocuble. eternal
1

1 *. ncha«drarta<th>’yi

Tli* Svajlika is therefore the symbol of elernlly
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In the Indus civilisation however, the tiger figures more promi-

nently than the lion. The sun’s chariot drawn by seven horses is

also absent.

Another symbol of the sun is perhaps the bull as in Sumer.

The fierce aspect ol the sun is shown in the Sumerian seals as

the Bull of Heaven whose body is filled with flames and whose

onslaughts bring about a seven years' famine. The Ur seals

show bulls whose bodies end in mountains (of the sun -god) watched

by the guardians, A Susa seal has the sun-god rising between

two couchant bulls. The Bull-man and Man bull weie Inter

evolutions of the same theme. Tlie Bull- Man is not Eukidu

as assumed by previous scholars.

In the V&las, the terms Vr\.i and Mahifa are applied to

various deities. In the Athana Veda (XI 11-2-43-44) ROliiia (sun)

is addressed as the Bull arranging day and night ;
the sun is

called the "earth filling bull (mahifa) compassing all." “With
his horns he pushes the demon, with his eye slays min, with

his ears hears what is best, the inviolable lord of Kinc”
(IX 4-17).

Mackay lakes the six-raved figure, one of the rays terminating

with Urus head as a sun symbol. The hook-like rays have

Cappadocian analogy. He says dial in die Indus civilisation the

people did not attach importance to the moon or stars being

associated with an agricultual people. This is n feature, according

to Sydney Smith of the religions of an agricultural population.

(2) Fertility Gods. A god under a curved structure is also

found in Sumer. In the Indus seal the god is under a bough with

leaves and on his head is a three-leaf ornament. It is possible that

the resurrection of a vegetation deity is represented but the figure

is not recumbent nor is there a goddess rousing it to life as in

Sumer. The legend of Ishtar and Tammuz seems to be inappli-

cable. " Siva" is of course a fertility god associated with vegeta-

tion as well as animals but he is essentially a forest deity and not

usually connected with agricultural operations like Krsna and

BalarSma who are associated with cows and ploughs. The god
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oq the seal may be a type of Rudra who in the Atharva Vftda is

«aki to shake down pestilence as from a bough from on high. 6

Another type seems to be the god within a vase-like structure,

to whom a man is offering a goat or bull in sacrifice. A third

representation is possibly of the deity round whom seven pig tailed

figures (perhaps the seven Mothers) are going in procession. The

three-faced deity seated on a couch, with the linga prominent,

surrounded by animals, or adored by two human beings hi whose

back there arc two serpents may be taken as a fertility-god.

This figure may be the three-headed MahS&amurti and the

antelope ($9») below the seat may indicate a form of Siva.

If it 19 Agni, the affinity with Siva is not excluded for Rudra

is a form of the sacrificial Agni.7 The horns are common to Agni,

Vanity* and other gods. In the Atharva, it is said that five species

belong specially to Dhava and oarva—the kinc, horses, men, goats

and sheep. Virdpikf** a form of sacrificial Agni is also described

in the Mantra BrShmatya (II -4-6) as having prominent dontas

(horns or teeth or tusks) and as seated on a iayy*.

ftwratsffl 5i®nq«f jzspafc# fafaa I

swrew $**? 3ri: flfofonfc I!

His two watchmen arc Balabhrt and BalasAt, and his other

names arc Samudra, Vigvavyacbas, Tulha, Viii\a\6da$ Bxfltra,

Prachotas, SahasrSk$a and son of Brahman. In the later

Buddhist tradition Yirdpiksa is the deity of the north-western

quarter and associated with animals.

6 *w w: q^ rrr
i

5noi fog r [Atharva XII.)

7 R spilRRR SSftfaq I

’2*1 HRl rto: etc.; tfwpal *RD| Rqq

ft Rite ir

qs qjim faw.i nrai apor gwi aim: il
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In the Atbarva *, the VrAty* book described the Vrtlya as the

supreme Brahman. Chanda, Whitney, Bloomfield, Roth and others

have come to the conclusion that because in the later Dharma-

i&stras the ViStya is described as an out-sider, a man of mixed

origin and of peculiar dress and habits, he represents a civilisation

alien to the Aryans. But before endorsing such a conclusion

we should note that the deity of this book (Atharvn XV) is

adhy&tmaka ar.dnol.ts: is mentioned as the seer. Further, as

Whitney pointed out the Cojiki I'pnnifad says that the

Brahmachirin. Skambha, Pahta and Vrfttya are all forms of

Brahman. We cannot theiefore assert that Brali machaiya and

Sannyfca were alien conceptions ». The Vrfttya is specially

associated with the vatious forms of Siva. He stirred up Praj&pati

who saw in himself suvnrna which he genrrntcd. Tlutt became
One, star marked (— °

lal&nta ) ; it was Tapas, it was Satya. From
it he created Prajft He became the Great God (Mah&deva) and

iglna, the sole Vratya and tool: up Indra's bow (the rainbow) with

its blue belly and red back to destroy enemies.

He is seated on a vipathu (many paths or the rude chai>ot),

drawn by vSha (horses or mules ?), and driven by a charioteer Yayu.

He is surrounded by foot men (pariakanda ), harlots, Migadlms, and

fore runners. He weai* a garment, a turban, two pravarlat (round

ornaments), long hair and holds a goad {pratoda). His amulet

(mirni) is the halmafi.

The Vrfttya stood erect and therefore the gods pro\ ided him

with an Standi. It has four feet, and lengthwise and cross pieces

and cords like a cliarpoy. On it were placed an aslarnna (a coverlet),

8. Whitiwr anil Ij*nnmn Atharva VhUi I Harvard). CaUnd. Panel ta

VimU Hrahmana XVIt. p. H16 I,id. (See altt N«o 2 io

follow).

9. For yoga nt Rg V«da

qft qft qT% qR* 0PI^ I BWR II

(1-6-30-8)

# fafawt I a*fai n

(1-5-19-8)
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upabarhana (pillow?) upa-rayo (suptxrit) and a seal. 10 He

ascended it, surrounded by the Gods as footmen, messengers

( prahbyya) and all beings as the upasad t (waiters ?)

In the fifth paryiya which is Rudradivataka. it iS said that

bis attendants were the divine archers Bhava. Sana, Paeupati.

Ugra, Rudra, Mahlddva and U*na. A knowledge of this will protect

a man and hi* cattle from the attack* of tigers and other wild

animals. ( The Ainibraintthiba add*—hiunsti xyaghradishtnvtt

gantavjnh\

The Vrktya must be honoured by the king and the Btftiimana

house holder. This indicates that he was p.irivri}ith<) anti there-

fore superior even to the grluiUlni Rril'inan t. That there were

imposter* wlvo called themselves monks is indicated in VI-13-6.

These, bearing a Brahman* name only, were perhaps of non-

Brahmann origin who assumed monkish dress.

Vraty-t is Connected with V’nif.r and Vrata, the first indicating

the observation of penance and ritual and the second In- mg uf an

institutional character. It is >aid (Ailtinva VIII ami IX
Paryayas of Book \\ ), that he moved towards the Visa and

was followed by the assembly, gathering, army, strong drink and

Kinsmen.

Some of these characteristics an- found in the three-faced

deity on the seal*. He is seated on an autttdi whose legs seem
to terminate as hull legs, jwrhaps to indicate motion. He wears
an elaborate turlian(?) (ushtfa) and horn* The word hslmifa
i* perhaps connected « itli uksh.r (a hull). The pendant on his

chest is perhaps the amulet balru.rti and the iouiuI ornament*

10 See alio diedetccipiKin o( tlie royal throne with threads (Ai. Hr. Vltl-12).

The .i>unJI i. also mentioned a* i Lind of throne in the bridal liymn
(XIV-2-65) aud in the Atlartyn Brahma*,, (Vlll-J-O-I a. NVDitney
cnajcciurcd it to be a tounging elinir or bed. Ii ha! a riMhion

{
upa

Jtiina) and -paxtsana (coverlet), Digl.a Nikayu (11-23) with
BiuldliaghSrha * coarnieiilary. says it war a^ed 10 carry corpser as a

bi« by tour bearers lUla roent.on. S'anJi a-i a *Aaftsi or

fmryanhrta (col or palaampnn) The Ranch* Vimij (V-J-I) lias isand,
equal to Ulpa of Tai. Hr fl-d-6-5.)
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pravartax u . The prominent membrum virile perhaps indicates

the text " he stirred up Proj&pati The animals around the figure—
the elephant, tiger, rhinoceros, buffalo and deer arc wild animals.

Probably, apart from the deer which is perhaps the vehicle, the

purpose of the seal is to invoke the protection of the Viitya as

fiarva, Bhava, and Isdna on the road (of the bride on her journey to

her husband’s house) or on the path to heaven (Atharva XV-5).

The deity, though not so probably, may be Tvftebtfa Trisiras

Viwarlpa as the
41
fashioner His three heads were struck off,

one became the haze l-cock (kapinjala), another the sparrow

{kalavinka), the third the partridge (tittiri).

fore I l

*i«i cftfai
|
flVnR II

Tail. Sum. 11-5-1.)

Agni is also called three-faced but hi* vehicle is Avi (ram) or

Aja (goat) and not an antelope- He is also two-headed aud with

four horns (chnlvari Srmgd...dvi tirshi).

Phallic emblems.—The hnga and the ring-stones are supposed

to be fertility emblems. The pedestals with trefoil pattern on

them are taken by Maekay to be the base of the Hnga. Two large

cones at Mohenjo Daro are taken to be lingas. M. S. Vats reports

that at Harappa in Stratum III (6' *5') si* lingas with shell orna-

ments, a unicorn seal, five stone pestles, stone palette, and a block

of clialcedony were found in a jar. The biggest specimen,

17.5 inches tail and 9 inches in diameter was found in the highest

levels. Another Imga sixteen inches high was found in the fourth

stratum. Many conical baetyls were found with the yOni indicated

round the body by broad bands upto two-hftbs of the linga. The

II. The Altareya BuUimaija «a»x that the ictpeat rage Arbuda Kddruviya.

introduced the tfravuilul. who praised wearing a turban and ..lh «yn
tied up The Haudhdyana Zrautu ii/ro (XVIII-I-JI mentions the

uitiqiid, pralvda and vifalha, and atao a bo- wilhoot arrow,

a black cloth with a black hem. the black turban worn itanung

and a nlver mtba ai characterislcs of the Vr»t,a. For Vipath*.

compare the sacred wagon Apema at Epham and hama^i a »»r
cborio: also used as a family wagon.
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SuldhiMta S&ruvaU of TrilOchana div&cftrya prescribe*, the

pjfrftku lakfana as bhagak^ii. The ring-stones have not that

form oor the tfntukha. Moreover I do not think that any sped*

men of a linga affixed to the base has been discovered; always

separated. The top of the ling* may be in the form of a half-moon,

a tnpu$a (gourd), egg (aty/n), and umbrella (chatra). The

rikha at the top of the linga does not seem to be indicated in the

specimens but this is not obligatory for ratna
%
loha t b&na and chala

linga*. These specimens nearly one and a half foot high could not

have been worn on the body. The baria linga may vary in height

from a mftaa to a hast*. The pindikas are divided into three

parts of Garni, MuuOnrtiaui and Laksmi as the Sakti dovatas.

If in the Indus specimens the yOni is indicated only upto two-fifths

of the linga—this is unusual, though not improbable. As regards

the conjecture that Siina devnh refer to these Indie people, Kaj-

wade may be right in taking tiiiut to mean not the phallus or the

tail m fig. 1105*3, but as balls of flour out of which images were

made. Siinuh also means limbs or bricks [Nirnbta IV— 5.)

God of vegetation iwd oiihnals : -\\c have already refered

to several deities nutrounded by animals and seated in trees etc.

The god seated in a tree and pointing towards a feline looking back

at him can tie taken ns man caught in a forest and taking refuge in

a tree. The scenes of hunting a buffalo or bison on a llaiappa seal

may be a ritualistic ^presentation of a sacred hunt (utfgayu yiitra).

As already pointed out a resurrection of a vegetation-deity is not a

part of the Indus religion. The dcitie* with a tre-foil or sprigs of

leaves on the heads may be vegetation deities, but another

explanation will be indicated when we refer to the seals as

amulets.

The fear of wild animals »g clearly seen hi the spells of the

Atharva *oda. Of particular interest are the seals where the tiger

K depicted. The tiger is shown as trampling on a man or being fed,

or being wrestled with by a naked hero with a plumed head dress.

In the Atharva (XII- 1 *49) the Earth goddess is invoked to drive

away the wild beasts of the woodafriifj<r lions, tigers, jackals

(t#/i ?)
p
wolf, misfortune, rkfika \br,jr$l) and demons. The deity

may be a form of Siva who killed VyAghrftsura hut it is more likely
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that the seal is an amulet. Therefore it is interesting to note that

the £si Atharvan is called the Tiger-slayer ( Vyaghra jambhatxa).

Another god with tangled arms is shown as separating (?) two

humans who have uprooted trees. Probably the stealing of some

sacred tree or herb is indicated.

To protect domestic animals from the attack of wild ones, a

stake of khadira wood is taken up and buried following the kine

with this charm (IV-3).

Up from here have stridden the three,—tiger, man and wolf

;

since hey 1 Ihintk) go to the rivers, hey ! the divine forest-tree, hey !

let the foes bow !.

Both thy eyes (<rftx<r’t) and thy mouth (mukka or hanu)

O 1 tiger!, we grind up ; then all thy twenty claws (nakhas).

The tiger, first of creatures with teeth, do we grind up ... .

Ruined (wrfinja) be the teeth of the beast

What thou contractest (santyama) mayest thou not protract

{viyama). Mayest tl>ou protract what thou dost not contract.

Indra born, Soma born art thou, ;m Atharvan Tiger crusher. The

PaippaiSda version for the first line is qajUfft fawft JR* I

Evidently the Khadira wood was associated with the list

Atharvan and considered as efficacious against tigers. The

Paippoiada has an extra verse.

qj|| q?0| FWl *(*!)% I

<rai wire; qwi H

The flesh-eating fire is also symbolised as a tiger. “ Agni

kravyflda entered into this man, he has gone after the tlesh eating

one. Having made two tigers severally. 1 take him who is other than

propitious" (XI I -2-43). Other unlucky things like the first two

upper teeth of a baby aie conipaied to tigers. The unlucky day of

Jyfctha and Mflla naksatrar. is called the Tiger day (VI-110-3).

Goddesses offertility :—The seals and figurines show that the

goddess was a popular figure but there is no dear evidence that

a female deity was held to be superior to the male. No doubt the
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fanaJe figuring axe more numerous hut since females are more

pcoot to superstition the votive figurines are found in greater

Qmnbeis. Moreover if Sakti worship was I he main featurr, there

would at least have been more depictions of a goddess not in

n subordinate mpacity but as being adoied by men and beasts,

just as the “8iva“ figure is shown. Mackay conjectures that

the pottery figurines are not votive offerings deliberately mutilated,

but house-bold deities which were throwo away when accidentally

mutilated. But it is difficult to accept this because the figures of

pregnant women, holding children etc. must have been thanks

offerings. Again the " dpa lakstm M
type of figures could not

have been the mam objects of worship. Others have small spikes

on the top of the head dress, perhaps to support a dish of offerings.

Others again must have been the proto types of female demoos,

ilrhbeiately pierced or mutilAted and painted red to simulate blood.

ne head dresses of these figurines are of interest. 12 Thete are

few s topic usftnifa* or turban*. Some have a horned object on the

head, the two hands raised to support it. It seems to have been

made of some soft material. The fan-shaped head-dress with

pannier-like additions to it, supported by a band round the forehead,

must have been a copy of some actual head-dress for ritual. One

figurine has a conical cap with a drooping top, perhaps for a tassel,

ivuMiblitig Hiuite caps. 1 * Some females have spikes of flowers

h«*iw.*eu horns and long pig tails. The votaries arouud the tree-

C Hldess 0) have long pig tails.

I
’ ve Miidrp i«rr* colt* figurine* (of PStallputra. Buiar. Mathura, Basra).

ha»e the kaparda on the right. left or in froat f>wr^cAfi<(<T ?) for male*

Female?. have kayiArda in 2. 3 or 4 plain— no four plans as in

Aa’X-lQI. Opaia of tbc band-type, horn-typo, and *olute-typ« . kumba
and frr./, r.i—brad covering with raised piait of hair and a hand round

the head . at Buxar . the female's under shirt of wool Samutya with

npacn hU drapery
. also female head-dreste* 1 ike a bandage round the

held arul crown-tike (M Ghosh VII Or. Con p.707. lianeryi Satin
PaUtaka Com. Vol )

U. Foe muon c'Mm in proto-Grnek civilisation derived from Anatolia had

a horned cap resembling an oxhead. In A*. VII-2-2J the kap&rda on

the right, characteristic of the VaaUthaa is mentioned A*. VII.5-Si

mentions white robed TftJ.ua with braided haiT. Chalu^kaparda

(four braids) of women (Ag. X-KM14.)
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In the Atharva Veda the types of head-dresses mentioned are:

—

(1) The Jirifin. To guard pregnant women against demons,

the Atharva Paddhati prescribes a talisman in the form ol a doll

made of red and yellow mustard plants, reaching from the woman’s

neck to the navel. K&ivh however prescribes an amulet of white

and yellow mustard (baji ?). Atharva (Book VI II -6-7) has this

spell.

" He who lies with [uipad) thee in sleep, having become like a

brother and father,—them eunuch formal, tura dccked (tirltin), let

the baja expel from here.”

hi the Paippaledn version it is ftinfiu. It must have been a

distinctive woman’s dress according to Whitney.

(2) Kurira, Rumba
,
and Opaia. In the spell to make a

man impotent, wrapping, crushing and burying his urine and fa-ces

(VI -133), ft plant is used

O herb, make this man impotent, Opaia- weating. Make
him impotent, Opaia wearing, kurira wearing, split his testicles.

Impotent I have made thee, the Kurira and the kumba we set

upon his head.

The commentator says that the Opaia is the mark of a woman
(stri vyanjana) and kurira is explained as keia (hair). A
similar passage in the Taittiriya Samhita (I V-l—5) has

In the Xivalayana Srauta SQ4ra (X-9-5) it is prescribed

<Wft fSttfa Kurira is taken as hair tresse*

(keiajala) and is perhaps connected with the Dravidian Rural

(hair curls). It is also taken as a hair-net of sheep’s wool.

Rumba is its ornament («6/mrr»<i), a circular bamboo rim. Gcldncr

thought that Oparti, kurira and kumba alt mean “ horn ”. 14

Perhaps the horned head-dress is implied. Whitney conjectures

kumba as a head ornament distinctive of women. It is ;>erhaps

14. The bpuiit io bur# resembled the met ting, covering the tool of

a boas*. "The thousand-eyed net (a**u) Mretchtd out like un

Opa>a on the vitfivant (diviion line), tied down, put on. do u* with

prayer unfMten." (lX-3-8). JM.O.RS. XVII p. 2*.
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significant that «h<* tiritin, Qfitiia, khrira and kumba are mentioned

in connection with eunuchs and impotent men. These figurines

may have been employed in such sexual charms. In the nuptial

ceremonv of SQryft (XIV- 1 -8) kttrira and dp<t*a of the girl along

with an ornament ptutridhi arc mentioned.

The pig-tails 15 of the goddesses and the votaries have interesting

analogies. Langdoit points nut that the figures of prisoners with

pig tail torwure at Kish are totally different from the Sumerian or

Semetic. 16 “
It follows that the Jtmcbu Kasr civilisation is the

original Sumerian civilisation and came from India, bringing

a script which they almost entirely abandoned in favour of the

one found already sn t ie laud, the so-called Sumerian picto graphic

script.*’ Braided hair is mentioned in the V&las frequently. Nijfiti

is golden haired <4/*. V-7-9J. The use nl healing plants for increas-

ing ai>d fastening the hair i~ udvuiuted (VI-21). The Sami plant

of great leaves is gracious to the hair <V 1-30). Hut in Ayurveda

tbe Liini fruit is called kilo ».••//.ini (injuring the hair). Sami
snow identified with I’rosofits spicigfn or Mimosa sun)

a

; but

these two tlo not seem to correspond to the Athaivan Sami ol

great leaves. 1 he goddess binivali has broad braids. She is called

the sister ol the gods and mistress of the people, a thousand

braided goddess, the spouse of Vishu Uih. VII-48. Itg II

32-6-7). This also applies to. Aiuimati. Dishevelled locks were

considered inauspicious as of comets, meteors and professional

waders at funerals,

Lei not the women of dishevelled locks, let not the evil wailers

wail for thee. (Alii. VIII |.|y)

In the marriage ceremony, the bride is limbed and combed
with an .utiftcial Inmdred-loothetl comb (kankala , baufnkn, or

*nn*.i<*»).
In ( |,e figurines two coils are shown ns falling on

the shoulders or u slid plait hanging at the back. The seven
votaries wearing a sou of kilt or skirt with long pig. tails and
Sprigs of plants on theii heads me shown at the bottom. Another
P<g-tailed figure is kneeling before a pig-tailed tree-goddess (?)

15.Wmom at Kish Vol. I pi 56 59

16. J.R.a.S, 1951 July, p J‘»J.
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in a Pipal, along with a goat with human face. Mackay

suggests the resemblance to the seven twin daughters of Bau of

Sumer, Sitala and her six sisters, and to the seven mothers. In

the Atharva, the aivattha is said to be the home of the Gandharvas

and Apsaraves. For the Qlndharvi Mahulanti, the herb aja*rin&

(Odina pinna!a) is used in exorcising the Apsaras and Gandharvus.

Where the aivattha, nyagrddha, great trees with crests

[iikhatufinah )—there go ye Apsaras. (Ath. IV- 37-4).

The word i$kh<m4in is taken by the commentator as peacocks.

The Gandhatvas are again called dancing, crested (iekkanHin).

Probably peacocks were also the abode of the Gandharvas and

peacock feathers were worn on the head. The aivattha and

nyagradha are the homes of the Gandharvas according to the

Taittariya Samhita flV-2-5).

II

The Parfla wood is also connected with the seven Maruts.

(r«i-SAM III 5-7).

The seven figures may be the Sapta Rs*s and the rer#*-

mortal is perhaps indicated in AtharVa 1-31, and IV- 15, where it ir-

*aid tliat PrajApati nmhaglnn should be |>erformed to bring about

ram, on the occasions of npat&rakas (meteors?) inundation* and

Hoods and the ob**tuatioti of seven seers (Saptarsi Naksatras). A

dance was perlormed calling upon TAdurl, Kha$vakli&, Kli&imakha,

Pur* and Maruts, perhaps like the dance ol the slave girls round

the Marjaliya fire, with new water pots, calling out Haitnaha 3.

R? nra=tq: *n|* 17RR7n««I

(r.rr. Sam VIIS-IO).

Inundations were lo the Indus people perhaps greater dangers

than drought. Mohenjo Daro seems to have suffered from at least

three floods. Markay says that the flood level at Kish is not
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contemporaneous with the Ur flood level but is the contemporary

of the second flood at Mohenjo Daro in the late third phase, ten feet

Mow the datum. The Atharva, it should he noted, considers the

Indus as the mightiest of the rivers, though Varanftvati and Yamuna

are mentioned. It may even be that the hull is the symbol

of this river. In the marriage hymn (XIV-43) it is said “ Vfjhil

Sindbu won the supremacy of the streams. So thou be samrSjini

In thy husband’s home." The seven Itsis were somehow

connected with the floods and also comets or meteors. "The star with

dishevelled hair" bringing affliction is mentioned in the hymn to

the Brahmajayi (V- 1 7-4) which is also used for averting the conse-

quences of the fall of meteors.

Misfortunes on the village of which they say “ this is a stai

with dishevelled hair “--as such the Brahmaj*y& burns up the

kingdom, where has gone forth a hare fsa«a) accompanied by

meteors (i<lknsi).

The falling "stars” seem to have been identified with the

seers (munis) who were the friends of the gods and witnessed

everything when falling from heaven, according to Kftjwlde.

WflfgcU II

<Re. X-136-4)

Another fertility goddess is pei haps the seated female, perhaps the

Earth goddess from whose navel a creeper is growing. 17 If Raj wade

is right, earthly gods ral!«l Otnfch are also mentioned in the ItgvMa.

fora? «fefon: i

mm ‘i’dlfll if|at»T» ^ aw awi: II

lltg. III-b-8).

Perhaps corresponding to these earth deities is Siikamlihara

or SakadliQuia. fiikadhuma is taken literally to mean dung smoke

which gives birth to a kind of demon.

17. la the seal no. !0I (Kacavation* at Harappa—M. S. V»w), iherc is no

dear indication that the litor. • > ihul of a »onun. nor does the ob>«:

attached 10 the stomach resemble ' plant bai i* rooie like a tortoise.
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Of whom the from feet are behind, the heels in front, faces

in front, born of the threshing floor and dung-smoke, who are

Uruitdas (or Arundas)and Matmatas, pot-testicled AySsas—we cause

to disappear by pratibOdhct. O Brahmanaspati
!
(Aik. VIII-6-15)

The Paippalfida has Sakad.huma. Again in a charm to avert

the evil effects of poitents like the lunar eclipse etc. the dung-balls

are placed on the joints ol a Brthmana who is asked " what sort

of day?" The BrShmana who is the personification of Agm
replies “ Very favourable

“When the astensms made SakadhUina their king, they

bestowed on him the auspicious day (bhadra) saying ' This shall

be his royalty'". The Paippallda version is: —

^raiwff^d I

Bloomfield » took SakadhQma to be a weather-prophet.

Whitney conjectures that the Milky Way, the king of naksttas

is probably meant, and that from the dung-smoke going up a

fore cast of the weather was made.

But it is probable that lafikn and Saka mean vegetation. The

female counterpart of the earth and vegetation god is perhaps Urn*.

S&kambhaii. A-parpft—later thenamesof Gaurl-P&rvati. InSumer

Mari etc. the Goddess with an overflowing vase or plough is

identified with the Inaima (later Isbtar), the queen of Eanna. She

has a horned head-dress and plants are shown sprouting from her

shoulders. Standing on a mountain she was perhaps the goddess

of war and seated on bricks with an overflowing vase, as on the

seal of the servant of Naram-Sin, she is also a goddess of fertility.

At Mari the goddess is entirely naked but with a turban and in

another form she holds a streaming vase with fish depicted. In

India the flowing vase motif does not occur. Nor is there the

18. Even now stories are currenl shout Bcshntapai wlm eilenilod tlw left Kind

for receiving royal gift*. When qeeilloned »» 10 ihe appropriateness

of this, ihe Biihmanis being ukitogals. put some cowdang cakes on

Iheir right bend sad -moke and flatties began tn spring up.

19. Bloomfield. Hymns from the Atharva Veda. (S.B.F..)
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interceding goddess bringing the devotee before the chief God.

Evidently in domestic worship in India a priest as a mediator was

not necessary, except perhaps in witchcraft. The Indian female

ftgurines are never entirely nude except the two bronze dancing

girls.

The Virgin :—A figure of a girl with small breasts, but with it

skirt and girdles may represent the Kanv& -Human type (tfor«?).

The Waff**1 type :—There is no figurine which can definitely be

identified with the goddess as the mother. The pregnant females

with children, and the right hand lifted to the month represent

votaries rather than the principle goddess.

The Warrior-Goddess :—The proto- Indians seem to have been

pacifist* and there are few representations of a fighting goddess.

The deities fighting with animals may have amuleti*' and medicinal

value. A human figure with feet and tail of a bull is struggling

with a horned tiger. Mactoy consider* the figure to be female.

A woman with tiger's body, but with human forelegs and two

spiral horns with n spike of flowers between them and a long pig

tail may be the count?i-part of Durgu.

Water Goddcx* :—As pointed out there is not any retwesentn-

tion of a goddess with a flowing vase, But since the public baths

and wells are so prominent and since the people depended on and

also were afraid of the inundations of the Indus, some fomi of the

water goddess must have existed. Perhaps her symbols were the

fish, the tortoise, ghanyal, niga and spouted vases. The snake

over the heads of some figures may also have represented waters.

Dragon god:—In Mesopotamia a god on a dragon oceuis.

frequently. The Hydra and Hercules theme reached Greece

through Syria and Anatolia. The Human Tisbpalc supported by

a dragon and with a fire altar before him displaced Niria/.u ax the

weather god at Eshnunna (Tell Asmar). A seal at Tell Asmar
has a god or worshipper, holding a kamattduUi-like pot, and with

a snake on his head. Behind the figure there arc intertwining snakes.

The Leviathan theme is also found in the Rn* Sbarma texts. On
*h« Kassite seals, the winged dragon with bud-like hind legs,

fail and mouth is found. The weather god Adad (>) bolding
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:» Iriiila (triple lightning ?) or a whip (kaia) is standing on

a fire spitting dragon or in a chariot drawn by diagons. Schott

identifies the dragon with the constellation Ukatukha, assigned to

Nergal ol Pestilence-

Frankfort points out that the earliest symbol of the storm-god

wa-' the whip and not the thunder-bolt. The god at Baal Bek

had a whip: so also Jupiter, a form ol Hadad of Syria and Adad

of Mesoiiotamia. Futlani takes the whip to be a solar symbol.

The three-lotigued lightning came from Syr.a to Mesopotamia

in Hammurabi's time. In the time of Adad Ninth the whip was

the symbol of lightning, Probably the whip of the goat-herds

was translated. In the Iliad (1 1-782) the whip end the lightning

are mentioned as separate emblems of Jupiter. Jupiter Heliopob-

tanus has a whip in his hand. Jacob Stahl thinks that the forked

lightning symbol as the more original form of stylised fire. In any

case the three pronged lightning is of Syrian extraction and appeared

in the period of the Amarites and first Dynasty of Babylon ; until

then the whip was the only symbol. 10

The whip was perhaps a whip of snakes or scorpions. In

India the storm-gods Indra, Maruts and Rudra have the whip,

the thunder-Ix)h and the Iriiila. The honey-whip of Asvins is

mentioned.

fW 0? II
(Tail S<IHI . IV -7.)

The iriiola of the Paura$ic Sita may repesent the thunder bolt of

Rudra (ftf/f) or since Kudrn is a form of Agni, the flames of the

three sacred fires. Dragons are of course associated with Indra

and Rudra (V'rfrn, A hi and :Yagu). On the Indus seals, hooded

20 Pnuuumi- My. ihm in Greece Ztai was represented as a pyramid and

Anemia a. » column. Thiswm to be o reversal of Ike usual mangle

symbol to represent * guild**. and the pillar lo -preseiit the god.

Al UyWo. and in Mesopotamia many repreaemaiioos of a pyramid on

the back ol a bull are louod l ire pyramid originally lepreiented the

Hitlire god on a bull (Sandon) whose descendant n Zeus Doiicbeno.

In the Phrygian mysteries " the Hull la the father of the serpent and

the serpent the father of the Hull \ ttfomvoy).
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**rp«nt* and ml*! twined snakes ar« found. A lozenge-shaped seal

at Harappa 1ia>* a falcon between two -makes. The encmity

between the snakes and eagles 15 also indicated in the Myth of

Etann. On a i-opper tablet of Mohenjo-Daro an animal with

horns and elephant-trunk has ;» tail ending like a snake. On the

whole, we can say that the Nig* w;is not worshipped separately.

The snake-sv inMl had only an aniulettc purpose. No images of

snakes apart from .imuletft have been found.

The Oulu'‘‘its the make coil and hydra occur as very early

themes in Mc^>lK>Uimia. The snake toil is found 011 a Jetndei

Near seal. The copulating vipers represent Ningiszida, The
soake coil has sometimes two heads or a head and a tad. At Fara

there is a tortoise at the snake's head. In the Boghaz-Kcut monu-

ments, the coils of Vrtra are shown. In Babylonia the worship

of animals was unknown. But at Khafaje a bull in a temple shows

Indian influence. Similarly at Khafaje and Tell Asmar (ill. L.

News : Sep. 5. 1936) pots placed on the flooi, and decorated with

snakes, tortoises and scorpions were discovered. Frankfott con

jectures that living snakes were kept and fed with buds and small

animals. A saucer for water was also placed inside the pots. If

living snakes were worshipped in the Indus Valley they may have

been kept in the so-called cages of pottery 01 in the perforated

vessels. But no remains of snakes in the pots have been discovered.

We are in doubt as to whether even the antdiill was then worshipped.

The hull or buffalo headed goddess:-- One seal at Harappa
(Vats. No. 319) has a buffalo- headed goddess alone. We have already

refered to a similar hu11-headed goddess the head, tad and legs of

the bovine subduing a tiger (?) with two feathery horns, besides an
acacia <?). In the seal of Lugalanda and his wile Baranamtara,

a similar goddess but wilh one curling horn and pig-tail is attacking

a lion which has seized a hull man (bearded), by the (ore-leg while

M eagle (Imdugud) is shown hovering above. I hc story ol Enkitlu

IS not applicable. In the Epic of Gilgamcsh, Etikidu is described

as covered with hair in long tresses like a woman and the garb ol

Sumukan. the lord of cattle. He hunted the lions raiding the

sheep-folds and catching jackals. He was the warden u( the sheep-

(°Ws. His name means the lord of the place of abundant recreative
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force. He was at first hardly human and only after intercourse

with the netaera he became human. Gilgamesh and Enkidu

wrestled with each other and became friends. They kill an Elamite

demon and the Bull of Heaven sent by Ishtar. Enkidu dies and

Gilgamesh Roes in search of the plant of life- Utanapi9htim

narrates the story of the Flood. Gilgamesh meets Enkidu in the

under world and is told of its desolation. Even in Mesopotamia
there i9 no seal connected with the epic by an inscription. The
human headed bull lias a beard and is of the aurochs type with one

horn and girth at Fara. The bull-man may be twin and in the

Early Dynastic period he is exclusively a slayer of lions. In the

time of the Third Dynasty of Ur. lie has a horned crowo. Terra-

cotta figurines of the bearded naked hero and the Bull-man were

called Tallin (Twins or companions), to be hurried in the corners of

court yards to protect the house from evil influences. Therefore

there is no parallel with the Indian Bull-headed goddess. Mackay
suspects that the horned bull inasks found at Moftenjo Daro were

suspended in the houses to avert ill-luck, like the metal masks of

Ur. Kish and Susa.

Goddess with Doves horned female figurine at Mohenjo
Daro has four birds, probably doves, on the head.*' At Harappa

the dove models are invariably whistle " ghuggu" of modern
Punjab. There is also the flying dove which may be amuletic.

The dove-goddess naturally invites comparison with Crete and

Mesopotamia. In the Akkadian ritual, the burning up of Quingu

and cutting up of Tiamat are indicated by cutting the throat of a

sheep and placing it in an oven and by killing a pigeon. Evidently

Tiamat or female Chaos was represented by a pigeon. In India

also the dove was considered to be a bird of ill omen, the messenger

of perdition (Nirrti). In the Itg V'Sda (X-165) and Atliarva (VI—27,

28, 29), wc have 6pell9 against birds of ill-omen.

Seeking what, O Gods! the sent dove, the messenger of Nirrti

hath come hither, we remove.

Propitious be the sent dove and hawk ? (siiiuxuj

21. A fsonle ftfutin* in He Pelna Museum hulhtaeholeson tlir bead. peotnNy
for interring » bead-dress (?)
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L«e not the dove injure us.

The Kg V6da bas:-

fj f? ?ff: «H: II

Wilh this Ik drive away the dove; revelling in lood, uc lead

the cow about breaking up the tracks, hard to go.

(A cow and hie me taken three times round the house.

X— 165-5.)

The owl uttering, tile dove making track at the tire; in

Yama’s house they may look upon thee as sapless and empty
(
3T^)-

Atbarva VII 66 i* also a charm against black-birds (ffri»a

iilium) of evil omen.

The PAiftvaius * were an alien people who were killed by

Sarasvat i ‘He. VI -61 -2). Pirivata occurs also as the name of a king,

the enemy uf tin Ary*® (5g. V1II-10-100-6).

«HI«MI I

•rr*na nmi: WIR II

In the Brl .tdd8v*tA (X-57-59) it is said that Subandhu was

the priest of king AsmBti of the Ik?v*ku race and was discarded.

Bandhu and others of the Atn clan were displaced by Kirftta and

Akuli who became two pigeons Ikapita) and harassed the Gaupa-

yanas by their >Oga. Subandhu was however restored by the

22- Hike hran lit idi-nlified Straba’s Paroutlai with the Panalas. The
Pirv mas of I lie Vidas were not hostile to the Aryan, whereas ihc

Parvatus -ere, Oppen connects the Brahms wilh Farata or Panull
i>« the Poranas and with Pii&vara of the Tamil country. Faravaris la

MahiirnNtra and ihe Para he in I'alammn He also assumed that the
Brahuis or Puaut to be the same ae the Bbarataa. The Brahms
are assumed to be Dravkdiaiu. Scythians. Tatters. Arato. Iranians, etc.

according to the fancies of the scholars. They are also connected

nth the Jadgals or Jaia. Harofti is supposed to mean a hill in Persian
and therefore the Brahms were hill-men Their own traditions assert

that they cimie from Aleppo in two clans Sagdi (Sagta) of the Greehsl

and Saga fSaka). The linguistic resemblcnce to Dtavidian is perhaps
due to Late maritime contact. There seems to he no doubt as to

their foreign utigln racially.
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Gaup*yanas and again became (he priest o( Aam fill. Therefore

the parivala aod bapdta were unlucky birds.

In Crete a the worship of the Mother goddess 14 was connected

with snakes and doves. Pendlebury thinks that living snakes

were kept in tubular vessels, bowls, handleless jugs, etc. A low

tripod table had a ring in the centre, with four grooves along the

edge for a snake-party. A pierced vessel like a honey comb with a

snake crawling on it and two small jugs with snakes on them show

the prevalence of the worship of the living snake apart from

the snakes held in the hands of the goddess. She also liolds a dove

in her palm and a man is bringing her a dove for sacrifice. Two
votaries also hold snakes. On one of the seals a snake surrounds

a cat sejant gardanl, The dove is also found on cult objects.

The suake as the enemy of the dove may represent the power of

the under-world as against the symbol of the over-world or atmos

phere. Hut the Indus figurine seems to be amuletic, possibly

representing some aspect of Niffli or Yama.

Inanimate symbols .-—Among the symbolical cult-objects the

peculiar vessel in front of the bulls and goats has attracted much

attention, l'riederichs rakes the lower portion to be a crib and

the upper a stable rack and the lines as representing folder.

Marshall thinks it is an incense-burner and the lines as flames.

If it is a fire-holder i: probably represents the ccremonv akin to

leading a cow and the fire three times around the house to break

the evil influence of ill-omened birds, Mackay points out that by

itself it is carried in procession and occurs separately on the

amulets. It is not a bird-cage, and it is also doubtful if it is

made of reeds - the lines and pellets being mere decorations. I have

observed that the object is represented with at least twenty varia-

tions. The lower vessel is sometimes plain, knobbed, with

23. PendMniry. A'cluelogy of Create.

24. The Cretan Earth goddess u now conjectured to be De-or Ge-roatir taken

over by the Greek s and called Cybebe or Cybele in Phrygia. In the

Greek pantheon Gaia or Ge had a daughter Faea (Cybele. Hecate.

Artem**) wife and sister of Cronos. Many breasted Artemi's (or Diana)

is the " Lady of the wild Creatures To Croocs aod Rhea were born

Demeter. Hera. Hades. Poseidon and Zeus.
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n projecting bass. ornamented with wavy horizontal lines. The

upper vessel is square, rectangular, semi-circular, in three, lour, fu*

cornpar tments, with a knob at the top, ornamented with riots, central

lines, zigzags etc. The bn** of the tipper vessel has a tubular form

connecting it with the lower. It is highly piohabl* dial this vc*mu

is some sort of biter for a ritual drink. The so-called flamer, may
be some sacred heibshlce the sdma. The two vessels were thus

affixed and the drink filtered through from the upper to the lower. 25

In the Atbarva (IX-4) there is an obscure hymn glorifying the bull.

A male (jXififitfi) yet pregnant, big (sthavira ), rich in milk,

the Bull bears a trunk {Kabatuiha) of Vast* (good ?l
;
him sacrificed

to Indra. let Agm carry by the God-travelled roads bitvayuna).

His KfHd (breast ?) was Jinianiamsas (the imprecation of

sisters ?); his vifxl ? (obscure) was maintained as SOma's. \\ hen

tlie gods diMributcd the Bull.

Of reddish form, ndbhasa (clouded ?) vigor giving, the

vehemance of Indra, all formed, he hath come to us, assigning to us

life and progeny; with abundances of wealth, let b*im attach himself

iou». (r.uppaiMa-qai»l«wi 'foq WTOI^jij)

Herr m this stall, O Closeness ( upapurchnna ) be thou close

unto us; unto us what seed the bull has; unto us Indra, thy

heroism.

id. Hr. IV-28-8; Tai. Br. II-8.fi. 3^3*1^ «!§

This object therefore was a sacred vessel and used in many types
of sacrifice*. Vats points out that even before it was associated

with tlie " Unicorn " it was worshipped. On the tiny rectnneular seals

found below seventeen feet, {No*. 441, 443, 440) this object occurs.

Therefore «t cannot be a form of the Nandi KO/u (as the tall pole

decorate with bands of brass and an image of Nandin taken in

front of the Vlra 6aiva processions in the KarpHUka. is called in

2i. S6ma jiliee however iccmi io have been filtered through a woollen cloth.

On a . ylioder ml from Byblos a deity on an animal I* facing a ball

which !>*»» • pyranud on it. back. Between the two there i> a curioo*
vewe I. (Conieoao. La cniUtaUo* Photnidcnne fig. IS). AUo Frank-
fort. CylintUr Stall, p. 119.
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Kannada). Symbolically it may also have represented earth

and heaven, plants growing from the lower, the canopydike

upper part representing the sky, pouring down rain, represented

by the dots and wavy lines. In IX-3-20 one " nest " pressed upon

another nest is described, " A nest (kataya) upon a nest, a KOia

pressed together in a Koiia, there a mortal is born (vi/1) from whom
all is generated {praja)J*

The troughs in front of some of the animals had a ritual

significance. Friedeiieh* takes its absence before the Zebus as a

sign of domestication. The manger before the buffalo, tiger,

rhino, etc. show that they may not be domesticated. But Vats

thinks that it means merely offering of food and is no indication of

domestication or non <lomeMication. The troughs are of several

juniis- Usually the trough has sides curving outward at the top.

On one seal, probably astrological, the trough is like a circle with

radiating petals, perhaps made of basketry and representing the Sun.

We know that in the Vedic sacrifices the animals before being

killed were ritually fed and given water to drink. I have

elsewhere pointed out that the animals on the seals perhaps

represent creatures sacrificed to various gods to attain various ends.

In the Taitliriya Samhitft (V-5-I 1) says that the boar is to be offered

to Indra, a deer to Varna, a gayal or a tiger to Vfsa, to Vanina a

black deer or a gura (Bos Gavaens), a monkey to a Raja, a worm

to XilangQ (snake), a gazelle (Kuluuga) to S5ma. a simiumara

(crocodile or gharial) to Sindhu (ocean), an elephant for the Snowy

Mountains (Himavant). a purusSmrga to the moon, a dappled

deer to Day, a httin or runt to Rudra, a lion, uakula and tiger,

to Indra, a rhinoceros to K&ma, a ram for Varuna, a horse, tQpara

ftnd payal (gOmrga) for Prajipali. a Kapila to Snmvatsara;

a humped bull for Indra, bulls with dew-laps (attliitodha kanah)

to Visnu. three dew lapped (?) goals to IndrkQL (V-6.) Five victims

Aiva, Vrm Rsabha, Hasta and Purusa are also mentioned

(V-7-10).

To Indra in war a beast with (oiwaid-bent horns, and a spot on

the forehead, for that is the shape of the thunder-bolt.
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39W SI’ffaiSH-fl JT<TSt: t#0T W: II

pjiq <jf^Ti

VlA flWWHd II

fzfa nfm ^iHi<win 3qwfii I

«: ra tHTESf^ I *8: t4 p* 3^t *13$

•T*rfff R95I«: w>l*1 «?nq I*

A COW kbould be M&ciiiiceii lo Va^u mid a bumped bud lo

lodra. ^¥lt fSJ 3$HWI. To obtain food a dappled an imad

{print) must be offered to Manus, a spotted deer to Savitr for gam,

a besot of many forms {bahunpam) to ViivMSvfth, in witchcraft

a red cow IIbhita) lo Rudea, a Vamatui pet a it to Visnu

a gayal to Vfyu (1 1-6 ff)

All rhc<e animals are found on the seals. The cow however

is absent because though occasionally as in the funeral ceremonies

it was sacriffed in the VM»c period, it was already recognised as

dghnayl In the Atharva <V-I8. 19) it is called Timftta poison.
“ The cow - lain pulled down the Vaitahavyas who cooked the last

she-ROot uf Kesara prgbandhas." "The hundred and one Janatas

perished lor injuring the Brahman progeny". The Srnjayas

and Vaitahavyas perished for injuring Bhfgu and brahma
*<«"• " Becoming eight-footed, four eyed, four-eared, four-jawed,

two-mouthed, two-tongued, she shakes down the kingdom of the

Brihmaru reviler." The absence of the cow cannot be taken as

indicating a non Aryan civilisation, for the living cow only has

been worshipped throughout Indian history and no images of it

as ol the b II, are adored. If the seals are taken to be amulets,

it is possible that the animals thereon were supposed to bestow

the same virtues as indicated in the Taittiriya Samhila—the bull

for virility of Indra, the rhinoceros for Kftma etc.

Trees

:

-The Aivaltha, acacia, aim, palm, date, banana, small

plant like lulasi grown in u bowl—can be identified in the seals.

The bamboo reeds and lotus pods along with trees occur on
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pottery, and can also be inferred from the charcoal remnants.

Ears of wheat and barley are shown. Among tho fruits and

vegetables peax and xexamum are found at Harappa but not at

Mohenjo Daro. Date*, melons, lemon leaf, pomegranates, cocoa-

nuts and lotus fruit were known. Rice so familiar to the Dravi-

dians does not seem to be known in the Indus civilisation. But

the cocoanut is interesting because in South India it is called the

fruit of the south (ter.kfty) and its Sanskrit name nulikira or wan-

keta may have been of non -Aryan origin.

The Aiivattha as already indicated wax the abode of various

gods like Maruts, Rudra, the Gandharvas and Apsaras. Its leaves

are used in various charms
;
so also the parna-sAmi, deodar,

nyagr&lha etc. That tree worship is a characteristic of non-

Aryan culture is a statement without foundation. There ix ample

literary evidence to show that several trees were worshipped by

the Vedtc people. The nim tree, apart from its medicinal quality,

i9 Sftcred to the so-called Dravidian Mother goddesses. But not

a single mother-goddess hgurine has been found with a sprig ol

neem leaves as ornament.

One seal at Harappa shows an acacia within a tailing.

If the tree can be identified with Acacia catechu or Purtis

<ie<xiara
t

it is interesting to nutc that this tree ix supposed

to confer long life and its name dSva-dfttu means a tiec of

the gods. In Atharva (VI 11-2) an amulet of deedar is prescribed

to obtain long life, to avert false accusation and in the tonsure

ceremony. " The remedy PiituJn* is the body of Agni, transporter

(p^rayisna) demon slayer, expelling diseases, and killing rivals.'*

At Khafajc a terra-cotta plaque shows “a palm tree to which

strips of cloth are tied, a custom still observed by some Arabs and

by the Yczidis in northern Iraq. The divine nature of the tree is

indicated by the horned crown with which it is capped. The
bearded figure next to it is embracing the tree with one ami and

is perhaps a god thought to dwell therein or of whom the tree in some

other way was considered to be a manifestation (///. L. News : 3th

September, 1936.) The tree is within an ornamental railing and

above the whole group there is a flower or star. Frankfort does

not believe in the explanation of artificial pollination. He accepts
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the existence of tree worship. The palm tree (ka<law(>

a

is o( course

sacred to Kill (who is haifiiniba vana iicsiuij wul to M.ulliukosvara

(as at Banavasi). Ii is a common < u-torii m India also lo tic

pieces of cloth or colourcil strings to trees. In the upanayana, the

palaia brahma dap'la is deposited in an Asvattlia. The Atharva

VMa (VIII—8J says that in the spells to conquer enemy armies, to

the north of the fire, a branch of red Asvattha is set up and tied

with red and blue threads. As regards the other plants and herbs

we shal I discuss them when we consider the seals as amulets and

their significance in funeral ceremonies.

The anchor was perhaps another cult object as it figures on

a miniature seal at Harappa. It seems to have two prongs and

the handle seems to be oval-shaped. It has some resemblance

to a pn k-axc. Perhaps the anchor was worshipped by the sailors

and sea farers for ships are scratched upon pottery-sherds.

The axe with the single blade may also have been a cult

object. In the Atharva (Vll-45) an interesting remedy against

jealousy is given. Water in which a heated axe had been dipped,

(par>iiu phUnfa) was given to drink. There is here a reference

to the Indus people.

"
I rom a people belonging to nil peoples, away from the

nvei Jmsdhu“ brought iiither, from afar I think thee brought up

a lemedy, of*, jealousy.”

A similar remedy is prescribed for taknuui (Atharva 1-25.). It (?)

is addressed as the god of the yellow one (jaundice ?). ArW<« by name.
This mysterious nurd is said to mean a ram. Its variants ate

huUn. hrtdru, Arwfn, Itiju, n«fi«. rijhu. Henry compares it with

the Assyrian Ifumiu, the Hebrew lumi. the proto-Semi tic haii4„
meaning gold. Halevy thinks it is chloros, the greenish yellow

Vaiddrya r beryl. But ludian commentators take the word lo mean
a ram and perhaps it is connected with the goat, (o<fi. in Dravidian,
wfut.i iq Vedic Sanskrit). The double-axe sometimes occurs
*5 a geometrical pattern. Whether it represents the vajra or the

26. Heine* mentions that the language of the gods was diBacnl (tom that of

men. The gods called a river Xaiuho* and men Scatuaudoc. Xanihos
is probably coeioocied with Slndhu.
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sign o! mithuna, and has any connection with the duuble-axe

cult ol Egypt and Crete, it is not possible to say. In any case,

in the Indus civilisation the double-axe was of less importance,

as indicated by the absence of any clear model.

" Mnct-headt -The so-called mace-heads at Mohenjo Daro

are mostly lentoids and at Harappa round or pear-shaped. At Tell

Agrab maceheads of lime-stones, marble, alabaster, serpentine

are found in the Early Dynastic period. These stones were

probably im|>orted from Iran into Mesopotamia. One in the

shape of a hammer-axe is rare in Mesopotamia but common in

pre- historic Europe and also in the so-called treasure ol Priam at

Troy. Frankfort thinks that the mace-heads probably served

as arms for toe temple guard. But as we are not sure that there was

a highly developed organisation in India, the inace-heads might

have been cult-objects and used in the worship of fertility gods.

If they were lor secular purposes the civic authorities might have

used them mounted on wands of authority. At Khafaje two

mace heads used in ceremonies show two lions facing opposite

ways and one has got an inscription. (III. L. News

:

July 22, 1933).

Bends .—Beads, even now called “manis” were meant not

merely for ornaments hut as amulets. Marns ol various kinds

are mentioned in the Atharva Veda. In Hindu marriage

ceremonies, bead9 and gold ornaments shaped like breasts n are

strung together aod worn. The bhahingas, made of pith in the

shape of female and male organs and ornamented with tinsel

are tied on the foreheads ol the bridegroom and the bride respectively.

The beads of black glass are now held to be (along with bangles),

indispensable to married women. Little children when dead

are buried with a few beads in their mouths. The custom of sowing

the house-site with beads was prevalent at Brak in Syria. More

than 40,000 beads were cast into the soil to celebrate the foundation

of the tower platform. At Tell Agrab the beads consisted of

lozenges of blue and white lime-stone pierced on all four sides.

Chanhu-Daro of course was perhaps the greatest manufacturing

27. Compare tho beads of roam rooth-ivory shap«J like fena’e breasts aod

strong into a oeckUce in Moravia. (///. L. Sews . March 25tb. 19J0).
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ceoite. Agate. carnehan, steatite etc »nr used and the bead-

were so «'«y ll>ai ihiriy.loui made .111 iim I?
" How they werr

shaped and even mote How they wore Imred i» at pri-sent rpulr

Incompreheonible

The salagrama (ammonite) seems to have been another

cult-object ;
the design is found on pottery and Mackay thinks that

it was also worshipped : whether it was supposed to be the abode of

VifQU, as io modern Hinduism, there is no clear evidence. The

conch iiankha) is found and when made of iKittery as at Chanhu

Daro resembles the modern iankha used in daily worship by

Brahmapaa, to pout water on the idols. The sahigrima, iankha.

a plant m n pot (probably the holy basil tutasi) the eagle with snakes,

and the sun-wheel designs (cakra) may point to a type of

prolo-YuisQavism, if such a conclusion is not too far-fetched.

There is icthing inherently improbable hi the existence of a proto-

Vai^pavism along with protO-Sikism
; lor the later histoiy of these

two inono-tbeistic sects shows the same stages of development,

philosophy and ritual practices. The torso of an young man in a

dancing i«osture discovered at Harappa is taken to represent a

dancmg god. Both Kafarlja and Kfspa are dancing gods. In

some x -I upturns Kfspa is represented in the same posture as

Kataikja.

Other cult-objects are the kidney shaped " seals " and knobbed

pottery, which have close resemblances in Kliafaje, Ishchali and

Tell Agrab in Mesopotamia, Brak and Cliagar Bazaar in Syria.

( To be concluded
)



THE SARVASTIVADINS AND THE MAHASANGHIKAS

IN THE KUSANA PERIOD

Bv Baij Nath Pciti

Thk epigraphic evidence bears testimony to the existence of

two rival schools of Buddhism namely the Sarvfetn&din* and

the Mahfcxaugliikas, in the KusAna period. These schools hnd

their centres not only in India but also abroad 1
, and each

aimed at turning down the other. From the Mathui* Lion

Capital Inscription' of the time of Sodasu we learn that the

Mahkonghika school had a strong hold at .Mathuri It is

stated in that inscription that a Sarvgstivftdin leachei named
Budhila was imported from Nagara in the Jelalabad district

to counteract the truth expounded by the MabAsanghikas. From
this record two conclusions may be inferred. Firstly that the

MahAxahghikas had a very strong hold at MathurA slightly

before the time of the Kusanas, and as such the Sarvfetivldins

had to import a specialist from their headquarters., Secondly,

in pursuance of the object for which Budhila was imported, the

school of the Sarvftsiivtdins which was supposed to be in existence

wax reinforced by the new arrival. Thus before the time of

Kusflnas there were already in existence the two rival schools.

Their existence m the KusAna period is testified to by a
number of epigraphic records both in HrAhmi and in Kharosthi

belonging to that period. Before going ioto a discussion it is better

to take note of these records and we have the following records

regarding the SarvAstivAdins.

The Kapiska Casket inscription * of the fust year records the

t. Cl. The kurrain inicripuoQ of the king Kanl;.k« nod the Wardbak
laser,pnon ol King Hu.ijk.. Sun Konow corpu. VoL It. p. ISS-105.

2, Sun Konow - Corpus Indicants Vot, It. p. 30 fl.

3. Ibid p. 137.
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gift of a casket by dAsa Agisala in Kaniska’s Vih5ra and

Hjhf *- Sanghftrftma in the possession (txtrigrahe) of the

Sarvlstividin teachers.

The Zed* inscription 4 of the eleventh year lecords tlie gift of

Hipea Dhia for the increase of the SarvlstivBda school in honour

of K$atrapa Ltaka. Zed* is in the Yusufzni disincl near Ohiud.

The Kutram inscription ' of the twentieth year records the

establishment ol the relic of lord Sftky.utium in liie new ViliOta in the

possessm of the Sarvfcitivsdin teachers. It is not certain where

the copper stupa on which the inscription is inscribed was actually

found. Kurram is a Tehsil in the Peshawar district.

Anions the Dr&hml records the Sahet Mahet inscription 4 of

the tune of King Kapi?ka records the dedication of a Bodhisattva,

an umbrella, and a stick as a gift of monk Bala, a well read person

of the Trlpitakas. They were dedicated at the place where the

Lord f i *. Buddha) used to walk in the Kosambakutl, as the

propel ly of the teacher of the Sarv*stiv*dins.

The Anyor Bodhisattva inscription 7 obtained from a shrine

known as Galatesvar Mahadeo Ma^h near Katr* in Mathurt
where it was inserted in a wall, records the dedication of the

Bodhisattva for the welfare of the Sarvtetividin*. The Inscription

is undated.

Those are the ooly Kusftpa inscriptions which record

dedications for the increase and welfare of the Sarvlstivtdins.

They also mention the names of the Vih&rasand Sahghftrimas in

possession of the Sarvfetivldins. The sect of the Mahttsanghikas

who were equally strong is found in the following records :

—

The Wardhak inscription ' records the establishment of Lord
Slkyamuni's relic in the Vagramarega Vihara which was in the

possession of the Mahftsanglnka teachers. Vagramarega appears

to be ,m Iranian word. The place Wardhak is situated about
thirty miles to the west of Kabul.

*> Sicn Konow Corpus I nil carom Vol. II. p. 142.

i. Ibn! p. 155.

6. Ep. lad. Vol. VIII. p. 180.

7. Vogel
:
Catalogue of ibe Mailiui* Uimd No. A M.

8 Sieo Kooo* ; Corpus todlcrum Vol II. p. 105.
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Among the Brthmi records, the earliest is the Bodhisattva

Image Pedestal Inscription
9

dated in the tenth year of King Kapi$ka.

This Bodhisattva image was dedicated by the monk Nigadatta,

an inmate of the Vihftra to the Krau$t4klya monastery,

in the (Ghaudha) Ku \i of his own shrine in the possession

of the teachers of the Malia&aaghika order.

The Palikbdra stone Bowl Inscription 10 record* the dedication

for the M&hiaanghilca teachers. A Buddhist pedestal Inscription 11

from Mathura city records the dedication of the pedestal in the

Apanaka Vihira in the possession of the MahSsabghika monks.

There is yet another inscription12 dated in the ninety-first year

and recovered from the debris of a home in MatAgali lane. It records

the erection of something in a monastery designated as Cutaka

Vihara (mango monastery). This pious act was executed for the

increase of the religious piety and strength of the Maharahghikas.

Besides these two important schools of Buddhism, Mathura

was also the centre of activity of the Dharmguptikas, another

important sect of Buddhists. There is an inscription 1 * on the

pedestal of a BodhisattvA image which was established by Pusika

Nigapriya in the sanctuary of her own ch*ityn in the possession

of the Dharmguptaka teachers.

Thus from a perusal of these records it would appear that in

the Ku$*pa period the Sarv&shvftdins had their centres at Taxil*.

Kurram (Peshawar district), Zeda m the Yusufxai district, Srtvasti,

and Mathur&. This school had not declined till the fifty-first year

the time of the Anyor Bodhisattva inscription. The Mahfisaiighika,

on the other hand had their centres at Wardhak tncar Kabul) and at

different places in the Mathura district. The earliest record

of the Mahasahghikas is dated in the tenth year of the King

Kaniska and the latest is dated in the ninety-first year. The

Dharmguptikas also existed in the Kus*{ia period. Further the

9.

Mathura Museum Sdupiure No 2740 U. P. H. $. July 1939 p 23

No. XIII.

10. Ibid No. 662. ibid No. XI

11. Ibid No. 1612
;
ibid No. XU.

12. Kp. Ind. Vol. XIX. No. 9. (VIC) p. 69.

13. U. P. H. S. July 1939. p. 24. No. XIV.
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Sarrkfiivldins had Viharas as well as Sanghartmas. Ai Taxila

tbey had Kanaka's Vihira aixl Mahasena’s Sabgharama. The

Mahasnnghikas had Vihiras at Mathura as is evident from their

inscription namely the Kiaush^iklya VihSra, the Apanaka Vihara

and the Cutaka Vihara 1 *. It is not known whether the Mahi-

sahghikas had any Sa:igl'Ar&ma.

Now it becomes necessary to discuss two important questions

concerning these two Buddhi9t orders, firstly the distinction beween

a Vih&ta and a Sahgharfma aud secondly the relation of King

Kaniska with the SarvSstivfidins.

The term vihara, according to Kern **, does not only denote a

monastery but frequently also a temple. This is testified to by a

striking instance afforded by a passage in Yuan Chwan’s travels

The term vihara is applied to a place where worship is conducted

while the most common term for a monastery is Sanghartcna.

Every great monastery had a vihara or temple annexed to it : at

Sarnatli and Nalanda such state of things did exist ,f
.

Thus it would appear that a vihara, though a part of a

Sangharania, was something different from it. It was a place

where worship was conducted. Sarvislividins had Mahasena’s

Sahph»r»m,i at Taxilft and this Sanghartma had Kamska's

VihSra. The question therefore naturally arises, was Kaniska

a Sarvastii Idin ?

The Sarvlstivldins were offshoots of the Mahiiasakas

who in their turn were offshoots of the Thetavlda school. A
broad distinction can be made between the Theravida and its

offshoots, .-aid the Mahftsanghikas or Acaryavada schism with

•ts sub-ilivision. The orthodox Theravada in course of time

produced the Mahisftsakas and the Vajjiputtakas. The school

of the MnUisfcakas branched off again into the Sarvasmadins
and Lihannguptikas Therefore the Sarvislividins and the

Mahas-ifiKhikas were two antagonistic schools of Buddhism.

H U. P. H. S. 1939 July p. 24.

11. Manual .f Indian Baddiioi p. 81

I bill

17. Ibid

18- Ibid p til.
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According lo the traditional evidence furnished by Yuan

Chwang, King Kanipka evinced interest to learn the truths of

Buddhism, hut he was perplexed by the variant interpretations

given by the two different schools namely the Mahasarighika*

and the SaxviUtivadins who had a strong hold at Kashmir.** In

concert with the head of the Buddhist church Hariva, the king,

convened a council with a view to record the different interpre-

tation*. In the council the Sarv&sti vftdins formed a majority.

The President of the council Vanumitra was also a Sarv&sti v&d in.

Since the Sarvastivadins formed a majority naturally their views

alone counted. It, therefore, naturally followed that the accepted

versions in m^st cases were those of the Sarv&sttvldios. But

what was the reason for this preference to the Sarv&stiv&d ins ?

Now it is clear from the Taxila casket inscription of the first

year ** that King Kanaka had a vihara named after him in MahAsena’s

Sangh&i&ma in possession of the SarvAstiv&din school. This would

naturally show that Kani-ska had leaned towards the Sarv&stiv&dins

even earlier than his accession, since the inscription is dated in the

first year of his reign. The vibftra named after him may also

have been built even earlier than his accession. That may

have been the reason for keeping the majority of the Sarvastivadins

with the president belonging to that school, in the Budhixt

council convened by him. As a patron of that school, it may have

been his desire to sec that the views of his school are carried which

could have been possible only when that school had a majority.

Therefore epigraphic evidence points to the fact that Kaniska was

a Sarvfistiv&lin, and it would thus corroborate Hicun Tsang's

account that in his council the SarvastivAdins had the majority

and their decisions weighed. Any traditional evidence which may
point to Kanaka's patronage of Mahayanism is thus unsupported.

In fact epigraphic evidence which is a sure and sound piece of

evidence points to the other direction, namely that King Kanaka
was a Sar v astivaiidin. As Kern has rightly remarked

M
In the

Buddhist council itself, on external and internal grounds, an inference

19. Waller* Yuan Chwang I pp. 202,253.

20. S*en Kvtx>w ; Corpus Indiauum Vol 11 p. 137.

21. Manual of Indian Buddhism p. 122.
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may be drawn that the couiwtiI was only attended by the SrAvakasor

Hfnayiniiiis, or at least the opinion of the MihayAnists. if repref^nt

ed at all, found no support

The SarvA^tivadms, wlio Imd a veiv str«wic hold at Xagara in

the Jalalabad district, as is evident Irom the Matlmra Lmn
Capital inscription 22 uf the tunc ot Solasa, received an impetus

from royal patronage of King Karuska, and they were able to

•stablish a new VihAra (novel vthara) near about Ktirram quite close

to Taxila, as is mentioned in the Kurram Casket inscription

of the twentieth year 23
. In the time of King Kani^ka, the Sarv&s-

tlvSdins had their centres in the east at dravftstl and in the

Xryavarta :»roper at Mathutg*4
. The centre at Mathura was in

existence even till h later period as is evident from Anyor

Bodhisattva inscription B
. There is no later record of the Sarva-

sttv&dins. There is an undated record* of the Dharmguptikas

who along with the Sarv4stivfldins formed offshoots of the

Mahliisakas, but it is uncertain whether they flourished con-

currently with the Sarv&ctiv&dins, or came into existence when

the Sarvastivfcdins probably began to decline. It is not impro-

bable to suggest that the school of the Sarv&stivadins which had

enjoyed the patronage of the first Kusana king Kani$ka was
on the wane after him. This may have been due to the want of

royal patronage, lack of efficient and well versed teachers as well

as the growth of the rival school of the Mah&sahghikas- Each

of these causes has to be examined.

Now the MahSsanghikas did exist before the time of Kani?kan,

were in existence in the time of Kaniska®, and continued to

flourish at least till thenmety-first year of the Ku^paeta® This would
»how

i

h

at though the Sarvastivadms had enjoyed the patronage of

Sten Koeo : Corpus Voi. II. p. JO ft.

**• Ibid p. 152.

2*. Ep.lnd.VolVltl.plgl
ZJ. Voj.1 Catalogue ol the Matbur* Museum No. A. 66.

2t. U. I> H, S. July 1939 p 24 No. XtV.
2'. Cf. Muhin* Lion Capital Inscription of the time of Sodasa.
“ U P. H. S..Jalv 1939, p. 23. No. XIII.

». Hp. Ind. Vol-XiX. p. 69
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King Kani$ka, the MaliasanghikAs were not curbed to such an

extent as to be wiped off. They had their centres in Afghanistan30

as well as in India31 from where a number of their epigraphic

records were recovered. After the death of King Kanaka, the

SarvSslivftdins ceased to enjoy royal patronage for even the Anyor

Bodhisattva inscription, the last and the solitary Sarv&stiv&dins

record does not at all hint at the association of the emperor with

this school. This naturally gave an opportunity for the Maha-

sahghikas to rise again. Now if we arc to believe the traditional

evidence the Bodhisattva Nigarjuna who was born as the

tradition supposes at the time of the Kaniska Buddhist Council**,

became the greatest promoter of Mahayamsm, which entertained

views agreeing with the old sect, the Mabasanghikas33
. Naturally

the Mahasabghikas had a double opportunity to r«6e namely, the

want of royal patronage for the Sftrv&stivfdins and the existence

of the great teacher NAgftrjuna who was their promoter. The fact

that they had three Vibiras at Mathura namely, the Xpanaka, the

Cutaka and the Kraus(ika vih&ra is a sufficient proof of their strong

hold. Viewing these reasons it is probable that after the time of

Kaniska, the Sarv&stvfidins ceased to have royal patronage

and they lacked good teachers while on the other hand the Maha-

xanghikas began to rise. This may have caused the decline of

the Sarv&stiv&dins who did not leave any epigraphic record after

the Anyor inscription though the last record of the Mahasanghikax

is dated in the ninety-first year of the Kusaiia era.

It would thus appear that in ilie Kus&pu period, the two

important schools of Buddhism, namely, the Sarv&stiv&dins and

the Mah&sanghikas, continued as in the time of Sodasa, to fight

foe counteracting tbc truth expounded by each other theteby trying

to gain supremacy. The royal patronage of one sect at one

period did not sufficiently curb the growth of the other sect

which after the death of the patron of the Antagonistic school,

30. Cf Wardhak inscription of the time of Hov*ka.

31. Cf. Palikna** stoat Bowl Imcnptmn »nd other* No. Xl-XJV of U.KH.S.

July 1939.

32. Kera : Manual of Indiao Bnddhua. p 122.

33. Waddell : The Boddh.ito of Tibtfan Umiba. p. 10.
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coupicd willi iis vchr:nenl and ardent supporter Boddhisattva

Nigfir)u ’"‘ earned supremacy. Whether ihe Sarv&stiv&dms

with the help at Dhairngupta, and bis sect, who also belonged to

Mahh&sakii group tried again is a question to be discussed later.34

3«. Rrail >i the Utl Seisioa of the Indian History Congress. Lahore.
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THE LEGEND OF PRAHLADA 1

By Mohan Singh, rh.D., D.Litt.

Ill

The Esoteric awl Phenomenal meanings ef the Legend of Prahlida

Although I have tried to extract the possible historical Prahlftda.

on studying the Taillireya

*

and Hrhaduranyaka Vpamsad*

I sometimes (eel that it is a legend and has been based on and

developed out of the ttrahmaitat and the Upanisndi. The clue

is supplied by the important words occurring in the story in its less

as in its fully developed form. Those who later fully developed it

also kept the original purpose or significance in their view.

Hiranynbaiipii is composed ol Hiranya and Kaiipu.

Hiranya is gold, wealth, the earth, that which takes one away
from Brahman. It is the form. Let tu. recall Hiranyaretas and

Hiranyngarbha in the V&las. Gold is connected with sell.

It is connected with the Saiynga. Hiranya is also connected with

Agm or fire and thus with the Suu. Gold is also connected with the

golden fort of the A$uras. These supplied the Paur&mka mind

with the great king Hiranyakaiipu of the Axurax who through

tapas obtained immortality, SarvadevSimya, etc. from Brahms,

who was wealthy, who had his Sabhii, who had his capital at

MdhsihSn’, where the temple of the Sun lay, and who became

1. Continued from V«l XXXI. li** 109.

2. Tam. Vol. I. 15. 16. 17. U. Tain. Hr. 1. 5. ». Kan. Hr- Up III. 21.

3. Tho Hkavify* Puivm records the introduction of the worihip of the Sun

into the north-west of Hindustan by Som6i>. the soa of Krishna.

Sarata departed from Dvt&rak* and proceeding (rem the northern tank

of the Siodhu. crossed tbe great river Chandrabti*g« to the celebrated

grove of Mitra (Mitravana). where by fasting, penance, and prayer, he

acquired the favour ol Surya. and was cleansed ol his. leprosy Saaita

engaged to construct the tcm pie of the Sun and to found, in connection

with U. a city on Uie banka ol the ChandrabtUga (There is a

reference to the Magas, the Iranian Zoroaatrtana.)
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proud and who went away from llialim*. The pillar In Sanskrit

M Stambha, a synonym nf which is Vtilh. With the Valli, the

•Acrificial post, is connected Xnandit in the Vedas. Ananda has

been allegorized, personified as I'ruhlfcda which means joy and,

PrahlSda which means SOMnd. He is Rum. Soma, Kama. The

formless juice reside-, m the »«f>. i. This is Pmhltda born of

Hiranyakaiipu. Sarasimhu is the same as the Uliama Puntfa.

or PuriifotiiuKi or Kara Hurt. The best man kills, sacrifices the

atura in man and the jnice, the Ananda, the bliss ol self, the K&mn
thrives and connects itself with the whole wotlJ through love. This

gives us the atonement of Prahllda, or Prahl&da's reconciliation

with Hinuijhikaiipu
,
and Prahlfcda's securing of exculpation and

forgiveness for Ins fatlier. This Ananda is also Sat as opposed to

A%ai : therefore we eet the king Prahlldi speaking the Itulh while

adjudging between Stuthana and his own son Virochatta. Ananda
is light and power. Of the one, the other is horn

; this gives us the

son Virochuni and the grandson Bali. Bali or strength will, in

its lum as an A.'iira. like Hiranyak.iiipu, gives us a legend. And
that he does. Mgiiifiying the same thing as this legend does. Kara-
simhu takes the nid of Oiu. The Pan runit,i mind goes into

details which appropriately and continuously add to it. The atura is

killed in the evening twilight at the threshold by nails which ate

tieithei wet nor dry, by a form which is neither god noi beast, and
is killed Ih-' ,iii-e he would not realise the One-mamfoldness of

Vispu. These pans of the myth proceeded Irom the character of

the realization which brings about the death of the lower-self for

the sake of inanda so that Ananda may get teconciled to the
lower-sell, which has acquired true knowledge and is nn longer the
lower sell. That realization consists in knowing the One in the

Many and in rising above both pain and pleasure, hope and
despair, hg i and darkness, virtue and vice, in short, transcending

all duality. It is the heart which is torn open. True, it is the

hcari winch must die. After death it attains real immortality.

Its previous life was not real but was a sort of curse, horn of

rejection, ignorance, though that life and power loo, had come
through creative lapas. This gives us the story of the curse Jaya
and Vijaya brought upon themselves and the removal of that curse
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through their births and deaths on the earth and their return as door-

keepers of Vi$pu. They cannot have the Heaven, cannot become

its masters. It is Prahltda who obtains the dignity of Indra and is

finally united with Vispu. It is the son alone who can enter Heaven.

Those who live in the capital of the A sura are Mlecchas ; true, for

that is the scat of Ahanhara, pride, duality, Mlya which, though

all powerful, is yet evil. Prahlfcla. the Ananda, the Amrita, is

persecuted, pressed, in denial of the Unity and Harmony, he stands

for. The Sabha is the glory that the lower-self through its lapas
,

effort instigated by the desire to wreak vengeance, acquires or

creates but such a glory is asuric and must be destroyed by the

best self. All the higher powers are for that destruction. Prahlftda

is an avatara; he is the sun-god of the Vedas. He is wisdom,

ideal behaviour and even Indra learns it from him. He is the

first one taught by Kapila wlio is no other than Rudra, the Lord.

Sukra is the teacher of the A turns
;
he is wisdom and poetry.

He is the Guru both ot the Asuras and the Suras. But his sons,

Sanda and Marks 4
,
arc discarded by Prahlftda for they represent

the wrong, the lower, the baser use of wisdom and poetry, and yoga.

Sukra, the higner use of wisdom, is the true teacher of PrahUda-

Prahlada sees and understands Narasimha, the one in the many
but Hirauyakaiipu cannot; though the latter suspects that He
is going to be his death. The Power of fire, water, incantations,

personified as such or as priests and dailyas cannot kill Prahdda.

the Ananda, who is saved by Vifpu whom he praises, and with

whom he becomes one.

The three Upanisads mentioned above and the Taitlanya

Aranyaka lielp us to explain many a minor detail which was worked

up into the fully developed legend by the various Purapas according

ro their preferences. Parana itself comes from Puranom, another

name for Brahman in league with Satvic Maya. There is a

prayer in the Taitt-Aranyaka ;
“ May the Hirayagarbha protect us

;

may Narasimha who has nails like Vajra and sharp teeth protect

us." Is it not enough to provide the Pauranika with a Man lion
:

and yet the Bhigavata emphasizes that the Lord was not half a man

< Like Madhu and Kaiiatia. which the Mahabtiarau equaiet with Kajai and
Tamas. See SanU Paiva, Voh II. p. 8s0.
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and half • lion ;
but that at one moment He looked like a lion and

at another like a man. The Higher self, the Best-man must look

like ifc n§ the Universal self is now Hart, the Lion, and now

Vit*u- The Pillar is tiie post of sacrifice: it is the place in which

the sacrificer will appear ; it is the heart, the presence of the Lord

which is denied b> the lower self. The lower self considers it

just a support of lus own glory. The Bxhadaranyaka Upatnfad

says that the demons can be overcome by Udgitta or praise.

Death means liberation from the contact of innate sin. So it was

with Hiranyakasipu. He was torn open by the nails. Yes,

“the consciousness of die soul extends to the nails'*.

Hiranyakatipu became all gods and secured his sabh

a

through

penance, but be forgot what the devas and aturas are asked

to realize by the meanings of the words or DS which

is, restrain your desire, be liberal and exercise clemency.

Hiranyakatipu dues none of these. Prahlada was saved by the

remembrance of the name of Rama ; quite so, for “ Life verily is

Ram, t The Sindhu country was noted tor its horses,

according to the Brhadaranyaka Upaui§ad. The lower self falls

at tlie height uf ins pride and is struck by the higher self; it is

thus that at noon on Vaikakha Sudi fourteenth on a Saturday

Narassmha appears. The lower self takes time to realize its mistakes

and expires
;
he at first tries to light it but fights a losing battle,

conscious of its doom. Narnsimha
,
therefore, kills him in the evening

twilight, several hours after his own manifestation
;
some would make

it seven days after, during which Hirauyakaeipu first makes his

subordinates, his lowei passions, to capture Nurasiutha . We may
stop at the killing of the lower self by the higher self and not bring in

the persecutions of Prahlada but put down the death of the former as

having b*n brought about at the instance of the prayers Of the good

folk tyrannized over by it, rather than to the inner hunger; in

which case Bhagvan may appear at the instance of the Dc\as and

«x>t for the protection of Prahlhda. In the Taut. Up. we are told

that the Rifisof the Taitt. Up. are Visgu, who pervades the Sun
;

Brahma; Varuna; and Bhngu. Han is the deity. The God Indra

,s said to be produced from the eternal V*ia*. Puruta is al

4
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intelligence, immortal and golden. Malm 5 reside* in Brahman; he

obtains the kingdom of self. Let VifQu of powerful strides be

favourable to us. Penance ts Brahman. Let him worship is salu-

tation and all desires bow down to him. Hari is resplendent like gold.

Cannot we on this basis make Hiranyakatipu obtain all he desires

by worshipping Brahma by salutation
. cannot we connect a

Bhargava with him as his teacher ; cannot we bring in Hari, the

lion, to liberate him from h»s sense of duality ; cannot we make

Hiranyakasipu, ignorant of the Vftdas and inimical to Indra, whom
he vanquishes; cannot wc make lodra divest Hiranyakaiipu of all

his glory of the lower-self when he is away to perform penance;

cannot we make the (Uttama Purus*) Narasimha, the Self, the

Atma, the Brahma, the Aum, have the refulgence of a hundred

Suns? Anatula, Sat and Chi I go together; therefore Prahlada

(Auanda) is a born Bhakta and knower, one who is conscious of

the Lord Visnu even in the womb, and who speaks truth, under

most trying circumstances, when the life of his own son is

at stake.

The higher self has, and accepts, no other teacher than the

Universal self; so Prahlada is taught by V^u Himself who
resides in every heart. Jlvn a* such cannot have perfect

immortality; with all his tapas he can only achieve immunity

for a long time from ordinary natural means of destruction and

acquire sovereignty over the three worlds, and extensive glory.

Hiranyakaftpu exemplifies this. All creation comes through tapas ;

hence Hiranyakaiipu to create his empire carries out tapa s and

repairs to Brahma, the creator, and has Ins wishes fulfilled, through

salutations and praise. The mentality that treats gold and a lump

of earth alike is either that of a saint or of a child

:

Prahlflda, the saint, therefore, manifests his saintliness from his

very birth and all persecutions of him and Visnu's manifestations

for and to him take place while he is still a boy. Of Brahmfi, the

creator, was born Sanaka , the devotee of Vispu; of Hiranyakasipu

is born Prahlada; in fact, says the Siva Purana, Prahlada was an

incarnation of the very Sanaka.

3. Mth* it the raoox . to is Prahlid*. the moon of a particular time of if.*

year. Maha ia mo.
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Once one is minded to intensive and extensive alleguri/ation

ami mythologization, nil one ha* to do to no dee]K“*t, watch

careful >v the numberless aspects of the self and iton-sdl, and the

% sinon' phenomena of Nature which divinely teach that I elation ul

seit hikI non-self, and turn guv tlieni appropriate gait* iiMnp

pregnant words. Onc«: yon have hittnnnt/ed a I>stract qualities and

natural phenomena, you can go oo adding endlessly any human

touches you likes or choose as impressive. This is how our legend

has growi during all these centuries. Perhaps, originally in nature

it represented only the summer Sun over ‘whelming with his light,

the moilmain IfimtcaU, and the moon bringing immeasurable joy

to the sun struck people at night.

Let us hear the N/imsimhct Upanisnd (Dara Shikoh'x

Persian trail - ltion). The mother of the calves is desire; the

all-devouring lion is the Atma\ all the desires are in Maya
whocii the lion-Alma eats. The all eating lion is BruitHunt % he is

light. Me who thus knows the Atma, becomes the Atma and

Narasimna
, the light, the Drahman, the desiteless one. The lion

is the vanquisher of all, the frighteuer of all, the joy giver of all,

the destroyer of life. We cannot name him other than Sat
,
Cit

and .1mmda, All directions are his face. Ti»e Jivu'% own sin is his

devil.
I ty Nara is meant to be Jiva and by Smr/r.r the

Paramahna. Whosoever doubts the unity of Atom is torn

into thoueands of pieces. This Aum (which) is the Atma;
this "Atma is the all-vanquishing lion; he destroys ignorance;

He verily ut knowledge. He is in all time, all space; He is the One
true Anna. This Mftyl, which although is not separate from
anything, separates all bodies and makes one as the worshipper and
the other as the worshipped one.

Does tips not clearly and openly avow that Hiranyakaiipu
lR the Jhu. the golden Sarasimha the Atma

%
and the wi9e

Prahlida, the Buddhi? Again, Hiianynksuitpu is M4yfl, Nara-
s|ndta is Brah man, Prahlada is $attva. Once again, Prahl&da is

Ananda, V.*n,» is Sat and Haii is Cit. If we recall the statement
of the Xtaifcya Purina that Mandara, the mountain, is the son of

HiranyakaiijMi then we get an appropriate phenomenal interpre-

tation which may have been the original VUic observation.
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Hiranyakauipu is the night over the earth and In the sky ; Narasimha

is the Sun, and Mandara, the mountain.4 The Sun destroys

darkness and illumines the high mountain peak. We have

already been apprised of the sacrificial meaning that Visnu is the

Sacnfice Piifi/siT, Hiranyakaiiipu is the sacrifice-pa;* and

Prahlida, the Soma. Almost the same identifications apply to Bali

or Vali, the son of Virocana, grandson of Prahlad;i. Mahabharata

(Santi Parva, Vol. II) imperfectly clear on this point, (P. 123): "Tell

me where may I now find that Vali whose wealth He
was the god of wind. He was Varuna. He was Surya. He was

Soma. He was Agni that used to warm all creatures. He became

water. I do not find where be now is." Prahlida, Virocaoa and

Bab are the three (steps) equating with all other dark, aturic

threes.

IV

The Character of Prahlida and His Teachings

Uhishtna said (Mahabharata , Santi Parva)1—“ The Chiel of

the I laityas, PiahlSda, was unattached to all worldly objects. His

sms had been washed away. Of respectable parentage, he was
possessed of great learning. Free from stupefaction and pride,

ever observant of the quality of goodness, and devoted to various

vows, he took praise and censure equally. Possessed of sclf-

restramt ... he was never angry with things that displeased him
and never rejoiced at the association of objects that were agreeable.

He cast an equal eye upon gold and a clump of eatth. Steadily

engaged in study of the Soul and in acquiring Emancipation, and

firm in knowledge, he had arrived at fixed conclusions in respect ol

truth.

Cakia or Indra said to Prahlida :
" O king, 1 behold all those

qualities permanently residing in thee by which a person wins the

esteem of all. Thy understanding seems to be like that of a child.

free from attachment and aversion."

6. Mandara within the human body
;

the seven mountains have their corrci-
pooding parts and powers in Ihc hurtan constitution—physical and
mental.

7 F. C. Bay's Translation. Vol. II. pp. I90-19J.
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Prsilllfttla sai<l
" Hi* wtio rwnl< ItimsHt i\* ihc floci acIjs

good or barl. pofMiBfles a wisdom that vitiaSrrl Ho who i*

*cquiwnt«l will* oniy ?l*e fransfonnntion* nl Nature but not with

Nature that is *U|weni«! niu! ext*!-* l»y linnelf. Joels stupefaction in

consequr*ve of tfnomnro .... Wltpn I know what the origin

of ill ll>^ Aiv//rmNcr.v of nmmlity, I am im*npnlif«% O Cakr;i. of

induluhii: in «ntl !•*<>! mho iir.it is iRissrssed of wisdom,

that *« srilt-ctfstnune, that is contented with the light of sell -know-

ledge, no trouble or anxiety exists By simplicity, by

heedfulnext, by cleansing the Soul, by mastering the passions, and

by waving upon aged seniors, O Cnkra, a person succeeds in

attaining to Emancipation. Know this, however, that ont acquires

wisdom from Nature, and that the acquisition o/ tranquility also

is due to the sai/tt cause. Indeed, everything else that thou

perccivrst is due to Nature."

I’lie Dailya Prahlada by the merit of Ins behaviour had

snatched fioin the high-souted Indra his sovereignty and reduced

the thiee worlds to subjection. Indra went to B'haspati wanting

tu know the source of felicity, and was refeired by him to (foanas,

(the high-souied HhSrgavS) who should instruct him better. Ufanas

therefore, disguised referred him to !>rahlaJa who had better

knowledge. Indra, as a brihmann weut to Ptahl&da, his vanquisher

and was thus instructed by Imn:*

"
I do not, U regenerate one, feel any pride in consequence of my

being a king nor do I cherish any hostile feelings towards Br&hmaoas.

On the other hand, I accept and follow the counsels of policy they

declare unto me based upon the teaching of Sukra I bear

no malice. I am of righteous soul. I have conquered wrath.

I am self-restrained and all my senses are under my control.

I taste the nectar dropped hy learned men aud like the Moon among

the consultations I lix'e among the members of my race.”

Pleased with Indra disguised as a Brahmana, Prahlada told

him to ask for a boon. ludra, the clever, said that he desned to

acquire Prahlida’s behaviour*. He thereby wanted to rob

8 Mahabharata. Sami Parva. Vof. I. pp. *02*00.

9. In ili* Agronomic*! P&uetn behaviour would be motion And radiation of

the dominant plane*. reason etc.
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Prahlftda of his conduct. Prahlftda granted even that. The
account proceeds to tell us how Behaviour went out of the body

of Prahlftda in the shape of a flame of light and after it

went, respectively, Righteousness, Truth, Gocd-deeds, Might,

Prosperity and each refusing to live in Prahlftda as the previous

one had left.
" Righteousness and Truth and Good-deeds and

Might and Prosperity all have their root verily in Hehaviour."

It was by his behaviour that Prahlftda reduced the three worlds

to subjection. He is rohbed by Cokra of that sovereignty, which

he bad Over the three worlds.

As to the means of acquiring Behaviour, Dhrtaniflra said

:

“ Those means were indicated by the high-souled Prahlftda while

discoursing unto India Abstention from injury, by

act, thought and word, in respect of all creatures, compassion, and

gift constitute behaviour that is worthy of ptaise. That act or

exertion by which others are not benefited, or that act in

consequence of which one has to feel shame, should never be done.

That act, on the other hand, should be done in consequence of

which one may win praise in society."

(Concluded

)
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RAMANANDA THE TRUE AUTHOR OF THE

BH&SYARATNAPRABHA

By K. Madhava Krishna Sarma, m.o.l.

Though generally attributed lo Govindftnanda (See the Nirnaya

Sagar Pre“< ed. 1904; Bibliotheca Indica cd. 1863; Dasgupta.

Hisloiy id Indian Philosophy, p. 418), Bhteyaratnaprabhft, the

"cl. 1. wn commentary on the ^aqikarabhaaya seems to be really

the work of his disciple Raminanda. In the fourth of the

intrc-lm tory verses of the work the author likens himself to a bee

whir.h is contented by entering into the lotus of the feet of

Govind&nanda

:

\ivother proof of the identity of the author is the invocation

to Kama. Traditiou has it tliat HamAnanda was so called on

account of his single-minded devotion to this favourite deity of his.

A comparison of ^ I

of the present work (intro, verse S) with

of the Vivaranopanytsa. another of Ram*-

namin'- works (Ben. Sans. Series, 1901, intro, verse 2), in both of

which \ isnu is said to have incarnated asVytea, makes it clear that

both ate by the same author. At the end of the latter work there is:

*i«Rs?s?«*ir ffamsgwi II

\ third of RSmlnanda's works, namely the Brahmiinrtavarsini,

a din1
' A commentary on the BrahmastHra, has at the end the

colophon

:

*a*rian*w ^3$: w II

(Chowkhftmba ed.)
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From this wc team that Govind&nanda was also called Mukunda-

govinda. h is not known how this work is attributed to Dharma-

bhatta, M)n of Tirumaliefcrya and disciple of R&machandrArya in

the colophon in the Telugu edition, Sarasvutimlaya Press, 1900.

It is also not known how in the Benares edition (See editor's note)

of the V ivaranopan yiUa the verse elc * w,licb

found at the beginning of the BhasyaratnaprabhS also, is

considered
4

Asatnbaddha \

There is a fourth work by our author, namely the Yogamapi-

prabha, a commentary on the YogasQtra. This also has at the

end the colophon :

(Ben. San. Series ed.)

The similarity of the titles Maniprahha and Ratnaprabhg is also

a point in favour of the identity of the author*.

The error in the ascription of the BhSsy&ratn&prabhS, which

probably originated in a wrong tradition that Govind&nanda and

RamSnanda referred to the same individual, is found also in

colophons of MSS. of the work and is not a modern one.

For instance in Nos. 8. H 26 and 27. T. 89 of the Advar Library

the commentary is ascribed to Govind&nnnda (Cf. also

colophons of the MSS. of the Government Oriental MSS.

Library*. Madras; India Office, etc.). But in spite of the

colophons attributing the work to Oovindtnanda there is found the

title R&m&nandlya at the end of both the above MSS. of the

Adyai Library, besides * Karr.&nandakrta ' contained on a By-leaf

at the beginning of the former. It is found as Rimlnandl both

on the cover and in the margins of the leaves fin the latter

in the contracted form of one of the India

Office MSS. (Cf. Keith 7979) also. Authoritative writers,

mention always RfimUnanda as the author and never confound him
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nltfi GovindAniind;« l’*oi lindane*,
I Syagupde Vaidyan&tha so

1
, 19 K di on the LaRlius»i!iliian(.un.iH jii^A speaks of the commentary

l« 1\ft*nWr>nnda*s« Cr>«i|*aie

Bfi»[i:LH-.iggiUHMbtoB«igEiLaicm:itr.u

{Chowkhamba ed. p. 288).

WFTftfi<lHM-YW% I

Onr historian* of Indian Philosophy have not taken note of

this . nor of the fact that both GovindEnauida and Rlmteanda were

entlio than Kageia.

Aufrecht mentions the Bh^yatainaprabl.E under the nanie3 of

liotli GovmdEnanda (C. C. I. p. 169) and REmEnaodu fp.520). The
eiitne- of VivaranopanyEsa. BhEsyaratnaprabhE and the BrahmE-

inrt.i' ir?ipi which occur tinder different REmEnanda Sarasvatls in

Aufre. ht ’8 Catalogus CataloRonini, I. p. 521. have to be brought

together under one author.
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kumAra rAma

By H. SrKRNIVASA JoiS

KAMPILARAYA and his son KumAra Kftma were ruling the country

round about Hampi in the early part of the fourteenth Century

A.D. Their exploits have been described in detail in four Kannada

works by poets. All these four works are in the sdngatya metre,

m a simple and spirited style. An article containing the

summary of the work “ Kumdra Rlnuttta Siagatya 9t by the poet

Ganga is published by Mr. M. H. Rama Sarma in the Q. J. M. S.

for October 1929." An outline of the story of
4
* Paraddra Sddara

RUtnana Rathe " by poet Nanjunda is given in M. A. K. for 1929 at

pp. 36 to 47.

llampcya Charapati MahAlingasvtmy has written a work by

name
4

Ddla Kumira Rdmana Sdngatya *\ 'this work contains nine-

teen cantos (*•***>) and 4283 verses. The poet has paid homage to

Kavi Kalidasa, Kanaka, Talapada, Charma, Purundhara-Vittala

Harakavi, Hampoya Hari, Raghavaoka, Kereyap&dmarasa, Kavi*

linga and others. The poet belonged to the Revanacarya Sampradaya

of Melanagave of Sivagango

and wrote this work by the grace of the God VirupAksa
caa). The poet might have lived during the sixteenth

century A.D. This i* a very rare manuscript copy in my possession.

Another work on KumAra RAma is the one written by poet Naga-

taigayya by name Parandrtynrige Sahodaranembaniha kathe ”

which contains twenty-five cantos and

2573 verses. The author is no doubt a Saiva as be has paid homage

to diva and PArvathi. He has also referred to the deities Viresa

of Lepaksi, Clmnnavira, 6n Kpsna and Jalangi Rame^. Though he

lias paid homage to the learned in general he has not mentioned

the names of any earlier poets.

• The Exploit! of King KarnpiU and Kuixm* Kamanatba (Gaaga't version)

—By M. H. Kaias Sbarroa. v.au.s. Supplement to ** The Quarterly

Journal of the Mythic Society *\ October I9W.
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An outline of the story as given by Nagasangayya is given

bek>v -

I A chieftain hr name Mummad i
Singa, Kirata by caste,

was tilling a petty kingdom in eastern Karnataka country.

He d"*J of old age le aving behind him a queen Manchale and a

youn <-•*: K' ^at&ya. Soon after his death a famine set in

that OMintry and hence Manchale Devi left the country with her

son ar l followers. They temporarily settled near Jatangi Rima*

giri Hill do** to ihe River Chinna Hagari. There lie was blessed

with a son by the favour of the deity Jafangi Rimeia who became

the family Gorinf Kampilariya tlience forward. Kampilariya left the

place md finally settled at a convenient place in the Hos&male valley

near Kumarasvnmv Hill.

2. Kampilariya built there a fort called Hosmaledurga. He

acknowledged the suzerainty of Jagadappariya of Gutti and paid

tribute to him. He became a crowned king. He married Hanyala

Devi, daughter of an expelled king of Gujarat called Cha Rima-

riya. Hanyala Devi became a crowned queen and was blessed

with a son by the family deity Jafangi RAmeta. He was a good

athlete, delighted in wrestling, horse riding and elephant riding.

3. Kampilariya while returning from the hunting ground met

a beautiful maiden named Ratnaji whom he married forcibly.

Hanvata Devi apprehended that Kumira Rima might he ensnared

by Ratnaji's beauty. But Rima consoled his mother by taking

a vow that he would never swerve from the right path.

4 While KumAra Rima had gone for hunting he saw

Kumniatadurga which was in mins. He thought that it was a

convenient place to have for his capita). At his suggestion

Kampilariya got anew fort built by his minister Baichappn. Kumira
Rima entered the new fort of Kummatadurga in an Auspicious

moment. He collected a large army and conquered the fortsof BadAmi,

Hauagallu and Monadi. Jsamptla's joy knew no bounds at his son’s

success, but the Jagadappariya of Gutti ar.d King Ballilaraya

were alarmed. The heroic deeds of Kumaxa Rima were duly

communicated to the Sultan of Delhi.
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5. When Babamma the Delhi Sultan's daughter heard nl the

beauty and heroic deed* ol Kumara Rflma, she decided to marry

him and none else. The Sultan promised her daughter that he

would get Rftma to Delhi. But all his attempts became futile.

The Sultan’* soldiers were insulted by Kumftra Rftma by wearing

the 6hoes of the Sultan.

6. Jagadapparftya. King of Gutty who was subordinate to

the Sultan was ordered to attack Kumftra Rftma and send him to

Delhi a* a prisoner. Jagadapparftya'.* army was utterly defeated

by Kumftra Rftma.

7. Jagadapparftya wlm was very much pleased with the

valour of Kumflra Rftma gave him hi* daughter Rftmalftdcvi in

marriage. Four other brides were selected and the marriage with

five brides wa* celebrated with great pomp and pleasure on
Thursday, the thud day of the bright half of Maghii.

8. Yappatirftja *on of Vira Rudra of Oragalhi had a horse

named Bolla which he had purchased for a lakh ol varnliaa.

Kumftra Rftma went to Oragallu and in a battle that ensued he

defeated Yappatirftja and captured this famous horse Bolla. lien

Sctti Linga a geneial of Kndraiftya abandoned Ins master and

joined Kumftra Rftma and they hecamc thick ftiends later on.

9. Marane Gowda, a chief of Huhyar Nftdu under Hoysaja

Ballala Rftya heard of the triumph ol Kumftra Rftma and told hi*

generals that he would march against Kumftra Rftma* and bring

him a prisoner. When this boost reached the ear of Kumira
Rama, he immediately marched aga.nt Huliyar, defeated Marana
Gowda who paid a tribute and also presented Kmnftra Rftma

with a parrot of golden colour. Rftma returned home triumphant.

10-12. A Sirdar by name Bahadur Khan incurred the

displeasure of the Sultan of Delhi. He immediately left the place

and sought the protection of the several kings of Southern India. It

was Kumftra Rftma who piomiseil him protection. Nemi Khan,

a trusted general of the Sultan of Delhi, marched against Kummata-
durga with a large army and sent word in advance to Kampilarftya

offering certain term*. Kumftra Rftma refused to sunender Bahadur
Khan and styled himself as " Slarrhahhavata &arekoduva Rayara
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Oattda The genetal surrounded the hilly Pact ol Kummata-

durg* and a fierce haiile rciiunl. Nemi Khan could 1101 fight with

the Bedard in the Hilly tract and was finally defeated and returned

to Delhi.

13. Menu Khan sent a letter to Ballajatftya lequextmg him to

fight with KuiiiArn Kama and to capture him alive. 13alla|a>Aya

with the help ol the armies ol Kudr.itAya ol Ontgallu, Singaiftya ol

Mungali Deaand the Musalmnns of Chipjiagin (A muhanuuedan
garrison was stationed at Chippogin in the Kellary District) and

others attacked a Ion belonging to KumAra Kama Uallajariya was
overcome and he entered into a compromise.

14. In the next spring Kampilatiya went on a hunting expedi-

tion with his retinue while KumOrn Kama collected all the boats in

the town and went to the Kivcr Tungabliadra along with his Inends

and relatives and spent the day in boating till they were tired.

Then they went to the Vtiupnkiasvamy temple and oficrcd prayers.

They returned home in the evening.

15. Kalanna suggested to Kumitia Kama to engage them-
selves in a ball-play. Kunuua Kama pcisuaded his mother to

give him the pearl ball while she tried to disuade him from the

ball-play. As her warnings proved futile she ga.c him the ball.

Many nobles aud Inends took par* in the game. Tim plain m
Iront of Kalnaji's palace was chosen as the play ground, t'.iti/ens

and a number of dancing girls of Kuminatadurga assembled there

to witness the ball-play.

lb-17. Katnaji the most beloved wife of KumpilarAya wiio

heard the noise and laughter made by the |*aity during the play

went to the upper storey ol the palace to witness the game.

Sangi. the maiden servant of Katnaji was pointing out each member
of the play to Katnaji. When she saw Kumara Kama she fell

in love with him lorgettmg she was his step mother. Through ill-

luck the hall fell within the compound of Kalnaji’s palace.

Immediately she took the ball aud worshipped it keeping it on her

cot. KumAra Kama sent Katarina and then Balluga to letch the

l«all, Katnaji reluscd to give it to any other than to Kama himself.

So m spite of several warnings he went to Ins step-mother's apart-

ment to letch the ball. When Katnaji saw him she exjircssed
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her passion to him and made several overtures. Kumara Kama's

advice fell on a deaf ear. He tried to get away from the palace,

but she would not allow him. He forcibly withdrew from the

palace.

18. Infuriated Katnaji misrepresented these facts to Kanipila

r6ya aod told him that she would die unless Kama's head was cut off.

The king sent word with Bhandarada Bukkanna to the minister

fiaichappa to cut off Kama's head immediately.

19. The clever minister ascertained the truth of the incident

and concluded tha't Kama was innocent. He concealed Kumara

Kama in an underground cell specially prepared with several o(

his companions. The head of one Kalla Bhanta Kama (which

icseinbled Kuinaia Rftma's head) was cut off with his consent and it

was shown to Katnaji as a token of his death. The news of Rama's

death spread all over Bhartakhanda immediately.

20. The Sultan who Ie3rnt the news sent his general Nemi

Khan with a large at my to capture Kummatadutga. At the

approach of this large army, Kumara Kama's subjects fled in all

directions. Nemi Khan sent word to Kampila to surrender Bahadur

Khan and be happy. The King refused to do so. A fietce batile

ensued and many persons lay dead on hoih sides.

21. Nemi Khan determined to take the fort by storm and

advanced as far as the Tiger gate (*« *»“). Kampilaiiyn was

disheartened at this and felt sorry for having executed his son. The

tactful minister consoled the king and promised him to make arrange-

ments todrive away the enemy. At the request of the minister, Kumlra

Kama and hut companions came out of the cell and fought bravely.

When Tumbara Khan, a prominent general of the .Muhammadan

army fell down dead, Nemi khan being disheartened at this

disastrous defent retreated. KampilarSya’s joy knew no bounds

when ho found out that the new cavaliar was no other than his son

Kutiiaui Kama, hut Katnaji and her maid servant committed

suicide.

22. Kampilarfcya who was over -joyed at the success of his

son crowned him king. Many outsiders came and settled in his

country. The kingdom was peaceful. The Samantas of Ikkeri,
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KjJyanna. Kalburgi, Sagaia. B&dami, Toregalltt, HasavSpaliana

and Sim paid tributes to turn.

23. Kuutiia Rftnu then went on a pilgrimage to Hampi
Virupaksa and Ja^uigi Kameevata accompanied with his parents

and retinue. He visited several important places in his kingdom

enquiring aftet the welfare of his people, lie built dhavniasAla*,

tanks, and wells wherever needed.

24. The Sultan of Delhi was very forty at Ins general's

defeat. A maid servant of the Sultan* a native of middle Konkana by

name Matangi, promised tluu she would capture Rima and bring

him alive to the Sultan’s presence. The Delhi army once again

marched to Kurmnatadurga which was Jl'4) m/nv distant from

Delhi. When Kliinlra Kama learnt of this, he mode arrangements to

defend the 1
'or t ami fur greater safely, I e sent his parents together

with the Treasury, the family and rhiidtcnol Kalr.dui Khmv -500

horsemen and the minister Kairl.appa to HoaiUiiga. Id the fierce

battle that ensued the Muhammadans were severely beaten and routed

and an immense booty captured. Mataim i saving that it was

impossible to tight against Kumar* Kilinn in the the lulls and dales

that surrounded Kummatndurgn, retreated with the nobles for a

guvffifci distance. Kumfira Kama returned home happy.

25. The Teluga manneyars who weie serving Kama and who

bore a grudge against him as he was wearing an anklet in proof of

one of Ins titles 'champion over nine lakhs of Teluga*'

betrayed him by requesting Matangi in return mid lay

siege to the fort when they would Open the fort-gates. Malanpi

made use of the opportunity and gut a huge of number of lledais killed

before day break. Next morning Kum&ta Kama learning the

news, mounted his burse Holla and pioct*dcd to the war- field.

Ramayya lighting furiously caught hold of Malanci with her plaited

hair (wtOteij and raised his sword to kill her. but on a second

thought he let her go putting the sword in his sheath as a hero

should not kill a woman even in battle. The ungrateful woman,
using this advantage hit him with an arrow which struck him in

his chest. When Ramayya pulled nut the arrow, blood oozed out

abundantly and his face faded away. He then ordered the gute* to be
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closed and went to Guge-kallu and sent word to his parents with

Katanna that his death was nearing. Kumiira Roma's wives and

other ladies smeared their bodies with saffron paste and went in the

streets singing -the glorious deeds of Rammayya. They then

worshipped Gouri and entered the flames laughingly and burnt

themselves to death. Katanna killed his wife plunging the sword into

her chest. He returned to the war-field and communicated everything

to his brother Uamayya. Katanna killing the enemy without

numbers fell down dead. When Kumftra Rama saw this he

closed his eyes for the last time.*
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On the Ancient Creek Myth about the Metamorphosis of

Daphne into the Laurel Tree

By ti«k late S.m:m Chandra Mitki, m.a., b.l.

The tree, which is mr»i: »^ed m the undcrdescribed ancient

Greek myth, IS the- lliv nr ^weet Laurel (Lauras uahilis) which

belongs to the order t+intridac. In this order arc included

54f«or/r.i*, btumin. camphtr and other tre*s which are well-known

for their aromatic and medicinal qualities. It »* a large ever*

green sOn ith with ••icasioimlly attains to the height of sixty feet

but seldom assume* th* itpMwitcc of a true tree Its

leaves are smaller t:;;tu ihj^a of the Other specie* nf laurels and

possess an aromatic at: I -!• ^Iitly bitter flavour. But they are

quite free from the ivyi*onou» pvopt»rti*n of the Cherry Laurel

(Primii* hnuc L\r,t*i(si'itr i munim). The Bay or wet! I -nurd is

a native ol Italy, Greet a and North Africa.

Tiro Bay or sweet Laurel is generally believed to Ik: the

Daphne ol the aucirr.is. The ancient (Hecks nai l aled the

following myth to account lui the oifgm ol this tree -

hi ancient Greece, there wan a beautiful grove in which

a nymph named Daphne lived. One day whiio Daphne was

wandering in this grove, Cupid the god ut lute shot an atruw

of le.ul into her heart
;
and the «m tell a raid shiver ot hatred iuii

through her. Tiiereatter Cupid moi a golden anew into the heart

ol the Miu-god Apollo who had, shortly hclorc, slain the tumble

monster unified Python. No sooner had the »un*goi Apollo caught

a glimpse of the beautiful nymph I
tapirne, who wa$ at that lime

wandering about m her grove, than he tell deeply in lo\e with Iter .

and lust as quickly Daphne wd been made to hale \|x>ih>.

Thereafter she turned to dee from mil into the woods. Apollo

pursued her quickly, calling tu he: ran to be afraid and rtot to i tin

so fast, for feat site might hurl licixdl on the thorn* and In ambles.
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Al last Apollo shouted out to her :

“ Do not try to run away from me.

I love you and will do you no harm. I am the great sun-god

Apollo."

But Daphne was only the mote terrified on hearing these

words, and ran away more swiftly while Apollo still pursued her.

He had almost overtaken her when she stretched out her arms to

her father who was the god of a river along whose hanks she was

fleeing. She cried :
"O father ! help me ' help me I help me ! Either

let the earth open up and engulf me within her, or metamorphose

this form of mine so that Apollo will not love me.”

Hardly had she finished her appeal for help, when her limbs

grew heavy, and a thin bark began to cover her skin. Her hair

became changed into green leaves, her arms tn slender and slim

branches, and her feet, which had carried her along so quickly,

were now rooted to the ground. Her father had responded to her

appeal for assistance and had metamorphosed her into a laurel tree.

When Apollo saw that his beautiful Daphne had become n

tree, he wept and threw his arms about the newly-formed bark and

said
:

“ Since you cannot be my wife, fair Daphne I at least you

shall be my ttee, my laurel. Your foliage shall be used to crown

the heads of victors and shall be green alike in summer and in

winter." And so it happened— liar laurel has become Apollo's

emblem from that day on, and has become the symbol of honour

and triumph.

From a careful study of the foregoing myth and of the

account of the superstitious beliefs connected with the laurel, which

has been recorded by the Roman naturalist Pliny, we find that:

—

(1) The ancient Greeks believed in the existence of a vege-

tation-spirit which resided in the blood ol certain human

beings and of particular semi-divine personages such as

nymphs, which vegetation spirit, after the death of its

possessor, became developed and gtew up into trees,

shrubs and flowers.

(2 )
The ancient Greeks looked upon death a9 an ugly event

and, for this reason, contrived to make the deaths of

virtuous men and women, and of handsome young men
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ami maidens l«>k leuuttful ami pretty by mctamorpliosing

ihen dead Ixxlies into trees and ftmvcnng shrub*. an in

the rase* of I ’hi leinon and Iktucis. Narcissus and

1 I yacmtlius.

(3J The ancient (Greeks thought lJuil the Hay ot sweet Laurel

WAS sacral to the Sun -god Apollo, “especially in connec-

tion with Tempc, lu whose laurel groves the said god

himself attained purification from the blood of the monster

Python {whom he had stain). Tins legend was dramatically

represented at the Pythian festival once in eight years.

On this mcavoii. a Imy who had lied ftotn Delphi to

Temp*. \v;is altera time, led bad. with song, crowned

and adorned with Jay i el *\

(4j In ancient Greece. the victors at the Pythian Games used

to lie crowned with the laurels of the sun-god Apollo.

In this way, the saved laurel nr Hay became the symbol

of triumph in ancient Home ns wall ns in ancient (ireere.

(5J As Apollo uns mulled lo he the Rod .>1 Die meiilcioous

pocls III MKHTIII (nettle itml Home wen rewarded with

Ihe /.i«m u AppoHnuirts.

(<>) A'.onlimi 0

>

the Uoiiihh iinmrnli.i rimy. Die liny or

'«"'i IjmiU'I u-i‘. like ill. lunii.-li ..i i )e nine tire, tin-

svihIkiI i.i liueo and victory. I'oi this iruim, Inters

.innoiinriiiR victory anil the aims and weapon* of the

victorious .soldiery lifted to he he-eat landed and he*wreathed

unit the leaves ol the lituicl-lice.

(7J Tin ancient Unmann Litr.rd that hghrnmg ••onld nnr

strike the Hay nr sweet Lautt'l. Koi this reason, the

Unman Knt|M*mr Tilwrius always wnie a wn.ith of laurel,

k u es dining thunderstorms as a sort n| protection from the

Itgmniny-stink*, Tim fore go: 1:1: are lent Unman supersti-

lion fours .1 striking similarity in the mndeni Bengali

I linrlti belief under the influence of which Hindu house-

holder* in IBengal place, on the terraces «,f their houses,

ixns with plants of the manasa 01 sij (Euphorbia merit

growing in them. This 1* hebrved to protect the

houses fmm being struck by lightning.
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<8

)

Ic is oo account of the ancient Greek and Roman belief

that the tree possessed the divine power of purification

and protection that it was often planted before the doors

of Greek houses, while, in ancient Rome, this tree iu*d

to be planted before the gates of the palaces of tire

Cxsais in order that it might serve as guardians and

protectors thereof.
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REVIEWS

Adminifctralioo aai Social Life Under Vijayanagara—By T. V. Muha*

lingam, Madras University Historical Senes No. 15,

Pi ice Rs. 7.

MUCH progress has been made in the study of the Vijayanagara

Empire since Sewell’s day and since Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar

started his interesting study on the Making of Mysore over forty years

ago. On the third dynasty of Vijayanagara itself a number of books

has been published and Father Herat who challenged the genuineness

of many of the inscriptions concerning Vijayanagara is responsible

foe the mcreasihg interest 10 this study during the last decade.

The foundation of the empire bad in its origin the protection of

Hindu civilization and while religious movements which arose later

divided the Hindu society, yet all great religious teachers and

leaders of political thought rendered signal service in this rally

again**; the onslaughts of Islam. The contribution of Vijayanagara

to *nt and architecture, literature and administration and the social

hisiois of the period is vast since this empire followed the forms of

governance in the Hindu India as we know them. It is interesting

to remember that Vijayanagnra provided co-rulers quite distinct

from a prince or a YuvarAja for distinct parts of the empire with

a kind of concurrent jurisdiction, all under the king. We find

that the selection of a ruler was by a unanimous vote of the people

assembled and was made generally in the presence of ministers

and nobles. The king was not an autocrat aud Ins powers were

limited by public opinion and by the royal council* and by certain

codes and institution* and had to lie exercised and administered

with due reference to the existing laws of the land.

The conqueror of Maduia, Kampanna Udaiyar was according

lo tradition a door-keeper under the Hoysa(a kings suggesting

what may well be called the Karnitaka origin of the Vijayanagara

Empire The book is replete with details of administration, via,,

revenue, law, justice and police ; military organisation ; provincial

government as also public warfare and diplomacy.
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The influence of local bodies over the revenue policy of the

government was great as the government could not impose new

taxes or remit old ones without the consent of the rnahioidu and

the village assembly enjoyed the privilege of confirming honours on

certain individuals for certain services rendered. The evil of

bridc-pnce with the other incidents of early marriage was in

evidence. Sati was in vogue apparently being copied from

the original home of the Vijayanagaxa Empire, the Hoyxala country

where the house holders had familiarised it. Apart from women

ascending the funeral pyre of the husband or burning themselves in

the fire, the Lingayat ladies were being buried with their dead husbands

as Nuniz says; and this custom also obtained perhaps among the

goldsmiths according to Ceasar Fredrick and Gaspero Balbi. An
inscription (EC. VIII Sb 496, 165, etc.] of the sixteenth century

also mentions this but this kind of self'immohition does not appear

to have been enjoined upon all widows but was influenced by

marital affection and was done voluntarily. Family women were

of a retiring disposition and seldom came out to take an active port

in public although there are instances of queen9 following the army

to the battle field. When KrishnadSvaiiya laid Siege to the fort of

Kondavldu in 1515 A.D . his two queens Chtnnadeviamma and

Tirumaladeviarama were with him. Salim by feudatories and

captains to the ruling sovereign was common. The king confers

very high honour if he permits any one to kiss his feet as he never

gives his hands to be kissed as Nuniz remarks. The Vijayanagara

emperor* restored ruined temples and revived worship in them,

preserved the spread of Hindu dnarma and in this arduous task

they were helped by Vidytthirtha, Knyigakti Fandita of the

Pasupata school of Samsm, Vedanta Dcaika and a number of

scholars including S&yapAcirya and MadhavCdrya who founded

a school which wrote the commentaries on the Vidas, AiaHyakas

and the Br&hmapas.

The Vijayanagara Kings built the Vidyasankara temple at

Sringcri, the Ekanithesvara and Varadarajasvami temples at KaSci.

The additions to the temple at Cbittoor and the S vargavilasam or

the celestial pavilion measuring 235 feet long and 105 feet broad

was also made. S. S.
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Soorce» of ike History •

I

the Nawwibe of the Caraitic D—Barhaa'i

Touk-I-Walsjshi—Madras University Islamic Series No. 4.

Price Rs. 5 or Sh. 8 d. 6.

Mb. Nainar in this Volume carries the history of the NawwKbs of

the CarnHic from the battle of Ambur to the fall of Pondicherry,

compri'inc most of the events that tended in the direction of

establishing1 the supremacy of the East India Company. The

English ware indebted to the rulers of the Walajahi dynasty in tho

Carn»tic. Persian manuscripts have been laid under obligation

for the source* of the history and their translation is very useful to

students »f south Indian history. The severe fight between

Haiarat-i-A'Ia and Dosat Khan is described clearly and this

suggests the visit of Dosat Kban. The allies defeated the French

and Clive too had led a personal attack with a small army much
to the div omfiture of the French. The martyrdom of Dosat Khan
and Ha/nrat-i-A'Ia, the further preparations of the English to

defeat the French and the intrigues of Dupleix render the trans-

lation complete. The English conference with Hazarat-i-A’Ia and

Lally's plan of campaign are given in great detail.

S.S.

Shnj.i-ud-Daulah. Vel. I.—By A. S. Srivastava, u.a., ph.D., D.utt.

Piofeesor of History, Dungar College, Bikaner, Price Rs. 5

or 7 ih. 6 d.

This volume covers the period 1754 to 1765 in the history of India,

gives live first half of the life of Shuja-ud-Daulah and describes

the commencement and expansion of British domination over

Allahabad and Oudh. Shuja-ud-Daulah the only heir of Safdar

Jung hocame the governor of Oudh and Allahabad in October 1754.

A« he was indifferent to the business of administration and

immersed In s*iKual pleasures, the important work of the State

and ;vl real power passed into the hands of Ismail Khan. Ismail

Khan was looked upon as the protector of the people as Shuja-ud-

Datiliih’s bad cbaractei made Inm unpopular but Ismail Khan’s
deaih u 1755 brought about an opeo rupture between his ministers.

In 1756 Ahamed Shah Abdali of Kabul swooped down the fair

fields ni the Punjab and entered Delhi and returned to Afghanisthan
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in 1757 after devastating the country as far south as Muttra and

Agra. Between the Mughals and Shuja-ud-Daulah there was

trouble when the latter sought the Mahratta aid but peace was

restored in January 1757. The Mahrattas were anxious to spread

their dominion over the whole of Hindustan but n was not possible.

Aharned Shah Abdali gained over Shuja-ud-Daulah and Sbuja-ud-

Daulah was found in the Afghan camp oo the battle field afterwards

on the 14th of January 1761. The Mahratta force after the loss of

its valiant leader was utterly annihilated leaving the Shah victorious.

Shuja-ud-Daulah did much humanitarian work after the Mahratta

defeat. Shuja-ud-Daulah returned to Oudh after a grand victory.

The English suspected the ambitious designs of Shuja-ud-Daulah

in the eastern parts of the Oudh dominion, when Siraj-ud-Daulah

was defeated at Plassey and the English became the real power

behind the new Nawab’s throne. The hotly contested battle at

Buxar settled the position. The shadowy Mughal Emperor

with whose name was associated an incredibly great moral and

political prestige was held in his leading strings, Shuja was the

most important and influential Indian Chief of the time. The

victory proved so decisive and complete that the British and their

troops met with no further opposition. Shuja-ud-Daulah, the erst-

while proud wazir of the Empire and the ruler of the millions,

became a fugitive and his dominion lay before the feet of the

English whom he had commanded a few months previously. He

threw himself on the mercy of the English and the final struggle

was over. It is an interesting narrative well described.

S. S.

A College Text- Book of Indian History. Vets I & II. (Vol. I. India Dowa to

A.D. 1200. Vol. 1L 1200-1700 A.D.) By R. Sathianathaier, Pub-

lished by Messrs. Rochouse * Sons, Ltd. 292, The Esplanade,

Madras.

We have here a brief and up-to-date account of the history of

India, with views balanced on many a topic still open to

comment and criticism, well illustrated with chapters on religion,

social life and culture and a section on greater India concerning

Indian enterprise abroad. Harappa, Mohenjodaro. Singanpur.
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Peramhair ti»d Adichchanallur wavs among the pre historic site*

discovered daring recent years and the remains unearthed give

an account ot a complex and luxurious social life in contrast with

the simple rural and agricultural life of the early Vfcdic times, since

image*. «<x Messes and lingas were characteristic of the Indus

civilization. The Aryanisation of India was a long process

graphically pictured in the V«dic literature and the Rimiya^a presents

glimpse* • r the Aryanisation of South India. The geographical

outlook of die $g Veda is confined to North-Western India;

the Yajur Nuda shows a wider knowledge of Northern India and

smiuuatiFc* the geographical knowledge of the Vedas; the Brfih-

nntj-is ineutoo a number of ci9-Vindhyan tribes and peoples.

Duioig ihe creative period of the four Vftdas and in the subsequent

period nr lia? U pan ifads and the reclamation of India to Atyan

way
,

i hr progress stage by stage is noticed. Then come the

Itiha-a- ami the Purtflixs. An ludo-Aryan society is found in the

Purus; t Mikia; whether interpolated or not, existing as a fact

apparent l\
,

t ie Vedic reference to the four castes is fixed somewhere

about in • ninth century B.C. Koswla, Kaei, Mithila and Kaluga

arr •nrntmtad in the early V&iic times. The sixth century B.C.

witnessed n l.gious and political developments of far-reaching con-

Sequesters. Buddha, Heraclitus, Isaiah, Confucius and Lao Tse

were ol tins i>eriod and the quest was religions. Whether it was

due to revolt from Brahman domination or otherwise, the religious

di«M*nt was prompted by the soulless sacrificial system laid down

ni the Karmak&pda of the Vedas. With the foundation of the

Adiuemrtiiitu Empire, closer relations developed between Iran and

1ml. i. There was an impetus to I ndo- Iranian commerce and the

Achneivesiian domination was responsible for the prevalence of the

Kh**ios;i Hi-i.pf in the North-Western part of India till the third

Century A.!). The foreign influence on the punch-marked coins of

India is drvuhtful though there was undeniably foreign influence on

Maui> in - llpture. Alexander the Great, who had heard of a

fahi lom.lv wealthy and mysterious India, containing men and

lhui|2> nut of the range of ordinary human experience, with the

spirit of graphical enquiry and a passion for natural history, was

influ-nrird m his decision to invade India which contained princes
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and princelings and republican clans with a fierce love of autonomy

and he left permanent effects on the Mauryan Empire.

We are all familiar with the contribution of AsOka to Buddhism.

The Mauryan revolution in the time of his predecessor was said to be

Brfthmanical and popular, protracted and bloody. Concerning

Candragupta's abdication the author also says at p. 78, that the avail-

able archaeolgical evidence in support of the story' is far from being

contemporary not earlier than the seventh century A.D. while the

tradition under consideration is generally accepted as in the main

historical. The historical value of the edicts of AtOka is in the

light they throw on the aspects of life and religion throughout and

beyond India at that time. His name is found in the Maski edicts

and elsewhere he is referred to by hi9 title Devanammpiya Piyadasi

Raja. As stated elsewhere, the empire of AeOka influenced parts

of Southern India. The Rock Edict II mentions the Colas. the

P&odyas, the Satiyaputra and the Keralapulra as far as TSmraparni

as neighbouring powers obtaining the advantages of AsOka's healing

arrangements for men and animals. As we proceed, we find the

9tory of Iodia stage by stage and century after century and

volume II continues the history of the Yadu dynasty and otbers.

The decline of Buddhism is traced to the growing strength of

Brahmanism and the triumph of Kumarila and Samkara. Though
Buddhism suffered to some extent from the violenceof Puiyamitra

Suoga, Mihiraguta, Satfnka and MuhammadbinBakhtyar, the Hun
invasions in general were more injurious to it than a few persecutions

here and there. The decline of Buddhism began in the seventh

century in south India and in the eighth century in northern

India : and its collapse under muslim inconoclasm was the

formal stage of its exit from India. Changes made in Buddhism

to suit the tastes of its multitudinous and heterogeneous followers

would have made Buddha himself find it difficult to recognize

his religion for he recommeuded a short-cut to salvation and

envisaged uirvima as a near reality whereas the MahSySnism

treated it as a distant goal to be attained in the long run. In the

sphere of religion and social life, besides the doctrine of ahimsa, the

aversion* foe animal food and the growing popularity of the Vfldic

sacrifices, organised religious propaganda and conversion, monastic
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life, image worship, temples, festivals aod processions, pilgrimage

to bol y places :«n<l geatleoees and charily, may be mentioned

Ar. the Buddhist influence on Indian life. Jainism had a

chequered caieei but it.s devotees, though not in the Tamil country,

are found in Isinte numbers in northern India. The Indian intel-

lectual wnereignty was undoubtedly due to the great contribution

n made the udlucace of international thought aod to Buddha

i/narma.

Volume II may well be styled the rise and growth of

ok; Muhammadan dominion in India. The vicissitudes of

Indian life on coming into contact with the followers of the Prophet

<*f \mbia have been described elsewhere and need no repetition

her*. Administrative systems, large projects, art and architecture,

culture and attempts at a religious synthesis were marked

features of a devastating period in Indian political history.

Uflm.touja, Madhva, VidySra^ya, Rftm4nanda, Kabir, VailabhacArya,

Chauanya, Nanak, amongst the many, may be mentioned to this

connection. Sympathy with inferiors, love for equals and reverence

for .superiors as well as a faithful devotion to the supreme creator

of the universe was taught by all aod sundry. Akhar's attempt to

establish a universal religion, to supply a strong bond of union,

blending the twin cultures of the Hindu and the Mussulman, let us

hope will now at least be crowned with success when a common

enemy of civilisation and progress is at the sate.

s. s.

Anneal India. VJ. III.—By Tribhuvandas L- Shah, l.m. & s.,

m s.a.s. Published by Mews. Sashikant & Co., Baroda.

Price R*. 9 or Sh. 15.

Isi'iAv History by Tnbhuvandas L. Shah is a marvellous array

of wnoliy new and eye-opening theories claimed to be substantiated

wi:h la . ;Ui4 figures, from coins, inscriptions and authoritative

writ*!-*. I he present volume begins from 900 B.C. and ends with

IDO 4.0. The author has -an ambition to publish the life of

Priynd.irsid and Mahavira and thirty volumes of Encyclopedia

Jamiui. Absolute truth will persist in spite of a torrent of diverse

cntMiMQ passing through various vicissitudes and will claim a
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dispassionate reading. The author gives an account of the foreign

races that invaded India including G&rdabhila dynasty and

furnishes us fresh details of Patanjali, Puiyamiira, Agnimitra,

Vasurmtra and Kalki and the part played by Demetrius and

Menander in bringing about the downfall of the Sungas. The
repercussions of Aryan and foreign civilizations inter sr. and on

Indian life have been duly described. Mathura and Taxila arc

dealt with afresh in the appendix. The Abbiras, the TrikC^s
the Osvalas, the Srimals and the GOrjaras—information about

them is given in a connected narrative. Chapters are devoted

to the different eras that were founded in ancient India, Their

origin and duration and maps showing the territorial extents of

various kings and illustrations of ancient sculptures and coins are

also to be found. The author has relied for his work on legends,

traditions, inscriptions, coins and contemporary incidents narrated

in historical treatises of other countries wherever they ate available.

He has drawn inferences from the skeleton of chronology in the

wake of Vincent Smith. At p. 15 of the Introduction, he says if it

be proved that during the time when Priyadarii was on the throne

of Magadha, the five kings whose names are stated in R. E. XIII

of Pnyadarsin, were ruling over particular territories that during

the same lime particular Ceylonese kings were on the throne and

that Si-Hu-Wang, the great Chinese emperor built the famous

gigantic wall during the same time, the logical conclusion would be

that they were all contemporaries. Hence Attka and Priyadarsin

according to the author were not one and the same individuals. It

may not be possible for us to agree with many of his conclusions

but none can withhold credit for the remarkable industry and

endeavour which has been exhibited in this work. The illustrations

are excellent and the maps are very helpful.

S.S.

Hi»l®ry of Madras and Aatada Raofa Pillai—The ' Pepys ‘ of French

India. By Rao Sabeb C. S. Srimvasachari, M.a. Published

by Messrs. P. Varadachary & Co. Madias.

Rao SaHEB SrINIVASACHAHI has devoted many years to the

study of the history of Madras—Madras has assumed a
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topic*' nni-pctance also now—which he has traced from the

earliest beginnings to the present day. Parts of Madras axe old

while the < ity itself is of modem growth. The pre-historic remains

ami object- of archaeological and architectural interest are many.

The liuid i"t which the city is built is of post-tertiary formation.

Tim Cootim River is one of the mo9t prominent features of the

City Hinl it is crossed by numerous bridges in its winding course.

The hot *
i >nths do not approach that of Northern India, the heat

being min- ited by the cool winds of the sea while the cooler

months .in never really cold. Fort St. George is the centre from

winch the i ty has expanded on all sides with the sea on the East.

In i he neighbourhood of Madras stone implements of the paleolithic

age are found suggesting that apparently in pre-historic times there

wiin a mighty river flowing through a valley in the region to the

uotiii-west of the" city where the Kortaiyar now flows and in this

valley pre historic man of the paleolithic and neolithic ages might

have flourished aud Uruce-Foote refers to a few cave-like rock-

shelters of primitive man. The sarcophagi tombs at Fallavaram

intuited by plain and unotnamented pottery hRve led to the

con- lusion that these graves were possibly of the neolithic age.

Them are finds at the_cementry at Kilpauk and other places which

an- -upposed to be of the iron age. Um burials are relerred to tn

am mot Tamil literature as a living custom and Madras may easily

become the mecca of Indian Pre-historians. Coming to historical

times, the ancient temple at Tnplicane is of the eighth century and

that at Mylapore has been closely associated with the Portuguese

town of San Thome from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.

There appears to have been an early Jaina temple dedicated to the

Tlrthankara Neminlltha which was later on swallowed up by the

encroaching sea. Mylapore served as a port for tho Pallava

kingdom of Kfcnci. The historical and cultural importance of

Madras and its neighbourhood is a continuous one and did not

disappear with the disappearance of the Hindu dominion of South
India and Madras is one of the principal fields of European com-
mercial enterprise. A bioad marina along the sea-front extending

to over two miles from San Thome to Fort St. George has a most
attractive feature where all Madras pour* out of an evening on foot.
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on bicycle*, in carriages and in motors, to feel the bracing and cool

evening breeze that blows in from the sea. Though Madras is not

the earliest British settlement in India, it constitutes their first

territorial acquisition. The story of Madras abounds with the

history of South India and Professor Srinivasachari is entitled to

our gratitude for this excellent work on the capital of South India.

ANANDA RANGA PlLLAI the famous couftier of Dupleix, has

left documents of the greatest value for the history of Pondicheuy

and of the French in India in his diary. It contains descriptive

sketches about the personalities with whom he came into contact

and furnishes rich and precise information about the Government

of Pondicherry, about Dupleix and his successors. He was a well-

known public man whose diary was published many years

ago in several volumes. The existence of that diary was unknown

till 1846 and the Secretary of the Historical Records of French

India, M. Gallois Montbum, was responsible for bringing it into

the hands of the English authorities as we have remarked in our

review of the diary of Ananda Ranga Pillai. Prof. Dodwell,

who edited the diary, in his introduction to the last volume

of the English translation said that though no one would

ever take the trouble of reading the diary for its own

sake, still it would be valuable as dealing with a particularly

critical period during which not only Ranga Pillai rose and

fell but the struggle has decided whether India was to be

dominated from Paris or London. Chapters in this diary of

the Pepys of French India make a fascinating study and tire

diary is one of our chief authorities for the period of which it

gives a march of momentous events in India with an almost

photographic fidelity. The whole period is instinct with energy

and vital experience. The tempestuous personality of Dupleix

moves with epic majesty through the intrigues of Indian rulers,

through rapine and disorder fomented by adventurers and free-

lances which are here recalled. The organisation of this remarkable

person, hi* strange and enigmatic personality, the gravest defect

m his character and administration are all brought out without

omitting even the smallest detail. He watched the lights and

shadows of sentiment and feeling among the neighbouring rulers
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will) (he consummate skill of a supreme artist in intrigue. Of

the 11*0 and circumstances of the time, Ranga Piliai was a close

and interested observer
;
and be was the only Indian observer

whose views are directly positively known to us. Ananda Ranga

Piliai was better informed on political matters than any other

Indian whom the court at Pondicherry could have kept. Canda

Sahib’s thoughts upon Dupleix or Yusuf Khan's opinions on the

canii'iigra of Lally would have revealed important aspects of the

contl >:t. But they would hardly have displayed more fully and

closely the Indian attitude towards events which were so deeply to

influence the course of modern Indian history. For a considerable

time, Ranga Piliai was the foremost Indian merchant in an

essentially mercantile community and the mam intermediary bet-

ween the Governor and the Indians whom be governed. His

hiiMi itss was to know all that was going forward in the Indian quar-

ii., iu learn the news that the bankers' agents received from their

correspondents, to watch the course of trade and feel accurately the

pulse of sentiment. For a considerable time, he was the Foreign

Secretary to the Governor translating letters or getting them

translated, suggesting appropriate answers, minuti* of Oriental

etiquette and btmaelf corresponding with distant ministers. His

journal does not contain empty rumours or mere bazaar news but

the political information he gives is of gieat value. The public

is grateful to Rao Sahib for a handy compendium of this volumi-

nous diary.

S. S.

The Esrly History of Ceylo*—By G. C. Mendis, b.a., pb.D. Published

by the Y.M.C.A. Publishing House, 5. Russell Street, Calcutta.

Price Rs. 1-12-0 paper bound, Ks. 2-8-0, cloth bound.

TllK frontispiewi of the work lias a facsimile of the Saia Jfttaka,

anil the illustrations include a fresco of the Jetavana Vi hare,

I'o!inaruva. Mahftvatbsa and DipavarQsa are the historical tradi-

tions for the Island of Ceylon, and in Pali characters. The
illustrations are excellent types of tbe architecture of Ceylon and are

drawn from all parts of the island country. The landing of Vijaya

with his seven hundred followers is said to be the first human
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settlement though the story ol man in Ceylon goes back to far earlier

limes. Owing to its geographical situation Ceylon contains mostly

people of Indian origin and they exercised a great influence on its

history in every way. Though separated from the mainland of India, on

all parts it is closely linked with India. Yet the influence of Buddhism

and the fact that it has been cut off from the mainland by a narrow

stretch of sea has helped it to maintain a continuity in its civilisa-

tion much better than aoy part of India itself where great invasions

and upheavals have often shattered the vestiges of its ancient and

glorious past. Therevada Buddhism which made us way to Ceylon

in the third century B.C. lias maintained itself in spite of many

vicissitudes and it still claims more adherents than any other

religion in the island. Lying midway between Europe and the

Far East, the island came into close contact with traders from

the East and West. The island is referred to by Periplus and by

Ptolemy. The earliest settlers of Ceylon were Veddas who left

no written record and about whom very little is known Or can

be said with any accuracy though they belong to the same racial

slock as pre Dravidian jungle tubes of South India such as the

I ruins and the Kurumbars, and are also apparently racially

connected with the Todas of the Celebes, the Batin of Sumatra,

and the Australian abotoginies and coming in the earliest

stages of man’s development. They made no contribution

to the civilization of Ceylon and their only service lay in the

help they rendered in forming the Sinhalese race. Or. Seligmann

is of opinion that the Bandara cult among the Kandyans, which

consists of making offerings to the deceased chiefs and prominent

ancestors, is a remnant of the Vcdda practice ol propitiating the

dead. The Aryans who entered India long before 1000 H.C.

migrated to Ceylon from the Northern parts of India by about

the filth century H.C. thus beginning an important stage in the

history of Ceylon. They introduced iron, brought agnculrure and the

system of village government which persists even to the present day

The other stock of people were the Dravidians. There is no doubt

that Buddhism had spread into Ceylon evidently from the first

century H.C. and Polooaruva, Anutadhapura. Aluvibare and many

other parts contain evidences of Buddhism and marvellous examples
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of the Buddhist art which it has left behind. AsOlca sent a

mi»i"Oary to Ceylon in the third century B.C. and Kin* Devanam-

pjva Titisa ruler of Anurftdhapura welcomed him and got

constt'icted countless structures at Anurtdhapura itself. Buddhism

brought about a certain sense of unity among the people of the

island. The Andhras were followers of Buddhism giving every

encomagement to Buddhism and their activities can be seen from

the remains of the dagobas and sculptures at Amarivati and

Nfaftt junakopfla on the river Krwa and the famous halls cut out of

the n»:k at K*rle, Nasik and Ajanta in western India, and Nag*r-

juu< l lie great Buddhist teacher of the secood century A.D. gave

the doctrines of Mah*y4oa Buddhism a definite form. The author

has given a careful analysis and an accurate account of the history

of Ceylon in every department of life and activity. The map of

Anmidhapura is very interesting. It is one of the finest ruins of

Ceylon and to it I have referred in detail in tup tenuee cat

Anuiftihnpura. QJMS. Vol. X pp. 331-352. The book**3 conmlfte

with ;i list of kings and dates, bibliography andAndtou

A History of Tiropati. Vol. L—By RtjasevtsaktS Dqwan Bahadur

I H. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar, Published by TfTirmalat;

I irupati Devasihanam Committee, Madras.

U'». are told that from 1904 Dr. Krishnaswami Aiyangar was

gathering material for the History of Tirupati which he lias now
brought out at the request of the Devasthanaml Committee. The
records of the British Government concerning the sacred shrine,

now a-days attracting thousands of pilgrims, have not been made
available to him with the result that the account is not up-to-date

from :he time of the British conlact with this temple. Prior to the

time .>f the O las, the Doctor has not found any inscription and

explains their absence as due to the inaccessibility of Vengadam,

that ii. Tirupati in those days, i; being a subject of frontier disputes

betwten the Andhias and the Tamils at one period and the Pallavaa

and ibe Cijukyas in the succeeding period and the practice

of ircarding gifts in inscriptions not being then in vogue.

From such scanty material as can be gathered from the

6
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Sangam literature, Purttpas, works of Brivaispava Alvars and

acftryas, Venkatichala I lih&sa and inscriptions of the fourteenth

century and later periods, the author presents to the public an

interesting account touching the antiquity of Tirupati and its

presiding deity. Himself a 6rivai?pava devotee of the sacred hill,

DrC Krishnaswami Aiyangar carefully eschews his personal leanings

and tells us that at one time its worship savoured of Jainisrti and

Buddhism and later of Saivism until Sri Rtm»nuj*c»rya restored,

regulated and made rules for worship of the idol as Vispu. Barring

some fanatic outbursts of this or that ijvar or ac*rya the account

shows that Tirupati image has been all along worshipped both by the

Saivas and the Vaifpavas. Mysore has played no mean part

in strengthening the hands of Sri RaminujAcary* in making
Vengadam an out-and-out vaippava centre. The Devastliauam

committee could not, we can confidently say, have found one more
competent than the learned Doctor, combining in himself a historian

of repute and an ardent devotee of the holy shrine for undertaking

and bringing out for the information of the public a history which

is at once readable, accurate and scholarly.

P. S. L.

History of the British Residency ia Barnu. 1826-1840- By \V. S. Desai.

Published by the University of Rangoon. Price Rs. 8 or SA. 12

This volume gives a graphic account of the abuse and humilia.

lion to which the British Residents at the Burmese capital

J. Crawford, Henry Burney and R. Benson were subjected by the

two Burmese kings, Bagyicdaw and Tharrawaddy during the short

period of nearly fifteen years between the conclusion of the first

and the outbreak of the second Burmese wars- Further, we
get an insight into the Anglo- Burmese aod Indo- Burmese relations

necessitating the urgent establishment of a more extensive influence

and control over the Burmese court and putting up with anything

short of actual aggression or national insult. The efforts of these

officers to gvoid war aod at the same time to protect the British

subjects during the reign of these two Burmese monarchs deserve

all praise. Tbe suggestion of the Residency to destroy all boats on

the SalwWOi River giving refuge to tho Burmese robbers committing
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robbery in the British territory inciled by the Burmese government

to keep «l»« English in a state of alarm and disquietude was Dot

acted upon by the Government of India with the inevitable result

that trouble was brewing until the Second Burmese War broke out

in I 85£ The matter is well arranged and reads like a story.

P. S. L.

Studies i. Ike HUtory of Bengal Sukah. 1740 70. Vol. L Social and

Economic— By Kalikinkar Datta. u.a., Published by the Uni-

'unity of Calcuctta, Calcutta.

MR. I)*tta, a talented scholar and a medalist, has dealt, in this

first volume of the Studies in the Histoty of the Bengal Subab, with

the different aspects of the social life of the country and has endea-

voured (Study of the economic condition of the Bengal Subah in the

middle .f the eighteenth century. Some hitherto unpublished sources

hair l> «n used for the first lime. The book is divided into four

chuptci-. Education, its ideas and institutions, position of women,

the lav. 9 and customs relating to marriage, the variety of dresses,

use mi ornaments by men on ceremonial days, dress of Hindustani

men nr. I women, and the relationship between the Hindus and the

Muhammadans are all mentioned in the first chapter. In the

second ire described English Factories and investments giving us

many now (acts ol considerable importance from the economic

standpoint. The commercial relationship of Bengal with the

other < luntries in Asia aDd elsewhere forms the subject-matter of

tiic third chapter while in the last the several aspects of internal

economic condition of Bengal under five different sections are

dearly brought out. The appendices, bibliography and the index

add to the value of the book. We look forward to the other

volumes.

R. H. R.

A Manual of the Podabkottai State. Volume II, Part I. Second and

revised edition—Edited by K. R. Venkatarama Ayyar. Pub-

lished uoder the authority of the Pudukkottai Durbar.

Wi- have in this Manual of Pudukkottai a general history of the

State from the early times to the sixth century A.D. and the burial
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urns and dolmcos of proto history and pre*history periods in

section I with settlements of caste* and tribes in section II followed

by a historical account up to modern times leading to the formation

of the Pudukkottai State itself. Natural caverns and rock shelters

at Sittannavasal and elsewhere in Pudukkottai indicate the earliest

abode of man in the neo lithic and iron ages probablising the

conjecture of the late Prof. P. T. Srinivasa Iyengar that this was

the home of the Paleolithic man arid the best district for the study

of the burial customs of the neolithic man. The earliest lithic

record in the State is of the second or third century 8.C. in the

natural cavern on the hill at • Sittannavasal in AiOkan-Brahml

characters of the type peculiar to South India. Panfinudu was

one of the twelve divisions of the tamil country lying between

Pandin&du in the south and Pulnfld in the north. Some Pgmjya

and COla kings of the Sangam age and the government of the

Sangam period are all dealt with in this work. The seventh to

ninth centuries mark the ascendency of the Pipijyas who extended

their conquests much beyond their traditional boundary* of the

Vellar, far into the Trichinopoly and Tanjore districts and as far

north a9 Kongunadu in the modern Coimbatore and Salem districts.

Pudukkottai contributed to the material growth of the empire

of the CO&i of the Vijayalaya line, one of the greatest Hindu

empire* known to history. The king of that empire had soldiers,

commanders, administrators, revenue officials and surveyors and

merchants who carried on trade all over India and the Far East.

The civil wars between Vira Papdya and Sundara P&p<jya paved

the way to the expedition of Mallik Kafur to Madura thereby

marking a beginning of the decline of the second Pttydyan Empire.

After its revival the Hoysalas, however, had exercised control over

parts of the State till they were defeated by jaUvarmau Sundara

P&p4ya in about 1251. Ball&lu 111 tried to re-establish the Hoys&la

power but the work was stopped on his death in the battle of

Kannanur at the hands of Ghaiyas-uddin in 1342. The subsequent

history is culled from various works including the Mysore Gazeteer.

The making of the State is clearly elucidated and the account is

up- to-date.

S. S.
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Pre Bu«Wlmt Uia—By Ratilal N. Melba, m.a. With a foreword

by Rev. Father H. Heras, s.J. Published by the Rxamioer
Press. Bombay, Price Rs. 15.

Put Hi UDMtsT India is a political survey from the VBdic penod
dotvi. to tin lime of the Buddha and the administrative, economic,

fcK-ml and geographic conditions of ancient India during the two
cemuncs immediately before the Buddhas's time called the MahA-
jiir.Ajiada i«eriod compiled from aboul five hundred aud forty-seven

jAtaka stories,

li' tills systematic and connected story of Pre-Buddhist India,

m ti>£ Wark Ages of India ", the author has lei the starlight of the

jBt-dias to dispel the darkness in an interesting, critical and impartial

ar< mint.

When confronted by the Disarata JAtaka and the RAmAyAfla

vn ons of RAma, tlie author adopts with Winternitz the view

that at the time the Tripitaka came into being there was no RAma
lip" as yet and tbtu it was created later by VAlmtki from old

bull .ds then extant. But concerning the t.ile of the Five PAnrJavas

he ! ts sentiment sway him before discussion or argument, so that

lie haracterise* the JAtaka as a fabrication prompted by tbo

compiler's zeal to decry womankind, though there is no clear

evidence concerning the original tale, the steps by which it was
fin. ly converted into a sort of national encyclopedia of tradition,

morals and religion and the date when it first took that shape.

»*r, this epic is not behind the Jitakas since we find in some
part- of the poem all action is suspended for religious edification or

long discourses on morality. By resorting to this method of

htti'ig the JAtaka version with the Hindu traditiou, he weeds out a

lot of material as of no historical value and has appended towards

the cod of tlm section of political history a long list of the names of

forgotten kings leaving the task of identification to other scholars.

A grouping of the JAtaka* to a chronological order would have
enh.oced the value of the book and facilitated the task of tracing

thv process of amalgamation of the two races, the Dravidians and
the Aryans, which was going on during the period covered by
«hiv work. In bis foreword. Father Heras no doubt hints at the
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importance of this subject but thinks it to fall clearly outside

the scope of Mr. Melba's present work. That the J&takas

championed the emancipation of caste held by the Aryan tradition

cannot be ignored. The Samkhapala Jataka (No. 524 in Cowell's

Jfttaka) exalts Duyyodhana, Prince of Maghada, to the rank of a

Bodhisatta. All lovers of ancient culture and students of proto-

Indian history are laid under a deep debt of gratitude to the author.

P. S. L.

Guide to Arciueologicjl Galleries and lilostratioas of Indian Sculpture

;

Mostly Southern—By F. H. Gravely, D.Sc., F.R.A.S.B. and

C. Si vara mam urthy, m.a. Published by the Madras Government

Museum, Madras. Price As. 8 and He. 1-8-0, respectively.

IT is a pleasure to go through the archscological galleries of

the Madras Government Museum. The Introduction by Gravely

and Sivaramamurthy and other Curators to South Indian Temple

architecture and sculpture is excellently got up and helpful. In the

guide there is an illustrative map of ancient and medieval Indian

political geography. The Introduction begins with the stone

implements first rough and then more highly polished and proceeds

to consider the metAl ones and then the early sculptures of the

Am&rfV&ti school and then the Gncco-Buddhist school, the early

indigenous sculpture of the Mauryas, Sungas, Andhra* and

KuWpas and the Guptas fotlowed by the South Indian temple

architecture in its various designs. The development of corbel,

pavilion and niche iu the Tamil temple-architecture is well

illustrated : so also the star shaped tower from the C&|ukyan

country by means of diagrams. Architectural objects supple-

menting the photographic illustrations of South Indian temple

architecture as far as possible have been grouped together in the

middle section of the second Hindu gallery. Sculptures and coins

are also included in the guide with an appendix on iconography.

The illustrations of Indian sculptures are mostly southern.

S. S.
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liAt 1*#1*" 1 R *ma,n‘ an^ Excavatwu at SaihUur Duriaf Saant

1933 and 1934 {1936 38 A. 0)—By Rai Bahadur Daya Ram
Sahani. C.I.E., M.A. Diiecinr of Archaeological and Historical

Research. J.ii|>ur State. l'nce As. 8.

Possibility s of archacdogiral researches in Ibe Jaipur Stale

are vast and tins ispuit, (hough small, is a useful book of informa-

tion and deserves to be bound in a more permanent form. There

it a farce number of sites dating from the third century B.C. await-

ing exploration. The ancient site near Sadibhar was first noticed

by Colonel T.F. Hendly who found the mound to be honey combed,

apparently used for scratching, lettering or decorative patterns on

the surface of the pottery jar, ornaments of Conch bangles, orna-

menial pottery jars, terracotta-figurines among which, the figure

of an ape stated on a tripod deserves special mention, tiny copper

coins, bends of carnelin, and a pottery seal with seven impressiooa.

There is » legend in Prakrit in Brfthrai characters of the second

century. H C. of Indraiarman. In house V, fragments of pottery

repievmiug the goddess Duiga slaying a buffalo are found.

Altogether 3,460 antiquities were registered including an enormous

variety of objects but pottery, terracotta and shell objects and

mote than two thousand coins, including six silver punch-marked

coins, some gold articles, copper objects, iron objects, iron

dice, alv>ut two thousand figures and moulded plaques and reliefs

of the Gupta period belonging to the group of Umamahei-
vara- A number of coins presumably of the Mauryan kings

of (he third and second centuries B. C. have been discovered

along with a considerable number of portable antiquities in

Rairh At Bftrna]a, two complete yufias or sacrificial stone pillars

were unearthed. One of them contains an inscription of an interest-

ing feature for the use of a hitherto unknown from of the sign for

the numeral J00 consisting of an ordinary sign for 100 with an

open triangle m 'he right of its vertical stroke. It is a very valuable

tejioit win* h require- aeful attention. From the third century B.C.

the plant continued to flourish till the tenth century A.D. when
pret.um.ibly due to the drying up of ihe adjacent fresh water lake it

was deserted. With the help of coins and other materials, six

sucvevNMve strata have been located and their approximate dates
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ascertained. The illustrations are plentiful and repay careful study.

S. S.

Annual Report of the Archeological Department. Baroda Slate for the

year ending with 31«t July 1938— By Jnanaiatna Dr. Hirananda

Sistn, M.A., M.O.L., U.Litt. Director of Archeology, Baroda

State, Baroda. Price Rs. 2-8-0.

Excavations were conducted at Gobilwad timbo near Amerli

and a noteworthy find of the year was a clay die bearing the legend

Sri frailoditya in later Gupta script referring apparently to the

brother of Kharagraha I, an old ruler of Valabbhai, the Vfila of the

present times. Excavations of the Sahasralihga site at old Patna

during the year yielded interesting results. Sixty-four inscrip-

tions were copied. The earliest of them is on a short piece of

pottery written in early Br&bmi script of, the second century B. C.

The Director of Archeological Researches has been recognised

as a post-graduate teacher in Ancient Indian History and Culture

on the staff of the ^aroda College preparing graduates for the

Doctor's Degree of the Bombay University, furnishing an example

to the other universities in this matter of research in Indian

History and Culture. Cromlechs and dolmens of various sizes

and shapes were discovered during the year. The date of

the cromlechs would be important as we find a rusty iron sword

and an iron dagger here amongst other things. It is interesting

to note that attempts are being made to get the people of the

State to interest themselves in Archaeology.

S. S.

The Progress of Archeology in India During the Past Twenty-five

Year*.—By Rao Bahadur K. N. Dikshit. (for departmental use.)

Mr. DIKSHIT. Director-General of Archaeology for India, has

published for departmental use this small, handy and useful bro-

chure on the progress of archaeology in India during the past

twenty-five years, under the headings of excavations, museums,

conservation, epigraphy, numismatics, archaeology in Indian

States and publications. Archaeology in the present century is due
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to the determined ••nsrgy and love of antiquity of Lord Curxoo

who initialed measures for the preservation of ancient moouments.

The Director-r.enoral df Archaeology in India, Sir John Mars

chall devoted n life of arduous toil to epigraphtcal studies, for

the preservation of archaeological monuments, for the establish-

ment and development of museums and for the introduction

of systematic excavation in India but, as Mr. Dikshit remarks, till

1912 real work in this directioo could not proceed even beyond the

birth of Huddha. New light on ancient civilization was thrown by

the diftt-rivories at Mohenjo-daro and Harappa in 1924, quickly

transforming the general conception of Indian archaeology,

heralding a new boom period. Tbe pre-historic survey of Sind

provided scope for research vast in proportion and enterprising

in the re-ults which it yielded. Sir Aurel Stein lias provided us a

treasure-house of Central Asian antiquities. Indian monuments are

preserved carefully from the vandalism of visitors. The discovery

of the Maski rock edict of AsOka revolutionised the hitherto current

DOtiun-. uid fixed the identity of AsOka with dBvlnlrapfiya

Priynd-u-irfija. Pusyamitra Scnlpati the founder of the Sunga

dynasty n mentioned tu have overthrown the Maurya supremacy

by uii inscription on a stone slab at the door of a temple at Ayodhya
discov v re.l in 1924. The Nagart inscription in the Udaipur State

testifies to the prevalence at an early date in the pre-Christian times
of the worship of Sathkar?a|>a and VasudOvn The eailiest known
lithic leiord in Kharo§tlii is a relic casket of Menander, the

well-known Indo-Greek Buddhist sovereign who lived in the second
tenuity ff.C. A very remarkable epigraph of 1927. the earliest

inscription dated in the Vikrama Era, records the performance of

the Sasthiritra sacrifice by one Sakeigupaguru. The inscriptions

front NagSrjunakonda bearing known dates and kings furnishes

vei v valuable additional information confirming the adherence of

Brihm mica] rites on the part of the males and ladies of the royal

houNe. \ copper plate of the VBktfaka queen throws a decisive

light on i lie Vaktyaka chronology suggesting that Dtvagupta was
anothei name of the Gupta sovereign Chaodragupta II. Dravidiau

epigratJiy is a specialised branch and contains over 15,000 stone

inscriptions, copied and reported, making a contribution to our
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knowledge of aQci«ot South Indian history, political, economical, social

and religious very far reaching and wide in its extent. The genealogy

of the Southern Pall&vas has been fixed. The epigraphical

publications are of considerable value. Indo-Muslim epigraphy

is given in the lipigraphia Indo-Mosleraica. The study

embracing coins belonging to the second century A.D. onwards

has made considerable progress. In Indian States, Hyderabad has

earned the giatitude of the artistic world by its treatment of the

frescoes of Ajanta and its conservation of monuments. In Mysore,

enormous work has been done since the formation of the Archaeolo-

gical Department in 1890, perhaps one of the earliest and the most

systematic of its kind in India. Likewise in Gwalior, Baroda, Jaipur

and other States, important archaeological work has been under-

taken along with periodical stock-taking.

S. S.

The State Moieem. Pedekkettai ; and A Report on the working of the

State Museum, Podokkottai. for Fasli 1349—(July 1, 1939 to

June JO. 1940).

THE State Museum, Pudukkottai, which was established iD 1886

has published a report on its working. Considerable additions

have been made during the year under report. A waste flake of

cherty-flint marking an artifact of the pre-historic sculpture and

some paintings and coins were added. The Jaina cave temple at

Sittannavasal had its paintings cleaned. Paintings were found at

Tirunayam Siva temple of the seventh century suggesting and

confirming our old belief that Paliava cave temples generally

contained paintings. Two new inscriptions have been noticed

during the year under report.

S. S.

Poach Marked Coins frem Taxila— By Mr. H. C. Walsh, c.s.I.,

M.A. (Retd. I.C.S.) and A Heard of Silver Patxh-Marked Coins

from Purnea— By P. N. Bhattacbaryya- (Memoits of the

Archmological Survey of India Nos. 59 and 62 respectively. Price

Rs- 24-10-0 or Sh. 38 and Rs. 5-6-0 or Ss/i. 6tf. respectively).

The first is an examination of a hoard of nearly thirteen

thousand coins found in the Bhir mound at Taxila. Mr. Walsh
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atyg that there is no scieiiiilir rhssilicntion of the punch -marked

coin*, because of 1)10 punch-marked roin* liearing the same fixed

group of mark* ami therefore coti'liiuling an identical coinage

occuiing in both rectangular and totiod form* and also

because of the difference in the number of the marks on

the reverse i-nng merely an indication of the length of

lime that the lenticular coin bad been in active circulation. Hence

any classification based on the fixed groups of the marks on their ob-

verse i° iniili.- y dependent on and differs from their serial order in

their plate*. I’lio object of this detailed study is to place before the

reader the a> iml coins so that he may draw his own inferences and

arrive at ins own conclusions which can be tested independently.

One class of -mas bears a group of five marks on the obverse.

There «- .imnhe, class of early punch-marked coins which bear only

four mark* on the obverse found in an area suggesting their connec-

tion with the ancient pre-Mauryan kingdom of Kosala. The
general huracteristics of the punch -marked coins are mentioned

on p. 4 . The punch-marked coins came into curreocy in India

from about the second millenium before the Christian era having an

imleperuUmi origin. V. A. Smith says that the fact that they

have been found in one of the very ancient earthem tumuli at

Launya -X.odangarh in Champaran and in ancient tombs by the

name .1 Pnprjavakulis io Coimbatore shows that they belong to very

early mu ini t times. Some of these punch-marked coins have also been

found m Mysore. Mr. Hemmy has attempted to sliow that

the pmii li marked coins agree with the indigenous Indus system of

weight. Tuere was public coinnge issued by authority denoted

in ti« ll.it pieces of silver and copper which are marked with

tanou* dm ices impressed on them with a punch and which

fuinu-.i the iiarliest coinage of India. The silver corns were cut off

a sheet or netal with a chisel and similarly the copper ones off a

thicker i*«t differing from the earliest coins of Asia-Minor and

Green- which were a globule of metal specially cast for the purpose,

impressed with a punch. They are oblong, square, oval or round in

shape known by the names of K&rtfpaiui, Kuhapana, dhara*a and

The Jlitakas also *peak of the punch-marked coins being

cui icnt m the life-time of the Buddha thus carrying ihem back to
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600 B.C. Tl»c silver must have been imported from tbo West.

The marks on the reverse of these coins are different. The marks

on the coins would be royal or state marks and not marks of indivi-

dual money changers or bankers as remarked in the Arthasistra.

Coins would also appear to bear the royal marks as well as the

separate marks indicating special coinage. One mark represents the

state or local government, one the place wliere the coin was struck

and perhaps one a religious mark recognising the presiding deity.

Animals borne on puch marked coins suggest early Dravidian
civilization indicating the lahnanamt and the totems.

The punch-marked coins from Purnea which were brought

to light in 1913 were enveloped in a mass of conglomerate lying in

the bed of a small river which had been scoured by water. They
were cleaned under the supervision of the late Mr. R. D, Banerji

and 1,703 are selected from 2,873, and they are broadly divided into

three classes. Only one coin belongs to the first class. The
second contains all which have one regular stamp and one or two
counter marks on the reverse. Coins belonging to class III have

got numerous small punches on the reverse but none of them have

any connections with the obverse marks and this class is divided

into several groups comprising numerous varieties. The reveise

and obverse symbols and tbe references have been given in detail in

both the reports to aid tbe reader for study and identification.

S. S.

Annual Reports on Seuth Indian Epigraph, for the years ending with 3 1 it

Mnrch 1936 and 31*t March 1937.—Published by the Manager
of Publications, Delhi. Price Rs. 5-8-0 or 8*/r. 6d. and
Rs. 7-8-0 or llsfc. 6tf. respectively.

The propaganda for the preservation of scluptures and
inscriptions has borne fruit in many cases and a sentimental regard
for the old habit of applying chunam and colour wash to valuable
monuments is being gradually abandoned. It is difficult to say
whether white or colour wash of monuments have been of

considerable disadvantage though its removal disfigures the image.
In Agnigundala in the Vinnkond* Taluk. Guntur District, was a
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big dolmen m a lielil composei! ui huge unhewn r<x:ks and in

another village were found ancient buuais confirming Sewell’s

Information about the existence o( dolmens in ilus village (List of

Antiquities. Vol. 1. p. 67). In Xstgavi in the Gadng Taluk and

Agadi in tie Haven Taluk of the Bombay Karnfttic are

found traditions lelatiog to NSg&rjuna for whom there is

actually a temple in Nagavi, whereas the forest of Agadi is

largely associated with him and abound* in stone circles and

burials of pre-historic times. Tho Jamadagni-Reouka cult is

popular unong a section of the non- Brahmins in the Kodkan

and Kuru*taka regions. Banavksi the centre of Buddhist and Jaina

cultures in pre-Christian and early Christian eras in the North

Kanara district is advised to be marked out for excavation as

likely to yield Important finds. One of the earliest inscriptions in

Prtkrit belongs to king Viphukafc-Chutukullnanda SfttakaibQi.

(Lauder'S List of Brthmi Inscriptions, No. 1186. B. K. No. 123).

The Madras Museum plate* of Srikanta Cola are noticed and the

text published in the Journal of Indian History, Vol. XV. pp. 30

and 255ffand commented on. Hiranya liairn in which the gift village

was situated in the MH&pSxju plate* must have included the

northern and western parts of the Ndlore district. The rfflfxa

was api*rently named after the clan Hira^yakos who are mentioned

in the N§g*rjunakop<Ja Prakrit epigraphs under the name
Hnatftnaka. A copperplate grant of Vlra-NopSmba Chakravartin,

coming from the DharwAr district is spurious forming an. addition

to the forgeries of the period. A provisional genealogy of the

Eastern Gangas is made from the Tekkali plates of Anantavarman,

of I )4v5ndravarroan, but the correctness of the genealogy will

depend upon future discoveries though every attempt is made
to verify existing records. S&mba-vitaya is identified with the

modern village of Palagara of the Bobbili taluk. The influence

of Tamil culture in the temple life of the Telugu country is

mentioned as being due to the influx of Tamilian ideas with

this Telugu tract coming in the wake of the fusion of CMukyan
and C6(a crowns in the person of the C*lukya-C0)a king

Kuldauega Cdla I. Tamilian influence spread to the Eastern

Ganga country also as a result of Ctkjagatyga's father R*)artja*8
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marriage with RBjasundari, the daughter of RBjendta-CO|a whose

conquest of the Gangs country must have laid the foundation for

the coming together of the Cola and Ganga royalties and

cultures. Some inscriptions in Chidambaram show that hinds

were purchased by the donors not in their own name from the

original owner nor in the name of the temple to which the

endowment was made but in the name of some different individual,

apparently because the donor liked to be anonymous. A record of

MBravarman Sundara Paprjya I refers to a Hoysaja invasion of

the Tamil country apparently corresponding to 1239 when Vim-

Someivara was the Hoysala king for he styles hims«lf as the

uprooier of the Papdyas or the elevator of the race having

been hostile to the PBpdyas in the first instance and having become

their friend and relation later being referred to a* mamadigal.

Appendix E gives a list of stone inscriptions in the Bombay

KarnBtak copied during the year 1935-36 and the information is

welcome. Number 21 a herostone built into the wall of Lakfme-

•vara taluk office refers to the mourning of the people over the

death of Kampila and Sidila-Bomma aud mentions DiJJi, whereas

the fourth slab in the same place refers to a K&lacurya king

(sari) kfcma, the year being apparently 1179 A.D.

In the report for 1937 is included the notice of a Siva temple at

Madugala containing grey granite pillats bearing carvings of a half-

lotus design as in Buddhist marble pillars and having short ins-

criptions in the archaic script of the period rauging between the

third and the seventh centuries A.D. apparently brought from

elsewhere and fixed there. The VBliyampotti hill near TepkBsi in

the Tirunelvcli district contains old bunal-urns and other objects.

At Vlyalplj in the Chittoor district were found well-preserved pre-

historic stone circles and oblong burial chambers in the centre

formed by slabs. Pre-historic remains were also found in abun-

dance in several villages of the Punganoor taluk. At Rep(Alt in

the Gontur district stone cists were found. Among the rock-cut

temples at Kuggakkudi in the Tiruppattur taluk of the Ramnad

district, the earliest inscription found in cave no. 2 is of

Vatteluttu label of about the eighth century A.D. (Number thirty-

seven of 1909 giving the name of the shrine as Machili chchuram).
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The cave temple at I’il|aiy4rpat»i which is two miles Irom that

place (Kunn^nkkmjl) has an early inscription of about the seventh

century A.D. The temple is different from that of the generality

of the rock-cut temples of these parts. About seventeen miles

from Tirupputtur at Tirukkalakkudi are five natural cave tomples.

In groeral appearance they bear a marked resemblance to tbe

rock caverns of Madura from which BtHhmi inscriptions of about

the socood century B.C. were copied testifying to their having

served as winter resorts of the Jama and Buddha monks of those

times. The rock-cut KakOjanatha temple on the hill has sculptures

of Agartya and Pulastya. In Cfll»v*n<iipurani there are antiquities

of the lenth and eleventh centuries A.D. The KOyil or PeriyakOyil.

or the temple par excellence has been the loadstar of the Vaispava

spiritual aspirations Irom quite an early past. The Srlrangam

temple belonging to the class of the Uttambttama class of temples

containing a range of seven piaharas running round the garbhagfha

with separate subsidiary shrines for all the minor parivUnitlevalas

as prescribed in the Agamas is described as being sculpturally

rather poor, while iconograpliically the temple offers a wide scope

lot study, having an almost complete gallery of images for worship

according to the VaifQvSgama. Tbe earliest inscription collected

during the year comes from Gurazbla in the Palnad taluk of

the (iuntur disttict. written in Br&hmi characters of the third

century A.D. and couched in a local dialect of the Prakrit of the

period. Purisadata recorded the gift of land called Bhiduka

made by the lord of Halmapdra to the Buddha for the increase of

his life on the thirteenth day in the sixth fortnight of griima.

Another Prakrit inscription in Brihmi characters is secured at

RfiQtAla. Mflllvisa was a name lor an ancient Buddhist centre

and it was held in great sanctity by the Buddhists all over the world

in the early centuries of the Christian era. An inscription of the

third century B.C. found at the AmarSevara temple at Amarivati

in Brfchmi characters records a gift made by a householder

to the mahicbetiya, evidently, the makacheliya of the other

inscription at Amarivati and MOliviea in this also refers to the

Buddhist temple at Amarivati. This inscription furnishes tbe

earliest epigraphical reference to Malivisa which probably lent
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its sanctifying name to Mahachetiya of the place. In number 293

which bears a date in 6aka 1165, it is stated that ParipCrnasiva, son

of Vi4v€dvara a pupil of Dharmaliva made a gift of land for the

merit of his father and he figures as a donor in two other

epigraphs. Viiveevarativa is called the guru of Gapapati-

diva Maharaja. Number 94 of 1917, the Malakapuram inscrip-

tion says that the KAkatCya Gajapati was initiated into the

Saiva faith by this diAyoguru. The lineage of Saivu teachers of the

GOl&kl-maiha from SadbhAva-Sambbu to Visv&Bvara«iva covering

seven generations with a short interval between Varna-Sambhu and

Klrtuambhu is now added the name of Pariptlrnasiva, son of

VisvMvara who figures for the first time in the inscriptions of Saka

1165 and Saksi 1174. It appears that Visv&vAraclya had another

son by name dftotaSambu who also figures as dinta-Siva in a

record number 272 of 1905 of Vijayagap<jagOf*la. in which be is

called the disciple of Rfcjagurudfcva, evidently Viiv8*vara-diva

presiding over the famous GOlkl-matha, whose spiritual influence

extended over three lakhs of villages. No. 307 belonging to

Rudrambi is dated Saka 1 193 and refers to Uttama diva as the son

of Rftjagurudova apparently Vievfcvara diva, himself, drikaptha-

Siva apparently of the GOlki-Ma^ha figures in the record of Rudra-

d8va dated in Saka 1192 and 1193 (Nos. 245 and 188 of 1905) and

it is not known in what way he had connection with the Uttama-

divan figuring iu number 307 of daka 1193, apparently Visvisvara

was the dlkaSguru of the KAkatiyas. The teachers of the GOlki-

Matha appeared to have moved to south India some time early

commanding considerable influence in the Telugu country at least

from the time of the teacher Dharma-Sivn, pupil or Vimala-Siva,

who is said to have built a Ma^ha at Tripurantakam in Saka

1169. An inscription from ValliyapOr belonging to PexufijingadSva

confirms the surmise of the late Mr. Venkayya as early as 1906.

A Brahman merchant belonging to the foreign sftvfisi-vyapiri commu-

nity called Sakala-Bhatta, son of AhaJc BhatJa, of the Skkala-gOtra

figures in No. 70 dated the eighth year of K&man&tha as the donor

of a flower garden to God Rangauttha. The s&v&sift arc mentioned

in the inscriptions of the Bombay-Karaitak as having migrated

from Kfiamlra, but they do not figure there as merchants.
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Dtvaifcya Ii of Vijayanagara received a complaint of the high-

handed action of tiie office i» and he enquired into it and checked it.

The material i» nci unml ring for the history of the South Indian

dynastic* and we hope that under the patronage of the govern-

ments and the univeisities of these parts a chair for history will be

instituted for this purpose in each of these universities.

S. S.

Proceeding! of the Ninth All-India Oriental Conference, Trivandrum

December 1937.—Published under the auspices of the Govern-

ment of Travancore.

This huge volume contains a mine of useful information concerning

the Oriental Literature of India. The General President of the

Confeu in e was L>r. F. W. Thomas, the well-known Orientalist.

Ninctv institutions sent delegates; the proceedings continued for

four days ; and the Numismatic Society of India also held its

meenngs at the same time. The work of the conference and its

discussions were being broadcast. Though literary scholarship

and culture in this scientific age may be said to have somewhat

fallen nn evil days, it is most gratifying to record that rulers and

governments have generously continued their enthusiastic and

benev olent patronage and all possible financial assistance, without

which ii could not possibly flourish. Religion, architecture,

ait, painting, sculpture and drama in India as elsewhere are true

expressions of the sciences and philosophy of the people and

6amkara ami Agastya toured northern and southern India and

Indian culture spread all over the world. The Oriental Conference

'binds fin the exposition of true Indian culture with a view to that

inuci unity which, may we hope, shall transcend diversities of blood,

colour, In iguage. dies., manners, sect and religious experience ?

S. S.

Bksgjlpur Report—By Francis Buchanan. Published by the Behar

and Orissa Research Society, Patna. Pnce Rs. 12.

An .u count of the district of Bhagalpur by Buchanan published

in ns entirety brings to a close this endeavour of the Behar and
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Orissa Research Society initiated in 1916. Dr. Buchanan visited

this district in 1810-11. There was no place in India which

Buchanan did not visit and of which he did not give a detailed

description concerning the topography, architecture, religion, general

civic condition of the people with economic, historical and tradi-

tional accounts available. The Society cannot but be thankful to

the Patna Law Press which printed the report free of charge and

to many others who have helped in its publication. Referring to

the division of fifty-six territories of the Bharatakhanda found in

Buchanan’s account of Mysore he says that what is given in the

Mysore report is adopted by the Bramins of the south, but in

different parts of the country the division seems to differ greatly.

Saktisanggam Tantra used in Behar differs very essentially from

that of the south, twenty-three of the divisions mentioned in each

list being unnoticed in the other. The cosmographies of the Hindus

have undergone many changes. Svarodaya is more ancient than that

detailed in the fifth chapter of the firibhagavat, is said to have been

originally composed by God 6iva but was revealed to mankind

by Narapati and in it this Bharatakhanda is represented as occupy-

ing the back and members of the tortise, instead of the southern

corner of Jambudvipa, the whole of which according to Bhagavat,

occupies only the centre of the iodise’* back, the extension of

knowledge in the time of Vyasa having rendered the old doctrine

totally untenable. Dr. Buchanan gives detailed information culled

from the Asiatic Researches and says that there were at

least seven kings of the family of Kama who were the most

powerful Indian Princes of their time, who began to reign

at no long inteival after the destruction of the dynasty of

Candragupta enjoying a most extensive sovereignity until the

middle of the seventh century in this district and contributing

to Magadha becoming the most eminent province in India.

Many of these traditions, as well as historical records men-

tioned by Buchanan are inaccurate and misleading but considering

the time when he worked at them one cannot but admire

the knowledge and enthusiasm winch inspired and throughout

characterised Dr. Buchanan's labours. The Kama Rfcjas were

undoubtedly Andhras belonging to the country near Hyderabad.
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Two hot springs of Sltakunda four mil«s east from Mungger

are mentioned. A sect of diva-Ntityaoa is also mentioned

by some books. They consider 6iva N»r*yan omnipresent and

always existent and as an iocamation lot the instruction of

mankind. The information is detailed on every matter available

at the ti ne and useful to students of early history.

S.S.

Eclipse Cull ia the Vsdas. Bible aai Koran—By Dr. R. Shama
S’t-tri, B.A., Ph.D. Chamundi Extension, Mysore. Price

Ur. 1.

This s ppleroent to Drapsa by Dr. R. Shama Sastri who needs no

inliodiK tion to our readers is to be welcomed. The vidic ritual begins

with Kicrificns on New and Full Moon days with a fast on the

fount ruth and twenty-ninth lunar days. Samvatsara, Parivatsara.

Autism ara, Idvatnraand Idivatsaru the cycle of five luni solar years

with two intercalary months is one fourth of the big cycle of

nineteen to twenty luni-solar years with eight intercalary mooths.

This c vule is called Ayodhya. To distinguish the eight intercalary

months :rom ordinary months the v«dic poets give dill?rent names

to thr olar deities as they were supposed to preside over the

inicn .1 ry months. Dhaia, Aryama, Mitia, V.trup.t, Ainia, Bhaga,

I ml i .« .nd Mftrianda were the names of the sons of Aditi. In the

pn-i.ni: to his work Dr. Shama Sastri describes in detail how the

cy Ur »' seven son-like suns called the Adilyas, the number of each

cycle, the number of days each-cycle comprises and how the numbers

aie i ?fei red to. The contents of each of the four chapters are given

in detail and in the instructive introduction Dr. Shama Sastry

refer*. m the topic of the eclipse and commences with the Arapyaka

passage and ends with Savitf’s war with Sambarn in order to show
how eclipses arc generally descrihed in the Vedas. The VSdic

eciips? cycle is of one thousand days. In Chapter i I mysticism

ihiii i ers is explained and the birth of the Asvms and epic myths

are givt-o in chapter III. In Chapter IV the Vgdas. the Bible and

the O'ran are referred to establishing that the thought and feeling

of mankind are uniform all over the world. Science and religion

two special forms of thought and a close examination of the
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hislory ol all these religions seems to suggest a single or uniform

source of thought underlying religious ideals. The age of the

Vfclas is located at 3101 B.C. the information being furnished

by Adhisnmvatsara cycle of thirty-three lunar years called thirty-

three Gods. The study is interesting but rather difficult and

Dr. Shiima Sastry has done his best to expound the information

contained in the vfidic texts.

S.S-

Kamsavabo—Edited by Dr. A. N. Upadhye, M.A., D.utt. Rajaram
College, Kolhapur.

Kamsavaho, a prakft poem in the classical style of Rama Patji-

v4da, is edited for the first time with various readings, introduction

and notes by Dr. Upadhye. The author was a genuine poet with

a confident grip over his expression, who inherited the spirit of

classical Sanskrit authors, though belonging to the closing period of

pi*knt literature. He has also written a commentary on the

Prtkfta Prakiaa of Vararuci. The slltras of Vararuci have helped

the editor in overcoming the errors found in an early manuscript.

Papivgdas or Nambiars form a caste in Malabar whose hereditary

profession is to help the Cakkiars or the traditional actors of

Kerala in the staging of Sanskrit plays. Pa^ivtda or Nambiar

was to play on the drum called Mizhavu and the drum was called

paQivtdya giving rise to the caste. It appears that women of the

Nambiar caste took the female parts in the plays, the Kflttu and

Kaitiyfitam. The male and female members of the family were

well-versed in Sanskrit. The author is a eighteenth century poet

whose works are found in three languages, Sanskrit, Marathi and

Prikft. The present work is composed to celebrate the incident

of the slaying of Kamsa by Kr?W, the story, apparently, being

taken from the Bhagavatam. The poet's originality and scholar-

ship are evideot in the dramatic effect produced. Post-pi*krt was

a living language in the eighteenth century. The prakft dialect

of Kaifisavaho is said to be the Maharlstrian, the author himself

belonging to the decadent period of Prlkyl literature. The editor

believes that the author has added chftya to make his work intelligible

even to those who do not possess a first-hand knowledge of Prtkrt.

S. S.
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Tbe Nember of Rasas—By Dr. V. Ragbavau, m.a
,
ph.D. Published

by the Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras. Price Rs. 3.

Dk. \N in this work draws his data from unpublished

manuscript a** readily as he does from published works. As

pivi. says in his Foreword, the author has devoted

much time t«i this study and his knowledge of the Rasas is so

vast ihitl hi* opinion is of special value and deserves the careful

attention n< ^.-Jiolars. Some great thinkers hold that there is one

rav* . other* maintain that the rasas are many : tire usual view is

that tlieie are eight rasas or nine if d&nta is added. All these

views air examined by the author with the admissibility of fl*nta

as the mill h rasa in a comprehensive treatment both from the

histoiK id and aesthetic standpoints. Asvaghosa*s view that 6&nta

fountl »*\ pm ssioo in literature quite early is supported by

Prof. Hmyanoa. The conception of rasa though dealt with

chiefly in tekitioo to poetry in this work, generally furnishes the

criterion by which the worth of all forms of fine arts may be

judged Rasa is the very soul of poetry and drama. This subject

nwmci wa* 01 (finally published in the form of articles in the Journal of

Onont.ii lvV»»*rch and Dr. Ragliavan has done well in publishing

theM; aether in the form of a book. A synopsis precedes the work

wlirrp il .-.uhent of danta is mentioned with controversies over it and

some pc* u »r and original views on it. The discussion of the

several Miiftyi bhavas proposed for the Santa rasa arc also

di^ ussud. The Adyar Library is to be complimented on this

excellent w«»rk.

S. S.

Mother and Mother's Thousand Natnes-Nai and Mai SahatraoUna.

Vol. I. Parts I & II— By Markand R. Dholakia. Founder and

President. Mother's Lodge, Poona. Price R*. 2-8*0 or 3s/i. 6d.

Makkanp R. Dholakia is the Founder and President of the

Mother's L<xlge, an institute of members— sisters and brothers

—

whose very first religious belief Is that we are, one and all, children

of the same Almighty God conceived as mother. Mother is, of

course, sexless and is the same as father. Mother is the ocean of

infinite lift* and free without name or form. The basic belief of the
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Mother'* Lodge is unity of all religions. Its religious practices

are ethical with emphasis on the cardinal points of morality.

Liberty and freedom are objects dearly to be achieved and religion

should be made to shed non-essentials and man should be free

to select his own motto of progress and serve for his salvation.

Religion should not be the cause of domination or prejudice but

should be the embodiment of all that is good in everybody. The
principle of the ledge is love and service. Like Essentialism this

also contains considerable information on what is useful, what is

necessary and what is to be. Mother is sarvamangaja, sorvasva-

rflpipl and sarvasvatantripl. Her thousand names are all familiar

to us and the Mai and Mai Sahasranima are given with increasing

emphasis in this beautiful work.

S. S.

Economic Development. Vol. II—By Beooy Kumar Sarkar. Price Rs. 6.

The Sociology of Races, Cultures ind Bumaa Progress-By Dr. Benoy
Kumar Sarkar. Price R 9 . 7. Published by Messrs. Chukerbcrtty

Chatterjee ft Co., Ltd. 15, College Square, Calcutta.

Problems in Politics— By Messrs. M. V. Krishna Rao, b.t. and

H. Krishna Rao, U.A. Published by the authois. University

of Mysore, Mysore. Price Rs. 4.

ECONOMIC Development volume I by the same author first pub-

lished in 1926 deals with post war (1914-18) world movements in

commerce, economic legislation and industrialism and technical

education. Volume II is concerned with comparative Industrialism

and its equation with special reference to economic India and it is

dedicated to Ranade and Dutt, the pioneer economists of Modern

India. The principles of control over foreign insurance companies,

the remaking of the Reichsbank and the Banque de France, the

Bank capitalism of young Bengal, the railway industry and com-

merce of India in international railway statistics, traces of ration-

alization in Indian business enterprise and the world-crisis in its

bearing on the regions of the second and the first industrial

revolutions are discussed.

In the Sociology of Races, Cultures and Human Progress, the

second of tho book under review herein, we have a study in
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the relations between Asia and Europe and America which dial long-

ed Asia for supremacy for about a century. Asia accepted the

challenge in Purl Arthur and since then from the military and

scientific point <>l view there has been development in the Fat East.

World < tents during these few years ate ever before the thinking

publi' and v.c do out know where we arc, where we arc going and

what troubles and tribulations aro io store for us. Hence, it would bo

difficult ro prognosticate practical relations from a study in theory

of our economic or political problems. Until the rule of law and

peace on earth are established both individually and as a state as

sac rnsaoct little can be gained. Mere study has no chance of life

and backward civilizations and primitive races and culture will

be driven to the wall. It is therefore necessary to study world

problems from the point of view of an international family with an

international background and the nationalisation of the mam
industries of the state. The individual liberty of man and freedom

to think and act even with recognised restraints is receiving many

a hard knock and political psychology is changing the world.

The Nazi, with his totalitarian outlook, joins hands with the

Racist and both together hobnob with the doctrines of Karl Mar*

transposed into a working system by Lenin and his more practical

successor Stalin, the President of the Soviet Union. All Europe is

threatened by the Hitlerite doctrine and the Jew is being turned

out oi Europe. Asia is shaken to its roots by It. Religion apart,

humanity has never suffered as it is now suffering from the days of

the Atvas. The ravages caused by two wars of this magnitude

within one generation cannot be made up even in a century

and the international organizations will have to suit themselves

to lihu changing needs of the hour. These problems are well

discussed in Problems and Politics. The works before us are very

helpful for the pursuit of these studies.

S. S.

South Indian Celebrities. VoL II Sketches—by K. M. Balasubra-

m.tnyam, Madras.

I'll IS volume contains sketches of eight well-known celebrities of

modem India with several of whom we can claim personal acquain-

tance. Pen-pictures are well-done and we hope that before long the
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author will add many more scholars and statesmen in South India

to his list, ej. Sir Mima M. Ismail, the well-known industrially-

minded Dewan of Mysore. Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, the boldest

and the most discussed Dewan of Travancore and certainly a great

Statesman, the Rftja of Chettinnd who founded the Annamalai

University, Sir K. V. Reddy the present Vice-Chancellor of that

university and others are given. In his account of Sir K. V. Reddy

the author is not very fair when he says that being a great man he

has the honour of the province but he has no claim for the gratitude

of posterity. It may be that his views do not appeal to the coo-

gressites but that is no reason to doubt his patriotism, his loyalty

to India or the honesty of his motives and acts. Likewise.

Satyamurthi the most successful politician, a brilliant and beautiful

orator, is certainly not the bully in South Indian politics as

mentioned. J wish the author will be more charitable even in his

caricatures. There is too much of parody in the author’s writing.

While I disagree with many of Satyainurti's views I dissociate

myself from the description given of him in the work that he has

not got capacity or that he is a camelion with the ability of diverse

executive views. Likewise the pen-pictures of the Raja of Robbili,

Patro, Sir Mahomad Usman and the Maharaja of Pithapuram

require careful editing. Such careless publications do no good to

the author or the public.

S. S.

Rethinking Christianity in India— Published by A. M. Sudarisanam,

8. Bench Road. Kilpauk, Madras. Price Rs. 1-4-0.

A series of interesting essays resulting from an enquiry into the

problemsconfronting Christianity in India is contained in this work.

Mr. Chenchiah with a personal knowledge and experience of the

Hindu faith, discusses the relation of Christianity and non-Christian

faiths, with particular reference to Hinduism and Mr. Chakkarai

another equally distinguished personage re examines the con-

ception of the church as seen in the life and teachings of

Christ and estimates the reason for Hinduism maintaining its

vitality. The implications of the proposed scheme of union, the

fundamental principles to be safeguarded in Indian Christianity,
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the place the ii-tam in the spiritual life of India, tlie survey of

modern religious movements in India, the call of the Indian national

situation to Christianity and the Indian Christian community are

among the other subjects dealt with. The World Missionary Con-

/errnce held at Tambaram gave an impetus to this movement. The
wilier- stand bv the main principles enunciated in this book

and rcwni-e the upeemacy of the personality of Christ in the

religious evolution of race and perpetual claim with the Christian

evangel in order to function normally in India until it is rescued from

the e clesiastical over-growth that has come from the West and

addled to the great religious heritage of this ancient land of

iehi.oi.ns. The unessential foreign and secular elements which at

pre-onc dominate Indian Christianity should be shed and prolonged

nerion- investigation is necessary. There is no doubt that the

sp»r ill al adventure of Christianity and the Bible influenced

Hinduism considerably, and l>as given rise to the modern

devrl.ipraenu of Hinduism like the Aryasamaj and the Rama-
kii'h'i.i Mission. The assault of Islam and Christianity on Hinduism
brought reaction on Hindu reformers and Theosophy also made its

compilation for the regeneration of Hinduism. The social abuses

m-i .1- unsuccessful challenge at tlie hands of the Government
in ti.ii - opposition by the great religious reformers mid in later days
hv rho Indian National Congiess. Rnnade, Kale, Gandhi,
K.mamohao Roy, Keshab Chandra Sen, Vivekan.mda and Annie
Heumt have rendered yoeman service in this behall for their uplift.

Ki.igion is a matter of the mind and it should not be confused with

sui ial customs. So long as the more conservative elements will be

nine to resist the forces of progress other religion* would have
sonie hold on us but once the difference is made up with the

V;, nasraina dharma of the people and the other points are settled,

Hinduism will have a stronghold which it would be difficult to

Ch.dleoge. We have to establish new values for life instead of

propagating the traditional ones- If a Christian is a good Iodian

and the Muhammadan is a good Indian, the Hindu, the Muham-
madan and the Christian join together in the same political shrine.

In the modern political life and in the modern international life,

there is no reason why anybody professing any religion need be
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afraid of being elbowed out. Ours is a common culture and there

is no reason why any body should be afraid of that culture being

affected in the least because of political changes being envisaged in

the future.

S. S.

TAMIL
KrisUvauMB T*minim (Q flmjuuQpib pd>Qfu>) —By M. S. Ven-

kataswami, 59, Karoeesvercr Street, Mylapore, Madras.

THE theme of this brochure is the contribution of the Europeans

and the Christians to the Tamil literature. The padrt, European

missionary, comes in for praise as being the father of the Tamil

prose and journalism, as the first to bring out the Tamil printed

books, as the translator of books on western science and general

knowledge into Tamil, as the lexicographer and so on. The

Christian vocabulary is next shown as being enriched with

Biblical proverbs which it must be said are not current among the

Tamil Hindus. The author gives a brief sketch of the lives of

some European and Indian Christian Tamil scholars of repute.

Within a brief space of two years from its first edition the book

has undergone another editioo, a fact speaking highly of its

popularity among the Tamil speaking public and in particular

of the Tamil Christians of India and Ceylon.
P. S. L.

TELUGU

Ksnnnyogama —Published by Sri Ramakrishna Muth,

Mylapore, Madras. Price Re. 0-12-0.

THOUGH some decades have elapsed since he attained Samftdhi,

Svami Vivekananda is still remembered as the first Hindu to carry

the torch of the Vfidanta to the West. His lectures in Euglish on

KarmaySga succinctly put forth the Hindu conception of salvation

through Karina, meritorious deeds. The Madras branch of the

Ramakrishna Mission has rendered them into Telugu for the

benefit of the Telugu-speaking public and added foot-note* of

great help to understand the text. The translation faithfully

follows the spirit of his message without sacrificing it for the sake

of language.

P- S. L.
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PROCEEDINGS OF
THE THIRTY-FIRST ANNUAL MEETING OF THE

MYTHIC SOCIETY. BANGALORE

6th September 1941

Sir P. S. Sivaswamv Aiybr, k.c.s.1
, c.i.e.

In llit Chair

Thi; Thiny-fir9t Annual Meeting of the Mythic Society was
belrl at the Daly Memorial Hall on Saturday, 6th September 1941,

>vuh Sir P. S. Siva9wamy Aiyer, LL.D., K.C.S.I., C.t.E. in the

Chair

A letter from RSjamantrapravina N. Modhava Rau, regretting

inabil ty to be present and wishing the function a success and
future prosperity for the Society was referred to and then the

Annual Report for the year 1940-41 was presented to the

meeting by Mr. S. Srikantaya, the General Scretary and

Treasurer.

ANNUAL REPORT FOR 1940-41

1 he Committee of the Mythic Society have great pleasure to

present you this evening a report of the Society’s activities during

the year 1940-41.
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Oar Patron Our beloved Maharaja His Highness 6ri Jaya

ChamarSia Wadiyar Bahadur has been graciously pleased to

consent to be the Patron of the Mythic Society-

The late Mahtrija, His Highness Sri KrisbnarSja Wadiyar

Bahadur IV, an unrivalled patron ol arts and letters, and the

Patron of the Mythic Society from its very inception passed away

on the third of August 1940, to the great sorrow of all. A
resolution of condolence was passed at the last Annual Meeting,

all members standing.

MabSrftjadhiraja Sir Bijay Chand Mahtale Bahadur, Mah&riji-

dhir&ja of Burdwan, Vice-Patron of the Mythic Society; His

Highness Sir Sri Rama Varmah. the late Mah&r&ja of Cochin,

an Honorary Member of the Mythic Society, a liberal patron of

arts and letters; Dr. Rabindranaths Tagore, the famous poet and a

great son of India, an Honorary Member of the Mythic Society

;

Prof. J. G. Fraser of the Trinity College, Oxford; Sir George

Abraham Grierson, author of the monumental work on the Linguistic

Survey of India; Sir C. Y. Chintamani, the distinguished publicist

;

Mudaliar C. Rasanayagam of Ceylon and S. Srinivasa lyangar of

Madras also passed away during the year and we tender our

respectful condolences to the members of their bereaved families.

Membership ;—The Membership of the Society has suffered

owing to war and the complications of the present international

situation. We trust that in the current year at least our members

will try to introduce more members into the Society and thus

help us to carry on our work in a more satisfactory manner.

Meetings:—Of the ordinary meetings held during the year

mention may be made of interesting lectures delivered on “Chital-

drug" by S. Srikantaya; "Some Characteristics of the Buddha
Dharma " by the Rt. Hon'ble Sir D. B. Jayatdaka, Minister of Home
Affairs, Ceylon ; and " The Antiquities of Hyderabad " by Dr. M. H.

Krishna of the Mysore University.

Finance:—The total receipts during the year including an

opening balance of Rs. 26-2-3 were Rs. 3,581-2-9. The total

expenditure was Rs- 3,674-5-6 as against Rs. 4,160-5-0 in the
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previous year. The overdrafl in the Bank of Mysore, Lid. stands

at Rs- 9925-2. The Reserve Fund is stationary at Rs. 12,150.

We ate grateful to the Government of His Highness the

MahirSja of Mysore for renewing the temporary graot of Rs. 100

per month for the years 1941-42 and 1942-43. We hope and pray

that this temporary grant will be made permanent and raised to at

least Rs. 200 a month, so as lo enable us to carry on our work on

a mote satisfactory scale. We appeal to public philanthropy in

support of our activities, which arc greatly appreciated in all parts

of the world where the name and fame of Mysore are better known

day by day. Funds are required to purchase recent publications,

to pro> ide book-cases to keep the numerous volumes, to construct

a suitable structure to house the ever-growing library and to bring

the catalogue of books in the library up-to-date.

Our thunks are due to Mr. T. M. S. Subramanyam of the

Bank of Mysore, Ltd. who continues to audit the accounts of the

Society in an Honorary capacity for the past fifteen years.

Reading Room The number of visitors to the free reading room

attached to the Society continues to be steady as usual, though,

the Daiy Men*orlal Hall has been placed at the disposal of the

Government for locating the Special First Class Magistrate's Court

since the 19th of May 1941. Daily and weekly papers are placed

on the tabic while important periodicals are bound and made
available to the visitors also wlio make good use of them.

Library The Library of the Society possesses many rare and

valuab'e books on subjects of study in which we are interested.

Scholars from within the State and outside come to the Society for

study aud research work in the library. Some important books

were purchased during the year under review. The acquisition of

valuable periodicals and reports of archeological and epigraphical

departments continues. We appeal to all those interested in the

work of tiiis institution to present books and periodicals dealing

with antiquarian research to this library. We are obliged to the

Government of India; tho several Governments in India and

Burma
;
the Governments of Mysore, Hyderabad. Batoda, Gwalior.

Ttavancorc, Cochin and Jaipur ; the Universities of Mysore. Madras,
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Calcutta, Dacca, Benares, Annaraalai, Allahabad, Patna and

Rangoon ; and to various author* and publishers, for their patronage

and for sending their publication* to the library and for review in

the Journal. Though the Hall is placed at the disposal of the

Special First Class Magistrate, books from the library are being

made available to members and other research scholars.

Jamil The Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society main-

tains the high standard set for it by its promoters. The July and

October 1940 issue* were published as usual. For the January and

April 1941 issue* is substituted the 8n Krishnaraja Memorial

Number of the Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society to the

illustrious memory of our late Maharaja, and this will be published

shortly.

We may in this connection recall the word* of the Hon'ble

Lt-Col. J. H. Gordon, C.I.E., O.B.B., C-S.I., W.C., the Hon'ble the

Resident in Mysore in his letter to the Secretary :
"

the Hon'ble the Resident greatly appreciates the loyalty which has

prompted the Society to publish a Memorial Number and thank*

the Society for affording him an opportunity once more to give

expression to his appreciation of the late MahSrAja

We are grateful to the Hon'ble Lt.-Col. J. H. Gordon, C.I.E.,

O.B.E., C.5.I.. m.c., the Hon'ble the Resident in Mysore, The Rt.

Hon'ble Sir D. B. Jayalilaka, Amin-ul-Mulk Sir Mirza M. Ismail,

SachivOttama Sir C. P. Ramaswamy Aiyar, The Rt. Hon'ble Sir

Akbar Hydari, Sir V. T. Krishnamachariar, Sir Ramalmga Reddy,

Rajadharmapravina Diwan Bahadur K. S. Chandrasekhara Aiyar,

Sir Alladi Krishnaswami Aiyar, Rajasevasakta Prof. B. Veukata-

naranappa, Rajasfivasakta S. Hiriannaiya, Mr. S. Satyamurthi,

M.L.A. (Central}, Rajasflvisakta Diwan Bahadur Dr. S. Krishna-

swami Aiyangar, RijasSvAsakta Prof. B. M. Srikantia and others

for other appreciative articles and valuable contributions to the

Memorial Number.

Exchanges Among our exchanges are included most ol the

important periodicals of the world. The list is being revised from

time to time.
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Daly Memorial Hall 'The Daly Memorial Hall and the Pre-

mise continue to bo maintained in good condition. The Hall is

in constant demand by several institutions both in the city and

cantonment. The I idian Red Cross Society, Mysore State Branch,

The Society for the promotion ol Kindness to Animals and the

Universal Buddha Society were among the many institutions

which held their meetings in the premises ol the Mythic Society.

The Mysore Civil Service Examinations were also conducted in

the Daly Memorial Hall. The Special First Class Magistrate,

Bangalore, continues to conduct his onquiry and we expect the

Hall to he made available to 11s early.

General:—We desire to congratulate most heartily our

Honorary President, the Hon’ble Lt-Col. J. H. Gordon, C.I.E.,

O.B.E.. C.3.I., M.C., the Hon'ble the Resident in Mysore, His

Highness the Gaekwad ol Baroda and His Highness the R&ja'of

Naraaingatfc and SachivOitama Sir C. P. Ramasvamy Aiyar on

the New Year and Birthday Honour* bestowed on them.

The Committee congratulates Ra)a*fivftpra»kia A. N. Ragha-

vachar, Rajasdvftprasakta Y. K. Rainachaodra Rao, RftjasSvtsakt*

B. Yenhotanaranappa on the titles conferred on them respectively

by His Highness the Mahftrftja during the Dasara Durbar and

Dr. S. Rama Iyer on the Kaisar-i-Hmd Medal awarded to him

during tho recent Birthday Honours.

We beg to express our deep debt of gratitude to His Highness

the Mah&rBja of Mysore, the Government of His Highness the

Maharaja of Mysore, the Government of India and to the

Hon’ble the Resident in Mysore for their continued sympathy and

support. ft*
In moving the adoption of the Report, the President, Raja-

karyapravlna N. S. Subba Rao appealed for greater public’

patronage and endowments and increase in membership so that the

decrease m foreign membership may be made op and the financial

position of the Society secured. Seconded by Mr. P. S. Lakshmi-

narasu, the report was adopted unanimously.
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Stateroeo* of Receipts aid Expteditare of the Mythic Society Bangalore,

for the year ending 30th June 1941

Rscaim Expenditure

1. SatecripiioDi

:

K». A. 1r. . 1. Eatablttfcmeot Ra A.
Resident Members... 106 0 0 Pay to Sufl 844 0

MoIduiI Member. ... 270 10 0 Electric Charges ... 108 10

Ufa Member. 30 0 0 Water Charge* 40 0
Municipal Tax 12 8

2. Governmem Gram*

:

Cycle Accouot ... 9 3

Govt. of Myior» ... 1.800 0 0 Livery to servants ... 24 4

Govt, of Mytore Lib. Garden 79 t

Gram 300 0 0 Premises 30 0
Govt of Indi* 300 0 0 Furniture it Repairs 39 0

3. Imereti tad Dividend.. 502 2 0 Electric Accessories 11 14

4. Stitt 78 6 0
3. Advertisement 8 0 0 2. Journal

:

6. Htll Charges 32 0 0 Printing 1.274 13 6
7. Miecelltneout 37 14 6 Postage 438 9 0

1.713 9—
.

3. Library

:

Books Purchased ... 39 3

/ Book Banding 146 14
Subscription to Papers 83 12

/ 4, Stationery 144 13

/ 5. Bank Charge* 39 9

/ 6. Mitrellaoeoiia 287 7

Total Re. ... 3.533 0 6 Total Re- 3.674 3

Opening Btl.nce ... 26 2 3 Overdraft on 1st July 1940 839 6

3.581 2 9 4.363 12
(30th June !941)Overdra/t 992 3 2 Closing Balance ... 9 11

Grand Total ... 4,373 7 11 Grand Total ... 4.373 7

Rwfvf Fund (At FAceValoe>—
Mysore Govt. 4% Stock ... 9.SO0 0 0

.. 5% Stock ... 1 500 0 0
Mysore Bank Share (one) IOO 0 0
Fixed Deposit in Bank of Mysore ... 300 0 0
Fixed Deposit xo Treason 203 0 0
Deposit in Govt S. B. 30 0 0

Total R*. ... 12.150 0 0

Certified correct

(Sd.) T. M. S. Sub®

a

manyam

Hon. Auditor.

(Sd.) S. Srikamtaya

General Secretary

Treasu
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Electioi of President

Mr. M. Ramachandra Rao io proposing Rfiiakiryapravlna

N. S- Subba Kao as President for 1941-42 referred to the inter-

national reputation and deep learning of the President with whose

public spirit and co-operation the Society would be bound very

scon to augment us membership and have a separate structure for

its library. On Mr. D. Venkataramiah seconding the proposition,

it was carried with acclamation and Rfljakdryapravloa N. S-

Suhba Rao was duly elected President for 1941-42.

Election of Office-Bearers

Rftjadharmupiasakta K. Shankaranarayana Rao in proposing

the following Office-bearers for. the coming year observed that

the Vice-Presidents of the Society were people of high reputation,

deep thinking mid great statesmen and described the General

Secretary and Treasurer, Mr. S. Srikantaya, as a pillar of the

institution who lad worked strenuously heart and soul for

twenty years and referred to the valuable services rendered by the

Sectional Secretaries and other members of the Committee. Being

seconded by RajasgvEsakta P. Sabbarama Setty the following

Office bearers were elected for 1941-42.

OFFICE BEARERS FOR 1941-42

President

RAJAKARYAPRAVINA

N. S. Sb'BBA Rao, m.a. (Cantab.), Bar-at-Law

Vica-Presideeti

Amin-ul-Mulk Sir Mirza M. Ismail, k.c.i.e., o.b-b., c.st.j.

Rajamantkapravina N. Madhava Rau, b.a.. b.l.

KAJADHAKMAPRAV'inA DIWAN BAHADUR

K. S. CHANDRASEKHARA AlYAR, B.A., B.L.

Rajamantrapravina Diwan Bahadur

P. Raghavbndra Rao, b.a., b.l.

Rajasabhabhushana

Diwan Bahadur K. R. Srinivasiengar, m.a.
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Rajasabhabhushana K. Chandv, b.a.

Dr. E. P. Mktcalpe, d.sc.. p.idm.p.

Sir D’Arcv Reilly

Arthasastravisarada Mahamahopadhyaya
Vi DYALAN KARA PANDITARAJA

Dr. R. Shama Sastry, b.a., Ph.D.

Rajamantrapravina S. P. Rajacopalachari, b.a.. b.l.

Goneral Secretary and Treasurer

S. Srikantaya, b.a., b.l.

Editor*

S. Srikantaya. b.a., b.l.

K. Devanathachariak, m.a.

Bruch Secretarial

Ethnology—Rajacharitavisarada Rao Bahadur

C. Hayavadana Rao, b.a., b.l.

History—Rbv. Father C. Browne, m.a.

Folklore—B. Puttaiya. b.a.

COMMITTEE

The abore tx officio ud M«ur»

E. G. McAlpinb, M.A., Dip.Edo., V.D., J.p.

Rajasevasakta Prop. A. R. Wadia, b.a. (Cantab.), Bar at Law.

Dr. M. H. Krishna, m.a., n.Liit.

Rajasevasakta Prop. B. M. Srikantia, m.a., b.l.

Dr. E. S. Krishnaswami Aiyar, b.a., m.b. & c.m.

J. R. Isaac, b.a., m.b.f-

Rajasevaprasakta A. N. Raghavachar, m.a.

DR. K. N. V. SASTKI, M.A., Ph.D., F.P.Hist.S.

Capt. Rao Sahib A. Tangavklu Mudaliar.

V. T. Tirunarayaka Iyengar, m.a.
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Thedisnnguished Chairman of the meeting. Sir P. S.Sivaswamy

Aiyer. rising amidst cheers and acclamations delivered the following

addre'':-

CHAIRMAN S ADDRESS

"
I thank you very much for having honoured me by an

invitation to preside on this occasion. The Mythic Society is devoted

purely to antiquarian research and studies and its objects

do not naturally come within the purview of the ordinary man who

is to all intents and purposes concerned with the matters of

topical and current interest. Its aims appeal to the learned

classes and have evoked a steady and satisfactory response during

the past thirty years. Its work is facilitated by the generous

patronage of His Highness the Maharaja of Mysore and the kindly

interest of His Government. The Government of His late Highness

the Mithfirfija of Mysore had always taken gieat and keen interest

in cultuial matters and doubtless the position of the Mythic Society

would improve under the inspiring patronage of the present

Mahlrfija.

Not being a specialist in any of the subjects, the Study of

which is intended to be promoted by the Mythic Society, I have

had great hesitation in accepting the invitation of your secretary

to preside at the annual meeting. He made a similar request to

me last year, but 1 informed him that owing to another commit-

ment, 1 was unable to comply with his request. As he has

repeated his invitation this year also, I have reluctantly yielded

to his request. He has been good enough to supply me with

copies nf the addresses delivered at your annual meetings in

previous years, and I found that some of my predecessors were

also ueiiilemen who disclaimed any specialistic knowledge in the

subjects m which your Society is interested. I discovered also

that I was not the first person who felt intrigued by the name of

your Society. Why it is called the Mythic Society, I do not know.

The choice of the name was probably the inspiration of the

late Father Tabard who was one of the founders of the Society.

Perhaps my esteemed friend Dr. S. Krishnaswami Aiyangar. who

was also one of the original members, may throw light upon the
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origin of (he name* The Society is not a mythical entity, but

a reality and is quite alive.

The declared objects of the Society do not include the subject

of mythology. But I believe that the study of mythology from

the rationalist point of view would not be outside the scope of

the aims of the Society, and can be brought within the comprehen.

sive term ‘other allied subjects'. In a handy dictionary I

carry with me, a myth is defined as a fictitious legend or tradition

accepted as historical, usually embodying the beliefs of the people

on the creation, the gods, the universe, etc. Hindu Mythology

occupies a large place in the traditions, beliofs, literature and

the religious rituals and practices of our country and abounds in

stories not less interesting and fantastic than those of other countries.

A study of this subject from a scientific or rationalist point of

view should be quite interesting and is not beneath the notice

of a learned body like yours.

• Since the delivery o! Ihe above addrees. I consulted Dr S. Kc.shnaawaml

Aiyangat. and the followlog oote wet kindly furnished by him in aiplanaiion

of the name of ihe Society —
Nors

The name Mythic Society was chosea. Iron • certain number of names
suggested, as being perhap* the most innocuous from the point of view

of service rules, etc. which would debar ladies and gentlemen belonging

to certain services from participating in ihe work of the Society rmtber

rigorously. At the lime that ihe Society wee founded there were

among the members, a number of lha military officers of the station,

and two or three members of the Hoo’bte The Resident's waff. After

rejecting a number of names suggested as oo« covering the whole scope of

the work, it was thought the name Mythic would be the moat innocuous,

as authority was pointed out that early Creel uaagn justified the name

Mythic* for matters connected with the early dawn of history aDd

even pre-hiatory. So that was adopted as meeting oat needs at the rime.

Il was not marn ordinary paopia alone, even Bishop Whitehead of

Madras found it rather a queer name, and be sometimes stated publxly

that I waa a myth. It is. however, strange tbe word has continued to

be punling even after so many explanations and corrections. I hope this

statement published along with the Presidential address would go a
considerable way towanle clearing tbe bare yet hanging around it

S Kltl*H«A»W.UI A tVAHOS*.
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In easting about for a subject upon which 1 might address

you, it struck mo that some observations on Hindu mythology

might not he inappropriate. The late Sir James Frazer devoted

many years of his life to it, and his researches upon myths are

embodied in the twelve volumes of the ' Golden Bough \ In a learned

article in Hastings' " Cyclopaedia of Religion" Mr. E. A, Gardner

observes that there is :io universal key to solve all mythological

problems and that the study of mythology is, for the reasons

mentioned by him, obscure aud difficult.

I have not come across any papers contributed by the members

of this Society on the subject of mythology. There is one learned

contribution to the literature on Hindu mythology by the late

Mr. N. S'itayana Aiyangar. I have looked into some portions

of his " Essays in Indo-Aryan Mythology", and if l may presume

to express au opinion, he seems inclined to attribute a solar,

stellar or astronomical origin to many of the Hindu myths. Even

the late Professor Max Muller was not exempt from a tendency

to seductive generalisation.

The >| aestions to which 1 propose to draw your attention this

evening ate, how do myths arise ? Were they invented by

particul.u individuals with intent to deceive or mislead people?

What was their motive or purpose? What is the method or

principle of interpretation to be adopted ? How far are we

justified in attaching an esoteric or allegorical meaning to myths?

Has any i-eful purpose been served by myths in the development

of human culture ?

The first point which I should like to emphasise is that

unlike many of the fables and fairy tales, myths were generally

accepted as true by the people at large among whom they came

into existence. It may not be possible to trace the origin or

authorship of a myth to a particular individual. It might have

been originally shared by a large number of people or might have

originated in the poetic fancy or imagination of some individual

winch appealed to his contemporaries and in the course of frequent

repetition, hardened into belief.

As regards the origin of myths, it may be pointed out that
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a large number of them have arisen out of the tendency of primitive

humanity to personify nature and especially objects endowed with

life and mot.oa. Celestial bodies whose motions strike the eye and

excite curiosity are also personified. Man’s own movements are

the results of his own will and intelligence and he is naturally

disposed to infer that motion in the external world must also be

the result of a personality endowed with similar attributes. The
sun, moon and stars, trees, rivers and the ocean are among
the first objects in external nature which are personified. The
appearances of these objects give rise to poetic descriptions which

are the result of the poet’s fancy or imagination. The names of

the constellations represented by the signs of the zodiac and the

names of rn'ers are obvious instances. These objects are supposed

to be the embodiment of spirits. We hear, for instance, of Vana-

devatas. Even inanimate objects like mountains, t.g. Himavan.

are Invested with personality. Once these objects, whether living

or inanimate, have been endowed with personality, it is easy to

imagine how human characteristics came to be attributed to them,

and relations between tbeso personalities or embodied spirits are

invented and come to be believed by the people at large. Tne
original beliefs or stories give rise to a number of secondary,

tertiary or derivative stories and belief*. The fancy of the poet

creates for them wives and a growing generation of descendants.

Separate races axe believed to have sprung from the sun and

the moon, and there are to this day numerous royal families which

claim, whether seriously or otherwise, descent from these races.

Their exploits, wars and feuds become the subjects of legends.

These legends are the result of the human curiosity to inquire

about ancestors and descendants. Natural phenomena, like the

revolutions of the planets and stars, eclipses, earthquakes and

volcanic eruptions have also been ascribed to the actions and

movements of these personalities.

Social customs which have arisen in a primitive age survive

into later ages, and where they are out of harmony with the

moral notions and etho9 of the later age. legends have to he

invented to justify the surviving primitive practice in the eyes

of the later generation. For example, the marriage of Draupadi
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to (he Pfiptjava* which was obviously a vestige of the practice

of polyandry prevalent among certain tribes, had to be justified

by mythical 'tories of various kinds relating (l) to incidents in

the previous births ol Draupadi and (2) to the supposed obligation

of soos to carry out in the letter the injunctions of their parents,

however absurd t 'ey might be. Myths are often invented for

the purpose of enforcing moral obligations by exaggerating the

length to which t ie observance of these duties should be carried,

as in the inso of I'aratur&ma who killed his mother at the behest

of his fat i'-i Jamadagni. The shocking character of this story

is mitigated ot counter balanced by the miracle of the resuscitation

of Paraiur&ma's mother at his intercession.

The love of poetic justice and the desire for the reward of

virtue and the punishment of evil have led almost all nations to

the conception oi heaven and hell where justice may be done to

the departed souls by God. This belief has in its turn led to a

large crop .•! beliefs regarding the various tortures of hell and

the pleasures of heaven. It must be admitted that in the past this

belief has exercised a potent influence upon the conduct of men
in their relations towards other men and in their treatment of the

lower animals, and it has been an incentive to the practice of virtue.

Whether God fashions man after His own image or not, we
do not know. It would perhaps be more true to say that man
fashions God after his own image, and attributes to Him a

super ivbudant measure of his own qualities. Some of the gods

share our weaknesses. For instance, just as most of us Hindus

have not acquired the art of saying
1

no ' to persistent supplications,

Brahma and Siva have been unable to refuse supplications accom-

panied by austerities involving self torture to secure the boons

of invulnerability, invincibility, domination or even destruction of

others. Complaisance may be a virtue in small matters and

within narrow limits, but the complaisance of the gods is at the

expense of their ability to foresee the consequences of the boons

and the abuse of their favours. The cases of Rftvana, BhasnUsura

and numerous others will come to your memory, and the Gods
Brahma and Siva had to be rescued by Vip.iu from the perilous

plight to which they were reduced by their want of foresight
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Sever*! of our myths are merely the hypostatization of

abstract qualities like Dbarma (justice), Sraddba (devotion), Kama
(love), Rati (pleasure), K$*rna (patience), Krpa (mercy), Hrl

(modesty), Sri (prosperity).

Another factor which has contributed to the rise of myths is

the love of marvels and miracles which is deep-tooted in human
nature and is often associated with the exploits of heroes or the

kindly intervention of divinity. Visits of heroes to celestial regions

or to the bottom of the ocean, the exploit of Hanuman in crossing

the ocean, may be cited as instances of myths of this kind.

An aversion to certain natural processes and functions and

the desire to avoid any taint of a base and earthly origin are

responsible for beliefs in immaculate conception and virgin birth.

These and the doctrine of physical resurrection do not now find

acceptance among enlightened Christians. The report of the

Archbishops' Commission on Doctrine in the Church of England

which was published in 1938 has adopted a rational and tolerant

attitude towards the beliefs prevalent in different schools of

Christian thought. Regarding miracles the Commission believed

it to be more congruous with the wisdom of God that He should

never vary the regularities of nature.

There is also inherent in humanity a love of the abnormal, the

grotesque and the comic.

Another species of myths arising from the play of imagi-

nation in making all sorts of combinations of human and animal

forms is illustrated by fabulous creatures like unicorn, dragon,

gnfiin, centaur, mmotaur, sphinx, satyr and faun.

In another class of cases the myths have arisen from

the exaggeration of ordinary human instincts and desires. The

desire for longevity is illustiated by the ascription of a life of

60,000 years to king Dasaratba: the desire to fly in the air

is illustrated by the stories which describe Rival's flight in

chariots borne through the air and Indrajit's battles from the air.

In these cases it is the wish that has been the father of the myths.

Though flight in the air was a pure myth at the time of the
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Rimayapa, it has become a fact in this century through the

achievement! of science as a result of the investigation and control

of the forces of nature. This does not, however, justify a belief in

the truth oi the myths as recorded in the Pur&pas.

These is a body of myths relating to cosmogony contained in

the Vedas and the Upanisads. But the MimSmsaka came to the aid

of the rationalist centuries ago and warned us against the acceptance

of the truth of the Akhyayikfts (or stories) contained in the Vgdas.

With re>;.vd to the principles of interpretation to be applied to

the myths, one important principle which commends itself to me

with my !• gal iStic bias is that the literal interpretation of the

myths i* 11 >t to be rejected merely because it leads to a belief

incongruou - with our present knowledge or inconsistent with our

present not: >os of morality or religion. Esoteric explanations should

as far a* jossible be avoided. If these mythical stones were

intended to be symbolical of external facts or objective truths*

why coaid not such facts or truths have been plainly stated, so

as to be ui> erstood by ordinary people ? Unlees it can be shown

tha: a plain and unvarnished statement of the facts or truths could

not possibly have been understood in the then state of popular

knowledge or would have been liable to abuse, the literal interpre-

tation >uld be preferred to the esoteric. It is iraposible to

underMaiul why people should have been at pains to wrap the truth

iu my*:enus or a cloud of symbols which require elaborate

explanations. There is no doubt that myths have exercised

considerable influence on several of our practices and especially

o:» thi! i muds of persons who have not received the benefits of

mi.ifr i fi xation. Many of the festivals which have contributed

to t‘n<? r iliv ining of our life are closely connected with mythical

stories. It does not follow that the disappearance of our belief

in myths will necessarily lead to the disappearace of our national

festivals. Nor need it necessarily lead to an inability to enjoy

p:eiica1 or >ther literature embodying m^fhs. The disappearance

of fairies, naads, dryads and sea-nymphs has not spoiled our

enjoyment «>! poetry. We can love and enjoy nature just as much

as our ancestors did. The marvels of science are even more

wonderful *.han the marvels of mythology, and thanks to a benign
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Providence, the human mind has a wonderful capacity for

accommodating the most incongruous beliefs.

In conclusion, I must add that I do not wish to be understood

as having expressed an opinion against the immanence of a Higher

Power in the universe or as banging the door upon religion."

• • •

Rev. Father C. Browne in proposing a hearty vote of thanks

to the distinguished guest of the evening referred to his great talents,

patient labour, honest and disinterested devotion to duty and the

high position which he held as a doyen of Indian political life and

thanked him for his address which was full of that profundity of

thought and expression which characterised all lus public

utterances.

An Useful Book for Schools. Libraries, and Students of

Mysore History!

MODERN MYSORE
By Rajakaryaprasakta Rao Bahadur M. Shama Rao, M.a

[Retired Civilian of Mysore)

A very interesting and useful book on Mysore History

from the time of the Early Yadava Kings of Mysore
to the trip to Europe of His Highness Sir Sri

Krishnaraja Wadiyar IV; in Two Volumes.

Price Rs. 10-0 0 India; £. 10 0 Foreiga
;

$. 5 America

POSTAGE EXTRA

be had from :

THE GENERAL SECRETARY,
Mythic Society, Daly Memorial Hall,

Cenotaph Road. BANGALORE CITY

With three cheers to His Highness the Mah&r&ja of Mysore

the meeting terminated.
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THE ANCIENT SOUTH INDIAN ARMY ( SENAI )

:

THEIR ASSEMBLY AND ITS FUNCTIONS'

By K. S. Vaidyanatiian, u.a.

Argument

Sl'hJMIT for investigation—importance of the army

—

Siiiiii its meaning and its divisions—God of Wax and

Scnft|iati— the title and position of SdoSpali—Dubbing of

hcio as Stnipali— Commanders as chiefs and governors of

prouii.es — various uviges of the term Dao4an5yaka

—

Seoai.iiclicn— the quaiter of the army—S&nUpati's resi-

dner m n — King's frequent visits to the quarter—VSlaik-

kdias, a prominent element—regiments once in prominence

it? degeneration tuio a multitude of castes—padayichcbi

etc. their modern representatives—encampments, garri-

sons, and cantonments—recruitment not restricted—the

iaiiou -1 inhabitants of the Sdri—the chief of the quarter

Sfioaikhilavat!—Sdoaivai.iigamor tbe Commissariat depart-

ment Perutigagichchabgam and Senaivalluvamudumagan

attached to the quarter— lnscriptional Extracts— the exis-

tence, nature and functions of the military assembly Sbnai

RJsumi.

Who «ere all the members that constituted the Ancient South

Indian At my? Had they any geographical standing in the

counity ? Or were they merely important on account of their

engagements in the sanguinary War? If they had any territorial

units had such units any assemblies of their own representing

them } If such assemblies existed, what were the nature of their

constitution and their sphere of work ? These are all highly

interesting problems which have not been conclusively answered.

An accurate and comprehensive study of the references to the

ancient South Indian Army, both in tlie Literary and Epigraphical

* This |*p.r mas read at the Tenth Session ot the All India Oriental Con-

fmnre, held at Ttrupaii, March 1940.

1
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sources, would enable one to answer the above noted queries, and

so far as we know, such a study has not uptil now been made.

The present paper embodies the results of an attempt in that

direction.

A study of Tamil Literature in particular discloses the

fact that kings and emperors who ruled over different kingdoms

and empires in India from days of old, had almost always been

surrounded by the great bodies known in Tamil as Aimpcrubkulu 1

and Egpfcrftyam*. The bodies that went by the first name* or

council were the mantrin (ammchchar), the purdltita (putdhitar),

the Senftpati (Stoiipatiyar). the dtlta (tavtitioiilHUfiivar) and iSie

chira {charawnr). Again, the eight great Ayams4 lenperoynm)

consisted of the Karanattiyalavar, Karumnvrdigol Kad<rikappular
%

Nagaramandnr , Na\ipx\4aiitahfivar Yiitairfrar, lvn\inuiravar

and such like. They can be generally known as Katapa (head

among clerks), PurOhits (Kramavits), guards of passages, great men

of the City, valorous SonApatis, heads of Hleplianiry and Cavalry

1. It is very interesting to find ibe word Aimprntteithm occurring in an

leicrlpiion. Dal il i. '«f| and hence give. ui no inform.-

•on it all. S. I. I. Vol. IV. No. JSB. Tlie AlmperunVula of (he

Tamil Liieialme i» perhaps kno«n in Saii'krit a* PaicA imakantrg*.
See al«o Manimi ( alai p 10. J7« Aim. a r.rv.y of Veche and other

references to the corporate activities iu political lift. Mr. It. C Mn/ure-

dar expressed his view on the Tamil references to AimpfruukutH as

fallows It appears to iot that Ibe so catted Fixe Assetntties were

realty the commute** of a great Amiably.*' Corporate l.ift. p. 111-2.

2. Man. C. 1. 1.17; Ptrabgada.
:
IV. 9. I. 5 : V. 6. 1.17. SiUppwbgiiam

Indira 1.157. The bodies uln> weni with the king were called

NtngHchchtirratH. and (hose that accompanied the queen tier* ralitsl

Urimaichch*rram
.

they were generally knoun ns

churr^iim and \tuttadaNfrt rut **
m

.

y Cf. jfmu&wi LfZnQfii <3*muffai
fiaippiiPpjfjjaii fftBtm&sa* fietp
(jf#^

i

2«u.riaosunO<j0«^5(r^Qaitn(jij®,3(D —fimi&jui

4. Cf. •rmmpfiuatati ruBfi^ai

*t**j»ppic smu-Mtuutmi

fiScaajQraiilugi*y2iMtu —pltu'Xld,
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To these followers who went beside the king as his shadow,

^rear respect was everywhere shown and on every occasion. Before

launching upon the final step of action, they were consulted by the

kina. As the policy of the state depended on the direction and

advice of these important groups, great care should necessarily

have been bestowed on the selection and appointment of able men

for these high offices. Whatever it was, in the list of officers

who were grouped together ns the two great councils, we find

in both of them the office of SltiZp<riiyar or iV«f
f
//3wfrr ftinhitvdf\

which must necessarily indicate that the SooOpati was looked upon

with great respect. It goes without saying that direction and

advice must have been might from him in times of political

necessity. \Yc shall study in detail the position of the Sdnipciti, the

residence of the army, the kinds of armies, and the various functions

that its members had to perform in ancient times.

What is the meaning of the term $$imi ? S6oai »n*aos air

army'. It is the same as Sainyam or Pad u in Tamil. S^uai is

Sftnft in Sauski it and heive in Pftli and Singhalese. Padai or

Sena: was one among the six great tiitgax that belonged to the

king. The other fi%e were Kittfi, /CS/, /Iwi/i^VZ/m, XtHf>u ami

The army wa* useful to the king m preventing and

protecting the country from in* isiou* and t geign aggresxon*,

in spreading his fame by com | ties l and valuui. and m litercaking

his source of income or t* venue/ by spoils and tributes. To a

king .i fearless and strong army* was a very valuable asset and

it is $a»d that a small army composed of well trained and efficient

wamurs w.u> lar lietier than one which was large, not well trained

and without a S6it*;>ati or chief to direct and control. The army

was divided into six mailt divisions which were Mvhifipiiiat

(also called l<*Jipp<i<f,n at MHtip,t<l,ii),9 E pp.nl,

n

(also called

3. The «Kh«tr mr.tnin|** of the term are market, a fail, a lioxt. nn esculent

root and weapons

6. Kural S. II. v. 381

7. Silupiu 1.210.

S. Puram J Madurait : I. 37-38 Perumpin I 101-2. Penang: I. 32.

I. 05

9. Pcruag: 111 2«. I 39.
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pajaippadai and was perhaps composed of Vl{aikkiras and

Vrillikirat), N&Huppadai, Ea^uppajai, Tanaippajai and Pa-

gaippajai. 10 There were maoy subdivisions or what are known as

regiments which were in Vlfama and Kajagams. The army con-

sisted of seven parts Uram, two wings {Igakkai), Madhyam,

Praligraham, Brithfam and KtyiM Again the army was of four

kinds, called DartJam, Manjalam, Aiangalham and Bhdgam.a

The appearance of the army was like unto an ocean, 1* with

10. Besides there »* another division ceiled Sur'"tPaJ»'. “hich “ei olio

called Pujatppajai and Sufatpajai—w||<im (
fiarivala, Ibid. 24.

I. «a PaJipaJai is rbe name lor a hidden aimy. An idea of the

array und ilo division* con be hid by a reference to ihe following

information otrtaiuaWe from Lexicons and Dicuonar.ee

Pajaittogai Divisions of the army

3 petti - SeoSmugam: A divixion of an army consisting of 3

chariots. S elephants. V horses and 15 Infamy.

Probably it was the army in ihe fore-front -lib the

commander Src e pal i

.

3 Svnnmugana - Kulumam or Komcdam

3 Kuroudam - Kenato or Kanakatn

3 Kanakam - Vkkflii

3 Vakflii “ Piraiai.ii. Piralayem

3 Ptratayai - Santo, Samuttiram

3 Samu - Anibam 3 5amu = Singam

lOAQlkam- - Akkorbni

Akkur&m - 20.870 chariot*, 20,870 elephants. 65.610 horses.

104.350 iofantry.

The mam bodies of the army are given as under A$i. Aikam. LfK.iii. Olio,

Kil|ai. Kai. Tut. Tuii. Nirai. Nelli. Yigam. Tbe commemalor of

Takkayagipiianl equating Tar with Tii*i. describes Tuiippada* ns a

division of tbe array arranged m the form of a long pointed needle

with a broad cential portion and an. end wen-formed, large, tound

and prominent. Canto, VIII. V. 313.

11. Kur»|

12. Ibid. Dandaro - Array arranged crosswise
;
Nandalam - aranged in

tbe snake's rotating form . Aiaogatbam = separated into parts . Bb&gam
- arranging regiment* one behind rbe orher.

13 Paltu : VI. 1. 180; Perudg ; 1 58. I. 97
;
Jivak. 2169. The path in which

ibe army moved was called Anamapidai.
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autnefous elephant*, horses pntagai, flags umbrellas, p<iiliy<tttt.

kik<t\atw, etc. In general the army wa* composed of Infantry.

Elcphauiry, War Chariots and Cavalry. The war chariots became

an absent feature as days progressed and iu latter days it came to be

fashionably associated with the royal insignia of honour. These

war chariots were a peculiar featute of the Myceneau Civilization

of about 1200 B. C> 4 The cavalty force was composed of soldiers

who did not wield weighty arms, but u*ed only short bucklers.

The infantry consisted of well-skilled archers and footmen of

tbc ordinary class. The equipment of the archers were the bow

and quiver of arrows. The footmen carried a Sjxar or battle-axe

oo their right hand and a shield of o.\-!nde on their left. All these

and the king wore a defensive armour called the anklet.**

God Kfirtikeya or kumara is said to be the Sfioftpati of the

forces of the l>6cas. He is variously called Maha*Soa. Mah*s*nft-

pati. MMna|p SflnOdipnn, amt Vi*valc*5na. He is often the

object of comparison when a king or commander is described.

For instance in the KftsAkmh plates, 14 when describing the Pallava,

it is said that “All (the kings! sprang from (this! race possessed

power that was everywhere iirrsistahle, large armies, pure descent,

birth from a lotus, (and) great piety, (and therefore) resembled

Kumfcra, whose spear is everywhere irresistible, (who is also

called! Mal:£>6u4. who is the son of lire, who invented (the array

of the army in rbc form of) a lotus (and who is also called)

Subrahmapya. The great fierceness,—-that resembled fire, of

the power ol their arms dried up,— like the water of the ocean,

the irresistible valour of all enemies.” To the warrior the God is

Subrahmanya. 17 The head of the army is known by different names

H. War-cUft: >ou became an absent feature not only *n Ind»a: w* And no

n*e of them among tbc Parthian*. cAcept foe the conveyance of tl>«

female*, «*ho accompanied the noble* during their expedition*. Se«

p. 4CKi of Kawlinson'n Ancient monarchic*—The sixth rooonrxhy.

IS. Kanfikaiabhai The Tamil* l.SCO year* ago.

1$. SM. Veil. tt. Pi. 111. No 73. The Pnllara* bc^e the name* Saanda.

Kumara etc. S«*. H»«. Sketches. K. V S Aiyer. p. J!

17. V'.inuc ru^uil/.i/iuvrf—Tirumuriiifarruppwk* 1 260

God Sihrati manta and Pa raflur ma are said to hate learnt everything

about warfare under S'»a
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in Tamil Literature. He was known as Mun)5p, StnaivfndAii,1*

TfinaivftndaD,** Tlnaiirai » SftnaittAlaivar, Tftnaiftafcaivar,*1 Tnndi-

rattalaivar, S4oflp*ti» Kuruidar, Vayavar, Vayavar-perumagap,®

etc.® In ancient Ceylon he was known as Stn^vlraf, Sendn4yaka and

SMMmahta.24 The office of the S$nApati, was one of very high rank

and it was very difficult to obtain the name and title of Sta&pati. A
hero in war, who by having displayed his boundless valour in the

battle-field, after having stood in the front ranks of the army while

engaged in war, and having received many serious wounds, and

regardless of these having conquered many unronquerahte enemies,

and having loved war alone above all things, pleased the heart of the

king, was considered fit to be dubbed as a commander of the

forces, and to receive the title of Sfrilpati." It is told that

this title was higher even than that of a nutntri (minister), and

was called in Tamil F.noiftpfuiuant and that this title of honour

was next only to that of kingship.* Rnldi was often the name

of the commanders of all warriors, according to the com-

mentator of NtlakHfi. There was also a band or fillet of valour

which was made of glittering gold and named RnAdi-sempox-

pamm. The Warrior to he dubbed as SdnApati was to wear the

same when he received a signet ring from the king. The title

of SSnSpati was bestowed on persons who had pleased the heart

of the king by their valour and achievements in the battle-field, on

IS Perung : See the reference* under ihe name.

19. Ibid

20. Ibid : I 42. 1.167,

21. IbiJ: IM. 1.51. Tirumurug: 1260.

22. Mudttraik : 1. 336
;
fVrumpXn : 1. 102

;
Smipin : f. 2«Q. For lit* other

meaning* of vmyavaa and hia connection with Samaniu-xydal or

Saroanta karana See Ep. Ind. Vol. XXIV p 32.

23- The oilier synonym* found In Nigb&ndo are
:

Ku|iyar, Egilar.

Vilulavar. Ma||ar. Maxavar. Radar. Porur»n eic.

24. Mabivam**. Ep. Zev. Vol. III. Pi. V. p. 2«0f : Vol. 1. p. 34.

23. Madtiraik; 1 . 725-6.

26. The title of SeoSpaii sometime* denoted a title of honour as in the case of

the Southern IkMku ruler*. Ep Ind. Vol XXtlt. p. 52 n. S. See also

note 2S no page 133.
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the following pumpo.t* /.ml i:erc»nnni;d occa^on/* A separate

well decorated pavd.ou Wiis constructed. and in tins the king and

his queen willi u*r female retinue. accompanied hy the ministers.

parvhiis, aMinUucis run! llte other meat followers ol the king

would I* t« mu ! seated in their allotted seats A ring tailed

Kt&dnnO.|»ia;n nude nf Hold, socially made h*i |be ocmfioii, with

the name ol the king engraved mi it, was kept ready. On this

occasion when all were gallicJed lira tli<? pavilion, and m the

presenn* ol SC* iiVp.it >5 aud distinguished warriors the king would

rise from his seat at ihe appointed jtu*.pn;ior.<; iioui ami put the

lin&dimO liuo i r«n o » the lingd nl the hero who w<HC the gold

foreland Kind I a-td pnaltam, and dubbed him saying " Von ate

a Sfriit|uii' Srom now M
After the pi escalation ut llic signet

ring l
2*J and in*- having • ailed h»«n a Senupati, the kiug would

bestow 0*i Him great gill^ comprising ol X ail us and \ is lulling

annual ino»«> worth in JakHs and also horses, elephants dm riots

27. Pirtuof : IV. 9. 1 51.

u>u>Qu
(
$®&pu£*

QWppiQmim&ifs pm
miu>'2u>ifSr timpplQaimtS
Qv&jftS-GpamtQrflpfii

Ji.nl. -1*7. 9*i (tfr^-j&pi uxiimi lAtiim

mUu/2u*f^QpnLu.im umt-StiL^
ulQgpm aptfim S/itummw

0oiu«/3tufl*mmi msippfimi

Q«mmut : Quii*l-mtippni> t^rJipQpiuuto umH-ayi
aiiaai—ioQupp amrtim<2<ff—QuiiaQaixoiii

pi&P*jiQti ptiQmipm Quxfir&Q*
Q,0fi*uiLi-ppmm

28 li worthy of not* that the highoi dually ia the Panhlai kiagdoa.

next to tbe ctOot. w»» that ot Surma Or * Field Marabal and this

position was hereditary ia a particular family. He bad many retainers

and slaves heavily armed, under bio. It was hit rifht to place the

diadem on tbe Hog's brow w his coronation. See p. 402. Rawliosoo's

Ancient Monarchies—Tbe Sixth Monarchy.

29. See note 27.
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Rod other rich presents 30
. Further, oo this very auspicious and

glorious day, it was customary that a lady born of a high and

respectable family would also !*e given in marriage to the new

S&n&pati with all the pomp and ceremony worthy of such in

occasion.31 Then the king would give advice to the hero to keep

to his Dharma, to follow the rules laid down for him by the great

law-givers, and would ask him to go and reside in peace and calm

in the territorial divisions that had been granted to him, and to

return whenever he required him. This is the description that n$
have in Tamil Literature and we find a strikingly corroborate

account in the following copper-plate record.

Text

»

Line 92. Dhirfl nityinuruklO dru<Ja iiieitnmati-brahmavaaiiapi'i

dhplO

—

Line 93. lakshmlbhdriddhatajS nayapitiayanvdhisab'.ra aastta-

pravl^ah (l) raftnyaajtilfindra s&rasttra ill eba mayft

sAdd—

30. Perung; IV, 9 I. Ilf.

u*v j&r<ty£fu>

fcr tpi

mrfiflu Qpu'2u*Qi—9muu&*e*Q

Jivak. 2569. jfico&c eutySfluy*

ptmauji Q/Ftmp
QMtQu&ppiQe*

A Tamil inscription oo a pillar set up in front of the Soro4&vara temple at

Cangnv&ra. Mysore State, dated in the ibirly-third >e<\r of the rc»#n

ol Udaiyar Sn Ratidhirajadeva, mentions that Seanainidu in Tadi-

qair»!» ViknmA'olaniAndalA «*s the Jivit* conferred on ilie

general Sinafatti Rajendraioja Br*hniaia*rayar. E.C. Vol. IX. D*. 76.

II. Perobg. IV. 9. L 15f.

utmjsi/rsup ujpiAia&pcm
3atin.

gfrmuj*prt«vp3€mfl

AUsSmp llcpQgiQ cuj§9mtJ3^iL^.u

Qu($m*++9pui(ih QuuipQ

p

32 S. 1. I. Vol. !. p. 56. I 92f.
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Lil)f Jilin Mtirx^iUain s&iAfKitvtililiisliiktd v.v ii. j.iitni*ir.i!d

|Kit(;(ii>niOj>ii:im yali : 1 [v : 3f)}.

MobittCirya was n VaisiiJiiA. a striking mnobomiion of

the Tamil account dcw'iibeil thovr, the declaration of the ragmcig

king in the tc\! •!noted, i*. found >o tin* Clullur platen ol \ ira-OltOda,

in Eastern (‘fllukya charter. In it he (the king) says that hi*

commander*in-eh icf MeilaiiiATva «f/ms (itinnratn;ihhG*h:ih;i,
s
\v;i* a

** general, firm, Always Attached, of strong and sharp mind, a light

of the rare of Brahman, an abode of prosperity, possessed of blazing

splendour, a treasure house of polity and modesty, skilled in science*

and iveaions, worthy of honour and as hard as the substance of the

king of mountains," and that he was respectfully and graciously

anointed by Vira-ChOda, the king himself (iw<ryd), “ to the dignity

of a contniander-in-chief ISht&patt)
M and bestowed " the tiara which

was placed (on bis head) to the delight of the people *\ MayOrawir.

man started his career ns a political bandit and wps given a fief by

the Pall iva emperor in whose service he entered as a general. He
was anointed by the king as SSriapati {pa\\abh<wd(tsamp*jam).

SdnApatis received pai[abhan<id (or * pagree ’-binding) according

to the lUj* Nlti-mayOkha.

In an inscription 14
it is stated that a certain amount of pen

(gold) vms received from Nnkkan Enadi of 1| ijambar-pl*}ti which

was situated on the northern banks of the river Kftvtri in the

COIa lountry, for the purpose of burning a perpetual lamp.

From this record it is plain that Nakkafl EpAdi was the head of

liinanilxtr N&Ju. From his name and from the fact that he was

the of the nidu, it is clear that he should have received both

the Ki.Adi title and the nfldu when lus valour in war and his

setvh. o the king were recogmsed by the king. 18 That Sfoipati*

were lu l ls of territorial divisions like N«Ju and Cr, arc clearly

known tn>m epigraphs. Not only this, but kings themselves bore

3J TaVgnri* ia^npiioe Kp. lad Vol VI1L 32.

3* J> I I Vol. III. Pi- III. p. 261 No 125.

M Tbr .iiistmce of place* still bearing names, like BpidiyUc. Knib-
tnangalam etc. are perhaps reoioi^ceota of web facts. S.M. Vol. VII.

No. toil: A K. p. 1934.
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the sur-name l«p*di.* Kyddi Mockudaiy&p Periyanhyap aInn

Poitappuivsn is mentioned ui an inscription.®' The very name

SSnlpati J:tyamurinlbjsjv&p, who was one among the generals under

HajBndra COl*. will make clear the above facts. One of the San a

saints (NayanSr', mentioned in live Periyapurapam, was named

l-'rillJiiityanfa and his profession was to give military training

to the king.

Many were the parts that were conquered by Rhjarftja, the

great CO|a monarch. From an inscription from modern Coorg

it is seen that in the battle that was fought at BanSsago a

warrior called Monija, who fought against him (Rajnr*ja) had

showed great valour and courage, and that this Mlnija was

praised by the king himself, though the former was an enemy
defeated by him, and with great satisfaction ordered his

general Sontpati (Mahadaptjaniyaka) Paflcavanmah*i«ya. to

raise the hero to the rank of Ksatriyasikhttmani-Kongilvlir, and to

present him the village Malawi. The act of the king amply
illustrates that tire position and the title of Sftnfcpati was difficult

to obtain.*

Dapijanlyakn was the title given to SCntpatis, the head among
warriors. Dapdt or Daprju means an army and niyaka means

a head or a chief. In Ceylon Dan^anSyaka was also called Siofina-

yaka. the Nhy.ika or head of the S6n* (army). From the

*6. Sfilira P«|*di Tiral»u tu.wi (Pupm. 3041. Eliidi TmilkiJll (Ibid 1671

Rnftdi

;

Mini. p. 205. Sfilai ocean as the name ot * perron in S 1.1.

Vol. III. p. 21.2.

17. No. 217 ni U. E. R lor I9t2.

IS. Pcruiulensm Dandinlyaka ocruo in No. 103 ol 1911, and from the

record it ii seen ihar he .»« the head ol &tuinahgnUm nnil that

he was newt, named Cr>ie|) Kwmiran MadlierkmakaraSrSyag.
Fro® another rroonl his loll name appear* to hare been C-jan

Komexn ParnmakamirSya Kaja-lhirlja N!lagalig»rn>»ar(l02of 1903).

From llituaslro we get corrobornin*e».dence toihow that the Si nhpati*

received gilie «•! N«t)a and T r fro® ih« king and that they were named
almr their lord*.
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numerous inscriptions it is seen that VHo

r

M and Arniyar* which

are found usunliy added to the names of chief* and general** were

suffixes, that indicated their rank and position.

In epigraphtcal records, the generals and the governors

of vaiious territorial divisions, aie often described with titles like

SfnAtlhipsli Hiriy HeddawtUa, MAha-Piacapd^da^lanayaka, 41

Dnppaniivaka, Sar vSdhik&rin,* Mfth&prsdhSna, 43 Mannavecgadda

Dumliinayakn.44 KaikkOpSSuftpntiimidaltgal, 15 Sdiulivigrahi,* Ma

lift<a-.u:ntft:l in pair,47 Agambatji-miulah43 and so on. Of these the

Mah$*ft unni&dhipAti was entitled to live honour of five great

musical instruments. They were allowed the honour of using

elephants, and chariots, wearing tubes of their offices and

parasols etc. which were a distinction of their rank. Paratal a

us sawl 10 be a designation of the commander of the anny.4*

The word MahftdandanSyaka has been translated as ' judge

39. In ancient days the Siaapel •» gave mart? gifts to temp!** *ml on. itch

ir* t anee it ftrnatad in a word which Mate* iluu SC'nSpat i

Parapli Pafekshatonwr VKracOlo Iruiigfo*l$r rovde a gift fnr the both-

inn of Kaia**t ViUniadevar in aandnt patte. by hfo ing purchase! land*

from two village* and leading them with the tamplc* (131 ol 19121.

Frocn this it »* plain that SvnSpAii*. Iu<l also the nnme IruiigO" 1*» ne

wrap!y Vfll*r

40 The suffix ApUyar i* found in many record* for axampla No. 232 of 19)3
:

unit No. 41$ of S. I. I. Vol. V

4) . Fp. Car Vol. V. Hn. 53.

*42. Ibid. Vol. 1 1. Sb 240.

43 Ibul. SH. I IS.

44. Ihhl. Vol. VII. SI III

43. KnikknJ'MoiUhg*! i* e.juaJ ro SCnipAii and Niyan Ihern won

MahinSeipeu.

46. Rp.CAf.Xl. Mg 21: V. Ak 194. X. XL 45.

47. Kp Iml. Vol. XIII p. JJ4.

4h. NO R5oll916;
I
J/i ol 190©

:
etc

49. F.p. Ind. Vol. XIII. p 188.

50 BJoch. Ann. kep AS K. 1903*4 Klecb'a list $1 H!»i*a M*U. Darvfan*. raVa

44-51
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'chief officer of the police 'a high, probably judicial officer \ ? *

It refers etymologically to a judicial and military title as D»nd*
means an army or rod of punish men t.

M The only technical

sense of Darujanayaka, is given as Commander, S6o*ni in

the Jaina Lexicon. 54 The synooym of the term Daty^anSyaka

is used in the sense of 'general'. 55 The Pariyasadda mah*-

nnavo gives for the term the alternative meaning Sen&pati

and S$otni. Hence it is almost clear that MahSclandai;&yaka

means a commander-in-chief. Balidhikritst,* DapdanRynka,57

MahSpraaipHadaji^anayak* are the main designations of the

generals. The distinctive differences between each one of the

offices, if any, are not discernible in the present state of our

knowledge.

In ancient days the country was divided into many quarters,

each one representing a class of people, pursuing a particular

vocation in life, and having their own mode? of existence. The

following were some among them, as can be gathered from Litera-

ture, and epigraphs. Knttartfn * AnthnnaraSn » Mu«igai4dri.»

KammanariSri,*' Pupaichchdn « Parattaiyartfri* 1 Purachchen *

31. Marshall: Ann. Rep A S.R. 1911*12 p. 34: Itad 1914-J5 p. M2

52. F.p lad. Vol. XVI.

55.

Petersbnrg Dtctiooary.

54. Ahhidanachint T ra*ni II. 9 and Ka)p*drufc<‘*. I. 6. v. 17

55. Kiroandaka's Nltnara XVII. p. 49

56. Fp. Ind Vol. XIII. p. 334.

57. PanrUnayaka occurs also m Ceylon inscription* fcp. Z$v. Vol. I. p. 47

56.

Pemngadai: p iOZ

:

75t.

59. ibid, p 195; 537

60. Ibid. I. 43. 1. 2CO.

6t S. I. I. II. p. 431. 82192 IJachchen. quarter of Ceylonese emigrant*
.

Tln4«cbch*n different from Pagaichchiri Ibid
;
and Piif&rachc tn-ri /6iVi

P 46.

62. Ibid

63. Maduraik
: 1. 329.

6« Pal^nap. p 301
:

Peraiif. p. 573.
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Mkivilaitlart&ri,*5 A<l»n>aichcheri,w liJaicbchGri, 17 TaJichcMri.*

Takuchchon .•* YavaoariSci,™ etc. Aft id seen fiom the above list

every group had its own tcri or quarter. So also the army or Sinai

had it* own quarter or iiri in the country. It was called Sinai-

chchin at Tniutuhchiri.71 This quarter is found mentioned in

inscriptions and literature, and was also called Sendmugain, 3 *

paiUichclieri,n l^»xappnilfuvuju.74 Blit the term Pudaivnlu is,

genetally taken to denote encampment. This quarter was the

permanent residence of the Sen&pad, the army and others that

were connected with them and was generally frequented by the

king who also used to stay in the iiri for pretty long periods.75

Tltc whole atmosphere was filled with the sounds of the military

men, then elephants, horses aocl chariots etc. The residence of

the S&iftpati in the iiri was situated in a place surrounded on all

sides by natural scenery. 36 On the banks of a running stream,

beside the great ghat which was full with green foliage and thick

shades, tie dwelt hi a palatial building full of all architectural

and sculptural work, and which towered high as if reaching the

skies. Whetl tlierc was no war the SC*nft|Kiti and Ins warriors used

63 Mudumtk l. 32$.

66. JlraV 288.

67. ibid 42^2 MaUi. 1.431.

68. Quarter near the temple A R. for 1926. p. 67.

09. „ gate * village. p. W.

70. Peruhg. p. 340. PuramadirMn. p. 573 : PujanjSri :
$dap. pp J32f

71. Pining I, 41. 1.203. I, 37. I 262. It. 8 1. 5) Ed. JnH XXII. p, l42f.

Tlie particular xtreuts in which they lived *ere nHo called after them

Cf. Anmvtttkatleru. Vdligalteru. Other quarter* tike AbhimijiablilWha-

ratterimla vclam may alto he mini!.

72. The St'otmouaxn was considered with great boeitmr Cf. Silap. 23. I. ml
Stfuamugam : S. I. I. II. Pt. III. No. 66 p. 269. 1. 247. No. SI of 1927-8.

nod A.K. for 1927.$. p. 53. Kul6min»F»joUn*uu. p. 217. The uord «ai

al>o used to denote a prime division of the arrnv.

73. |Vrung 111 3. 1.49.

74. Ibut . p. 334.

73. /W. II. 8. I. 38.9

*6. Ibut. 111. 3. I. 391.
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to spend their time in merriment and joy. 77 The military quarter

TAnaichcbSci, was filled with many huts in which the soldiers

lived. They were called P*J»kko«il ” Tl§aikkottil,” and Pad*.-

kkalftkkoftil.* The quarter was occupied by Mai&var, Hasti-

kftiar 81 MKchchas, the commissariat department, persons

belonging to Mu|(igai, workmen of the Kammavllaya* and the

Vrittik&ras.*3 The last of these were military soldiers who received

Jivitas and gifts of royal favour for their living. They were to

fight when there was war. They were like unto the mercenary

troops. In inscriptions another group is mentioned by the name

VSlaikkAras. The meaning of the term has been variously guessed

and great confusion lias been made by equating it with P(I\Skii-

klcaras, a term which occurs in literature. 84 Hut there is no

doubt that they were warriors85 who usually distinguished them-

selves by tying round their left ankles a Todar. Thi* practice

was also frequent among the MagavAS of Tamil works. . The

77. Mfcduruk. 1. 225f.

QmQiiuQuHuijt Amp.*#

Q*«ai^Q*i 9p*p *iujto

fimaQajitS •fluu

i*mp
j,ipm>'~rppaQ

3>jpu2uiAi&
stm&tptiiVAp uamaamiD uQ<tip

o»se0 Jpffipp e/KcpsupioSt—p

Ou0ii umt—'Kl^A

Sec alto Tinivil*i>4iJ»rpur5fiift. Sec ton 59 vv. 1 3-ltS.

78. Peeing. 1.0. I. 199

70 24. 1152

50. Ibid. p.678.

51. Ibid. L 9. I 5. Ha&tikftfea and Vlrakdea were head* of the eiepbarury

and cavalry

82. Ibid. 1.43. 1.100-201.

8J. Ibid. 111. 19 1.57.

84.
* Explctnation of Corlmin Word

*

atturtng in Tamil LiUroturt 0
by

T. A. C Kao.

8J. Tbii is aHo clear from the Bel Ur inacrtpuon. No. 112* tS*"lUr Tw.

Hanu Dietriet.
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Velft’M®**** were armed* men of greiu valour. *Il»eir help was

c0 l
sted when time (vefiii) or circumstance demanded. The

Max ivats and Others were hardy Tamil soldiers and to that race,

loyalty was the ‘be all and end air of their life.® \«|aikktras

also mentioned in the Ceylonese chronicle Mah&v.nuia. They

formed the strongest portions of the Singhalese army. They

are mentioned in the inscriptions of K3jaraj.i. and others. They

were famous for their martial qualities. They went to Ceylon

accompanying the merchant guilds which frequently \isited that

island. They obtained many (ivilus. protections, etc. fiom the

kings of that island, and became an important factor in the

Singhalese army. Once Vijayalrthu the Ling of Ce\ Ion intended to

invade India, and for that he began to gather Ins army. Hut with

a high sense of patriotism the Nglaikkira ttoof*, refused to immie

then motherland and scotched up an internal rebellion. Seeing

tins and uiiderstantng the intention of his trouts which formed the

strength of Ins force, the king Ivad to abandon his intended invasion

of ludia.** Yolaikkaras figured in many capacities in that kingdom.

They protected the great lludd’nist \ ih«r.ts
%
and their strength and

valour was fell everywhere. Lot III priiKCS and clncfs of that

country, when they attempted to gam the tlirmte for llieimelve*

had by many means to peiMtude tlie*4f troops to jom then sales

for, if thev were not peisuaded success in any of their attempt-*

was well-nigh impossible. In some records these are called

MuQxitkat-M&M*Mi and Mun^ukai*Tiiu\C*laikk&rai 19
. There weie

many divisions among these \<*tuiklc&m* like. \ elangai,

Id.i ig.ai. Sirudanam, t'erudaiutni, l*aj|iga|iku»iun, Vaijugat*,

$6 Compare the exprmion ' Vi(*iilkuntr found in a

SrirAOtiam inscription.

17. Head* ui rcgimenis, in live period ol K«lotting* til and Kujar.SjA lit.

made many compact* among and they n*ed io make strange

row* which are recorded m the insenpiKina. Cl. Slo'OJ 435. 4 to of 1913.

•$. C.
)

S. Vol. II. Pt. UI p. lG2f. Many references ate found in the

history of Cerlon ro the fart that live kings of that .stand often resorted

to the mainland for contingents of armies.

89. S. I 1. Vol. IV. No. 139$.

90. Vadugars were perhaps immigrants from the Telugu country and the

hill*. See also Sekkdar a stanza in Murnnftyaohr-purAnarn ia which

occurs •* POr sadugak-Karunadar oaortan .
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Mnla)yi]a>.n etc. Sirudanam and Perudanam were among the title*

which the warriors received as marks of royal recognition of ihr <

valour and capacity. They were also called Sirudanaitu Vad.igakku

valar, Valaugai VglaikkRiar. The Vilaikldra* figure pronnoentlj „

the Iroops of Kii)ar»ja and KSjondtacOla. MOi.nukai VolaikkR.,*

very probably consisted of the Valahgai VSaikkaras," the I^anp .»

Vilaikkfiras10 and those that did not belong to both of these, b-.:t

were recruited from among the Vadugar, Malayftfar nationality >.

and the ValaHjiyars*. In S. I. I. VoL II. p. 9f. the following regi-

ments are mentioned.

1. Peruiidanattu AnaiyatkaJ

2. • P»T*ditai«h-«erinda VilhgaJ

3. UttamaiOh-terinda Villigal A^JalikanuJar

4 Kiffanli»Oli*(e(inda uda-nilai Kudiraichchtivaga;

5. MummadniOla-teriiida YsoaippAgar

6. VlrniOUaliukkar

7. I '.irantaka kotifi&l.ar

8. Mummai}iiO|a-teriiida parivBratifir

9. Kcral4ntaka terinda-pariv&rattftr

10 . MtllaparivRia-vittfliu alias janan&tha-terinda pativftratiar

11. Singa}Sntaka-ierioda parivStattar

12. Sirudanattu Vatjugakkavalar

13. Valahgai PalampaiJaigal.Ur

14. Perundanattu Valahgai Velaikkftrappadaigal

15. Sirudanattu Valahgai Velaikkarappadaigal

91. M»l*l>H»r were telllen. Irom the MtUUtr. When the people ot

Koliaiia rebelled »g»lr.n ParR'iraran HRhu I ol Ceylon, llie KSrnlu took

to the tide ol the Rdtmna people. Mv. Cb. LXXIV.

92. Valahgai VJlaltkftrai are oenuoned In Myt. Arch. Kep. 1020. p. 31 and

in ihe Smaller l-eiden plate* Kp. Ind, Vol. XXII. p. 2SI. it it Mated

that ihe copper plaie edict »at written by Nigarihso!*? MwlburttmeVajj,

one of ihe VilianiObharana leXimla-Valahgai ViUikkleat ol Utkk&di.

Hit tigntture la alto attetted In No. 9 ol 1910. a certain Oisaya

Navaka figure! at the Commander Sinapaii ol Vita Vollala* Valahgai

fora.

93. It ia howe.er remarkable that tbit section doe* not Ind any separate

mention

9* KsranUara Ten llahgai VaUSglyar U.. KaruDRkata Vlrar VnUtjiyarr

ol Sooth Ceylon. A K. lor 1923 p. 106.
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16. .VuuiyosOia-terinda ValaDgai Vti&ikkftrai

17. AntUiik.il uika-lerinda „ M

18. llaiymaja inrinda „ • •

19. Cliiiiuliiii|iarSkrama-ieriDda M •I

20. Kprtliiy.i-KhEmapi ierinda H

21. Mtlri.n tl.t -vmftbliarana „ II

22. Nillav in© la-terindu „ ll

23. Hdjikatiiltlrava-lciiDda „ II

24. Kij;tiilja-i«rinila „ H

25. lvijnvinOda«terii)da „ M

26. k.iit.tuHikltabhlma-ierinda
. „ ••

27. \ kr.tniitl.trana-iennda *•

28. Kth ulam.vxavfUal Turumeykftppalar

29. .XlUSk^.l^e'e^ai „

30. Puritan* Meyk^ppAjar 56

95. Inscription* (i'in Kitappavvr in tbe Tionevelly district mention a
certain ciau .if men called whosc commander*
D.in'IaiiUfiiK-iiiii’idytiir make c« (tain gifts lo the two temples of tl>e

pi. ice. Tli- l—IB Dandaniyakam suggests that they most have been

a million li.vlv and tbis conclusion is supported by a record (395 of

1917) dated m tbe re.go of Majavarroa" Vikrnnu Patwlya. in which the

miter inline ol ibis body is given as JVnnavef ApalluJuvigal meaning

*llie liel|iii - iii the Paodya king in times of distress ’. which may be

said to rocrespond to the kings own regiment of tbe preseot day.

These are alvj tnenuoDed in 396 of 1917. MtySaflpur most have also

berm another name of such a claw of military regiments. These

bodies arc perhaps similar lo the community called PatfolSkaMoiiTr.

I’trnM/nw/iiijvm of other inscriptions. The observations of the

Veoetinn traveller Marco Polo deserve to be noted. He tiny* that

there are about the king a number of Baron, who attend upon him.

‘ These r.Je with him. and keep always near him, and have great

authority in the kingdom. They are called the King s Trusly Lieges.

And yin mu.t know that when the king dies, and they pm him on the

fire to huro him, theee Lieges cast themselves into the fire round

about Ins body, and suffer themselves to be bnrot along with him.

l or tltcy say they have been his comrades in this world, and that they

ought also tn keep him company ‘In the other world’. Set Elliot At

Uoviou
i
The History of India a* told by its own Historians, Vol. III.

Tho description* suit well the inscriptions] references. MeykSppOlar

of South Indian inscriptions may . be equated to tbe UtiSaffar,

V'.iJ.iruur. .'>>'«iJ V'lniJ and Hambti Srnrvi of the Ceylon epigraphs,

np. Zey. Vol. I. p, 34
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31. Palvagai Palampaijaigal'ltr*

Tlkot these regiments® were really a strong element in the

armies of the great Cola kings is borne out by many inscriptions

which speak of them. After some time these troops, either by

having left the vocation of wai or because of the gradual lapse

of royal favour which meant absence of Vrittis and Jlvitas, they

had to eke out their livelihood by the pursuit of callings other

than military. These classes" became separated into different

castes pursuing different vocations in life. Nowadays we find

castes like Sdnlpati or Paijaiytchchi generally in the South Arcot,

Trichy, Salem, Tanjoreand other Districts. The word Padaiygchchi

is the direct translation of the Sanskrit Sontpati. Having left the

vocation of war these Patjaiyfchchis began life as agriculturists

by tilling the soil and living on the produce of the land. These

came to be called in later days as Aiaitivantj (i.e. Padaiy*cbchi).

Vapijiya Ksatriya*. and GautjiJas. Eighteen of the musicians of

the Rijarajoivara temple originally belonged to one or qther of

the thirty-ooc regiments noted above, and not less than twelve were

from the VBlaikkSra troops.** Some of these regiments were in the

charge of the management of the minor shrines of the temple and

they had to provide for the requirement* of those shrines. Olliers

took money from the temple on interest which was payable in cash,

for variou s purposes the nature of which is not known. These

96. Another inscription inform a new regiment celled Annktabhimarpade.
»nd mate* that a certain Vitankan -a. the commander of ilie same
No. 94 of 1932/3 A regiment called AbhimUnablitisan*-tcrind*
Kai It Volar is referred to in No. 4|7 of 5.1.1. Vol. V Three’ i-rgimeot,

vrhich went by the earner Parihivaiukbara-tcnnda-Kaikkolar, Gandera-
dilta-terinda-Kaikkd|ar and I‘oramakatetioda-K»ikko[ar.aie also known
from a record of KSjur.dra-Cola I. No. 120 of 1930-31.

97. Regiments of Soldiers with coat of mail or armour are mentioned as

Antholakattalor. 8.1.1. Vol. H. p. 98. Cf. l-eriiflg
: 1. 48.1. 243.

94. The Idantsi and VaUogai came to be divided Into 94 lubeectl in each

and there communities had <hej own reprerentationi. See No. 439

of 1912 ; No. 34 of 1913 etc. The Simdanam and the Pcrudaoam
had their own representatives called StnuUnalt*pp*ntma£an and
PtrutuianaUuppavimata

n

respectively, S.l I. It. p. 96 and No 614

Of 1912.

99. No. 627 of 1909.
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fact- show that much interest was created in them in temple affairs.

Thus they performed other tasks than military,—in times of peace

soli unemployment in the battlefield, and as warfare was not a

pc. iitdical occurrence. RftjarBja's military chiefs were learned men

ami some of them were judges, arbitrators and the like. 1® Not

only this, in general, many military men were alike famed in war

ami civil affairs. Sokl;i|5r, one of the greatest poets of the Tamil

land, '\;n* a great Stin&pati by profession. Mtitfamirya, the great

IowmI Sonapati of Vtra ChOda tvas a learned man skilled in

sciences and weapon*.

(7*o b* conclud'd)
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RUDRA IN THE RGVEDA

By G. Sitaramiah, m.a.

RUDRA occupies a prominent place in the VMic pantheon.

Although he is invoked in three hymns only in the RgvMa, he is by

no means a subordinate divinity because he combines in himself the

demoniac as well as angelic features and he is the only god Who is

feared and held in awe by the VMic bards.

The etymological sense of ' Rudra’ is uncertain. According

to the usual derivation from the root ' rud the term ‘ Ktidra ' means
' Howler But this meaning does not take us far in understanding

the RgvMic conception of the god.

VMic scholars hold that gods in the RgvSda are nothing f

they are not personifications of natural phenomena and they iiave

explained the physical basis of the conception of Rudra in several

ways. V. G. Rele, author of "The Mysterious Kundalini

"

maintains, in explaining the biological form of ' Rudra that he ir.

seen as " a thick dense protuberance, the Pons Varolli, on the

ccrebro-spinal nervous system, just above the medulla oblongata,

the upper terminal eud of the spmal chord ",

Some scholars regard the conception of ' Rudra ' as the VMic

anticipation of the conception of Siva of later- days. Professor

Macdonel), however, opines that the pehnomenon underlying

Rudra’s nature is the storm, not pure and simple, but in its

baleful aspect seen in the desttuctive agency of lightning.

Being a Deva, Rudra possesses the common attributes of all

members of the celestial clan. Thus he is beautiful, wears orna-

ments. is very powerful and brilliant and upholds the cosmic

order
4
Rta '.

Let us now turn our attention to some of the picturesque

epithets applied to Rudra in the RgvMa. In the first place, lie is

regarded as the father of the ‘ Maruts '—the storm gods. He is
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,udii> (liaiilnu) and fair-lipped (Su-8iprah) and wears a glorious

neck'acr N ska). He is mightiest of the mighty (Tavas&m

Ifcttwaniab) and tlierefore unassailable. The most striking idea is

that Knclt.i i* reg;uded as the best of all that is born (Gre^ho

jiiasjn *• % ;«*i ). He wields the thunderbolt (vajra bahu) His

bunk are n eiciful. He is full of remedies for the afflicted as he is

regarded :i the physician of physicians. Young and unaging he is

lent Ui m of the world. He is also destructive like a terrible

beaM. I !«• IS spoken of as a bull and a boar. He is also bountiful

A i\,: .us|s*. us, is easily invoked and is a giver of much health and

wr-diti.

Hu - n* observe that Rudra is eulogised in superlatives. The
;U- :

• tv ii His goodwill is seeu in almost all the stanzas of the

* Uni... SuUa\ The poets implore him to slacken his bow and to

be*tnw ii|um them the most salutary medicines which will enable

t »i:u 10 Inc for a hundred winters.

Huvitil i being the poetic response of the primitive Aryan* to

the niy.-ii'rx that is implicit in life, such occurrences as terrible

huh. iiim and peals of thunder were attributed to a divinity,

Riuirtt Hence being regarded ah malevolent he is highly

in order that he may uot discharge his lightning shaft

again •: tiitmi.

Ku.lm is one of the few gods who have special distinguishing

clianu irriM cs. Although he possesses the divine qualities of

brilliant e, knowledge, power, beauty and immortality, lie does

not jv.sw them in the same degree as the other gods possess them.

1 ’m^ • ihr most beautiful, and Agni is the mo9t knowing of the

gods; Uialra like Indra is the most powerful of all the gods.

Thu* we see in Rudra. a divinity which is not wholly

malevolent. The sinful arc punished and the prayers of the

othern air ustly rewarded. The invocations with reference to

Rudra arc all humble, honestly made and they really come from the

heart.
1 1 r. la h Su ta$J*m)



THE SULTANS OF DELHI

By V. Raghavkndra Rao, m.a., h.t.

The Muslim period of Indian History has been engaging the

attention of Indian scholars perhaps as an unconscious protest

against such cavalierly statements that the Sultans of Delhi left no

fruitful ideas or institutions behind them. 1

It would be unfair to tar them all ns a race of “savage and

blood-thirsty tyrants” revelling alternately in unbridled slothfulness

and uncontrolled massacre of the innocents.

Nor can one blame Islam for the devastating zeal of its

neophites. Most of the Turkish conquerors assumed a zeal

for Islam merely to cloak their innate lust for plunder and

conquest. The accumulated wealth of India was a far more

justifiable excuse for their unabashed robbery and plunder.
44
The real object of the invader was not the temple but the

fabulous wealth it container). Had the Hindu temple been as

simple and austere as the Muslim mosque, Mahmud of Ghazna
would not have invaded India time and again."

2

Unlike the

Arab and the Persian, the Turk lacked the civilising force of a

cultural inheritance and utilised Islam merely to sanctify his

predatory instincts. “ The greatest discredit to the religion

came when the Ottoman Turks adopted Mohammedanism and

enthusiastically, but selfishly, sponsored its cause." 1

In spite of their inordinate lust, these Sultans were obliged CO

compromise with their ideals by adopting a tone of moderation

in India. It was obviously impossible for them to exterminate or

proselytise the millions of non-bclicvers.

The Arab conquest of Sind is an instructive episode in the

history of two great races of India. Having obtained victory by

1. The Oaf. Hist. lad. V. A. Saitb. p. 258.

2. Cultural Aspect* of Muslim Rule. S. M. Jaffar. P. 52.

3. A History of World Civilisation. Saain. J. E p 52
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hni superior four, ciie conqueror Muhammad Bin Kasim conciliat-

ed the vanquished by requiring their co-operation in the administra-

tion of tile conquered domains. The chivalrous Arab could well

admire Brahmin and Kxatriya valour which Joyously welcomes

death in the battlefield no less than the warrior of the Crescent.

So their hie- were spared and then religious institutions were

sponsored by ihe Muslim State with a definite assignment of

nnfnuei for thr:r maintenance. 4

The central Asiatic Turk felt no such prompting of nobler

emotions and delighted in attacking with pick axe and hammer

every teinphs that crossed his path. The Hindu temples became

the goal o! lb#; (>hu/nvtdc invader because of their stoied-up

wealth: n»'d i bo idols liecume objects of icono-clanm more out of

spite than *;d foi one's religion. Scbolai* are agreed in con-

demning >»i« h de\ iterating force of Mahmud who simply revelled

with a barbarous joy. in the destruction of the priceless examples

of Hindu An.5 I*hc temples of Muttra could not escape the fire of

his uindalistii /enl. 1

1

ongh they perforce extorted his admiration

lot then artistic lavish The testament of History pillories Mahn-

mud lor Ins mi- Islamic act*, while condoning Islam as n religion

of peace.

Indeed Mahammad employed Hindus in his army and secured

therm tin honourable place u» hi< very capital city, where they could

continue then religious rites quit* undisturbed.4 Far more

remarkable is that a Hindu (Kiel could describe the exploits nf

Sultan Mahmud ui the Sanskrit language, giving us a lead into

fiesh avenues of study. *

Mahanunud of <#hoi». the first Muslim conqueror of India

bequeathed ins Indian Kmpiic to hi- well beloved slave, Kutub tuldin

Aihak. This
M Moon Lord ” Aih*k cut hmixeif away from the apron

Strings ut the caliphate and established a tmly Indo* Muslim State.

His Kmuh miliar town and Omvwat-nl Main mosque certainly

4. Sivul-eon liHheMu-l»itt HivMfv. H. J. p 06

l Mubarv»*i1 nl iPusn*. Nnuui pp. 163. I(i4.

Malnb: p »t— #3.

6. Mufi.unimd uf N.%/*a»
: p l**4.

?. “The Mtndti .
ml. TV. I9J1
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proclaimed the might of Islam (Quwwat) rather than serving as a

meeting-place of Hind-Musiim art, as a recent writer avej*".

A strange union of hearts, this building of Mosque with the raw

materials of Hindu temples ! For this the ardour of victory mint

subside.

But the dream of an Indo- Moslem State was realised by

Altamish and culminated in the vigorous personality of Ghias uddui

Halban. Balban established firmly his authority as a rnost-dread 1

Sultan by suppressing impartially the Turkish nobles and Rajput

rebels.

Balban's government was the very negation of a theocratic

state. He was the founder of an autocratic system, drawing its

inspiration from the Persian tradition of " the divinity that hedges

round the Kingship His life was one long toil to exalt hi*

throne and dynasty with political formulas and formal conventions.

He thought of Royalty as greater than the subjects. He believr-l.

like Kaiser Wilhem II, that King was responsible to God alone.

No ulama, no amir dared to question the authority of this Vice-

gerent of God on earth. Such a military system was bound to

collapse in the hands of his nerveless successors. Hut Balban

had done a great service to the nascent Islamic State by crushing

all oppositions to it from within and without.

The claim of Dr. Top*,* that this empire “ was broad based,"

" free from racial discriminations," and was " progressive
"

is contradicted by himself elsewhere. He admits that Balban did

not acclimatise himself completely to Indian atmosphere. Fear

was the sole aim of his government. 10 It was left to his

successors to break this spell of horror and build abridge of union

between the two great peoples of India. Dr. Topa confesses that

to Ballwin “ Kingship signified oppression and cruelty
" 11

It was Jalaluddin Khalji who exorcised the frigid conser-

vatism and nightmare of force that had entrenched themselves

round the throne of Delhi. He humanised politics and Indianised

8. Pre-Moghul PolllX*. Dr. Mi.nm Top*, p 73.

9. Ibid. pp. 76. 77. 79.

10. Ibid. p. 69.

11. Ibid. p. HO.
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the hIi-» :>l goiernmeot. His wan a genuine Islam which

Irenleil .ii hviiv «!>'"«« with kingly impartiality. He refused

to awind the time*honoured sentence of death to robbers and

rebel-. as being opposed to the Shariat. 12 His peroration to the

rebel pr- sonars is strangely reminiscent of Buddhism. “ Evil for

evil ii easily returned: but he only is great who returns evil

with good." ,s •

This new-fangled generosity drew a respectful protest from

a member of the old Balbanite school of blood andiron; 14 but

the Sultan would not budge from his high moral plane. He would

rathe, abdicate his heavy dignity than compromise with his dearest

con vi tion not to dip his hand in the blood of the innocents. On
anothnr occasion, the same minister Ahmad Habib pointed out

to ti n sultan the impolicy of withdrawing from the siege of

Ram amboor. just to save a few useless Hindu lives—The
>f the sultan was eloquent of his noble attitude to his Hindu

'iil> r is. He laughed and said " f>o you not see that the Hindus

t'v - very day by my palace. Mowing iheir conches and beating

tin II drums Oil their way to worship their idols by the bauk of the

In", i? They follow the laws of their infidelity before my eyes.

d«-Ni" mg me and my royal authority. The enemies of the faith—
mi capital and before my eyes—live in luxury and splendour and

arr.^ .ntly pride themselves over the Mussalmans on account of

prosperity and wealth. Shame on me— I have them In

h«xu> and ptide and content myself with the tanka* I get from

I*" 1" by wa >’ of charitjr.”“ This is a frank confession of the

imp cy of intolerance in India. Indeed toleration was the rule,

mt iU-ance was an exception.

I"bis process of secularisation of politics and overthrow of the

vi tr.l interests reached its apogee in the reign of Allauddin

K' i ill who asseited in emphatic language that his royal will

alone was to be the guiding principle nf his state. “Whatever

12. /Wei. pp. 105. 106. ICv.

13. Ibid. p. 100.

1«. Colima! Aspects of Muslim Role. Jaflar. S M. pp. 32-33.

IS Cultural Atpecu o( Muslim Rule. Jaflar, S. M. p, 32 33
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1 consider lo be lor the good ol ilio stare, I order ", said he. 18

He brushed aside all cobwebs ol hieratic influence and made
lnmsell the sole arbiter ol the state. To enlorce his will and ensure

peace and order, Allaudiu applied the pruning axe impartially to

all the tallest poppies ol the state, both Muslim and Hindu. His

military regulations and sumptuary reforms Rave his grateful

subjects a sorely needed peace and plethora ol the necessities ol life.

No wonder that Ibn Batuta found the memory ol the sultan

enshrined in the hearts of his subjects as a MS-BSp ruler. " Of all

the sultans of Delhi Allaudin was the best; and the people ol

India eulogise him highly In spite of the caveats of V. A.

Smith 18 about the value of such panegyrics, impartial verdict must

credit the sultan with a high degree of successful statesmanship.

His economic regulations cannot be easily dismissed as “etude

economics "I®. The sultan’s order, in fixing up the prices of

articles, did not entail punishment for failure to do so. While
«lte merchants tried to corner goods, the sultan would throw

into the market fresh stocks from Royal granaries and thus beat

down monopolist tendencies.'* Such a merchant was simply

boycotted socially and not punished by the State. So a regulated

freedom of trade seems better than cut-throat competition which

simply destroys thousands by its merciless logic.

This apotheosis ol the King as absolute master of the destinies

ol State received its imprimatur from the greatest poet of the

age, Amir Khusru.' 1 This ' bulbul ’ of Hindustan hailed the

reigning sultan as “ the shadow of God." To him the King became

a law unto himself. “ This greatest intellectual" of the age kept

a blind eye to the parricidal sin of the sultan and exulted in

his conquests that ultimately the very fish in the Ganges became

16. Medioaval India. 3. lanepoole p. 106.

17. Hwory of India — loM by it* own Historian*. Klliot * D0»*0o, Vol. 111.

p. 599.

IS. Oil. Hist. Ind. V. A. Smith, p 231.

19 Carab. Hist. Ind. VuL III. p 1 19.

20. History ol lod.* eic. by Klliot A Dow-ion Vol. Ill, pp. 199 600.

21. Fie MaghaJ PoliUct. Dr libwar Tops. p. 1J2-1H. Campaigns of

Altauddio Klialji. Mohammed Habib p 1-2,
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Sunni.” Yet he admired the Hindu woman for her Sali.

the superiority of the Indians in philosophy, mathematics, the game

of chess, and Indian music, "superior to the music of any other

country.” Learned men from all part9 of the world have come

to Study in India, while no Hrahman has travelled outside India.'*

Far from acting as an unbridled despot, intolerant of

advice and contradiction, Allauddin instituted the wholesome

practice of consulting the army chiefs in his military expeditions

and civ ilians and men of learning in his civil affairs.** The greatest

despot of the age could well appreciate freedom of speech and

agree to harness his unbounded ambitions to the more sensible

projects of extending his sway at least to the frontiers of

Hindustan. 1*

Mlatiddin's political efforts were crowned with success; but

he failed in his political objective. He could not eventually succeed

in cementing the foundations of State." * In these words

lli. Tops does scant justice to the greatest administrator of Delhi.

The iailure of the sultan was due to his subjects who did not

realise the identity of interests, and who still looked on one another

with a degree of insufferable contempt as infidels on one side and

with a contemptuous hatred as uncouth conquerors on the other

side Rather, the sultan's reign was full of fruitful ideas and

institutions; but he had not the resources of tlie hearty co opera-

tion of an army of loyal servants willing to cany on the King's

government.

The time-honoured practice of the "struggle for survival"

in the Muslim state failed to insp-.re into the Amirs around

the thione a feeling of loyally and contentment. On the other

hand, it encouiaged hypocrisy and treachery as the safest laws cf

22. I.i(« 4 Works oI Amir Khosrau by Mohammed Walnd Mirra, p. 231.

The campaigns o< Alaiiddm Khilji by Muhammad Habib, pp. >5. 36.

SI. 103.

23. History ol India—by Rlliolt 4 Down* III p. 346. Lite A Works ol Amir

KInman. M. W. Mirra, pp 183-4.

24. History ol India etc. Elliot 4 Dowaon Vol. Ill pp. 182. 191-192.

23. Camb. Hm. Ind. Vol. III. p. 102.

26. Pre Mughal Politics. Topa p. 169.
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self-preservation.—Allaudin’s reign taught his co religionists
M
that

kingship could be usurped without compunction." 17

Mubarak Khalji tried the experiment of advancing Hindus to

the position of equality with those of the old Turkish Amirs. 23

This act evoked the revolt of vested interests which ultimately

submerged in a blood bath of both the sultan and his ideas of union

and equality within r national state. The reactionaries triumphed

under the lead of Ghaziuddin Tuglak who thanked God that he

saved the state from the hands of the parvenus and infidels .
29

But the time-spirit was stronger than the triumphant sword of

the Ghazi Malik. His own innate reverence to God and intimate

marital relations with Rajput ladies forced him to temper justice

with mercy and look upon his sovereignty as a public trust in the

eyes of God.
M A new spirit and a new vision characterised his

reign. Promotion of the economic well-being of the millions of

his non-Muslim subjects became the central idea of his government.11

Construction of canals, reduction of land dues o:i account of drought

or famine and fixation of the assessment at one tenth of the

produce, all tended to the identification of the interests of the ruler

and the ruled. But the forging of a spiritual bood between the

two great races was left into the abler hands of his son and

successor the much maligned Muhammad Bin Tuglak.

Verily Muhammad Bin Tuglak can easily claim his place in

Indian History only by the side of Akbar the Great. In many

ways, this visionary enthusiast was a forerunner of Akbar who
fulfilled the dream of new India in finding a Hindu-Mu&lim unity.

Sultan Muhammad revelled in the company of philosopher* and

learned men of all sects,® which shocked the orthodox nose of

Barini who satisfied his impotent rage by blackening the memory

of his patron as an atheist and an enemy of Islam. The Emperor

27. Ibid. p. 171.

28. Ibid, p 173.

29 Ibid . p. 179 *0.

30. Ibid. p. 187.

3t. Cultural Aipecu of Mueliro Rule. l*ffar. S. M. pp. J4. 40.

32. Hive nod P*Ilof Muhaaned Bin Tughlak hr Matidi Huuaio. pp. 129.

197-198.
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sternly punished all frivolous complaints ngiunM (he Hindus whom

he considered as his must loyal and law-abiding subjects 11
. This

open championing of the infidels was an un|>ttrdnnable offence to

the intolerant orthodoxy of llaiSui ami lbn-HiUula. Aim! no

Muslim dared to nmt» the Hindus of any offence in a light-hearted,

oflhaml manner. Thus the sultan was centuries in advance of his

slowmoving and narrow-visioned people.

The projects of the sultan have been all rescued from their

alliance with ii sajtity. Hi6 Chinese expedition has now been

narrowed down to a campaign in the Himalayas, 14 which fulfiled

its aim, though at an enormous cost, inevitable in all mountain

warfare, •«> well illustrated in the Afghan and Nepalese wars of

a far more mighty power. His ‘'dreams” of a central capital and

token l unr-m y were certainly not mere visionary schemes. The

verdict ol I listen y must be that the sultan had not the co-operation

of an enlightened bureaucracy to enforce his laws and guard against

abuses. l>esuo to deceive and cheat the state is as rampant

today as it was in the days of the sultan. An argus-eyed bureau-

cracy could have saved him ftom the obloquy of a dreamer and

visionary—

Muhammad’s championship of the Hindus as equals of the

ruling class raised a storm of protests and rebellions all over the

Empire. The reactionary forces found their leader and mouth-

piece in Tiro/ Shah Tughlak.

Sultan Firoz surrendered® himself into the hands of the

victorious Mullas and re established their ascendency as the

guardians of the State. The mild matured, peace-loving sultan

was forced to rescind the laws of his predecesoi and fotbid freedom

ol drought and worship to the Hindus.* In bis autobiography,

Firoz exults in his piety which executed Muslim Sufis and

blew up to skies the newly built Hindu temples. Yet this sultan

33. Proe. Indian History Coogre*>, Allahabad. 1939. p. 2(13.

31. Kite and Kali of Muhammad Bin Tugblak. Mabdi Hussain. pp. 193,

197-198.

13. A ahon History of MinUm Role in India. Ishwarl Prasad.

0>f. Hut. India, V. A. Smith, p. 23a

30 Do p. 230.
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has been compared io AsOka by uncritical enthusiasm.57 This

action of the sultan is defended on the score that Islam forbids

infidel places of worship in a predominantly Muslim locality.*

Devaraya II of Vijayanagar placed the Holy Quran on his throne

and built mosques in front of his palace.**

Naturally generous, the sultan put a limit to the policy of

intolerance and consecrated his time for the material and moral

development of all his subjects. Firoz Shah Tuglak lias rightly

earned the title of the father of his people and a fore-runner of

Shah Jehan.

The forces of reaction so well entrenched behind the throne

could not be easily dislodged and Sikandar Lodi was the last

champion of a losing cause.**

Away from the courts, the fakirs and sadhus were forging

a bond of union betweon the two great peoples and even had the

courage to indict the sultau for his reactionary policies. “ Malik-

ul-ulama assured the King that it would be improper for the sultan

to destroy the ancient idol temples and that be ought not to

forbid the accustomed rite of ablutioo In tank?"*1 Hindus

and Muslims openly attended the lectures of a Urahmin, though

forbidden in vain by a well-meaning but spineless Sultan Firoz

Tuglak.®

This tendency at synthesis of these two cultures expressed itself

in the foundation of Satyapir cult*1 a fore-runner of the Din-i-

Illahi of Akbar, Kabir, Nanak. D3du and a host of others prayed

in unctuous language,

•' Tho« Ml Kara and Rahim.

Thy nam*« are K»-ha« and Karim."**

17. Hr* Mughal Politics. Topn. p. 235.

Jg. Pie Mughal Politics. Tops. p. 246.

19. * Forgotten Empire. Sewell p. 72

40. 0«f. HiM. lad. V. A. Smith, pp. 251-4

41. Hindus ana Mittealaans of India by A. Cbakravarti. pp. 108-109.

42. Ibid. pp. 89-90.

43. Aryan Rule in India. Havall, E. B. p. 338.

44. Hindus * MMMtaaM of India. A. Cbakravarti, p. 120.
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In the field of mu*ic and architecture the practical visionaries

created «i glorious epoch that effaced all distinctions between the

ruler and mled and cornpelled the two races to sit at the feet of one

another at master and disciple, forgetting their unhappy past- 45

On the top of these comes the greatest bond of unity, the Lingua

Franca of India, Urdu or Hindi or Hindustani, a necessary instru-

ment of national unity.

This tendency towards the identification of the joys and sorrows,

mutual respect and toleration reached its climax in the culture-

stale of the Moghul Emperor of Delhi, whose wealth and grandeur

made it the cynosure of the then known world.

45. Some V?pecu of Mu.lxo Cuftvie. Jaflar. S. M. pp. Z04-6.
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PROTO-INDIC RELIGION*

Bv 5. Skikasth* Sastki, m.a.
• •

III

FIGURINES mid aiuuUts. Witchcraft and sorcery seem to

account lot many of the terracotta figurines and amulets. 3* The

seals especially the miniature oner, and the copper tablets do not

seem to he heraldic, historical or commercial. Some of the

amulets have holes and bosses through which a particular bind

ot string was inserted and tied to the arm, wrist, neck or on the

fotehend. The small seals and copper tablets were perhaps

inserted along with various herbs into envelopes and thus worn.

The figurines ate krtyas of. the Atharva Vfida—concrete objects

like dolls used in a great number of magical ceremonies. A few

no doubt may have been worshiped in the houses, but a study of

Athaivan charms show* that there are clear parallels. The small

amulets found in the lowest strata of Harappa have no knobs or

holes, no “ unicorn " or deeply engraved legends. Therefore they

are not sealings and the inscription is meant to be read direct from

the original. The range of inscriptions is very limited : Vats points

out that a particular combination occurs thirty-two times- There-

fore the inscriptions are not personal names cither. Thirty-three copies

of the same cylindrical seal (No. 315) made in two parts and pressed

• Continued from Vol. XXXIJ. No. 1. Pa** 37.

28 . Ilioiny however prefen to tab* the veal* not a* amulet* but a* of

individual*, ’’v-aliof toendso”. He claim* to have deciphered the

scat* In the light of hieroglyphic HiltlU. and dram far fetched conclu-

uoo* regarding the Indu* populmion nnil chronology. The lodu*

population coamted of hieroglyphic Hiltite*. a non-Indo-European

Sibaroean or Hurri*h, and Ku*hite» (Ca*Mte») am! Elamite*.—the

dominant element being hieroglyphic llittite* who penetrated to lodia

in the beginning of the 3rd millenium B.C. (te Ftamtx,in. January

1940. 1M.Q. Dec. 19401
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toiteil":. me copies of No*. 334-336 show that these amulets were

nieam some fairly common disease. It is highly probable

Ihat t-'« rceieis (Calanas, Athanniiit, Kimidhis, Yahidhanas

)

had ii •>
' ve of these seals ready for their customers and uttering

•pel!-
-

i>er forming ceremonies over them when there was need,

chip- i-i-i I i em off.

I "• linialure seals have the crocodile, fish, goat, " incense-

haste i
’ :"pal leaf, hare, the cross, four-sided bars, dotted circles,

raulr and snakes, tortoise, cross-hatched pattern, goat, bison,

acai t». the svastika turned to the right as in India, anchor, trees

ami plants on them. The shapes are oblong, square, triangular,

•r- i.agular, cylindrical, small discs, lanceolade, heart-shaped,

-hirhl. leaf, writing tablet (?), fish, tortoise, hare, T-shaped, rhom-

Ivh.t, The crescent-shaped amulet is unique at Hatappa. The

I
-convex discs may have been used as bezels on the rings.

I I.. shield-shape is probably a representation of the double axe.

Tl • eaf-shaped seal has a fish moulded or in relief. The crocodile

the U9ua! fish-eating ghariyal but the magar. The fish

am! .ortoise shaped seals have inscriptions on both sides. Bull's

li-.i.te made in eankha and pottery, with twisted horns, reclining

jugate feline heads are also cult-objects or amulets.

At Tell Agrab and Khafaje, miniature models of the duck, bull,

l-i!, kneeling human figure, bearded human head, reclining goat

1p" lorated), different kinds of fish (with red beads set in bitumen for

vye.-.), tortoises, rams, dogs (?), leopards, cut from glazed steatite,

*‘i" ice, mother-of-pearl, shell etc. sl>ow close resemblance to the

If nappa miniatures, though the Mesopotamian have no legends on

Frankfort says (III. L. News Sep. 26. 1936) that these

• n lets present a source of information as yet untapped. Some
of these amulets were strung along with beads to form necklaces.

Seated monkeys with a cord round tire neck, flying wings, a double-

•i'll, and frogs are also found. At Brak the amulets ol tlie Jemdat

Nnsr and Early Dynastic periods are made of marble, alabaster,

lap s lazuli and shell. Two alabaster idols with a neck and pair

of i-irclcs representing eyes resemble the so-called writing tablet

miniatures of Harappa. They also resemble the so-called “ hut-

symbols ” from Tepe Gawra. Mallowan pointed out that the
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amulet#— the kneeling" bull, fish, double fish, ram, kneeling man,

are exact counter parts of Early Dynastic work in Sumer and Kish

and Mari. At Brak and Chagar Bazar the shapes include lion#,

gazelles, boars, hedgehogs *bex, pigs hares, frogs, eagles, ducks,

hah, sheep and cows. Mallowan took all these, along with the

beads to be foundation deposits. The alabaster idol# were very

numerous and varied considerably in form but the majority had

flat bodies, elongated necks, surmounted by large eye#, often inlaid

with black, red or orange paint Some had double or triple heads

apd a few had a smaller image of an idol engraved on the front of

the body, suggesting a symbolic mother and child. The variety of

their head dresses suggests a hierarchy. Possibly they were meant

to avert the evil eye, just a# the beads axe used in modern Syria and

India.

These images, the kidney-shaped amulets, bull's head, the

cruciform design, the impression of two feet with a snake between

them, the hare amulet, the vulture, ram, !i*h, tortoise, duck, frog,

jugate bull heads of green stone discovered at Brak m Syria ami

assigned to C. 3000 B. C. (///. L. Netrs Oct. 15. 1938) are exactly

paralleled in H&rappa miniature#. In Crete (L. M. 1 1) the beads

segmented, spirally grooved, tubular, amygdaloid, and globular,

have the lotus and recumbent calf carved on them. The amulets

are in the shape of monkeys, frogs, argonauts, hulls* heads etc.

The double axe and dolphin also occur on vases. The sacred horns,

hull's head with boar s tusks, goat-headed demons with wings,

winged imps, animal heads gtowing out of herns, bird -headed

and winged women, bat and griffins, flying fish. and monkey# occur

in M. M. Ill period.

In M. M. II, the seals are signet*, three or four sided bead

seals, lentoids, round-carved with an ibex, four-s»ded prism# with

winged-head*. The figures are adapted to the shape of the seals.

In M. M. I, the flat bead seals with the broad arrow, sigma*, four-

leafed flower and other designs wet© introduced into Crete. Scarabs

and Barbary ape figures were taken from Egyptian amulets. Hor-

net#, toads and bulls of gold and faience had also amulet ic value.

Miniature goats, ibex, dogs, stoats, tortoises are also found. In

E. M. HI animal# first appear. The
M
double-axe" is convened
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to a goal l>y adding a goat's head at one end. The seals have

the monkey, dove, boar's head. lion, ape, a two-headed bird (at

Trapeza}. The seals are conical or with pyramidal top>, or

three sided, cylindrical with engravings at both ends, flat or two-

sided.
**
buttons ", and signets. The patterns are spiral, labryntli,

svastika, rosettes, lions, spiders, scorpions (headless as in Egypt),

boats and Indies, the double sickle motive (two reversed lines).

In K. M. II birds, jackals ami svastika occur on the seals, and

also Egyptian designs. In E. M. I. the seals made of steatite

are conical or three-sided with a proto- Minotaur figure. In the

neolithic penOi! at Kucssus steatopygu^ fiddle- shaped tiguiine*

arc found and continue into B. M. 1 . where they were mode in

Stnne. Though there are vjme analogies with the Indus civilisation,

the Cretan culture developed as a thalassocracy. In Crete, from

the neolithic times onwards, the saute dulico -cephalic race with

long narrow fares and not above five tee: two inches tall were

responsible foi the Muioan Civilisation. They came trom

Anatolia and Syria and were sea hirers, Therefore Tell Halat,

Brak and Chagai Bitzuav influences are seen in the earliest Cretan

figurines and pottery.

These parallels however bring us no nearer to the solution of

the problem of the fodiao amulets, for the ritual texts ol Babylonia,

Assyria and Hitlite* throw no light and the Cretan script has not

been interpreted.' Therefore while noting the prevalence of more or

lesx similar cults, in view of the continuity of the Indian civilisation,

we can take the Atharva Veda and discuss some of the amulets and

spells described there.

Magic, medicine, and psycho-analysis are all employed 10 the

Atharvan charms. The main groups arc medicinal (takma naiana

gana), black- magic and exorcism (dtana), mystic prayers [itma

tUvutya), confounding (mdbana), white magic for success in trade,

discussion, agriculture, domestic happiness, long life, health and

virility, against pot tents and calamities, propitiating Manyu, Yama,

Kudra, etc. for concord and harmony, Vritya, mangafika (funeral).

Medical amulets

A

reed charm in case of diabetes and

fistula; for safe delivery by craanan operation, two accouching
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goddesses SkLini and Bifkali (Pufkali) were invoked. To
stop the flow of bk>od (menses?) a sand-bag was pressed.

( ) In heart diseases and jaundice Sflrva

was invoked and the disease was asked to go to 6uka (parrots)

RtiptiUaka {katfha iwfor—com.) and Hlridrava [gOpitanaka-

yeliow wacer wagtail).

For leprosy, haridrft and rajani (parpa^i?) were used. It war.

first made by an Asura woman.

For takman several amulets find medicines are prescribed;

heated axe dipped in water, etc.

An ointment amulet (an)ana ) is employed against eye diseases,

jaundice, consumption, takman (fevers), balasa (phlegm) etc.

It was obtained from Himavant, Traikakud, and YamunJL

LAk§A (lac) water was used to heal deep woands. It is

called silict and grew upon Plaksa, Khadira, Asvattha, Par^a,

NyagrOdha and Dhama. Also caWed Atundhati.

With an amulet of a kind of rope, three goddesses and

Malusa were invoked for protection.

A mani (amulet) was bound on the navel against snake

poison. The snakes mentioned are kirdta (Krait ?), grass-hunter,

brown, black, iimata
,
Upddaktr, £ligi. viligi, broad-knobbed one,

born of the black barbarian woman [dasyii asiknyah), UdaldUa,

(urugula), tabuva and taxtuvn.

An amulet of three metals gold (harita)
t
aiher {arjuua) and

ityax (copper) was hound for protection and long life.

Tiie root of the gourd (t/rvir*. l(<ir*<?p‘, Citenull's utilixsiiiws)

is used against baltUa (phlegm or catarhh). Tails* (Ftacourtia

calnphracta) and an amulet of barley, mustard plant (ubayn ?)

against eye diseases. It is also called alasala, iilanjulo
t
nilagala

s5/a. Parait

t

leaves, burnt to cure gayiainaliI (carbuncle); the

Saoii for hair
;
a darbha amulet for Manyu (anger)

;
the anmdhati

or sahadhi plant for cow* ; an orka (Calotropis giganlca) amulet

and thread for virility. The Bower MS. (I-

p. 5. v. 60 and p. 17), alio prescribes the rind of the pomegranate

and mustard oil for virility.
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The amulet of Madhugha was worn and the plant was che*rf

for obtaining the love of a woman and success in dispute.

Oold beads lytigwa kr^nnln) were worn as amulets foe lor*

life and in Adilya mnhfli&atn

Mud from ant-hills was used for flux, wounds, fever, diarrhff**

diabetes, etc- The asuras dug low for the remedy, the V*
(<r£f0'r6i#) bring it up from the ocean. Perhaps skin diseases ****

supposed to be due to ants as among the Hopi AmenCftD

Indians, who drew the figure of a frog in sand to cure

diseases.

11 nt Jang lda plant (vuruimsyam prasiddhtth) with a betnp*

string was tied on as an amulet against viskandha, (obstructic*

jambha (lock-jaw), and visara.

\ Jurva amulet is used in Bhftrgavt mahMliitt. An amulet of

biirirv, tilapinji, earth from ant-hill etc. were used against inherit^

consumption, leprosy etc. The sickman was placed under an

hamesstxl plough with the head under the yoke and doused. Then

hr was placed in a fdoynnalA (with round windows gctv3±$<r), » fl

an old hole Ijitrnfkhatif) where grass (s£tatftial grew and the**

doused ami his mouth was rinsed.

An amulet of the splinters of ten trees and touched by t« n

fnmds was also used.

K&mpiht chips bound to the patient placed at cross roads, we**

wetted with bundles of grass.

The horn of a bull-gazelle was used against the Kfrtrif*

disease
M On the head of a swift running gazelle (hanna) is *

remedy So also Apastamba 6tauta SfHra :

—

I!

The remedy was also connected with the constellation*-

44 What shines yonder like a four-sided roof (c/rWr) there with

the Icsetriya shall disappear/' Chhadi is a grass mat to cover tk®

roof. Weber takes it to be a constellation and Whitney suggest*

the star group Arab Mauzil (tent) in Aquarii,thc twentieth uak^at**
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according to the Sflrya Siddhanta. " The two blessed stars, the

Unfasteners ( Viiriau—the two stars in the tail? of ScorpionisJ

unfasten the K$etriya."

A khrgula <tanutrSw

)

and Bandhnra (staff) are tied with

reddish strings against kariapha, visapha and kabava (probably

different kinds of Viskandha).

For virility an amulet of kapitbaka [Fcrenia Elephant urn)

is used. The gandharva gave this penis-erecting herb ISepho

Martha#*) to Varufla. It is called a stag, brother of Soma, the

the first born of forest trees.

1 he plant knudanmia, invoking Taksaka is used in exorci-

sing arrow-poison. So also the Varana tre* (Crataeva Roxburgh!!)

to ward off poison on VaranAvati ss used. It could l>c purchased

in return lor coverlets (pavasta), garments Iduria) and goat-skins.

Pippali is used for vita (wind) and bruises
;
palaia amulet

for phlegm, wouuds, consumption, etc; and amulet of inadhugha

kankaparva against the poison of snakes and scorpions; a lute

string amulet against r&jayaksma, ap&chit
;
and jAyAnya (flies. ?)

;

an amulet of deodar for long life; a gilt and lacquered amulet

of ten kinds of woods against all diseases
; a golden amulet (ear-ring)

in //4/a puru$ii and ngneyi ntahaianii to obtain long life; a

triple amulet of gold, silver and copper in prajapatya tnahutinti
;

darbha amulet in aindri mahAoAnti
;
udumbara amulet in kauberi

mahakanti ; darbha m yniifi mahakanti
:
jaugida amulet in

Vayavya mahfliAr.ii; ialavara amulet in saritail mahaianti ;

a threefold amulet in tvi$(ri mahoianti, anjaua in Sairrti

mahakanti

;

a threefold astrta amulet in tnarudgani in uhaiUnli,

It is highly probable that the medicine men employed these herbs

both internally as well as externally.

Witchcraft amulets and figurines :—The sorcerers of the

Atlmrva Voda arc the C&tana, kimklin, ar&ya, yStudhAna. pihfica,

ssurl, atrins, Kanvas, Atbarvans, sadAnvas, etc. Their conception

of demons is described in various spells of Sukra, BlifgvAngiras,

Atharvan, and others. There were male and female demons whose
names are given below; along with some benevolent deities.

SOsapa and BiskslA ... accouchment goddesses.
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... lightdidr goddess.

... to remove unlucky marks and

against cats.

HrOdu .. god of the yellow one-

Sadttnvas at the bottom

of a house, cow-stall,

wagon body, axle, etc. ... daughters of Magundi a pis&cf.

Kimldins-ituile and female ... S*rabhaka, (Sdvfdhaka), Sirabha

(SAvrdha), Yftdava, MrOka,

AnumtOka, Sarpa, Anusarpa,

JOrni, Upabdhi, (jail), Arjunf.

Bharoji.

... blood drinking wizards and

embryo-eating (/<ijw kanva-

sjim HrahchindSuti)

... KurQru, algandu, saluna, avas-

knva, vyadhvara, kusumbha

(kasnbha), y6visa, kaskasa,

•ipi vitnukas, nadanim.

... papa d'vnla. Abhvi—a demon

sent by Manila.

... Kariaplia, Viiapha, kabava.

... god destroying profits of trade.

... gods of ploughs.

...
" collector “ god.

Sarpas of the quartets ... East— Heti, South—Avifyu,
West—Vairija, North—Ava-

sthavapa, Fixed—Nilimpa,

Upward—Avasvant.

East—black snake, South—cross-

lined, West—pfdiku, North—

svaji. Fixed—kalmisa necked,

Upward—svitra.

Frogs Ttduri Uamdhuri), khanvaka,

khaimakhi.

Kan>a ptiica*

Worms

Apvi

Viskandhas

Sitaghna

Suna and Sira

Sambhytvan
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Gandharva* and Apsnra*

Nirrti

Snake*

Tnnvilika, bcown ai'il

bromi-eaied

Araru

Tuiumau

Kiiakanju-

Three Sarsian-

Grflhi

jamhha

Auumati, Siimuli, Kiihu,

Ufcki. Sarasvant, Asum
GungU, PaurpamUsl, Ama-

v<Hva, Siirkdta and Vpichika

Fapi Laksmi

Vikwya and Adabakftra .

Apaclm, acliii. itiUra.Tamo-

vldlia, Ay&tu.

Khaigala. I'luki, ClUka,

SiiKiilUki, Svayittu. Kdka

yilti, Su|Kirt)a. Ksvinlia.

Alitnsn, Yat-sipa, |<alBla,

anupalala, -arku uulku),

K5ka, malimlucha, pall-

jaka. &*rcsn, wrap-gar

mentcd, bear-necked, win

king one, snouted (tundi

kn) asnra, flesh-ealing.

Apram* - I’d*, Naladl,

gandlil, pramtmdanl, g.,„UUj
(nanus- of sweet smellmj

Viiiiiasu.

naked, golden-hnired i,u>

evil dreams.

kirttn, TinVMa, ''
I’liyimfit,

,|

viligl. I'rtigUli. Tfchuv; T,

tuva.

causing eye diseases (m>a/«t

•
son o( Vania nnri \';mi?»

causing bad di earns.

nod ol harmony and concord.

Heavenly dogs.

. goddesses 10 inuoir |«xsoir.

. demon ut .-eixuie

demon seixing ihe suckling

child (lock jaw

Stella? (leilies.

scorpions.

ill-luck, Jydshlhauhni and MOl*.

F.nl ivailer-

disca.se-.

demons m lb- ioiu- or buds.

causing a'v.itiuu »nd hurting

pregnant wniuati.
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lishkin-'loK’-'Cs'aW'ShktnK

making >l°"k«y "ols' l
'
>

danemi! mimd t,,,:

Kusul.i. Ktik*hiln (pau-

nchy} knkuhha. kncuiiia.

annu* I-vim.-.s*. »umft 01

ItliAruniA ami snimi). leu

kuwlhas, kukuiablias,

akinS-wearing I“'li

wearing (JOrsal, .lancing

like eunuchs, making

noises ui ibe forest*, nig-

gards huck-clothed (rtr«

ebaniiit i-asami) ill-suiel-

liue, red-mouthed. Muh-

ins lMrS.ik.is). llun-i

eraof unman'* Kips. gou-;.

befme women healing

horns l|ilural), tesidiijjs in

ihe o%tn Up*kSrt>.-i.«).

laughing wildly, maki-ig

light in the tuft, with Iron:

(eel hrlimd, heels and

(aces m front, lioin nut <•(

the thu»liiiig Hum amt

dung-smoke l
'

iutji|a(.\m

pda). Maintain, pi it test i-

de*l, ay&sua, wild tolling

eyes, liiistline. hetniii-

haire>l, coppvi-colouted,

•"OUted (tuml6l.ll, Saluda

(Saiui(iia), i
i
in nosed.

Tan«alvo, t'lth&yalta, na-

ked, brow a, two-monthid,

four-eved, fi\<Moolcd.

finKCiless. tv\ iite:?, eaten*

of mw flesh, and of
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iiuman flesh and embryos

hairy, egg eaters. creeping

away from ihe sunlight,

kimtdins.

Serpents, Arbudi and Nyar- Snake goddesses, diuiunteis 0|

budi. Arbudi striding on Arbuda.

khadOra.

Demons- tear-faced. crop- kinds of evil spirits,

eared, with disheveled

hair, dog accompanied

Apsaras. wearing the mu-

tilaled, concealed specters,

Itarajanas. tusked, black-

toothed, pot-testioled,

hiood-faced, hornless ftfl-

paro), goat-smelling.

Evil creatures—Buzzards, Ill-omened animals a d Imd-

jaskamadas, vultures,

falcons, crows, inkuni,

jackals {ripaka), Riia.

Trisandhi with a red en- a god {tina mOhaka) nnfrmnd

sign to destroy specters hostile armies,

with ensigns, ayas mou til-

ed, needle-mouthed, Vi-

kankati (thorn tree) mou-

thed flesh eaters.

1 lemons

—

kiiuibltikti, du- Evil spirits.

shiba, piyttka.

Evil-nosed jackal and puoyaga Evil sneezing.

(eunuch)

The fcrfjvrs (figurines (or black magic) were made l

'
1 '

’

forms. For sorcery against enemies and in mahUsanti Ac nn

asvatlha tuuulet is used. An effigy was made and pierctd. ('<••
’*

boat on the water, its mooring was severed and push 1 t<""1111

with an sisvattha branch to float away (111-6-7).
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\Vhal witchcraft they have maJc m ;i tatv in die blue-

f m raw il*?sb# with that do thnu smite live witchcraft

irs.' (IV- 1 M.)

The ran flesh uf a cock ami n liwurui. wete placed in a raw

vf€—I i,t<j with blue and md threads arid the kytya *»' buried svilh

at4mirif* P<'*
nl to counteract Muray.

" As a doc, ajy oi hairy boy the (iundliarvn seizes women, . .

, expel will* ihe ajasrUgi plant." «l\ 37).

Hymn <\ 3:>ol It*. Sukrit wives some molt details. The

witchcraft iwule hi raw vessels mixed eiams. raw flesh, in a cock,

kniirti wearing (homed ?) noa» oi ewe, m >>ie loofed. Having iccih

in both jaws in * donkey, in l lie tooths, (plant ?) oi huiicd

(ralnira)i io a nftrlci, in it livid, m a In., m houses, in sabtra.

(ambling board. dire, arrow, army, war ilium: pul down m it well,

or dug at the cenu-try, lu a xWomm, iu it huiiutn bone, somkasuka

hie ffuutn] lire), Iwought by not the road- is destroyed.

To counter opponents' sorcery a pr.sliu< l.oiiim. pishtamuynm,

pinilum) ni white earth (?) is thrown to u dog. “
I cast

lortli (or death ns 1( bone (?) lor a dog (VI 37J.;.

The spell ol PiatyanK .nts (\— I.) mentions kyrvft (female
figm liver) ” having tend, no‘e, e,u» put Uiy&hcr l» the vvvaid

:

Sadra made, king made, woman oi Brahman made : buried m
*"'ki. cemetry. valagn, m a lield or in Kai!tii|iatvflvm : unoinltJ,
rimmed, well ,i,l«rne,t, bearing all diliiciilty (•>. uo away in vom
•nrhn, as <me piei, «J, slain with an arrow, fitting ii '•) shouting ill

wh**«'er you are set down, Iroin there we make thee stand
°l' I lieie are km.i snf wood metal inour houses, it. iittme joints:
w»'ui thy ii*-rV hones ’firn-.r) and two led. If you ramo to ns

or riuiuh fpm log,ulier by Ihe vvi/iii.l) go away as
°CtoprJ.’

'

^at the Indus ftuurinc* iverr tuniilarly p:u tnueihcr, nrivi-

snip iif.| (with luitlci, u.l or «hij i* cfaiv Horn MadciyV
jWi 0, i <! Iboui. W'beunAS lit* takes thrill :i* »!Ou»e denies

that T mill '*l:e ‘* ‘ln<l lh«rctorr thrown uwny. it in |>iohal»le

ncsc '**• ibfr.ucly piorce.l aixl mutated •» synipitlieiic
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The most striking arc the figurines with prominent belli

Some are merely naked and others hold children. The former ch . ..

may perhaps represent persons suffering from swollen stomac

Maruts are invoked with Atharva VI-22, (cp. l/g. M 64-47: 7
Sant III— 1—144) to cure swollen bellies.

Similar images are also found in the neolithic sites of Morn
t

and in Chagar bazaar, MaiIowan calls a male figurine the “ <• d

Man of Germayir." dated C. 2500 B.C. It represents a ti

with grotesque features and he was perhaps intended like the pregtu

mother-goddess figurines to secure fertility— whether crot

cattle or children, it is not clear. It resembles a clay figure fc»u •’

at Ashur and another found by Petrie at Abydos in Egypt. ‘

the third millenium B . C. such figures had a wide distributn
.

(///. L. Ntics March 27, 1937.)

The female counter parts of this male figure were two mod

of the mother goddess discovered in the second city of Cliagnr

Bazaar. These figurines have pinched noses, large round bellies,

hands at the stomach, breasts prominent and legs almost indistinct.

The Indus figurines (Mackay, pi. LXXVNo. 7, LXXVIII No. 12;

Vats. Seal No. 305) of pregnant females with tig lit necklaces,

mother suckling baby, holding a baby with one arm and the other

raised to cover her mouth (not a sign of youth as in Egypt) are

clearly meant for safe pregnancy. They might have been used in

the charms against embryo—spoiling demons mentioned above.

Another pregnancy charm was a bracelet or bangle.* Atharva

VI—81 recommends the binding on of a bangle, (i/i mantrtklam

badhnati)

O hand clasp (parihasta), hold apart the womb to place the

embryo. O thou sign {ntaryoda) put in a *on ; thou

comer i&gania), make him come.

29. Regarding the significance of alattkara, see
J.

flooda— Volume of

Eastern and Indian studies pretentad to F, W. Thomas p. 97. In

the Atharva X-l. female fcgariae* possibly ornamented with bracelets,

necklace., etc are mentioned. An image of Night made of flour

(pig* riUri) in Atharva Parixishfa IV->-5. «lc. i. mentioned as

having a Prathara bound on It. (rtfvital (ratrim) £*ndhamalyin«

sthapay H.'.pratUaram abadhya %%xhUatr*m htranutayam dadydf.

tc.)



nnnro is nic UKUtuos

Tint hand • |.i*p worn by \clui desmii** a i.iriv Tvashli

tn nil it ott lirr civilly i luit m.iv i: v l>u 1 li to ;t sun.
’

Kv<u) in ij*odu&u Indio, o piquant Viuiuuil in iLl aCveuib so

tilth nmotli i* provided with new bangle* after some ceremonies.

Vats l|>l LXXVI) shows a woman with a peculiar head-dress

wearing a bracelet.

Another figure on a cot, probably a pregnant woman (?J

on a wooden board, from Harappa resembles two model beds

wth ir oales reclining at Mohenjo Daro. Frankfort refers to a

seal of J«tmdat Nasr period where a pig-tailed female is shown on a

hc»l or bench which lias hoofed feet. These females may be

pregnant or sick women brought to the temple for euro or betaera

of the temples. In the Atharva Vdda (IV-^4. also #g. VII-55-7)

there is a charm to put a woman and her household to sleep in

order t< approach her without opposition.

Hu* thousand (golden) horned bull coming up from the ocean—

with him we put people to sleep.

Lei all the women and the house dogs go to sleep.

Hie women lying on a bench, on a couch, »n a litter and of

pure odour, all we make to sleep.

i )n the seals there are the figures of men and women taken

gods and goddesses, with spikes of leaves on 'their heads. So

ako some of the figurines, have sprigs of flowers or leaves on their

heads. No doubt some of them are vegetation deities but another

explanation is also probable. To secure the love of a man or

wumsui the Atharva prescribes some charms. With an amulet of

Mrnsa|Ki [Dalbtrgia sistt) sacred to Bhaga, a spike of Sauvarcala

untkhii (M$hp*ka is bound on the head of a woman desiring the

love hi a man and she enters the village (Ath. VI—129). Again

CV11 M) we have

I dig this remedy Sauvarcala. Correspondent (protid) to

Soma, to the Sun, to all the gods. If thou art either

beyond people, or if beyond the streams, away this

herb, having as it were bound thee, conduct thee hither

to me.
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Sauvarcala is not soclial salt but u root or flower >*ink,\ lf

pushpi according to the commentators Kausika, l>ftrila u,|

Kt&iva. Sauvarcala ts also hemp. Halevy thinks that the pla

was fastened to man before departure, by the wife to retail,

Ins love and bring him safely back, lie refers to the Burme

custom o! tying hempen cords by the wife and husband on e*

other before separation. Kauthka says that with this charm tl

plant is fastened on the woman’s head and then she enters tl •

village. Kwava Ivowever says that it is tied on the man's her!

(ptmtsa fintxt baJhvtt), Probably it was meant both foi malr.

and females who wanted to secure the love of tlie other sex.

The male naked figurines next claim our attention. A

Mohenjo Daro (Mackay, PI. LXXI1 No. b) there is a male, ertirch

nude show mg the genital organs, and with the hair in a broad ft#i

mass. The head is upturned and with 0\al eyes. Over the red was

there are black deposits showing that the hgure was anointed wit.

butter on ceremomal occ-vuons. Another (PL LXXll I, No. ** I-

in a dancing posture with bowed legs, and genital organs wd

deli tits!, with no mark* of cin:um<iskra.* That circumcision exist*

m some pans of South India in the beginning of the Christian en

is attested to by Ylxsylyana.

^fbotrASi nfiroiwm II

Evidently this was not due to Semetic influence.*1 In any

case the Indus people do not seem to have been much influei* **

by South Incha or Babylonia.

30. The coM«»m of urinating »n * -tarsi .ng posture is condemn**! I*?"
****

orthodox. Atharva(Vll. 10? has a -pell to *\rn evil con>e<|** ni ***

**
t-*« iuu the lord* (iniriift) harm me.**

31. Am in vi-dic means te»ticV«. The Ann tribe in Egypt was e©n*id« re^

Scmcric by Hall *h«*4c dttfruction by *’ Homs*' was annually ce!****

ted. Neville identifies them with Proto-dynastic peopV ol t’pf*
r

ligypi. Ann or Antiu means ** P.lUr Wk.M The name An or On •»

perhaps from the pillar city of On on the Delta. The Anu t**!*

mentioned in the Vidas in considered t>r Kajawade to l< *r*i

to lodra UU 8-VIII-2) See a1*> note oo Yriryav
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\Vcre th*$e n*kc<l men priests? If the images were at>oin terf

m gLy
represent ileities. Siva of course is dancing and naked

«> ** KiUt-Bhairava. But other characteristics of

^ ^od^ are not fount!. At KhRfaje, Delougaz found a hoard of

tuesof the latter part of the second Early Dynastic period.

*l’

,

ilW? a great variety in style. One figure of white translucent

•

s naked with bunds clasped on the aMomcn, bearded and

id' curly head-dress. {Ulus. L . News Doc. 10, 1938). Speiser

K»i American. April 1938) takes such a statue at Tepe

(i;i«r* as antreipatmu the classical Hercules, but with a beard.

U Mohenjo l>aro a figure with a goat-beard curling inwards is

inkMi by Mackay to r«n*esent a god and not a priest. Speiser says

-
{ \
w presence or absence of beards was not merely a matter of

tafiion. It wav once held that the bearded figures represented

tbr Semites, the beardless ones the Sumerians. But when

ii number of ancient gentlemen with unimpeachable Sumerian

;wif» edents began to vpori beards, it became dear that the reason

f.w the custom wa> religious. Priests and kings who combined

secular and religious authority wore beards as the prerogative of

theii office . . . One statuette is peculiar as of the original beard

only the sidelocks l ave remained. The rest was cut off as i*

slioun clearly by the none too delicate chisel marks. Had the man
lost his priestly office after sitting for the sculptor, so that the beard

had to go? Tins seems improbable because priestly offices were

lierediiaiv.
. . Or the wife may have objected to the

apparition strenuously ao that the poor wretch had to resort to a
compromise for the take of peace.” The beardless Sumerian
statues may represent high officials. At Khafaje. I’reu»e« dis

co'ered three statues .if naked bearded priest* with hands clasped
,fon

i m adoration. On the head is a four homed branch perhaps
lo support some ritual vessel. Hera* wildly identifies the three
">ia*es v.ith Ap, Knlil and Aina and does not take them to be

Ow this is impossible from the attitude of adoration.

•Wsh'

°* C0U,8B l,ful *acrcd s'«n, *'<:ance ,n man >' 'clitt'ons. The

child 'TT
had *° i,pp,oach h,s makei in n ‘'ked innocence like a

• ll-vi-o now the dead are burned in the nude). The head is

'
l",,0,e **»8. But in India we also find several types
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of monks—with braided hair, clean-shaven, with only a lufl on the

head, bearded, with uprooted hair, etc. (]a(ila, nmpijl, lunchluta

kwa, oka dandins, tridan4ins etc.!H In the witchcraft ceiemorus

(abhicara) nudity is prescribed. In historical times we know

from Harivamtn and V'ifnu piirana that various hair dreMine

fashions were prevalent.

^ gofftw I

vtftarRi fowl wwi
I

w?ig«%5n« ipiwwifw: II

In the V8Jic period we have reference to beards and long hair

{hiraiya imait N, hivanyn kiia) of the gods.

In the shaving ceremony before a sacrifice there is reference to

the razor and to the harlier of gods.

afrilara&f fifcft: II

ffPHfofa II

(Tai, Sant. II-I)

In the Atharva V6da (VIII.2-17) in the tonsure ceremony, the

shaving of the face and head is alluded to.

With that dangerous very sharp razor, the hair dresser shears

the hair and beard, adorning the face—steal not our

life-time.

In VI -69. shaving is described as follows

:

Let Savitf bring the razor, Viyu the hot water; may Adityas,

Kudras and Vasus together wet him. Shave the head of

Sonia the king.

Aditi, shave the beard (iwairu, Paippalada has k«**n.

Aditi Keinn vopit), wetted by the Waters. May Praj&-

pati nurse (chikits) It.

Savit; shaved SOma and Vanina. Ye Brfthmanas shave this

man.

32. The yati* thrown lo the SnlivfU* by Indr* are compared with iNe

Shaman*. (Schroeder V.OJ. 33).
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Co"ip.irc Tai. Hr. 1 1-7- 1 7, and &anHtayana Grhya SUra

( 1
-28).

w*rc>i frgR |

=T<ns£«TH ^%7*PTf^k: n

l hc Tai. Br. 1-5-6-2 says that lh« Asuias began the shaving

from the head downwards to the arm pits and therefore went down,

while ihe gods reversed the process and therefore went to the

higher world. Tai, Sain. (1M-1) also says that the beard is the

characiei im*c of the man. On the Indus figurines of the males we

can observe a trimmed beard, hair on tire head bound by a fillet

And lilt upper lip shaved
;
a natural in-curling beard different

from the Miff artificial beards of Egypt and also a small tuft with

the head shaved.

Some of the composite animals on the seals may illustrate the

description* given in the VMic literature.

The bull with the elephant's trunk is also found on a Jemdat

Nasr seal.** Frankfort chinks that the difference in treatment may

well be the result of a gap in time, the Indian seals dating from

the end of Early Dynastic or Sargonid period. But this position

is untenable on the evidence of ceramics as I have shown elsewhere.

Mfgul aMm and Vr§ahastin occur frequently in the Vddas and

they air us* tally, perhaps erroneously taken to mean the beast with

a hand and the powerful elephant. The term mfgahastin is similar

lo pai wtuigih (A tit, IV 6-7), and therefore is no indication of un-

Inni'liaiiCy. Alharva (IX-4-3) refers as already indicated to a Bull

wlii.ii beurs a trunk (Kabaudha ?) of Vasu (good).

Xcjamdfa (NaijamSsa) probably in the form of a goat is

worshipped for obtaining offspring, lo the later Buddhist and

Jama u.idiiion this goddess is mentioned in the transfer of the

embryo. {Qrhaddhvata X-185. JRAS, 1895.)

•*. the ;hjI and the snake n«re combined 1a Phrygian mysteries. (Ramsay.

.\x.4intC Ktement* in Greek civilisation,)
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The Taittiriya Zranyaka (IV-28 ff) mentions the Arauyaiva

(taken to mean a Vrka) and a blood -faced, dog-footed animal demon.

>j«: 'pgr WWp: frfcrtaiw ^lwt: II

The s&la Vfka is mentioned in connection with India who

slew the Yatis and threw them to these animal*. When the yatis

were being eaten their heads fell away and became the date fruit

(kharjara), their sap the karlra.

iMfci qtrwi I a |

Tqj *fl: Alfa Wlnfor I'

(Tai. Sam. 1I-4-9)

The sons of the site-wolf SRla Vfkl cast Trila into a bucked

well kiprijakabhih {Kg. I- 105. «fWdhvi/rt 111-132). The
Taithriya A>anyaha (IV-30) Rives this spell.

^sf*wrqa
|
« af^lsfaqi^ II

Indra in the form of a silSvrki ran round the earth three times.

Another animal was the hhayblaka, a fonn of i/nu/.

(VI-2-5-7. Tai Sam).

qtffaai s*fti i

fTffH^TRl «ni ftnPTOPq II

The goats or deer (pr*nl) combined un a seal with the

Asvattha leaves may be referied to the 6 or 7 Maiuts whose names
are given thus.

'SfRW SfiW 'TRq&J I f^fe*qw ftftWE

|^q: II 3fla *(RW t*Rf«|W 'WH I

flf-riw I II

5if5
1
fesji f*mf| ptft fix

I

(Tai. Ar. I V-24-27.)
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Erankfort says that the monstrosity is due to design and that

there is no point in searching mythological literature lor the

comittiit* creatures. This is merely a counsel ol despair.

(To be concluded)
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THE LITERARY GENIUS OF BADARAYANA

Br Rao Sahib N. K. Venkatksam Pantulu

I

BADARAVANA or VidA-VySsa, otherwise known as Kraw-Uvai-

payana, is one of our revered Gurus in our Guru-PSrnmpara, vie.

Narayaw. Brahma, Vasiita, 6akti,'PaiSiara, Vyasa, Suka, Gnuda-

pftda. Govmda-Bagavatpada, and dankaracftrya. NSrayapa is the

Lord of the Universe. Brahma, the first born, is the Creator of the

Universe, (o whom NSrlyaQa taught the VWa. Vasiita. the son of

Brahma, by the latter's Will-Power, is the supreme spiritual adviser,

who was closely associated with the solar race of the kings of

Bharata-Varea. fiakti, the son of Vasiita, was the father of the sage

Parliaia, who. by Satyavati, the daughter of Uparicara Vasu, gave

birth to the Sage of Badari, B&darayana, called Kfwa-DvaipAyana,

owing to his dark complexion and his being born on. an island in

Yamuna, by the spiritual Grace of Parfliara. Ilis son Suka was

a Jlvanmukta from his birth and receiving initiation from Bftda-

riyana, Janaka and Narada rose to the highest seat of Paramatma
with the force of his YOga. Gaudapada, Govinda Bliagavalpida

the guru of Sri SankarAcBrya. and Sri ‘Sankarlcarya ate our

Brahma- Vidya gurus in the age of Kali, for leading us to Parnma-

Pada through the two Vodic Marges of Karma and Gninn. Karma

includes Bhakti and UpSsana.

It is indeed interesting to see the great literary service done

by BadarSyana to us in his supreme grace and with his supreme

Y&ga. He is famous in our Literature as the sage that classified

our V&Jaa, summarised the teachiog of the Veda in the Brahma

Sutras and wrote for the edification of the learned and the unlearned,

the Mahlbhlrata, called the fifth Veda and the eighteen PurAQaa.

It is a fashion with our modern critics to say that there was no

Vyasa, that there were several Vytsas, Vyisa being only a title,

that the Mahibh&rata must have been the writing of more than
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one writer, that all the Putftpas could uol have been written by

one man and so on. We might dismiss these theories as fantastic,

as we know that one author in our own age ha£ shown himself

capable of writing several works and different kinds of works in

different styles too. The History of English literature alone is

sufficient to silence these critics. However, my purpose is not to

deal with such critics or answer them, for they do not seek answers

lo then criticisms. Their pride is that they have made research

in an ige of research. We search for truth and we do not

research, for we lose nothing, for us to search again. Our

litenitme shows us the way to search within ourselves and

find Brahman through all this enormous Universe. We see

Brahman and the Universe in our heart, as the CSndogya Sruti

gays, if we seek within with Yoga and UpSsami for Brahman, as

Anna is in our own Hearts.

In Jealing with V&da-Vyfisa, we speak of BfVdarfiyapa, the son

ol I’aii'isarat, the gteat sage of this Kalpa of Sveta- Varaha Avatara

of Nftuiyaot. Our literature says that, in each Kalpa, creation

follows the same routine as in each previous Kalpa, and so there is

hound to lie a Vvftsa or codifier for each Kalpa. Our Vyftsa,

Badirayap* belongs entirely to our own Kalpa and so we lure no

doubt about Ins identity or his work tn the field of our Literature.

II

I* irstly, we have t)adaraya|)a as the classifier of the Vedas,

hence called VSda-Vyasa. In the Vispu Pui alia, third amsa,

adhyayas 3 to 6. the sage Parlaara tells Maitreya the literary story

of V&la-Vyftsa in sufficient detail. The literary work of Vida-

Vyasa tails under lour divistous.

I. Vedic Classification.

Brahma Sutras.

J. The MahftbhSrata.

*. The Putflpas.

Maiarttyapa has classified the material of the endless Vfidic

hterniuie in a way so as to make the material useful for the

performance of yagna and for the growth of GBana from Karma,

Nitya. Naimittika and Kamya. He tauglit the four Vodic
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recensions thus made by him to his lour disciples. To Paila lie

taught the Rg VMa, to VaiiampSyana he taught the Yajur VMa,

to Jaimini he taTight the Sama VWa and to Sumnnlu he taught the

Atharva VMn. To his own son Suka he taught all the VMas.

The Atharva V»da deals with lour kind* ol VSdic Karma. SSntika,

Ptoiika (including Bhaitajya), Adbhutn and SbhicKra. The Yajur

VMa deals with Nitya, Naimittika and Kfcnya Karinas. The l.tg

VMa contains the hymns lor the invocation ol the deities who

have to be propitiated at the various karmas. The Sflma VMa
contains select Rks set to music in seven tunes, used lor singing

the glory ol the Devas, while they are at the Vedi receiving their

sacrificial shares. When the deities are thus propitiated, they

bless the sacrificer and his associates, the Htviks, with long lile

and prosperity in the world and bliss beyond this lile ol a fixed

season, in tlie great year ol time known as eternity. The

Atharva VMa deals with several rituals intended to make hie

Iree from seen and unseen obstructions and afflictions, relating to

the body, the mind and the soul. These rituals are classified and

instructions lor their performance are given in the sutras ol

Kausika. So each VMa has its own sutras lot the rituals. To
appreciate the genius ol VMa-Vytaa, I would just give as a sample

an analysis ol the subject-matter ol the Krsna Yajur Veda, a* I

have been able to make it during my study.

The Krspa Yajur VMa falls under lour great divisions

according to the !i$is presiding over the rituals. The lour K&nda-

I«is ol this Vdda are Prajapati, Agni, Sfima and Visve. Devas.

The following is a summary ol the subject-matter

:

I. Prajftpati Klada

Topic

Adh&na

Y&jamana

MunIni

I. i. 113

. III. v. 5-7

l.v. 10

vi. 1-6

litalmioutt

T.B. III. ii. 1-10

iii. I- II

T.S. II. v. 1-6,11(3-9)

T.S. II. vi. 1-6

T.S. I. vi. 7-11

vii. 1-6

111. v. 1-4 T.S. I. VII. 2.

813 II. v. 711
vi. 7- 10

Hautra
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Topic Mantra Brahmana

Hoi&rah ... T.A.III. 1-7, 11 T.B. II. ii, iii

Pinda-Pilr-Yagna T.B. I. ill. 10

Pitr-Mtdha ... T.A. VI

Bralnna-Cili ... T.A. III. Ml

Brahma Medha T.A. III. 15*21

Miscellaneous ... T.A. 111.8.9. T.B. II. ii. 5

10, 12, 13.

2. Soaa K&nda

Adhvara ... T.S. 1-il- 1-13 T.S. VI. i. I-ll

I. iii. M3 ii. 1*11

I. iv. 1*31 iii. 1-11

37*45 iv. Ml
v. 1-11

vi. 1-10

vii. 1-3

T.B. I. i. 1

I. iv. 8

T.B. I. iv. 1

v. 4, 9-12

Vijapey* ... T.S. I. vii. 7-12 T.B. 1. iii. 2*9

Sa<i Yaenas ... T.B. II. vii. T.B. II. vii. 1*6. 9-11, 14, 18

7. 8,12,13
15-17

I'ravargy* ... T.A. IV. 1-42 T.A. V. M2

3. A«m Kanda

Adh&»u • ... T. B. I. i. 7. T. B. I. i. 2-10.

ii. I.

Sinvial Rituals... T. S. I. iv.

32-34.

T. S. I. v. 1, 2.

T.B. I. iii. I.

T.SI.v. 4, 7-9.

T. B. I. iv. 3,4.

II. i. 1-11.

T.S.V. i. 1-10.

I 'i ii.i Adheya and T. S. I . v. 3, 5,

Npinhotra ... 0, 10
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Topic

Agni-Cayana

Mantra BrShmana

... T.S. IV. i. 1-10. T. S. V.i. MO
ii. 1-10.

iii. 1-12.

iv. Ml.
v. Ml.
vi. 1-5

vii. 1-14.

V. v. S-10.
vi. I. 4.

vii. 2-4, 6-9

T. B. I. v. 7. 8.

ii. 1-10

iii. 1-11

iv. 1-11

v. 1-10

vi. 2-10.

vii. 1-6.8-10.

4. Viivwbva Kftada

Topic

Y»jya

Samhita

T. S. I. 1. 14,

ii- 14

iii. 14

iv. 46

v. II

vi. 12

vii. 13

viii. 22
II. i. II

ii. 12

iii. 14

iv. 14

v. 12

vi. 11-12

III- >- II

ii. 11

iii. 11

iv. 11

V. II

IV. i. II

ii. 11

iii. 13

T. B. II. viii

Brihmai\a

Upimivlkya ... T. S. III. i. MO
ii. 110
iii. 1-10

iv. 1-10

v. 1-10

Armyaka

III. 14-21
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Topic

Kbnyah

:

Pawi
l«i

R»jasu.il

SaiMyana

A*vam<-dl»a

Nakpllia Ifti ...

l’uiusa Mol ha

Pfthuka llautra

Aciliidin-Prtyas-

lillil

Divil'y'iia lsii ..

Apn^husil

Samhita Briliniava

T.S. II. i. 1-10. T. B. H.viii.

i*. 1-11

iii. 1-13

iv. M3
T.S. I. viii.T.B.I. iv. 2.9.

1
-21 . 10 .

y. 5,6.
vi, vii, viii.

II. vi.

T.S.V1I. t.4.10 T.B. I.ii.2-6

a. 1.10 iv. 5-7

iii. MO
iv. 1-1

1

v. 1-10

T.S. I. iv. 35-36. T.B. III. viii. ix

IV.iv.12
vi. 6-9

vii. 15

V. i. 1

1

ii. 11-12
iii. 12

iv. 12

v. 11-24

vi. 11-23

vii. 11-26
VII. i. II 20

li. 11-20
iii. II -20

iv. 12-22

v- H-25

T.S. IV.lv. T.B. I.v.I.J
10-11 111- i- 1-3

46

T.B. III. iv.

T.B. III. vi.

T.B. III. vii.

T.B. III. xii.l*2

Ara«.y<tk>t

T.A. III. 13

T.B.III.xii.3-4
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Topic Stiuihilu

5. Other Hsb

1. Havyavftt

:

Sftvitta-Citi

Ndcikeia-Ciii

Chaturhotra-
Citi

Vmivasrja-
Cui

2. Arunah:
Ariina-Cili

*

li’SIwiapa A rAWha

T.H. III. a. 1-8

xi. 1-6

xii. 5 T.A. III. 1-12

xii.6-9

T.A. I. 1-32

3.

SvSyarnbhuh

;

SvfidhySya T.A. II. 1*20

4.

Upamsads:
(a) Sagmhita-Devata

(b) Varum Devata
(c) Yagniki- Devata

T.A. VI1-X
VII
VIII, IX

X

The above analysis shows al a glance the arrangement ol

the Yajur Vida lor ritualistic purposes by the sage Vida Vy&sa.

One who has to perform the rituals or even study the text of the

V«la intelligently derives great benefit by this classification of the

subject matter in the best manner possible.

Ill

After thus classifying the Vedas, the sage necessarily had to

take out the rationale of the Vddic teaching from both the points of

view, i.e. of Karma and Ghana and formulate the V&lic Theory

of Brahman as the goal of existence and show the sure means of

reaching the goal through the twofold path of Karma and Ghana.

Boih lend to the same goal by what appears to be two paths, which

are really one. l or this purpose the sage Bfldar&yana formulated

the Brahma Sutras in four chapters.

In the First Chapter, the general theme is that Brahman is

in All the Jugal, Manifesto! Universe. Brahman

i* indeed the essential form of all the objects of

existence.

See—" The Hymn o/ Annul " l.v tl>r anchor.
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In the Second Chapter, the theme is that Brahman is the

Creative Force in the Jagat. All the theories of

creation according to the different schools of thought

are discussed and refuted. The theories are of the

Sftnkhya, the Vaifcfika, the Naiytyika, the Bftuddhft

(Ksanika), the SOnyA-vflda, the Kgapanika, the

Jaina and the Pftncarfttra schools.

Having established the thesi9 that Brahman is AH And t$ the

Cause o] Alt
,

the sage proceeds to expound the

Oneness of Brahman and Jtva 9 Jlva representing

the finite form of the Infinite Brahman. The

evolution of the dements (Bhutas) and of the senses

(Indnyas) is then dealt with.

In the Third Chapter, the value of Action (Karma) is discussed.

Virtuous Karma (Ptinya) and Vicious Karma (Papa) both give

rebirth, for the running out of the effects of both kinds of Karma.

Then the value of Saguua and Nirguna Upasana is taken tip,

the former being a preparation for the latter, the former still binding

the llpasaka to life, the iatter raising Jiva to the final stage of

Sayujya with Brahman, directly or through grades of lokas or

regions of higher lives.

In the Fourth Chapter, stress is laid on Nirgupa Upftsana as

freeing the Jlva from births caused by Karma ami leading Jiva to

that union with Brahman from which there is no return.

The teaching of the Brahma Sutras is summarised by Sri

Kfspa 10 the Bhagnvad Gita Ch. 12, 13 and 14. Ch. 12 summa-

rise* Ch. 3 and 4 while Ch. 13 and 14 summarise Ch. I and 2 of

the Brahma Sutras in a manner intelligible to lay minds. This

summary is in fact implied in the statement in Gita Ch. 13,

Verse 5, that the whole matter dealt with here (in the Gita) is fully

discussed by Vyta in the Brahma Sutras with an exhaustive

discussion of the various theories in their propei places. It is

interesting to see how, in the Brahma Sutras, BAdarlyana considers

the theories of other Vcdantms.
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B&itar&yava Jaimini Aiinmolhys

1. Vaisvknara ... I'aramttnia

I. ii. 24-27
Agni
1. ii. 28

2. Brahman ... Nirgmia
1. ii. 30

Person (or

Dhytna
1. ii. 31

Prtdeaamtiia

(or (Tptsana

1. ii. 29

3. Adiktra (or

Brahma
Vidya

Devas Kxt

Adhiktris

I.iii. 26.27, 33

Adhiktris,

not being

Adhiktris (or

Madhu-Vidya
I. iii. 31-32

4. Brahman
and Jlvn

(i) Akbia is

Brahman
I. i. 22.

(ii) One-
III. Jv. S

Aktia-Para-
mtlma. Jivtt-

ma earthly

I. iv. 18

Ktiya K&i.iii

I. i\t 20

5. Karma Sukfia Dus
krta

HI- i. M

6. Karmaphala iav-aro gi\rs

pbala (Mi-
mtnisakas-

Karma gives

phala)

III. ii. 41

Dharma gi\cs

phala
III. ii. 40

7. Gfiftna for

Mukti
Brahma-G3k-
na gives Mo-
ksa (not so,

MimSmsakas)
III. Iv. I

Artha-Vtdu
III. iv. 2-7

8. Sannytsa ...

9. Uptsaon
(Angtva-
haddha)

bimya ^nin
III. iv. 19

8ruti rules out
Sannyftsn

III. iv. 18

Not opposed to

change nl

Asrama
111. iv. 40

.
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Jiibila Atululdini K&iakrtsna K&rinajini A treya

In libru-

Madhya
Pc-*
I. iii 32

llhtda up to Bimba-
Mok$a PraJibimba

I. iv. 21 1. iv. 22

Achftra avayava

of Karma

-

(upalaksana)

HI. i. 9

For
Yajaman
lll.iv.44

For Ktv.k
111. iv. 45
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Bodarnyaua Jaimim Aiinaralhya

10. Brahma Hiraoyagarbha Para-Brahma
IV. iii. 7- 11 IV. iii. 12

II. Goal of

Ahangrahop*
sana, to Brah-
ma I-Oka;

PratlkOpdsana,

to lower lOkas

IV. lit. 15

Life’s enjoy- Esen Nicguna-
Upasanu ments no bar Upftsana takes

to Brahma- only to Him-
Siddhl oyagarbha
IV. Iv. 7 IV. iv. 5

12. Body alter No stlrQla in- With sthula-

death rrra. IV. iv. 10 iarrra

Both hold good IV. iv. II

IV. iv. 12

From the above analysis it will be seen that V$da \ y&sa

lias discussed threadbare the theories connected with Brahma*

Vidya and formulated his conclusions definitely. That is wh>

Sri Krsjta says that Brahma Vidya has been clearly dealt

with in the Brahma Sutras with codified reasons for the different

theories. VSda-Vyasa is definite that the goal of Brahma-Vidya

is Muktioc Brahma SAyujya, through Brahina-GHana and Nirguna*

l)|>&sana, Saginta Up&sana being the necessary step to it, as Karma

is for GKSna.

IV

After thus codifying the Vedas and formulating tlie Brahma

Sutras, V&la-VyRsa took up the task of compiling the story of the

P&ndavas, with whom he was closely associated in his life. In fact

it was he that gave birth to L)hftar*$tra, I 'ar.du and Vidura.

The virtues of the Pindavas and their sufferings elicited* the

sympathy of Vyisa, as they d»d the active sympathy of 8n Kr*»a

and several virtuous monarch* and sages of the day When his

son Suka left the world, he broke up his Airama in Badari, and
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Jibiihl AiuliilSnil Kainkrtuia KZrhiajtm A Irtya

Brahman is

attained to.

not Brahma
Ldka
IV. Iv. 6

want lo the hanks of the Sara*vat i and stayed away there in

seclusion. He went to the f'andavas whenever he knew they were

in any irksome situation and was of great Help to them

spiritually at every stage. These occasions are referred to in the

Mahftbhftrata by himself; and in the Devi-BhfigavAtn, he tells

Nlrada that, though he was a sage, he could not but be swayed

by Molia (attachment) towards the Pandavas, firstly, because they

were of his blood and secondly, because they were ever virtuous.

The main theme of the Mahftbh&rata is that Hari or Sri Kfsiia

modelled the fortunes of the Plndavas, as requested by Indra on

the Ciomanla Hill. (Harivamw. II. 19). The P&ndavrts had the

grace of llurga, who took birth as the child of Yasoda for

confounding Kanisa, the Asuric King of Mathura. The third idea

tliat is prominent in the Bh&rata is that he who cares for his own

interests is left severally alone by God while he who works for the

good of others, subduing his own self tnamatva gets all the good

tilings of this world and of.the heaven. Harivamsa deals with the

story and the glory of Sri K^pa. The Devi-BhSgavata deals

with the power and the glory of Devi. The Mlrkandeya Purina
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illustrates the truth of the principle that selfness (Mamatva

)

ruins one, while Nirmamatva saves the body and the soul of man

ultimately in this world and in the life beyond death. If we should

thus examine all the works of VMa-Vyi6& through the whole range

of our pauranic literature, we are sure to see that one thread run-,

through the whole texture of the works of this great sage <>!

Bharatavar$a. It is idle to contend that Vgda-Vyftsa is but a

name to conjure with and no more. He was a star of the fust

magnitude in the literary horizon of this great Land, the Laiwi

known as KarmabhfXmi.

When King Janamejaya was performing the Sarpayfiga to

avenge the death of his father Pariksbit under unnatural circums-

tances, his disciple Vaisampftyana reiatod the Mahabharata at

the bidding of V>4sa. This was repeated by StUa in later times to

the Saunaka l.tys in Naimisiranya to relieve them from the

sufferings of this age of Kali. After the Mahabharata wa*

completed and the Sarpayaga was stopped by Astika the son ol

JaratkSru (the sage) and Jaratkaru (the sister of Vftauki), Janame-

java wanted to know the full story of flri Kr?pa, who had done

so much for his ancestors. Then V>asa told the Harivamsa to

Janamejaya. After it was over, Janamejaya was still overwhelmed

with grief and could not get peace of mind thinking again and

again of the Dunuaraua , the unnatural cod, of his father. Tnen

Vvasa related to Janamejaya the Devi-Bhtgavata, which he

had earlier communicated to his son buka. Jaimim, the disciple

of Vyftsa, asked the sage M^kandeya for an explanation of some

difficulties in the 1 Mahabharata and Mirkandeya referred him to

the four Dhanna Birds, who had fallen as birds, from the portion

of sages, by their selfness (Mantatva ). The birds related the story

of those that had risen by Vairfigya in the land of Dharnia, in

different ages. Thus these Purtpas are all historically and liter-

aiiiy connected with one another, both in the external details and

in their internal structure. And yet there are critics who take

pride in thiuking that all these PurAnas represent the fictitious

imaginings of different sets of writers to glorify one section or

another, at the expense of others, for their own material ends,

trying to hoodwink their lesser brethren, for their own glory.
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Could there be any idea or statement more sacriligious than this

(or the fan name ol India and Her culture? I pray that our young

men and women will, in the name of education of a national type,

be led into the glorious precincts ol our sacred literature, in

the language of the Uevas, the language ol Samskflra or purifica-

tion ol the body and the soul.
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THE FOUR VALUES IN HINDU THOUGHT

(A Study of the ParnsArtbis) »

BY P. Nagakaja Rao

CONTEMPORARY European thought has chiefly concentrated its

attention on the study of the metaphysical status and import of

the three traditional values :—Truth, Beauty, and Goodness. A
large number of soentific-mindcd Humanist Philosophers of the

West have affirmed their faith in values. As against the crude

materialist assertion that values nre subjective, and morality is

rationalised expediency, the rational.stic savants of the West have

asserted the objective and intrinsic nature of values. In such a
philosophic background it is worth while to examine the Indian

conception of values.

Values are to be contrasted with the study of facts. Scientific

observation acquaints us with facts. The study of values involves

judgment. Value is a judgment that a thing i* desirable (iftit) for

the well being of man. That which acts as a means m securing

the desirable end is called an instrumental value (\*ta tidhnnata ).

An apparent study of human wants gives us the impression that

the number of instrumental values we pursue is legion. But a

close scrutiny shows that most of the desired and desirable

things of this earth are finite, and perishable. The stamp of

mortality is deeply set on them. They yield pleasure only for

the time being. Such of those instruments that secure the transient

and fleeting pleasures of life are instrumental values, as con-

trasted with ultimate and intrinsic values. Ultimate values are

ends in themselves and not means to any other end. Hence,

Truth. Beauty, and Goodness are asserted as intrinsic values.

'• The term Purujinhs (ecu. huro.n value*. They are four in nemUr
Dharma, Artha, Kama and Mo*’a.
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Hindu Philosophical thought has proclaimed that there are

different human values:—(1) Dharma^the Good, (2) Artha=

Possessions, (3) Ki«na= Passions, and (4) Motea^Salvatioo. Not

all of them are accepted as ultimate values. By most of the systems

of Indian Philosophy Artha and Kama are relegated to the level of

instrumental values. They are not Parama-Pnrufiarthas (ultimate

value*). MokSiT and Dharma have been classified as ultimate and

intinw* values. Though there is a great deal of difference in the

descriptions of Mok$a given by the different schools of philosophy,

still there is the great measure of agreement as to the non-return of

the liberated to the Spatio-temporal world of Samsara. Peace,

Bliss and non return to the world of Samtara are the characteris-

tic* of the liberated soul.

Artha and Kama (possessions and passions) are not discarded

ami despised by the Hindu Ethicist : they Irnve a right and

limited jurisdiction in the building up of human personality: they

fulfil i heir functions only when they subserve the end Mokqa.

Wealth, valour and power arc in themselves neutral. Their

moral nature is determined by the use to which they are put.

To merit the name instrumental values, Artha and Kama must

subset vc the end Mob*a in accordance with tl»e behests of Dharma .

The spiritual aspirant in order to attain Moksa need not effect a

violent rupture with ordinary life. Ancient Indian culture never

stood for the complete denial of the enjoyment of all the goods of

life.
" There was never m India a national ideal of poverty or

squalen." On the other hand, there has always been an insistence

ot a degree of freedom from sordidness and indigence of a grinding

type.

I'lie two fold paths advocated by Hinduism—the way of active

life l pravriti) and the path of renunciation (mt r/f*)—have assumed

an entirely new significance at the hands of the author of

the Gita. The Gita idea of these two paths is an advance

on the Varnaframa view* of it. The Varnasrartta view treated

the life of activity ipravttti) as purely utilitarian. The good

that accrued from the treading of the activity.path was useful

to society as well as to the individual. The path of renunciation

(nivr/ti
)
was conceived as involving the cessation of all activities
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(sarva Karma Samnyasa). The Gita idea of morality cuts fresh

ground here. The Gita insists on a life of activity with the spirit

of perfect detachment to the things of the world and attachment

to God. It is dead against the view of the cessation of all

activities. It does not stand for Karma Samnyasa, but it stands

for Phalasamnyasa (the renunciation of the fruits of the activity).

The utilitarian taint attached to the life of Pfvftti is transferred

by the spirit of the renunciation of the fruits of the activity.

The detachment taught by the Gita is not stoicism, because it

involves attachment to God.2

Passing on to consider the value Dharma, this is a most

difficult Sanskrit<term to render into English. We can take

the Good as a fair equivalent of it. A liberal interpretation

of the term Dharma means that which sustains society in perfect

and just equilibrium. The securing of an atmosphere where every

one can grow to the best of his nature is the effect of the presence of

the value Dharma. It gives coherence and direction to the different

activities of life. Some have interpreted the term ' Dharma '

{the Nyaya School) to mean ' moral merit
1

accruing from the

performance of scripture ordamed duties. Dharma is ethical

excellence. It is at once the substance of social as well as

individual morality. It entails the cultivation of virtues like

fortitude, temperance and self-restraint. Further the social aspect

enjoins the performance of duties to others in accordance to the

law givers. On this view the performance of Dharma turns out

at best to be instrumental U}ta-sadhana) towards the attainment

of either heavenly bliss {svarga) or the enjoyment of fruits of

this world.

One of the two prominent branches of the sclnxils of

Mimamsa, the Prabbfikara school holds the view that Dharma is-

an ultimate value. It is posited as an end in itself and not a

means to any other End. This is the Indian version of the

German philosopher Kant's moral theory. Kant held that the

dictates of Practical Reason are to be Heated as categorical

2. The Tao-Jotd view o/ Life; U, Frol. M. Hlrlyanna
.
Presidential

addreta to the Philosophy taction o( the Eighth Oriental Conference.

Mytor#
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imperatives. His dictum was ‘‘duty for duty's sake”. Prabhl-

learn insists the perlormance ol Dhanna for Dharma's sake. Such

a formalistic ethical theory has been criticised on one and the same

(round in the East as well as the West. Such a theory hardly

has a content for morality and has been described as a drill

serge-aut's theory of morality. It is extremely formal and as such

difficult to apply to life. Such a theory in the words of Sankara

reduces all activities to a form of meaningless drudgery*.

The Vddinta like most other schools treats Mokta i*.

spiritual realisation as the only ultimate v alue and the other three ate

regarded as instrumental to it. Dharma is considered an instru-

mental value m a specific sense. It is instrumental not in securing

the objects desired by our deluded self, born out of attachment

(riig«) and hatred (dvefa). It is instrumental in securing Afoifu

from which state there is no return, to this world of sorrow and

rebirth. The desiie for Mohsa is bom out of Ghana and not

delusion. Dharma is not instrumental to the realisation of

sernUr Ends, but it is used here to achieve the supreme spiritual

ideal.

Prof. M. Hinyanna in his address to the Bhandarkar Oriental

Institute, Poona has pointed out that Indian Philosophy is

essentially a Philosophy of Values’ If the term value means,

being ultimate and intrinsic, the Indian conception that Mot/a
is the only such value is liatdly refutable. The Western con-

ception Truth, Beauty and Goodness as ultimate values hardly

stands the test of critical analysis. Like the Indian (heists or after

the manner of Christianity the three traditional values have to b«

con -reused in the personality of a l’eity. Without such a concrea-

liwlion the ontological statu* of the values. Imwever cleverly

bolstered up by the Realist eiupistemologies, do not commend itself

toouracceptar.ee. Realising the barrenness of abstract dialectics

Indian Philosophy pioclaimed Mohfa as the only supreme value.

Mok.ya is a realisation and not a mere understanding. It is an

immediate awareness of the universal in us. "Indian Philosophy

i. Annals oj Hit Hhjiula.ka, OHtmlal Ntttitrcb Instlimit. V<*1. XIX.

Part I. 1938. V. 1 to 22
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does no! slop short al the discovery of trulb, but utilises it tor

attaining of something else which il holds as the supreme value."

The supreme object of philosophy, (according to all schools) is to

help man out of misery and restlessness and bestow the enjoyment

of unalloyed bliss. This can never happen if Truth is to lie

treated as an ultimate value and as instrumental towards the spiritual

realisation. Hence Indian Philosophers have to remove Truth

from the high pedestal of being an ultimate value- Truth for

Truth’s sake, art for art’s sake arc dogmas unacceptable to the

Hindu view. All are useful for the realisation of the Aim,in.

Even the little and short-lived desires that we have for the things

of this world are due to our love of the Atman *. Philosophy is not

a mere game of speculation to the Hindu mind. It is a serious

attempt to find the ways and means to escape from the trammels of

samsara and get at spiritual realisation. 1 1 arises out of a deep

pragmatic need to seek something permanent and avoid the flu* of

births and deaths.

The third of the traditional values of the West ’ Beauty ’ has

attracted the Hindu mind, and there is some difference of opinion

about it among the ancient thinkers. The puritans have not

disguised their distrust of Beauty and its expression in sevnal

arts. Manu the ancient Law Giver reckons in his list of weak-

nesses (vyasanas) song, dance and instrumental music. There was

this view that all forms of a-sthetic pleasures are disguises of sensual

pleasure. Hence it was not even praised as in instrumental '(Hue

Side by side with this view there weie others who field the

view that ait and beauty were intrinsically valid and objective

expenences. Kalidasa in his Malavikagnintitra makes the

dancing Master ray that "
tire high esteem in which he holds his

art is on account of its intrinsic merit, not because he piofe^ses

it." Some others hold the view that art leads to the experiencing

4 . Ysgpavalkya in the latnou" diacoarse 10 h.» -He Maitreyi on the e«e of

hn retirement to the foieti say . " Verily, my dear, il Is no-, tor the lose

Of the husband that the husband is desr. Iral il Is lor the Uwe ot the

atman. thal the husband is dear venly il i« not for the love of

all ihmgs that all thing* are dear, hut for ihe lo>» ’of the Alman iliai

all things are dear."
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c( {esthetic ecstasy (rasanubhava) which they stay is akin to

Brahman icalisation (with this difference that the artist returns to

the world <>f (acts after he lapses from the (esthetic experience

and the mtikla knows no return to the world of Sanisara).

Taking these different views the verdict of Indian thought

< largely m favour of the view to treat beauty and art as instiu-

nmntal .alnes. There is no denial of the fact that beauty has

sui irtc'isiiible and universal appeal. This is an unique frame

oi mind * liaracteristic of the artist. The contemplative mood

which is very near the ni& kama hanna attitude helps the spiritual

aspirant. Some have regarded art as the yoga of the layman.

The nni'i c detachment born out of the psychical distance

nuunt.niiiil by the artist goes a great way to help the spiritual

a'pinutt. Rasa realisation is a step on the onward march to

Brahman realisation. Thus we find that according to the Indian

i.cw jiI! t!io three values (of the Western as well as Eastern list)

Etc subsidiary to one and the same end Mokfa.
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Oa the AocifBt Gft* Myth lUt Adoets as a Vegetation

Sfririt or Cori>-op«rit

By THR LATE SAKAT CHANDRA MlTRA, M.A., B.L.

Ik the mythology of the ancient Greeks, Adonis is described ns

being a young man possessed of remarkable beauty, and as being

the favourite of the goddess Aphrodite (or Venus). According to one

ancient Greek myth he was the son of the Syrian King named Thaias

by his daughter named Smyrna (Myrrha) who had been inspired by

Aphrodite with incestuous Io\e. When Thetas discovered liter

truth, he was about to kill his daughter. But the gods took pity

on Smyrna and metamorphosed her into a tree bearing the same

name, that is to say. into the myrrh-tree.

After ten months, the tree burst asunder and out of it wa*

produced Adonis. Being charmed by the baby's exquisite beauty

Aphrodite concealed the new born infant in a box and made hin

over to Persephone foi being nursed and molly-coddled by her.

When the child grew up and Aphrodite demanded him bark

from Persephone, the lattor refused to give him back to the former.

Thereupon an appeal was made to Zeus who decided that Adonis

should spend a third of the year with Persephone, and a third with

Aphrodite, the remaining four months of the year being at his own

disposal.

According to the version given in Ovid's Metamorphosis

Adonis was killed by a boar; and this \ersion was followed by

Shakespeare.

Festivals called the Adociia were annually held in honour of

Adonis at Bybias, and also, from the fifth centuiy B.C . onwards

at different places in Greece. The main object of this festival

was to express sorrow and grief fox the death of Adonis who was

generally represented by an effigy which was subsequently thrown

into the water.
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From a study of the foregoing ancient Greek myth and of the

researches made by J. G. Frazer and L. R. Farnell upon the

subject thereof, we find that:

—

(!) Scholars are now generally agreed in opining that Adonis

was a vegetation-spirit wltosc death and return to life

symbolised the decay of nature during the winter season,

and the revival thereof during the spring time.

(>f In the form of the “Adooia” festival which was celebrated

at Athens, a noteworthy rite which was performer! therein

was the formation of wfiat were known as “Adonis

Gardens M which were nothing but pots sown with seeds.

These seeds were forced to grow artificially. But the

seedlings in the “Adonis Garden ” withered away quickly.

Hie formation of these " Adonis Gardens** bears a strong

similarity to the underdesertbed rite which is performed in Lower

Bengal on the occasion of the
11

Itti
M

Festival.

The Itu-Puja is celebrated, as far as my knowledge goes,

only in Lower ‘Bengal and commences on the Sankranti or last

day of the Bengali month of Agrahayana (Ko\ ember —December)

and is concluded on the Saukranti or last day of the Bengali month
of Pmish (December—January) of every year. The name ° Itu

’*

of the deity, who is worshipped on' this occasion, is a corruption

of the word “ Mitu
M

which is, again a corruption of the Sanskrit

word " Metra*' this last word be;ng the name of the Sun-God.
This hemg so, the Itu-Pooja is nothing but the worship of the

Sun -ft* I and is. most likely, performed to ensure the growth of

bumpci • rops and to secure prosperity resulting from good harvests.

Thi* p»M»ia or worship is performed on the last days of the Bengali

month* of Agrahayana and Pousli and on the intervening Sundays

that is to say. on six days.

The. offerings presented to the Sun-deity on the occasion of

tins pujft or worship are some miniature clay jugs and cups which

arc coloured white and adorned with drawings, o« the outside

lltetenf. of lines and spots of a reddish brown colour. These are
called “ Itur Bhand M

. But the most important offering is that

oi an earthen saucer or pan which is filled with mud from the

bed of uver Ganges and sown with the “Five cereals** that is
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to say, wiih the hve kinds of seeds, namely ti) barley, (2 ) pea,

(3) mash kalari pulse (Phaseol us raditus), (4) mung pulse (Phaseolus

anratus) aud (5) mustard. Sometimes, corns of the edible anim

(colocasia antiquonim) are also planted along with the aforemen-

tioned five kinds of seeds, in the Ganges-mud in the earthen pen

or saucer. These miniature seed-plots or "Adonis Garden-

"

are irrigated with water on the six days of worship mentioned abos e.

The seeds, as also the corns of arum sprout and grow up into small

plants.

The rites with which this worship of the Sun-dcity are per-

formed are, very likely, the same as those performed on the

occasion of worshipping the other deities of the higher Hindu

pantheon.

After the puja has been finished on the last day of the month

of Pousb. the " saucer-gardens ” with the plants growing in them

which 1 may appropriately describe, are the "Adonis-Gardens”

of Lower Bengal, are thrown away into a river or a tank. 'Hie

miniature clay jugs and cups are distributed as play-things among
the children of the household.

The question now arises : why are these " Adonis-Gardens "

of Ix>wer Bengal planted and presented as offerings to the Sun-gcd ?

in reply to this question, I must say that " sympathetic magic ”

or imitative Magic underlies t lie planting of these miniature seed

plots or " Saucer Gardens
M

.

It is a well known scientific fact that sun shine is essentially

necessary for the growth of plants and, for the matter of that,

of all kinds of food crops. In Order that the Sun-God may be

so far propitiated and coaxed as to promote the growth of vegeta-

tion and to grant bumper crops, a miniature garden is planted

in which the action of the sun's rays in the shape of promoting

the growth of the \egeiatioti is imitated by forcing the seeds and

corns of arum to grow.

1 am, therefore, of opinion that the similarity between the

"Adonis Gardens” of the ancient Greeks, and the miniature

" Saucer Gardens ° of the Bengalis is complete.
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*3) The myth describing the squabble between Aphrodite and

Persephone for the possession of Adonis bears a strong

resemblance to the story of Tamuz and Ishtar. “ Iu

other words. Aphrodite is the Oriental Mother-goddess

;

Adonis is her lover; the details have been influenced

by the legend of Demeter *\

(•1) The ceremonies performed at the festival of Adonia have

been interpreted by competent scholars to be a charm for

promoting the growth of vegetation. While the throwing

of the
M
Adorns Gardens" and of the effigies of Adonis

into the water, lias been interpreted by them to be another

charm to ensure the falling of copious ram. (Mannhardt

has pointed out other European parallels of these rites.)

'

r

»i Sir J. G. Frazer, however, thinks that Adonis is not a God

of vegetation generally, but is specially a corn-spirit. He
is further of opinion that the mourning for Adonis is not

made for the decay of vegetation, during winter, but is

observed for the cruel treatment which is meted out to the

corn by the reaper (in the shape of cutting the corn with

Ins sickle) and by the miller (in the shape of grinding the

corn in his mill.) (G. Robert Burns's John Barley Corp.)

<6) An important point in the foregoing ancient Greek myth is

the connection of the Adonis with the boar. It has been

suggested that Adonis himself was, very likely, incarnate

in the swine.

(7) It has been already pointed out that, according to one

account, Adonis was slain by a boar. If we accept this

version, wc will find that the boar s slaying of Adonis is

an instance of
41

a god having been sacrificed to himself

as his own enemy " which has a parallel in the sacrifice

of the goal and bull to Dionysius.

(8) Then again. " whenever sacrifices of swine occur in the

ritual of Aphrodite, there is reference to Adonis. In any

case, tfic conception of Adonis as a swine-god does not

contradict the idea of him as a vegetation or corn-spirit

which, in many parts of Europe, appears in the foim of a

boar or sow."



EASTERN RELIGIONS AND WESTERN THOUGHT-

By S. Srikantaya

Sir SakavaPALU RaDHAKRISHNAN delivered a series of address

between the years f936-38 before the University of Oxford, the

World Congress of Faiths, Loodon, the Royal Society of Arts

and elsewhere. They are collected together in
u
Eastern Religions

and Western Thought " a work published by the Oxford University

Press marking the turning point in Western civilization,

written with earnest conviction and conspicuous ability. It draws

the attention of the west to neglected opportunities in spite of Jona

association with a much older and inaturer civilization. It is

a challenge, as Professor Muirhcad points out, alike to tin*

traditionalism which look to events in the past and to modernism

which look to events in the future instead of to values which are

eventless and timeless, as the ground of their faith.

The development in the means of communications on land,

air and sea has led to a shrinkage of the world for all practical

purposes. With the progress of mankind on one side proceeds apace

endless destruction throughout the globe. In this quickly changing

world, without the establishment of the rule of law both for

individuals and states, there is no peaceful life upon the earth.

Highly civilised nations as well as primitive peoples with their

varying civilization and cultures will equally sutler. World

problems must be studied from an international family point

of view and political, social and economic policies must subserve

the common interests of humanity. With this view, an endeavour

is made to cull a few flowers from the work of Sir Kadhakrishnan

and present them to the public in grateful appreciation. After it

was first published, we are all overpowered by a cataclysm which

has convulsed the world and this work has assumed also a topical

importance.

• Eastern Religions and Western Thought. By Sir S. Rxdhakrishnan

Published by the Oxford University Press.
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The modern civilization with its scientific temper, humanistic

spirit, and a secular view of life is uprooting the world over the

customs of long centuries and creating a ferment of restlessness.

The new world cannot remain a confused mass of needs and

impulse*, ambitions and activities, without any control or

guidance of the spirit. The void created by abandoned superstitions

awl uprooted beliefs calls for a spiritual filling. A new humanism

embraces the whole of mankind without creed or sect or race. For,

" m> long as one man is in prison, I am not free ; so long as one com-

munity is enslaved, 1 belong to it.
M The supreme task of our generation

iMo give a soul to the growing world -consciousness, to develop ideals

and institutions necessary for the creative expression of the world-

soul, to transmit these loyalties and impulses to future generations and

train them into world citizens. To this great work of creating

a new ittitern of living, some of the fundamental insights of

Eastern irligious, especially Hinduism and buddhism, seem to be

particularly relevant. No culture, and no country, lives or had

a right tu live for itself and the contributions of ancient Greece, of

the Kouiiui Empire, or renaissance Italy to the progress of huma-

nity do not concern only the people of these parts, for they arc

a part of the heritage of humanity itself. Human history has

many dc\clopments. Man cannot res: in an unresolved discord.

Attempts to bring about human unity through mechanical means

or through political adjustments have proved abortive and the

unity of the human race cannot thereby be enduringly accomplished.

There must be a soul of being, the determining principle of body

And nu ml each changing the minds and hearts of men.

Humanism is the religion of the majority of the intellectuals

today, We have no strong public opinion, or effective interna-

tional law to restrain the predatory state and this is responsible

for the world crisis today. The pharaohs of Egypt, the sages

of China, and the seers of India are guide-posts disclosing to us

the com se of the trail. Religion has been the master passion of

the Hindu mind, a lamp unto its feet and a light unto its path,

the prcMi|>position and bas’.s of its civilization, the driving force of

its culture, and the expression—in spite of its tragic failures, incon-

sistencies, divisions and degradations—of its life in God. Hinduism
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adopts a rationalist attitude in the matter of religion. In the theisi c

systems, the essential thing is not the existence of the de iy

but its power to transform man. Brahman is the principal search t*

well as the object sought, the animating ideal and its fulfilment.

The very fact that we seek God clearly proves that life cannot he

without him. God is life and the recognition of this fact .»

spiritual consciousness. The process of self-discovery is not the

result of intellectual analysis but of the attainment of a human

integrity reached by a complete mastery over nature.

From the beginning of her history, India has adored and

idealized not soldiers and statesmen, not men of science and

captains or leaders of industry. i*>t even poets and philosopher ..

who influence the world by their deeds or by their words, but those

rarer and more chastened spirits, whose greatness lies in what they

are and not in what they do ; men who have stamped infinity on

the thought and life of the country : men who have added to the

invisible forces of goodness in the world. To a world given over

to the pursuit of power and pleasure, and wealth and glory, they

declare the reality of the unseen world and the call of the spiritual

life. Their self-possession and self-command, their strange dern

wisdom, their exquisite courtesy, their humility and gentleness i»i

soul, their abounding humanity, proclaim that the destiny of m;in

is to know himself and thereby further the universal life of which

he is an integral element.

The human being has his roots in the invisible though his I te

belongs to the passing stream of the visible. His evolution is a

constant self-transcending until he reaches his potential and ultimate

nature which the appearances of life conceal or only very ina<!<*

quately express. Body and mind, instinct and intellect become the

willing servants of the spirit and not its tyrannical masters. The

uniqueness of man among all the products of nature lies in tins,

that in him nature seeks to exceed itself consciously, no longer by

an automatic or unconscious activity, but by mental and spiritiM

effort. Man is not a plant or an animal but a thinking and spiri-

tual being set to shape his nature for higher purposes.

Greek civilization wa9 a magnificent achievement of the

human reason and it was by no means one-sided. The Greek
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inheritance has enabled the west to remake the world. Earth. sea

nod air have been made to yield to the service of man. Though

the triumphs of intellect are greater, its failures are no less great.

Lett to himself, man feels kinship with the whole universe

especially with living things and human beings. We believe that

we have conquered nature, simply because science has pushed the

boundaries of the unknown farther from us. Yet, we are as far as

ever from having conquered our own nature. Life today, in spite

of our material possessions and intellectual acquisitions, in spite of

oui moral codes and religious doctrines, has not given us happiness.

Looking down the ages, age after age, world after world, man
find' advancing along the corridors of rime, trying to control his

difficult, discordant, divided self and asking, shall
1 never escape

from this delusion ? Religion is the conquest of fear, ||>e antidote to

failure and death. A vidy* or ignorance is the source of anguish

And vidva or wisdom, buddhi or enlightenment brings salvation.

Abh.iya or freedom from fear, is a temper of mind, not the

acceptance of a belief or the practice of a rite. Abhayn and

ahimsa, awareness and sympathy, freedom and love, are two
featuic'. theoretical and practical, of religion. When the Hindu
thinkers ask us to free ourselves from mlya. they are asking us to

shake off our bondage to the unreal values which are dominating

US. They do not ask us to treat life as an illusion or be indifferent

to tile world’s welfare. They are asking us to escape from the

illusion which holds us by the throat and make* us pursue physical

satisfaction or corporate self-seeking as the highest end. How
can we rise above the present vision of the world with us
anarchic individualism, its economic interpretations of history,

and materialistic views of life? By purification, concentration

and identification. For a disciplined mind, ordinary life or familiar

surroundings are uo distraction. If people sometimes go to the

hill tops or munastaries. deserts and caves, it is because they are

places which help to draw the soul away from its familiar

surroundings This withdrawal from the world into a solitary

retreat is not essential, though it is helpful. PratyShara is what

generally is known as abstraction. The three other stage* are

dh&rana or concentration, dhyana or meditation, and sam&dlu or
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unification. We can reach the depths of nature by bursting

through the outer strata. The process of vital realization of God

is not a comfortable one for those of us. who are given to the

delights of the flesh and love of visible things. In xamftdhi or

ecstatic consciousness, we have a sense of immediate contact

with ultimate reality, of the unification of the different sides of

our nature. The soul in solicitude is the birth of religiou. Moses

on the lonely Mount of S*nai, Buddha under the Bodhi Tree lost

in contemplation, Jesus by the Jordan in the stillness of prayer,

Paul m the lonely sojourn to the desert, Muhammad on a solitary

mount at Mecca, Francis of Assisi in his prayers in the remote

crags of the highlands of Alvcrno, found the strength and the

assurance of the reality of God. Everything that is great, new,

and creative in religion arises out of the unfathomable depths

of the soul in the quiet prayer, in the solitude of meditation.

Religion is a way of life : it is the seeking of the eternal. What-

ever religion people may profess, the mystics are spiritual kinsmen

as Lalla has told us and the mystics always stand for fellowship

amidst rivalry of creeds as well as above the conflict of race and

the strife of nations. Mysticism is a word ill-favoured by the

rationalist as well as by the dogmatic theologian. It is criticized as

a tendency to see things cloudily in a golden or sentimental haze,

to justify the habits of the human mind to entertain contradictory

beliefs at the same time, to exact confusion of thought. Mysticism

is none of these things. It is the admission of mystery in the

universe. As Einstein puts it

4
‘ the fairest things we can experience

is the mysterious. It is the fundamental emotion which stands at the

cradle of true aft and true science." Religion itself may take three

forms, primitive or sensuous, reflective and mystical and the

last is not a mere speculation of reason or a feeling of dependence

a mode of behavior. It is something which our entire self is,

feels and does; it is the concurrent activity of thought, feeling

and will. We find in the epics of the Rlmlyana and the

Mah&bh&rata stress laid on tbc joy of life and the dignity of man,

an eager desire for personal pre-eminence and love of adventure.

The Bhagavadgita exalts the idea of action as a way to God.

Rimftnuja and the long line of theists who came after him affirmed
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ihe reality of the world and the efficacy of action. They are to be

1

1

rated as having departed from the. main tradition, ff Gandhi

an»l Tagore today adopt an ethical view of life, it is certainly to

be traced to their contact with the Christian West. Material

civilization cannot be accounted for by the principles of scientific

naturalism Progress is not its own end. It is the ultimate

reality: it cannot ever be completed. We can get nearer and nearer

Ihr goal, hut cannot reach it. Its process has neither the beginning

ni>i an end.

The spirit in man is different from the individual ego. It is

that which animates and exercises the individual, the vast back*

ground of his being in which all individual lies. The heart of

region u that man truly belongs to another order, and the meaning

of mail*' life is to he found not in this world but in more than

lnrioticiil reality. His highest aim is to obtain release from the

h^tnrinil succession denoted by birth ami death. 6aibkara, rightly

credited with the systematic formulation of the doctrine of miya,

tell> u* that the highest reality is unchangeable, and therefore the

changing existence hucIi as human history has not ultimate

reality. He warns us however, against the temptation to icgard

what not completely real as utterly illusory. The world has an

enipimal being which is quite different from illusory existence.

Simply Ikcsqm the world of experience is not the perfect form of

reality, u does not follow that it is a delusion, without any signifi-

cance. The world is not a phantom, though it is not real.

Ilmhiiiau is said lo lie the real of the real, saty<t$yas4ttytnu. In all

objective consciousness, we ate in a sense aware of the real.

Sant l;ui.
i
does not tell us that the process of the world is perpetual

recurrence, in which events of the past cycles are represented in all

then details. The explanation offered by Snihkara admits that

the I'm verse is dependent on the Absolute, though not the Absolute

on the Universe. A distinction is made between manifestation or

transformation and one sided dependence. The illustrations used

in explaining the latter type of dependence suggest the illusory

theory ul the world. Mysticism has also its fanatics who look

upon the real as spiritual freedom and contrast it with the actual

in its bondage declaring that birth »s an error of the soul and our
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chance of liberation lies in shaking off these shackles. Moksa or

release is the extinction of the individual, his annulment in the

Absolute. Since the world is an illusion, it is a waste of energy to

spend labour and heroism in battling with its merely illusoiy events.

This view cannot be accepted since the path of the universe

becomes then an aimless one. fiarbkara has nothing in common
with people who will not accept the visible world any more than

with those who will accept nothing else. The liberated individual

works for the welfare of the world. As the bhagavadgita tells us.

man does not attain to the state of being without work by

undertaking no work, nor does he reach peifection by shunning

the world. It is improper for a man to remain without sharing in

the work of the world even when God consents lo work for the

universe. For a knower of Brahman, there is no wealth comput-

able to unity, sameness, truthfulness, virtue, steadfastness, non-

injury, candour, and withdrawal from all activities. The great

teachers are united in chinking that the soul of man is more

precious than the immensity of the world and its growth is effected

in moments of leisure and meditation. To grow more profound, to

grasp essential truth, is the special privilege of man. But this is

not to shirk living or to run away from life. We have to light

not nature’s death but man-made death. There aic the great

catastrophes of famine, flood and earthquakes. They cause

suffering and devastation, and yet is not Gibbon right when he

says that man has much more to dread from the passion of his

fellow-creatures than from the convulsions of the elements ?

Gibbon wrote many years ago, but have we improved since Ins

time? Have we abolished the rivalries of mankind? Is not

economic competition quite as ruthless as war itself, though less

dramatic and spectacular ? Slow grinding starvation is not Jess

deadly in its effects than bombs and bullets. Religion has to fight

against wars, social, military and economic, even though it may

mean loss of dividends to a few individuals. Until the dignity

of life, the importance of human happiness, and a bettor of subjec-

tion under any gui9e become functioning realities, our economic,

our racial, and our national Utopias will remain inhuman monstro-

sities demanding the murder of bodies and souls. The essential
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unity of humao thought and divine spirit, the immortality of the

human soul, the escape from the restless wheel of troublesome

journey, the phenomeoahty of the world, the contempt for the

bo.ly. tike distinction between knowledge and opinion contradict

every single idea of Greek popular religion.

Though Asia and Europe arc different, they are not so

completely different as to disallow an interchange of goods,

material and spiritual. From the mystic tendencies in the two

siirams may be noticed the»r affinity of type more than their

identity o' origin. The Olympian religion of the Greek and Vedic

beliefs had a common background. There is also striking

s«milar it\ between the social life described in the Homeric poems

and m the Vedas. The ethical and religious speculations

omV- lews derived largely from the culture which was common
t i Sumer, Egypt and the Indus. Tliere is great agreement

between the teaching of the Upauisads on the nature of

reality and the Elcatic doctrine, between the Samkhya teaching

and the i ews of Empedocles and Anaxagoras. To the student of*

• nllui.il development, similarities are not due to borrowing but are

tl*. result of parallel intellectual evolution; the important thing

is that the ideas nre similar. Cultural influences travelled along
tin* interesting avenues of trade and brought importance to the

Tigro-Kuphratit Valley, the Mediterranean Sea board and the Nile

r*g«ou m different periods of the world’s history. The leavening

elements of the Mesopatamian civilization survive in the signs

of the zodiac, the system of measuring space and time, etc.

Migration of racial units combined with immemorial beliefs and

customs along with weapons for peace and war and domesticated

anminis. Folk-beliefs of a remote age became symbolised and

consolidated into a common heritage. Personification of the

txnvefs of nature and their endowment with human form and

attributes became common factors and mythology tried to solve

the riddle of the universe and to adjust the relations of mankind with

the various forces represented by the deities. Priests systematised

folk. beliefs and established an official religion. They were firmly

established it India before the sixth century B.C. and they arise

in Greece after that poriod. If Eusebius is to be trusted, we
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have contemporary evidence of the presence in Atheos as early

as the fourth century B.C. of Indian thinkers-

Europe, it is said, would have been a very different place,

more humane and peace-loving, less given to national and racial

feuds, if cultural cosmopolitanism of the Stoic* had been allowed

to leaven the Eutopean world, if the persecutions of Marcus

Aurelius had exterminated the Christian creed. The victory of

Christianity was io retaining the Jewish beliefs in a living God

and passion for righteousness and to absorb Greek thoughts and

Roman traditions, Nevertheless, the doctrine of the State as a

divine creation was supported by the apostle* and the primitive

Church.

In the list of inhabitants during the time of Vespasian, nn

Egyptian is registered as absent ill India. Prof. Wilcken dis-

covered from an inscription in the temple of RcdSslye on the

Red Sea Port the name of an Indian traveller who halted there

to worship at the shrine of the Greek god Pan. Hindus are said

to have visited the mountains of the moon (Kenya) and a spring

with a flaming mouth near Baku. Still later, Cornelius Nepos

says that certain Hindus were shipwrecked on the shores of the

Baltic and that in the end they settled in Arabia. The river Indus

was known as early as the sixth century B.C. to the Greeks. An

Indian scholar was got for Alexander's tutor in the fourth century

B.C. Pythagoras was considered to be the disciple of the

Brahmans- The notions ol Indian philosophy and religion which

filtered into the Roman Empire flowed through channels Opened

by Alexander.

Alexander'* invasion of India in 327 B.C. started a closer

interchange of thought between India and the West. Apparently,

Buddhism must have been prevalent in India lot nearly two centuries

before Alexander's time, and he made an effort to acquaint himself

with the Hindu and Buddhist thought. According to the Mahttvam-a.

at the foundation of the great tope by the king Dutthagamini

in the year 157 B.C. the senior priest of Yona from the vicinity of

Alasadda was accompanied by thirty thousand priests. Strabo on the

authority of Nicolaus of Damascus stole* that an Indian embassy
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including a thinker from Taxila who burnt himself to death at

Athens in twenty B.C. was sent to Augustus by the Indian

King P'tfos. It is interesting to observe that the moral teachings

of Jesus with its ascetic and other-wordly emphasis has been

anticipated Several hundred years by the Upamsads and Buddha.

Nearly five hundred years before Jesus, Buddha went round

the (i:\nges valley proclaiming a way of life which would

deuver .nen from the bondage of ignorance and sin. In a hundred

timl lifty years after his death, tradition of his life and passing

away became systematized. Later, Buddha himself is trans-

figiticil and his body shines with matchless brightness. With

toed" 'Ompassion for all beings, he set forth to establish the

km^ii'im of righteousness, to give light to those enshrouded in

(L'liAiim and open the gate of immortality to men. Both Buddha

an i f did lay up for their disciples a treasure which neither

moili » .r rust would corrupt, nor thieves break through and steal.

J uM a- Buddh.i condemns the gloomy ascetic practices which

|i « t.4 '
1 in ancient India, Jesus goes beyond John the Baptist's

cm i/m^s on observance* and ascetic rites. Many of the parables

;u. !'•» a non in both of them. To love one s enemies, to bless them

lli.v 'Ui«e, to do good to them tliat hate, to turn the other cheek, to

htii.i ;in* cloak with him who takes the coat, to give all to him who

a*ks which are the teachings of Jesus, are precepts not only

taught but practised in their extreme rigour by the Buddha in his

many hves, according to the J&taka*. Buddha revoked against

ih»- complexities of the sacrificial religion as Jesus did against

lvw/ :

i
’egalism. Both Buddha and Christ, in the spirit of the

l/auiijada, demanded the death or the sacrifice of the immediate

mil hi.

V

t existence as the condition of the new richer life. It was

the •nis.iioti of both to awaken men out of a state of spiritual

indifference, to kindle within them a love of righteousness, to

comfort the sorrowful, to reprove as well as to redeem the guilty.

Tin; contact between India and the West was more frequeut in

the petiod of the Roman Empire, especially in the reign of

Augustus, Trajan, and Marcus Aurelius and the Jgtakas contain

litany icfcrcncos to Buddhist merchants and their adventures

n dihtint lands. The vast development of material prosperity
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in (he Roman Empire had no spiritual purpose behind It.

Gnosticism was a deliberate ailempl to (use Greek and Hindu

elements. It is a name (or the whole system of syncretistic

religious thought, which covers- many sects with widely

differing tenets which prevailed in the eastern provinces of

the Roman Empire during nod prior to the early days of

Christianity. It existed long before the Christian era, though

Christianity tended to look upon it as heresy. Many of tho

chief features of Gnosticism are those common to the Upantsads

and the mystic traditions of the Greeks. Apollonius of Tyana. a

famous Gnostic, is said to have journeyed to India and spent about

four months in the monastery of the wise men as a guest of lire

Brahmans. To the careful student, the close similarity between

the teaching of the Upamsads and early Buddhism and Gnosti.

theories will be obvious.

Primitive Christianity is a mystery religion, a way of living.

Early Christians formed a mystery group meeting in secret anil

having an inner and outer circle- Christ answers to the Gnostic

saviour God, the I-ogos and tho idea of the Universe. When the

Arab armies were defeated by Carles Martel near the French

town of Poietiers in A.D. 732, they retreated towards Spain.

This battle decided the great issue whether Christian civilization

should continue or Islam prevail in Europe. Towards the end of the

twelfth century. Western Europe acquired the complete hody of

Aristotle's logical writings in l-atm translations made in Spam

from the Arabic texts along with the commentaries of Arabian

and Jewish philosophers. There are gieat similarities between

Hindu, Peisian and Christian forms of mysticism which may be

accounted for as products of similar evolution. The Sufis combine

Muhammad's prophetic faith in God with the wisdom of the

VMBnta and the spiritual discipline of the Yoga. Though the

background of Islam is the Mediterranean culture from which the

roots of Western civilization derive, it grew up under the influence of

Hellenism and interpreted Hellenism to the medieval world.

Christianity dismissed the followers of Islam as infidels, and later

exchanges between East and West were for many centuries confined

to exchanges on the battle-field between tlie forces of Christendom
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and those of Islam. The struggle for the Indian market by the

European natioos began io 1498, when Vasco-dagama discovered

the sea route to India, and in J509, when the Portuguese took

ptysseawon of Goa- The lure of the East has not so far been any

spiritual or human appeal but desire for gold and her company as a

consumer. When universal covetousness has outstripped the means

of gratifying it. when the unnatural conditions of life demand for

their defence the conversion of whole nations into mechanized

armies, when the supremacy of power-polltics is threatened by its

own inherent destructiveness, when the common people feel in

their depths, blessed are the wombs which never bare and the breasts

that never gave suck : it is a challenge to our principles and to our

faith. The perception of the tragic humiliation of mankind must

make us think deeply. The world is a moral invalid surrounded by

quacks and chnstians, witch-doctors and medicine-men who are

interested in keeping the patient in the bad habits of centuries.

In spite of her great contribution to democracy, individual freedom,

intellectual integrity, the Greek civilization passed away as the

<
'h neks could not combine even among themselves on account of

their loyalty to the city-states. Their exalted conceptions weir

nut effective forces, and, except those who were brought under

the mystery religions, the Greeks never developed a conception ol

h.nnan society in spite of tl>e very valuable contributions of Plato,

Aristotle, and the Stoics. The Homan gifts to civilization arc o(

abounding value, but the structure of the Empire of Rome had

completely ceased to exist by A.D. 500. Empires have a tendency

to deprive us of our soul. Extension in growth is not necessarily

a growth in spirit. Peace prevailed under; the Roman rule, for

none was left strong enough to oppose it. Rome had conquered

the world, and had no rivals, none to struggle with or none to

Mtuggle for. The pax Komana reigned, but it was the peace of

the desert, of sullen acquiescence and pathetic enslavement. The

whole world groaned at the fall of Rome, The human race was

m» luded in the ruin. The fear of attack by barbaric hordes from

every part of the woild was constantly present, and the values

of she spirit could not be foster c»l in an atmosphere of constant

fear and imminent catastrophe. Philosophy failed, literature

languished, and religion became rig.d and superstitious.
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Before Byzantium fell to the Turks in A.D. 1453, she had

succeeded in spreading in the Western world the light of civilization

and culture derived fto«n Greece and Rome. And modern civilf/a-

tion, which took its rise after the fall of Byzantium seems to have

worked itself out, for it is exhibiting today all the features which

are strangely similar to the symptoms which accompany the fall

of civilizations—the disappearance of tolerance and justice
;
the

insensibility to suffering, love of ease and comfort, and the selfish

ness of individuals and groups; the rise of strange cults whirh

exhibit not so much the stupidity of man as his unwillingness to

use his intellectual powers; the wanton segregation of men into

groups based on Wood and soil.

The capture of Constantinople by the Turks in 1453 destroyed

the last remains of the Roman Empire in the East and ushered

in a new era. Rule expresses ttuth and justifies conduct and- the

passion for law, for rule, dominates Kant's philosophy. T ie

influence of the renaissance aided the breaking of the power of

the Papacy, in the establishment of Protestantism, and the right of

free inquiry. The Christian theology which was once based on a

sovereign act of God transcends all human powers of comprehen

sion, gets readily rationalized and is recommended on the ground

that it can be reconciled with scientific truth and ethical value.

In Hinduism, the attitude of freedom and generosity to other

faiths is bound up with the conviction that the religious life has

its source and certainty in the eternal depths of man's soul. In

Indian thought, there is a theistic current, which refuses to

blur the distinctiveness of individuals and looks upon God
not only as immanent but as transccdent, and advocates prayer

and personal appeal to the infinite instead of quiet and contempla-

tion. The dvet&svatara Upani$ad, the Bhagavadglia, the theistic

reformers such as Ramanuja and Madhva, and saints like Tukiram
and Tulasid&s, represent this tendency. In them, we find a fervent

and tender, fiank and vigorous life of prayer and communion with

a personal God. Yet, the other tendency is the more prominent

one. There is enough justification for regarding the mystic

elements in the West as Indian. Science cannot minister to the

needs of the soul
;
dogmatism cannot meet the needs of the intellect.
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Atheism and dogmatism, scepticism and blind faith are not the

only alternatives. We require a religion which is both scientific

and humanistic. Religion, science, and humanism were sisters in

India; they were allies in Greece. They must combine today

if \vc are to attract all those who arc equally indifferent to organised

religion and atheism, to supernaturalism and nihilism. We need

a spiritual home where we cao live without surrendering the rights

of reason or the needs of humanity. Reverence for truth is the

moral value. It is dearer than Buddha and Jesus. Truth is

opposed, not to reason or the Greek spirit, but to dogma and

fossilized tradition. We cannot rest the case of religion any more

on dogmatic supernaturalism. It is an inheritance of thought and

aspu.it ions to which every race in India has made its distinctive

contribution. The Dravidians were more scattered throughout the

continent ami had developed a high civilization before the second

millennium B.C. The Vedic Aryans had conflicts with Danyas,

whom they described as noseless, obviously a reference to their

racial type. The Vedas mention the disapproval of the worshipper

o» the Phallus. Conflicts between Dev as and Asm as are frequently

mentioned. We tind in the Bg Veda, Varupa and Micrst being

called noble Asuras. Deities like ludra seem to belong to a rustic,

semi nomadic, half barbarous people, while Varupa and Mura
suggest a somewhat higher level of culture In reality, however,

they were accepted by the Vedic Aryans. While the Vedas repre-

sented the religion of the classes, the masses continued to worship

their traditional deities, Ynkflas and Sagas. Behind the facade of

Vedic orthodoxy and its tendency to abstract symbolism, an exten

*ve and deep-rooted system of popular beliefs and cults and a

decided tendency to the anthropomorphic prevailed. The Yedtc

rciigion, however, absorbed, embodied, and preserved the types and

rituals of older cults. The interpenetration has been so complete,

subtle, and continuous, with the tesult that there has grown up a

distinct Hindu civilization which is neither Aryan nor Diavidian nor

aboriginal. Ever since the dawn of reflection, the dream of unity

has hovered over the scene and haunted the imagination of the

leaders. The Real is one, the learned call it by various names*

Agni, Yaraa. Matariivan. Priests and poets with words make into
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many the hidden reality which is but one; the one spoken of nr

imagined in different ways. The Upatusads adopt the same view.

The oneness of tire supreme is insisted on, but variety of description

is permitted. The light of absolute truth is said to be refracted as

it passes through the distorting medium of human nature. In the

boundless being of the Brahman arc all the living powers that men

have worshipped as gods, not as if they were standing side by side

in space, but each a facet mirroring the whole. The different

deities are symbols of the fathomless. The spread of Hinduism is

described in the cpccs of the R&mAyaQ* and the Mahftbhftrat.i.

Though in them the facts of history arc obscure in a haze of

legend, they represent the great age of conflict, emigration, ami

adjustment out of which a civilization with old ideas but new

accents emerges. By the time the cultural conquest of India was

over, the civilization developed altered values. A strong onrush of

devotional feeling pervaded the whole atmosphere. Worship was

laid to the Supreme under different names. According to the

Bhagavadglta, the Supreme accepts us as we are, no matter how

we approach Him, for all paths in which we may wander are His.

In the supreme vision which Arjuna has, he secs the different deities

within the boundless form of the Supreme. The Supreme which is

essentially one, according to Vi$$u Porlpa, assumes the name of

Brahma at the time of creation, of Vif$u while maintaining it. and of

Siva at the time of destruction, darbkara did not believe m a God

who denied the existence of Ins livala. Though the religions of

I dam and Christianity by their militant attitude occasionally pro-

voked similar developments in Hinduism, ha prevailing note

continues to be one of uuder-tamling and acceptance of the bona fide*

of other faiths. Kftmal.fsija experimented with different faiths,

tested them in his own person to find out what is of enduring

worth in them. He meditated on the Q’ran and practised the

prescribed rites. He studied Christianity, and lived like a Christian

anchorite. Buddha. Christ and KfSoa, he declared were forms of

the Supreme and they are not all. Ham Moham Roy instructs

that the Brahmo Samaj should be an universal house of prayer

open to all men without distinction of caste or colour, race or

nation. Over the door of SihtinikeUn, the home of the Tagores,
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runs an inscription. Dot only, ' In this place no image is to be

adored but also * And no mao’s faith is to be despised *. Gandhi

says: ' If I were asked to define the Hindu creed, I should simply

say : search after truth through non-violent means. A man may

not believe in God but still call himself a Hindu. Hinduism is a

relentless pursuit after truth.* Hinduism is ' the religion of truth.'

Truth is God. Denial of God we have known. Denial of truth

we have not known. Hinduism itself has become a mosaic of

almost all the types and stages of religious aspiration and endeavour.

It has adapted itself with infinite grace to every human need and

it lias not shrunk from the acceptance of every aspect of God

conceived by man, and yet has preserved its unity by interpreting the

diflr’ient historical forms and modes, emanations, or aspects of

the Suiweme.

\ world bristling with armaments and gigantic intolerance

where all men, women, and children arc so obsessed by the

imminence of the catastiophe that streets are provided with

iiiKlofgeound refuges, that private houses are equipped with gas

proof rooms that citizens are instructed in the use of gas masks

and slit trenches, is conclusive evidence of the general degradation.

Bast and West are both moving out of their historical past

towards a way of thinking which shall eventually be shared in

common by all mankind even as the material appliances are.

The Greeco- Roman has for its chief elements rationalism,

humanism, and the sovereignty of the states. The second

rurient in Western religious life is a Jewish one. In the dark

ages vv Inch may be regarded as extending from the end of the

fifth century to the establishment of feudalism in the eleventh

century, Europe weltered in ignorance and misery and lived in

constant peril and pleasure. In live middle ages, faith was dominant

and doubt was suppressed. Philosophy in the middle ages was

scholasticism, and the greatest of the schoolmen was Thomas

Aquinas. Man is altogether different from God. His place in the

scheme is intermediate between Don-intelligent matter on the one

hand and pure intelligence on the other. When we look upon

morality as a mere conformity to commands imposed on us by

external authority and obeyed in the last resort not from any sense
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of the intrinsic goodness of the act commanded, but because it

commanded and disobedience will mean unpleasant consequences, it

becomes a species of self-seeking. To make virtue a means to the

avoidance of happiness in the after-life is to degrade it, and that is

what the medieval theologians did with their lurid pictures of

torments. With the break up of the feudal organization of society,

competitive spirit and the profit motive covered the whole field of

man's activities. In religion, liatred of Catholics and Protestants

grew up. Wars of religion increased.

The Hindu view of the individual and his relation to society

can be best brought out by a reference to the synthesis and gradation

of the four-fold order of society (Bralimapa, Ksntriya, Yaisya

and 8udn» varpas) and the four-fold stages of life (Brahmacaryn.

gthostn, vfcnaprasta and sanyftsa asramas). The four ends of life

point to the different sides of human nature, the instinctive and the

emotional, the economic, tlie intellectual and the ethical nod the

spiritual. Within the four fold scheme of the order of society, each

individual has to follow his own nature and arrive at his possible

perfection by a growth from within. The four-fold stages of life

have for its aim. like the other schemes, the development of the

individual
; for life is a progress through stages.

The world of mortals is an interdependent organisation and

world peace is only possible by a proper adjustment of wealth,

labour and leisure. If we do not alter the frame-work of the

social system and the international order, which are based on force

and the exploitation of the inferior individuals and backward

nations, world peace will be a wild dream. While resolved to

renounce nothing, this generation wishes to enjoy the fruits of

renunciation.

As His late Highness the YuvarSja of Mysore (Kantirava

Narasimharftja Wadiyar Bahadur) said in his last message to the

people of Mysore: “ Let us work for a common understanding...

different religions arc needed to suit different temperaments. They
are like the notes of some rich chord of harmony, or like various

colour* of a rainbow arising out of the common white light, so that

all the religions together speak out the one truth of God. and in

their many syllables the one divine name is heard.
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" We are al the dawn of a Dew era and of ihe renaissance of ihe

ancient glory and cullute of our motherland, let us therefore

conse- rate ourselves to a life of harmony, good-will and understand-

iog, full of faith in religious tolerance and unity, and go forward,

with /cal and courage, to secure as equal partners in the British

commonwealth, our rightful place among the great nations of the

world, for the lasting benefit of humanity.”
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Tagore Birtiuiar Number of ike Visva-Bbarati Quarterly— Edited by

K. R. Kripalini. Published by the Visvabharali Office,

Santinikclan, Bengal. Price Rs. 5/-. Postage extra as. 8.

RABINDRANATH Tagore, sage, seer, poet, inspirer and prophet

ol modern India was an institution by himself and Ins last birthday

was appropriately celebrated by the publication of this number

containing articles which enables the reader to obtain a better

understanding of the many-sided achievements of India's greatest

creative genius, particularly in the modern time. The volume of

his work translated into English is itself great but in the original

Bengali it is loo numerous; and poetry, drama, prose of almost

every description lias not escaped his expansive mind. There is

no field of literary activity in Bengal which has not been explored

and enriched by his daring exploration and adventure. In the

crowded period of a life of eighty years is found the diversity of

powerful impressions and feelings characterising throughout Ins

magnificent and incredibly fecund career. Over two thousand

songs set to music and in exquisite verse and fifteen hundred paintings

form a gift to the Visva-Bharati. Through the endless variety and

beauty of forms he has created his inspiring lyric poetry which echo

the voice of the Upani^ads quivering in accents of human intimacy;

and lie is unique as the author of an inexhaustible’stream of songs,

as exquisite in their melody as in the words which embodied it.

All his life he has endeavoured for human freedom and pleaded and

striven for social justice, for the right of the poor to material well-

being, of the citizen to self-government, of the ignorant to know-

ledge, of the child to natural development, of the woman to equal

dignity with man and has lived for the good of humanity. He has

passed away after this number but he still lives in his works, in the

minds of millions and millions of his countrymen whose lives he

has enriched and whose shadows he has tried to dispel by the

sweetness of his song and this biithday number gives an idea of the

man and the work which this great Indian Mystic has accomplished
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in hi* remarkable life. Ii i* beaulifully illustrated and contains

* full account from his birth onwards for a period of eighty years.

We congratulate the Visva-Bbarati on the excellence of the work

and the contributions which have been secured and on the get-up.

S.S.

Assamese Literature— By Brinchi Kumar Barua. Published by the

International Book House, Ltd. Bombay. Puce He. 1-8 0.

ASSAM KSK Literature by Brinchi Kumar Barua meets a cultural

need. Assam was known a* PiAg-iyotisha in the KSmAyana

and the Mahtbharata and in classical sansknt literature both as

Prsj-jyotislia and Kfcmarupa. Early inscriptions refer to it as such.

Its old capital Pri8-jyoti6ha was near modern Gauhati in Assam

and came to be so called from the thirteenth century. This eastern

portion of the Brahmaputra valley came under the domination

ot a section of the great Tai or Shan race, whose rulers, the Aboni.

assimilated the culture, language and religion of the original

inhabitants and completely lost their identity in course of lime.

Assamese is a full fledged modern Indo- Aryan language both in

respect of grammatical structure and a large percentage of vocables

and it is derived from old Devanagari alphabet. The history ol

Assam from the early folk-songs and nursery rhymes to ihe pre-

Vaisoav* and the Va*riava period is well given and the account

continues under Ahom patronage till 1834, the post VaWnavite

period. The modern period commences with 182b by which time

the struggle between the YaiSQavite and Sakta forms ol Hindu

worship tva, reaching hot. The Bengali language had taken

place of the original Assamese. Tire American Baptist Mission

however reintroduced the Assamese and the new lennissance

brought about a revolution in Assam. The results are given in the

last part of the work. The anthology is interesting and we

congratulate the P.E.N. All. India Centre and Srimati Soplna

Wadia on the new series which they have introduced.

S.S.
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Preparation for Citiundiip By SophiA Wadi*. Published by th«

International Book House, Ltd. Bombay. Price Re. 1-0-0.

SkimAT! Sophia Wadia delivered three extension lectures under the

auspices of the Mysore University on Democracy, Duty of the Citi/e*

to the State and Duty of the State to the Citizen in 1937. They arc

collected together and published by the International Book House

in 1941 and appropriately dedicated to the youth of the Motherland

in the fervent hope that they will use the opportunity which the

cycle of our national evolution is opening for them. The subject has

exercised the minds of all thinking people all over the world at the

present time. The true basis of democracy is a spiritual principle

and her clarion call to the state and to the citizen to contribute co-

operatively to bring the self-rule, in which diversities of gifts and

graces of the spirit but enrich one another as well as the whole of the

humanity, is timely. These lectures after they were delivered m
1937 were printed from the stenographic reports in the Aryan Path

and during these five years European conditions, may we say the

world conditions, have deteriorated and we in India as elsewhere

have to learn from the tragic experience which we have been

undergoing.

Differences in economic status, in moral character and mental

capacity resulted in the wrong notion of the very foundation and

basis of democracy and the temple of democracy erected on this

falsely conceived road of passion, greed and competition. For

democracy to succeed it must be built on a spiritualistic and not a

materialistic platform. Democracy in the final analysts is the rule

of the people and that is bound to fail in practical working unless

the spiritual basis of humanity is preserved in a proper perspective.

Western democracy proceeds on the basis that man is a social

animal but democracy if it is Svaraj, is the rule of the self. ix. rule

of the animal self should be the rule of self as in the Kamuttruni

and AfitnruttMn for as Sri Kfsiia has said “
l am the Atman, the

Ego seated in the hearts of all beings/' Man is God, an unfolding

God, a God in the making, but io the essence and substance

already divine. Here is a basis of real universal brotherhood.

Spiritual democracy aims not at destroying things but at using

them as of equal value to the individual as well as to humanity as a
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whoie. I education is the training of the soul for Svaraj through

citizenship. The modern tendencies to judge a man's success by

his capacity to elbow others out and to push himself to the front

aie dangerous to ‘the state and debasing to the individual. The

human self has to educate itself for the uplift and service of the

uhulr The state is the school for the adult. Self-education

depend*- entirely on self-discipline. Without discipline no state

can exist. Knowledge must brmg in virtue the feeling of altruism

ut enlightened generosity. The low, the eyil and the ignoble must

shot to the high, good and noble developments. True nobility,

nchti'Misness must be exalted in building his home of the self,

which i> beyond and superior to the light of the moon and the

sun anil the stars. The evil doer must be educated to get over

his , ul and the evil whenever found should not go unchecked.

J it'll- 1 i rid sacrifice should go together. We must learn to sacri-

".c mu-iligently, to ideate correctly, to build after the heavenly

pntin We must break the bondage of our minds corrupted

It* ii . u amour of a sensuous civilization-and learn to live by the

ligiit hi he spirit. Let us awake to our responsibilities, and serve

-mi iiinther India so that she may bless the world.

S.S.

The Philosophy of Aesthetic Pleasure- (Annamalai University San-

skrit Senes N’o. 6) By Panchapagesa Sastri, Vyitkarapa

Sahitya and VSdinta SirOmapi, M.O.L; of the Sanskrit

Department of the Annamalai University.

The work under review was originally submitted as thesis

(approved) for the degree of Master of Oriental Learning of the

Madras University by the author and is now published in the

Annamalai University Sanskrit Senes. The author of this thesis

is.Brahmasri P. Panchapagesa Sastri, Vyikarapa Sthitya and

Vedanta SirOniani. As one devoted to the study and teaching of

S&hitya and VSdAnta in a University, he is one of the most

competent and best fitted men to write on a difficult and interesting

subject like the Aesthetic Pleasure.

The literary criticism or the Philosophy of Aesthetic Pleasure

lias been a subject which has attracted the attention of many
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scholars in and outside India* India has certainly excelled in this

field as she has in the domain oi Philosophy. The history of

literary criticism in India dates far back to the Vedic period.

In the Vedic period, the literary criticism and literary specimens

seem to have developed concurrently. There are a number of

hymns in the Rgveda which point out the importance of the

appreciation of Poetry. In one of the hymns it is said that “ the

poetry reveals herself only to him who understands her." The

Vedic bards no doubt, appreciated the critics. They themselves

were critics- When we turn our attention to the non- Vedic poetry,

we find V&JmlUi. the first genuine poet (Adi Kavi) as the father of

Indian literary criticism. From his Sdka-SlOka equation, we under-

stand that pleasurable instinct in the poet is the fundamental

principle underlying any of Ills works and as for the Rftrnftyana.

it is the latent principle of pathos, that developed into karnva.

That creative artist and critic Vftlmikt made it clear that Rasa

or the emotion is the fundamental principle and is the soul of

poetry. Later, Bharata proceeded on the theoretical side of the

subject and became its originator* He expounded the Rasa-

Paddhati of literary criticism. Even according to him, Rasa is

the underlying principle in a poem, which makes it so enchanting

The theory of Rasapaddhali as propounded by him is brief. He
says that poetry has an emotional appeal to us. It makes the

reader's mind free from distractions and calls forth the dormant

pleasure instincts in him while poetry is studied. Such instincts

are roused resulting in joy. This joy is called the realisation

of Rasa (Rasasvada) which is of transcendental nature. Thus we

fcc both V&lmiki and Bharata become the propounded of the

Rasapwddhati. In addition to this, there have been other methods

which explain the power of literature in Sanskrit. They are

(l) Audtyapaddhati (2) Alankurapaddhati (3) Gnnapnddhati

(4) Rifipaddhati (5) Dhwvtipaddhati (6) Vakrukti atid (7) Anu-

ttiattapaddhali . The literary critics who appeared after Bharata

tried to give their theories— Bhamaha with Alaukara
,

Dar.din

with Guna
t
and Vatnana with Rtti. All these deni more or less with

the outward form of poetry, though they recognise sometimes

the emotional element in poetry. The Rasapaddhati
,
for some
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time, seems to Itave been brushed aside. Anandavardhana, the

spokesman of the method of suggestion aod the Adaptationistic

method brought the theory of Rasapaddhati into full view again.

L:ittr #
the authors of literary* criticism except Kuntaka and

Muhimabhatta, who propounded the Vakrdkti and Anumina
<rhools followed the method of Anaodavardhana and Abhinavagupta.

The theory of Rasa was explained by Bharata for the first

time in a brief and vague sfltTR
M
VibhMiiubhavavyetbkioiri

\ tnnydf!adrasairi*fKitt»h." All the writers on literary criticism

have agreed that this Mitra of Bharata defines the scope and the

nature of the Ras&sv&da. But it is really significant that there

have heen four distinct schools which seek to explain the Rasa

llivory based on the Bharata'* Rasa stJtra. They are:

fi) The Generation Theory of Aesthetic Pleasure of £M<vff<v

l Oilata ;

(ii) The Influence Theory of Sri Sanknka;

fiii) The Enjoynvent Theory of Bhattanayaka
; and

(iv) The Revelation Theory of Abhinavagnpla

According to the first two theories the permanent mental

conditions ISthayibhavOs) in the original character develop into

Rasa. B/iatia tdltata who is the first psychologist of aesthetic*

is of opinion that “ superimposition
M

is the cause of pleasure,

fiankuka criticises this view and say* that the spectator’s know-

ledge of the emotion of the original characters is impossible.

According to him Rasa is inferred. The third school is that of

Bha\\nnayaka, who criticise* both Bho{\a lollata and Sankuka.

According to his theory the emotion and the mental conditions are

presented to the spectator in an idealised inpcrsonal way of Bhava-

katya in poetry and thereafter Bkdgakfttva* His explanation is

based on the view of the Akhyviav&dins. Last is the most

important theory—the Revelation theory of esthetic pleasure

contributed by famous Abhinavagupta. He holds the view that

all human minds especially of trained critics of poetry possess

certain latent impre*xions (Sthuyibhai'as). By the operation of

the Vibhavas and Atwbhavas, the Sthayibhaws of the reader or the

spectator is consummated into a rehshable emotional kind of Rasa

and the spectator enjoys it. According to Abhinavagupta, it is in these
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latent instincts of the human mind the esthetic pleasure takes its

origin. Though all men have these latent instincts in them, it is only a

Sahrdaya, or a critic whose poetic heart is attuned to the work

of art, that can enjoy the situation described in a poem or in a
dramatic piece. According to him the SahfJaya realises his native

bhavas evoked in the abstract and thus realises the stage of

emotion which is always pleasurable. The realisation of aesthetic

pleasure is a mental perception according to this theory. The

contribution of Abhittavagupla lies in the fact that it is he who

for the first rime established that the aesthetic pleasure of man
is a phenomenon going on within him and resulting out of

elements present in himself. The other contribution he has made

to the literature of literary* criticism is his fastening suggestion

and demonstrating it as the most potent means of appeal used by

the poet, only by which the pleasure of poetry could be enjoyed.

These and a good number of other interesting things such as,

modern's exposition of RasasvSda t their interpretation of the

Rasastotra, the explanation of the tragic pleasure and the number
of Rasas have been dwelt in these pages in a clear and masterly

way. This certainly does great credit to the erudition of

Mr. Sastriar. He lias brought out very clearly what Bharata has

intended to convey in his chapters on Rasns and Hkavos. He
has explained the Abhinavagupta’s correct and convincing inter-

pretation of Bharata in a detailed manner. However, we must say

that he has drawn mote than what is necessary from Abhiunva-
bharati and Locatta.

In writing this book the author has had the unique

privilege of receiving guidance at the hands of Professor .Vlaha-

mahOpadhyftya S. Kuppuswami Sastrigal. In fact, the author was
inspired by the lectures of Professor Kuppuswami Sastri on

"The Highways and Byways of Literary Criticism in Sanskrit"

delivered by him some years ago in the Anuamalai University and
made a special study of RasSsvada. The present work stands

as a proof of his scholarship and analytical power. He has

compared and collected a number of passages, taken a good deal

of trouble in the elimination and selection of the interpretations and

finally indicated the sequence m which the various views on
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RitiZsvitia have been presented by various authors in Sanskrit.

The book deserves to be studied by all students ol comparative

literary criticism.

M. P. L. S.

The V#4taU English Translation by T. R.

Srinivasa Ayyangar. Th« Adyar Library, Madras. 1941.

TlIK Adyar Library which is rendering invaluable service by the

publication of rare and valuable books undertook the publication

of tiie original texts of all the 108 Upamsads and after its comple-

tion, has begun to give an English translation of these closely

following the commentary of £$ri Upamsad Brahma Yogin, the only

commentator, though modern, so far believed to have commented

upon all the 108 Uponisads. The commentary of Sri Up«ni$ad

Bialnna Yogm on the major Upamsads, winch have been commen-

ted upon by the Acaryas and other scholars, does not differ from

that of Sri fJartikaia but makes tbe subject more clear to many

rentiers. Therefore where Sri Samkara has not commented upon

the minor Upamsads, the Commentary of Sri Upamsad Brahma

Yumu would be of great value, ns he follows Sri Sankara as

legends the major Upanisads.

The English translation of the Stm4nya Yedtnta Upamsads

comprise* the following twenty-four minor Upanisads. Aksi,

Adnvfitma, AumtpGtpa, Atma, XtmabOdtia, Kkftk^ara, Kausitaki

hrahmana, Garbha, Niral&mba, Pamgaja, Pian&gmhOtra, Mtatrika,

Maha, Muktika, Mudgala, Maitrayftni, Vajrasaucika, Sfclraka.
•

Sukharahasyn, Sarva-jSra, S&vilry, Subala, Sutya and Skaoda

Upamsads.

Mi. T. R. Srinivasa Ayyangai deserves lo he congratulaied foe

the clear, free and easy translation be has made, with brief

preparatory note of each UpaniSad. To the seeker of Truth this

work will be a valuable guide to the sacred texts. The printing

and get up of the book leave nothing to be desired.

R. B. P.

Education—By Svami Vivekanaqda, Sn Ramaktishna Math, Myla-

pore. Madras. As. 8.

This compilation from the speeches and writings of Svami Viveka-

nauda by Mr. T. S. Avinashilingam shows how Svami Vivekanaoda
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always emphasised the need of a light type of education fci tl*

upliftment of the masses for the solution of our outstanding |.m -

blems. Svami Vivekanar.da traced our downfall to the-negl.
. i ,,|

our own brethren, who were ground down by poverty, sufl-i -ng

and illiteracy.

The education of the masses with a spiritual ideal for its L.

ground and by concentration and by acquisition of right knowing,-

imbedded within the man himself, would lead to the regeneutiou

of the masses.
R. l» P.

Kinship Terminology and Kinship Usages in Rigveda and Atbsr»»»*da -

By Dr. Mrs. Irawati Karve— Reprint from the Annals of the

Bhnndarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona. 4.

THIS is a companion volume to the Marathi Kinship Terminology.

In her attempt to investigate the Kinship Terminology and Kinship

Usages in Ancient and Modern India, the author ascertains the

family institutions ol the Vedic people and finds out how far they

have been preserved in Modern India. The first part deals with

the Kinship Terminology and the second with the Kinship Usages

in Rgveda and Atharva Veda.

The first part gives us an idea of the Vedic family and mainage

institution. The usages of various kinship terms are discussed in

their extensive aspect and each term is compared in the light of

both the Vedas. Verses from the Vedas are quoted and explained.

While in this investigation one gathers interesting facts surrounding

the Vedic people. The author being a Marathi scholar is able to

compare the Vedic term with the Marathi term. For example the

term Tanya derived from Tan meaning in Sanskrit son, has a

relative expression in Marathi, Taline and Tahiti

i

which refer to

child. Some of the social conditions are brought to light such as

Bride-show and other manners and customs.

In the second part we find how the two Vedas present us with a

growing social process and not a static picture of rigid, well established

customs. The Vedic people under the stress of impact with other

cultures and civilisations began to change their social institutions.

R. B. P.
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jit
umoksa Palace ChitrasiU. Upon. Gall.r, of HiMcrkal PorlriiU.

Catalogue : With short sketches of the Indian sod European. in tha

Portraits— Second and revised edition. Copies can be had from

the Officer in Charge, Jaganmohan Palace, Chitrasala, Mysore.

I UK revised and second edition oI the Catalogue oI historical

jointings in the Jaganmohan Palace with short historical sketches

ut the Indians and Europeans in the portraits printed by the

li.mgalore Press and edited by Rajach^ritavinharadu Rao Bahadur

< Hayavadana Rao is a very useful, handy and informative

guide. Mr. Hayavadana Rao has spared no pains in making it as

••iinplete. accurate and full as possible.

S. S.

Annual Reports of the Mysore Archrsofogical Department for lbs year*

1938, 1939 and 1940 -Copies can be had from the Director of

Archaeological Researches in Mysore, Mysore.

W'f congratulate the Director of Archeological Researches in

Mysore on the publication of the Annual Reports for the years

193#, 1939 and 1940 in.quick succession and in achieving the main

object which he had set out maDy years ago, viz. to bring the

reports up-to-date. These volumes record work requiring patient

industry, diligent research and careful thinking. In the wilderness

ol Mysore monuments it is always difficult to select and sift for

renovation, preservation and conservation, much more troublesome

i6 identification and reading of coins and inscriptions.

It is interesting to hear in M. A. R. 1938 that a discovery lias

been made of images which may be connected with the early

Cola and Hoysapi schools of architecture and that the remark-

able statue of Gomata at SravapabeJgo|a is examined with a view to

taking measures to prevent it from further decay. From a careful

study of the Sfavanabelgola image points of conservation have
been noted and this requires immediate attention. At page +6

SanUngmbuja or the Progeny l.otusof the Mysore Royal Family

is mentioned. That undoubtedly is a record of very great

importance and we would be very much obliged if Dr. Krishna

could help us to follow the material on which this remarkable and

highly accurate work has been based. Of course, here and there
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notes arc added with reference to the Annals of the Mysore Royal

Family. We wish to make a suggestion at the outset, ns. that

considerable importance must necessarily be placed on place

names as suggested by Mr. Hayavadana Rao more than twenty

years ago in a paper contributed to this journal. It does not look

as if when places are visited like eg. Huliyurdurga, why it should

be called so has been .investigated. It is interesting to notice

amongst the portrait paintings in the Jaganmohan Palace th-

pictures of Dost Mohammad Khan, Rauajit Singh, Viraraj Urs m
Coorg and the Jumbusavari procession of Krishnarftja Wadiyar III.

Further, under manuscripts is referred a transcript of Sacbchudrn-

chara-Nirpaya containing fourteen chapters with a prefatory

extract from the twelfth chaptei of Sivamahatmya-khanda. The
colophon tells us that the author was Chikkadevarfija Wadiyar, the

Mysore ruler from 1673-1704 A.I). The work i* of great import

ance as tending to determine the caste by birth and suggestu:_<

methods for inter-relationship by matrimony and otherwise.

It helps us also to confirm the conquests of Chikkadevaraia

Wadiyar of Chedamangala, Malai, Paramati. Salem, Kongu.

Dbarmapura. Malavalli, Dharnmapuri, Kengari etc. A copper

plate grant of Hoskote belonging to the twelfth year of the Ganga

King Konganyadhirfija Avanita supports the suggestion of the

late Rao Bahadur R. Narasimhachai that Durvinits son of

Avanita was a contemporary of the Pallava King Simhavl$pu and
that Kubja Vi$pu Vardhana and Bharavi were also contemporaries.

When did Madhvachar get possession of this, from whom and

what is the history concerning the find ? These should be inter-

esting indeed and must always be secured whenever we come
across copper plate grant9 though apparently there is nothing to

suggest that this grant is not genuine. If Stmhavisnu's mother

was related to the Ganga Family, how the relationship came about

is not clear. All that is said is that Avanita made a grant to the

temple constructed by the mother of the Pallava King Simha-
vi^pu. How that brings about the relationship between the two

families it is not possible to say. A number of interesting records

belonging to the Parakalaswami Mutt is mentioned. One of them
granted by Tippu Sultan directs that a copy of the nirup* should
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be pi Korved in the registers of the Shanubogh and the original

tiin/fia itself to be preserved io the Mult of the Parakalaswami

mduiting great care taken for purposes of authentication and

identity. Inscription 67 plate XXXV at pages 188-89 line 3

vanlada Vlbhava samvasarada, line 13 yertiyengeivarada

tthiuiika, line 8 maduvina, lines 9 and 10 hollar iddakhe

Miwmahhe, all these suggest whether the inscription may not be

much later.

The image of NetninRtha, in the SantinUha Basti, Kamba-

dah i’li, in the Report for 1939 is very interesting and impressive.

Ti c workmanship of the frescoes is excellent and no praise could

In -o lavish for the sculptor, vide plates, I, VIII, IX, X, XI and

Ml At pages 17*18 references to the image of Gomata are made.

One hould like to have an explanation of the defect in workman-

-'"i' <»f this otherwise beautiful Image about the knee. Channaraya-

I'Miu was known as Kolaturu till about 1500 A.D. and Kola-

nun became Channarayapatna after n Vijayanagara officer

ii>i:ii <'d Chennigarftya. It contains a temple called Gadde-Rume-

st.ira temple a mile to the south-east of the town. It received

(nun additions in later" times apparently in tlie seventeenth

i rntury. The carving shows a Guudablierundii bird holding

elrplianta in its beaks. In the front yard of the temple tlieie is a

mantap of granite with a brick tower under which on a pillar of

soapstone is a Basava with a head to the East and auother to the

west. I have not heard of a double-headed Basava and even the

detailed article on the evolution of the Gapdabherupda does not

refer to this double-headed bull anywhere but this coming in the thir

teenth century is interesting. In dealing with numismatics Dr.

Krishna says at page 98 that the Rsjatarangipi states that King

Harsa of Kashmir imitated the Karnataka type of coins. Rapson

compares the elephant on these coins with the elephant on Ganga

coins. In the eleventh century Nanyadeva is said to have established

a Karoitaka dynasty in Nepal. Dr. Shama basin suggests that
*

lHere was a Karnataka dynasty in Nepal by about the eighth century

and it is said that in the first half of the twelfth century the

Karnataka line was established in the North-Eastern part of India

under Nanyadeva. Harisimha of this dynasty invaded Nepal in
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1324 and established himself near Khatmaodu Then again by

about 1380 J&yasthimalla reprevented the Karnataka dynasty and

thus began gradually the decliue of the power of the Karnfitaka

kings in Nepal. In tire village Hirimadhure in the Challakere

Taluk are some viragals in old Kannada characters. The identity

of the place referred to, if it is a place. Bagc-ur, the date of the

record are all in doubt. With reference to the viragals of the

Gaoga king Sripurusa and others the suggestions of Mons.

Duhreuil and others remains to be verified. Dr. Krishna has

taken considerable trouble in elucidating these stones and his

conclusions arc very suggestive. No. 36 in Kogodu, Archalh Hobli,

Belur Taluk is a viragal recording the death of a warrior in the

defence of the honour of the women of the village by about 1034 A. I),

The report for 1940 may well be called the volume for

Nanjangud firikantesvara Temple- The temple is one of the most

important in the State and century after century, dynasty after

dynasty has added by its devotion and prayerful attitude to it,

e.g. see the devotioual attitude of a royal couple, plate IV No. 3,

centuries ago, still unmatched and unrivalled to • this day,

yet true and natural. I should think that the earliest traces of

the temple go so far back as at least the ninth or the tenth century.

There are however, pillars in the Navaranga which must have

been of Hoysala workmanship. The Vijayaoagnra rulers and the

Mysore kings bestowed considerable attention and added to its

importance from the time of Harihanr 1. It is difficult to find how
Nanjangud No. 280 referred to in E. C. Mysore supplement is not

traceable now. We wish attempts will be made to get at it.

This temple attracted the notice of Tippu (Haidar?) who was

responsible for the Pachdie or Padsa linga on the left of the

Parvati shrine in greenish jade. Krishnarftja Wadiyar III of

revered memory undoubtedly devoted his resources to the improve-

ment of this temple- At page 31 (plate XIII No. 2) Sivalinga

image No. 8 is Kaiasamh&ramiirthi with Markandeya defended by

Siva who spears Yama for having put a halter on his devotee. Whence
»s the idea borrowed ? The beautiful sculpture of the goddess

in Tiruvuimamnlai where the rope is Nftgapasa gives rise to certain

further considerations. Firstly is it Markandeya who is seeking
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protection, secondly is it Yama that is being slain O' is it a yama-

duta ? Thirdly is it §lva or Sakti who is responsible for the killing

which results in the protection of Markandeya ? The image '* very

suggestive. it has got many of the attributes of a female deity though

it is difficult to say it is so. In Tiruvunnnmalai in the shrine of

Unnamale or Parvati which I believe wa* originally the shrine of

Arunachalesvara, the Parvati shrine being the original and the

mam, which however is by the way, there is a beautiful sculpture to

your right as you proceed from the Goporum gate to the Sukhanlsi.

There Markandeya embraces the linga, Yama comes on his buffalo

with a Kfegapaaa which is about to pull Markandeya and the linga

itself and attract the victim to his ultimate destruction. In the

meanwhile 3akti the great goddess, evidently Parvati springs up

from the linga from the panivetta and with her right foot tramples

upon the hood of the Sarpa which has coiled round Markandeya. The

carving is beautiful, the imagery is splendid and very suggestive.

Tins is not the place to go into it in detail or I should Ivave dis-

cussed several other images in the yogic posture in the Kaly&na

Mantap of the Arunachalesvara temple there and sought to justify

the view that Vidyaranya was the real maker of tho Vijayanagara

Empire. That Vidyaranya was perhaps Mftdbava, probably identi-

fiable with Kriyaiakti, that the temple of Arunachalesvara was

really the temple of Sakti, Unnamale (Parvati) required to work hand

in hand with Arunachalcivara himself, which if tradition is to be

accepted assumed the form of the linga or the famous hill. That

•s why the pradakyina to the hill is made on bare feel. The hill is

sanctified on account of the tejan. Disciples go tound to the

bottom or the centre and get a touch of the hill. Geologically

speaking, the hill may be an extinct volcano but the devofonally

inclined see the hand of God in all these.

Dr. Krishna says that a sculpture of a Hindu warrior in

relief in the Bangalore fort may be that of Kempe Gowda of Magadi

since he suggests the act of attacking the tiger with his sword

and a short-spear but we have to remember that the story of Sa|a

and the tiger has been well-known even in the Bangalore parts for

centuries prior to this and an old tradition derived Bangalore from

Ballala II till an inscription at Begin showed that Bangalore was
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known as early as 800 A.D. as a place ol some importance. Tbe

tomb ol ShSji, the father of the great Sivaji, six miles to Hodigeri

requires attention. Speaking of the excavations at Chandravalli

nothing more need be added to what has already been said in my
article on Clutaldrug in QJMS Vol. XXXI Nos. 3 St 4 pp. 338-356.

It is very much to be desired that before lone Ifila and Maski,

Chandravalli and Pylhan, well.known as great twins before tbe

wondering world would establish all that is claimed for them.

From such an examination as I was able to make I must admit

that they are in the beginning of our work both at Chandravalli

and at Brahmagiri and a great deal more remains to be done before

we can ever determine where more detailed excavations ought to

commence. Perhaps, a separate officer with considerable facilities

and assistance would have to be posted for this duty and I should

like to think of the time when these discoveries on the Northern

outskirts of Mysore will provide that pre-historic data competing

most favourably with those discovered at Taxila, Mohenjo-Daro,

Harappn and elsewhere in Northern India.

S.S.

The Annual Report of tbe Archeolog.c.l Survey ef lodu: 1936-37—

Edited by Rao Bahadui K. N'. Dikshit, Director General

of Archa-ology in India. Price R*. 19-10 or 30 s.

The reconditioning of the Dome of the Go) Gumbar. at Uijapur

and the effecting of repairs which had been delayed in previous

years owing to retrenchment arc welcome news- Special attention

has been given to the contributions relating to the antiquities

of Burma which will henceforth not figure in this icport owing

to the separation of Burma from the Indian Empire. Very

little of exploration of the Indus civilization was done, but work

at Taxila, Nalanda and Rajgir was continued
;

Bhir mound

and Dharmai&jika StQpa at Taxila
;
two monasteries, a Chaitya

site in Nalanda: and Maniynr Matha. Jain shrine and Mahadgva

temple on the Vaibh&ra hill ; Shell inscription area near

Banganga and GridhraktHa in Rajgu. The discovety from the

furnace of metal slags, fragmentary fireclay crucibles, clay

moulds, rib* or lidge* of furnace made up of clay with the admixture

of husk, twigs and sand and crucible lids stuck with slag of molten
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metals shows that the monks and students ol the Nalanda Univer-

sity were familiar with the process of casting metal for their images,

etc. The numerous variety and abundance of pottery shows how

popular this ware was at Nalanda. An interesting feature of these

pots is that, irrespective of their size, each of them was provided

with a neat hole or a small spout for pouring out water. In some

cases the body of those pots was incised with various designs and

dusted with mica to give thepi a brilliant lustre. Jugs are provided

with . i long, narrow spout and a handle for holding them firmly.

These vessels were usually painted rod or in other suitable colours.

Hiiihlha is said to have meditated sitting on the top of the Gfidh-

raliuta hill, familiarly known as the vulture’s peak. He is also

said to have delivered certain important discourses at the caves

which are situated at the summit of this hill. Here again king

Bimbisara is known to have met Buddha- Two ancient brick

stnpas have been cleared of their debris. A few inscribed clay

sealings, a rod stone image of Buddha etc. have been gathered.

Traces of several shrines and a stone paved foot-path running

towards the East were discovered on the east and south sides of

the cave*.

The discovery of the late Mr. N. G. Majumdar of a colossal

monument at Nandangarh of the type of the Paharpur temple in

North Bengal is noteworthy. The building Is polygonal and star

shaped in plan. It is said to be earlier than the Paharpur temple by

about six or seven centuries, though they are similar in plan. The

most interesting discovery was the terracotta mould of a coin or

token, with a Brahml inscription which is deciphered by the help

of a square lead piece and the characters are of the first century

fl.C. Two other coins belonging to the Kusin period were dis-

covered. * These show the antiquity of the monument. The

exploration of sites in Assam have yielded g<x>d results—a large

number of ruins of mediaeval temples are noticed. The extreme

south has many prehistoric, site* worthy of exploration. At

Nftg&rjunakonda a Roman coin has been discovered and it belongs

to the Roman Emperor Hadrianus Augustus P.P. The chief of the

sites noticed in this report are : discoveries of pottery and terracottas

etc. in (1) Annupanandi two miles S. E. of Madura Dt. (2) Vadagarai
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in Periyakulam, fifty-four miles from Madura and fj>

in Malabai a small rock cut cave with a small door a
stone seat, some pedestals, broken pillars and earthenwares

were discovered. As remarked by* the editor in his introduction

the discussions of Rao Bahadur C. R. K. Charlu, on the

antiquity of Koikai and some prehistoric sites in the Ramnad

and Tinnevelly districts are very interesting. The ascri-

ption of great antiquity for Koikai finds geological and strati*

graphical corroboration and the rough date for the civilization whose

remains might be reasonably expected to be exploit, is stated to

be about 2,500 years back from now. Dr. Caldwell's pioneer

investigations in this direction are given due praise and significance.

The author’s derivation of the meaning ' emporium ' for Kolkhoi in

preference to that of Dr. Caldwell which equates it with ‘ the hand

or arm of slaughter
' is really good. The necessity of a proper

excavation of the sites, which must naturally include the three

villages Akkteitai, Mtramangalam, and Koikai, is rightly

emphasised by the author. In passing it may be noted that

the deciphering in port of the Paradfcipudai BrShtnl inscription

is praiseworthy, though the correctness of the deciphered portion

is yet to be confirmed and the connection of the word

"Eli’ or ‘Eliya’ with the chiefs or members of the Mdeika-

vamsa of Ml. D'Eli is highly improbable. The review of Epi-

graphy—the collection and decipherment of epigraphs—by Dr.

N. P. Chakravarty is complete. Among the publications in tiie

Epigraph;* Indica for the year, the edition of the Leiden Plates by

Mr. K. V. Subrahmany* Aiyer and the note on the Sailfedra

kings by Prof. R. C. Majumdar art given due importance.

Among the miscellaneous notes the identification of. the

AndhaklsuramQrti is interesting and the notice of a six-armed

image of Gan&sa carrying a sword, in the TrikQtdevara temple m
the Dharwar district is new. As the author points the six-armed

Gayfisa sculpture form Gol in the Rajshihi district of Bengal has

no sword in its hand. The ' Discovery of a Gandia type so rare as

the one found at Trikoyievara temple at Gadag derives additional

interest from the facts that Its equivalents occur in the ancient

paintings of such distant lands as Nepal and Japan \
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The fact that a set of copper plates was discovered at Sonepur,

found deposited in a massive stone chest which appears to have

been specially made for their safe keep, buried in a plot of land

opposite to the KhambMivarl temple at the place, is very interest-

in* as it reveals to us one of the best methods of preserving State

documents or documents of importance in safely and preventing

them from ruin. One is reminded of the discovery of the massive

set of TiruvUangitfu copper plates discovered in an underground

chamber of the temple at Tiruvalangidu.

Re-orientation of the work of the Department seems to be an

imminent necessity. Finally, we will join with the hope of the

editor that better days are in store for the Department.
K. S. V.

R&jigrhi in Ancient Literature--Memoir* of the Archaeological

Survey of India No. 58. By Dr. B. C. Law. Rs. 2-12-0.

A detailed study of the historical cities of ancient India is an asset

and attempts made in that direction are always welcome. The

reputed scholar Dr. B. C. Law who has been devoting his life

for the cause of all that is noble and ancient in Indian Culture

has been responsible for excellent monographs of renowned cities

ol Ancient India.. RHjagtha in Ancient Literature is another of

his beautiful presentations dealing with the ancient town, Kljagrha,

•the capital of Magada. based on all literary sources In the

history of Brahmimsm, Jainism and Buddhism this city has pla>eda

very gieat port in spreading their own culture and learning.

One gets an insight into the different names of this city, their

origin and significance, a clear description and a beautiful archi-

tecture. We get also a survey into the auiiquily ami history.

We have no hesitation in recommending this inteiesting memoir to

all iuterested in the study of the ancient literatures of India.

R. B. P.

Kires'ak* Inscription. Volume I—Edited by R. S. Pancbamukhi, u.A.

Director of Kannada Research, Bombay Province, Dharwar.

Price Rs. 4-0-0.

Karnataka inscriptions. Volume I, is edited by Mr. Pancha-

mukhi. Director of Kannada Research in the Bombay Province.
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Nine dynasties have been included in the list and five plates have

been considered. It is a matter (or congratulation that the Govern-

ment of Bombay should have inagurated the work of research in

Karnttaka history and Kannada literature and entrust this task to

Mr. Panchamukhi. The Inscriptions givepn indication of the cultural

achievement of the Karnataka in a thousand years or more. Sixty-

nine inscriptions dealt with give the important details of political,

topical, social and religious history of the Bombay -Karnataka and

furnish a mine of data for the reconstruction of the dialectical

peculiarities of the ancient Kannada language and the chronology of

the Kannada alphabet during a period of nine hundred years.

Adhislana appears to have been used in the sense of a capital

town, rlagara as metropolitan city and vasaka or <tvosa*a as a

place of temporary residence, pura being a synonym with

Nagara, Badlmi was an important educational and spiritual centre

in the seventh century and the adhistana of several thousand

Brahmans well versed in the fourteen thousand vidyas. Governed

by the HahSjauas was the Mahachathurvidya lamudaya of the

thousand members, a council whose function and powers were very

varied and extensive including the right of distribution of spoils or

booty of a raid. Apparently this council came to be known later as

the MahSJauas of the Agrahira in the medieval period of Karna-

taka history and in other places these agraharas came to be

identified with the trade guilds with their sub-divisions of

Shelligullas, Uummuridandat, and Nanaditis etc. The
village administration was shared by three regularly constituted

bodies in their respective spheres of work vi*. Nadu, Nakhara and

Grama. The tiifidhi* are stones recording the death of persons

by religious vows as amongst the Jains. The earliest inscription

referred to is dated 610 A.D.

S. S.

Interpretation of Treaties, Engagements end Saasds of Indian States—

By K. R. R. Sastry, M.A.. ML. University of Allahabad
Studies.

MR. K. R. R. Sastry has brought out under the University of
Allahabad series the interpretations of treaties, engagements and
sanads of Indian States in a neat handy form and describes the
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treaties as comprising of four classes : the first possessing the

character of conveyance, the second possessing the character of

contracts, the third being law making treaties which are divisible

mo treaties creating constitutional law and pure law and the fourth

being akin to characters of incorporation. The treaty with Mysore

in 1SSI, he seems to consider has the character of conveyance,

l.ook ng into the history of the period one would find that it cannot

be so treated but as one having the character of a contract the back-

ground of which has since been Rmply recognized was the feeling

that there was a basis of agreement and equality at the inception

though when the treaty came to be executed it was between parties

ol equal strength.

S.S.

The Bonkiy Karnataka: A Geographical Surrey— By B. S. Seshagiri,

ii.Ag.. B.sc., M.sc. Lingaraj College, Bclgaum. Price Rs. 2.

I s trie above monograph the author has ably presented the geographi-

cal survey of the four Kannada districts, Belgaum, Bijapur, Dharwar

and South Canara, which form part of the Bombay Presidency.

The Bombay KarnMaka is an area extending over 18,874

square miles. It is not physically uniform. The region like many
parts of India is eminently agricultural but rich in some of the

natural resources not exploited. Agriculture has suffered in

certain parts of the region owing to paucity of rainfall and lack of

means of irrigation. This coupled with other features has contri-

buted to the economic backwardness ol the region. The author in

conclusion considers the means of ameliorating this and the creation

of a well-planned irrigation system, the exploitation of the natural

sources of the country and the development of the Karwaf harbour

would no doubt go a long way in the economic prosperity of its people.

The monograph is an instructive and intelligent survey of

the subject based on statistics. It is fully illustrated and the

appendix at the end has enhanced its value. Kannadigas are parti-

cularly grateful to the author for his valuable and useful monograph

and look forward for the author's geographical survey of the entire

Karnataka country.

D. S. A.

J
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Lyrics and Souats—By M. Gilbert. Published by the Hosali Press,

6 Ulsoor Road, Bangalore. Price Re. 1 -0-0.

We congratulate Mr. Gilbert on the excellent series of verses

which are collected in Lyrics and Sonnets. The get up is excellent

and adds credit to the Hosali Pres9- The poems are full of

promise for the future of the author.

"O what ate glory, wealth, magnificence.

If I could get back childhood's innocence"

is one of his Sonnets which go direct to our hearts.

S. S.

SANSKRIT—ENGLISH

Mudrftrtkstua of VijaltLadalU
|
F.dited by Prof. R. I). Karamkar,

The Mrcchalu tiles of Sodraka I Principal and Professor of Sanskrit,

Sri Parasurambhau College, Poona. Rs. 3-0-0 and Rs. 3-8-0

respectively.

Thf. Mudrfttaksasa of VifaltluuUtU is a unique drama in Sanskrit.

Unlike the other plays in Sanskrit, this deals with diplomacy and

politics to the entire exclusiou of love, without having a single

female character, a fact which might appear almost impossible to

believe. The style of the poet is also direct and vigorous keeping

with the dignity of the subject-matter that is portrayed. The
drama deals with the events that happened during the year immedi.

ately after the defeat of the Nandasand the installation of Chandra-

gupta Maurya as Emperor. The interest in the play centres round

the theme of winning over of Rfcksasa, a capable minister of the

Nandas, who remains faithful to them even after their defeat, by

Ctnakya, a clear headed, self-conhdent, intriguing politician, wl*o

is tesponsible for Chaodragupta Maurya'* accession to the throne.

Kftk$asa, faithful as he is to his masters, tries to take vengeance upon

Chaodragupta and CSnakya. Cfinakya prove* more than a

rhatch to R&k^asa, in this connection. Kak$au is no doubt

a brave soldier, but somewhat a soft-natured politician.

These two great men Canakya and Rlksasa attract the attention

of the readers, and their devotion, loyalty, seriousness of purpose

and the method they adopt to win their object thrill us. The soli-

loquy of Ktkfasa in the sixth act of the drama after Raksasa's ami
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ha* been abandoned, out of helplessness speaks volumes of his

faithfulness to his masters. We find another pair of rivals in the drama

in Qiandragupia and MalayakStu. Chandr&gupta is a man of dignity

ami character, having regard to his minister, whereas Malayakdtu

is thoughtless and suspicious. There is no drama in Sanskrit

which can come up to the level of the MudrOrak^asa, in regard to its

plot construction, done with such singular skill, except perhaps the

Mrcchaka^ika.

There have been a number of editions of this play edited by

surh eminent scholars as Professor Dhruva, Mr. Kale and

Mi. K.T. Telang. The present edition of the Mudr&rikgasa by

I’nneipal R. D. Karamkar contains three parts brought out in two

volumes. The first part contains the text and its literal translation

punted below the text. The second part is devoted to the

exhaustive notes on all ivn|>ortant points, and the third is the

introductory portion which deals with the authorship and date of

the MudrarSksasa, us sources and a critical appreciation of the

drama.

It has five appendices given at the end dealing with the

definitions of some dramatic terms, subhasuas, fiotes on metre*

explanations of technical words nod an alphabetical index of. the

verses appearing in the play. l£xcepc the last, file rest could have

been brought under the second part of the book. A critical

note in regard to the social and political conditions of the period

would have been of great help to the students. The present

edition of the drama serves tiie students' needs to understand the

text and appreciate its author.

Principal Karamkar has brought out a students* edition of

another famous and interesting drama “ Mfcchaka|ika" or the

" £arthen ToycMt” By virtue of its subject-matter and the method

with which it is handled, this play of Stldraka. is considered to be

one of the most enjoyable plays in Sanskrit literature. Sudraka

ha* defied the convention in selecting the subject-matter of the

play and giving a title to it. The drama is all attractive, for one finds

here a changed atmosphere differing from the stereotyped atmos-

phere one would generally find in the Sanskrit dramas. This, like

the other play edited by Mr. Karamkar, contains a translation of
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the text together with an introduction, discussing the authorship

and date of the play and other important things connected with

the drama. This is a useful addition to the existing stock of editions

of Sanskrit dramas.
M. P. L. S.

KANNADA

Government. Its System and Stractnre (>mro .so eat Ris-,

By H. Krishna Rao, w.A. Mysore University. Sir K.P. Puttanna

Setty Puduvattina PrahataoaraUe No. 3. Price As. 2.

In the book under review the author deals with the importance

of and the need for the study of politics, explains the meaning

of State and Government, describes the characteristics of good

government and considers the several aspects of Democracy and

Federalism. The several forms and working of the Executive,

Legislature and Judiciary are briefly dealt with. The defects of

democracy as paving the way for the rise of dictatorship are clearly

set forth. Dictatorship in spite of some of its remarkable achieve-

ments in economic and social spheres may not hope to survive for

long with its suppression of the individual which is detrimental

to the progress of civilisation. Democracy divested of its evils,

finds favour with the author as the best form of Government.

But democracy has failed to deliver the goods and we believe that

the future of the world lies in some form of Socialist State where

thwe is no class distinction, where there is equality of opportunities

for the people and where freedom reigns restricted by the interests

of Society and State.

The book is written in a clear and simple style and is parti-

cularly useful to the students of Civics studying in High Schools.

D. S. A.

ENGLISH— MARATHI

Kinship Terminology and Kinship Usages of the Mar&tha Country By

Dr. Mrs. Irawati Kane. A Re-print from the Bulletin* of

the Deccan College Research Institute, Poona. 6.

A’ careful and close study of Kinship Terminology of the people speak-

ing ooe language i$ an interesting subject and a comparative study
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with the language of other people is certainly the more valuable. India

with her varied languages furnishes an opportunity to study a type

of people in this light. In her brilliant attempt Dr. Mrs. Irawati

Karvc has given us a very lucid and interesting account of Kinship

Terminology and usages in the MarAtha country in the Bulletin of

the Deccan College Research Institute.

Of the multifarious languages in India, MarAtbi is one of the

ric best, possibly the richest language, so far as kinship usages are

concerned and a study of this will definitely. add to our knowledge.

While the English language speaks of ‘Cousin* or ‘Uncle* for

different kinship, male or female, Marathi has individual terms for

different relationships, as also in other Indian languages.

The Maratha people occupy a unique position between the

Northern Indian cultures dominated by the Vedic ideals and

culture, and the Dravidian cultures of South India, The first

trace of written Marathi goes so far back as 973 A.D. “ Unfortu-

nately this great cultural and linguistic (Mar&chi) area has been

divided in three parts and allotted to different provinces, owing

partly to the historical accident of the dates of the conquests by the

British of its different parts, and to the blindness to cultural and

anthropological facts displayed by the rulers of the British Empire

in all those possessions and colonies This, however, applies also

to Telugu and Kannada and Malayalam.

R. B. P,

MARATHI

VedanU Kavyg-Lahari. Pari* 1 & 21 By Dattatnjrtt Dharmayya

Ugha Gitirtha-BalluUhari
j Pored., Vakil. Sholapur.

Ski Dattatiaya Dharmayya Pored, is a devotee and disciple of Sri

Siddaramesvara Mahardj, and has attempted to bring out in

Marathi the spirit of Vedfiuta devoid of its complexity. He has

drawn attention to the different ways in which the one Truth

manifests itself by illustrating it from the sayings of his own guru

and from the teachings of great saints of MaharSstra like Gfi&nes-

var and TukarAm. He has analysed the thoughts on Castes,

Panca-mudra, Atma and others. The episodes on Visvamitra-

Menaka. Namdev- Muktabcu make delightful reading.
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The leaching of the Glia or the Lord's song is unique and tor

all lime : ii has attracted people ol all castes and races and climes

Ihroughoui the filobe.

Laghu Gltartha-Bodha-I-ahan meaning Brahma Yulya

Kahasya is a iranslalion in Marathi Verse, simple in presentation.

Il is not a mere translation of the Glia, as the author ha* selected

only 233 slokas from the whole work to allow that the Glia of the

eighteen chapters is not a compartmental division of three

different yogas, six for Karma, six for Bhalcthi and the third

six for GESna but that each chapter presents asynchronised idea

of Brahma V'idya blending in it all the Yogas, as will also appear

from the colophon at the end of each chapter of the Gita.

R. Ii. P.

SivaCliaritra-Vritta-Saaifriha, Part II, Persian Section- Edited

by Ganesh Hari Khare. Bharata Ithihasa Samshodaka

Mandali, Poona. Re. 1-4 0.

With extreme care and devotion and with enormous cost and

compiling from ail possible sources the Life of Sivaji the great

empire builder has been brought out.

The book under review forms the fifth in the series and is a

companion volume to the third, Part I, the Kannada section.

Muhammad -nUrna Add Shah, Tarikh-i-Ali, Ali-nSma, Hafth Kursi

and BasitinusaiiStina embody in fragments the life and anecdotes of

8ivaji and of Ins father Shftji. The student of Indian History will

find this and other publications as the first step for his research.

The book furnishes a complete index for ready reference.

R. B. P.

PERSIAN- MARATHI

lthihanlu-Parsi •Sahitya. TmUya Khanda. (Persian Sources of Indian

History Part III). By Ganesh Hari Khare. Bharata Ithihasa

Samshodak Mandali, Poona. Re. 1-8-0.

A very useful material for the Indian History is available in this

book for a fairly long period ranging from August 29, 1583 to

June 27, 1708 A. I). The original letters 95 in number, are in

Persian, secured by the Mandali for purposes of examination and
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edition from the ancient Desai families of Agadi, Gadag, Bisara-

halli, Laksbmesvar and Salusi : the first 33 letters from Sri Aba
Sohcb and Sri Bhayya Saheb Bahadur Desai of Agadi (Haven),

and the other 56 letters have been taken out from Sri Venkatadri

Srumaa* Bahadur Desai of Gadag, the last 6 letters from Sri

Gutui'payya Bisarahalli Desai, Sri Achuta Rao and Narayana Rao

I’rabliu Desai, Sankarappa Khan-gouda Desai. The learned

Editor, Sri Khare, has brought out the publication of these letters

in original together with their translations in Marathi, and with

a chronological list for easy reference. The explanations of these

letter.' have been given out in Marathi which serve quite a useful

purpose. The importance of each letter is made clear.

In the history of Maharfcjtra the role of Adil Sh»h is of great

ngniliranee and the Adilshni-Sikke chapter adds further information.

There is a well compiled index which is of utmost value.

R. B. F.

TELUGU

History of Kaunas (<"a^xr'? Part II -By Kntha Bhavayya

Chowdary. Published hy the Author, Sangam Jagarlamoody,

Godavari District.

THF book under review, of which the first part we had occasion

to introduce to our readers in October 1940 of our Journal relates

to the History of Kammas of the Telugu country who were a

military community and were also tillers of the soil and big estate

holders. They stood in comparison to Velamas and Balijas. The

author regards Kammas as Ksatriy&s who observed the Brahmanical

rituals and rites illustrating it from various inscriptions, books and

contemporary publications among others.

The mter-relatiooship between the Reddys and the Kammas

does not necessarily suggest that they were Ksatnyas but it may be

under the influence of Buddhism they lost all caste nomenclature

and later on the revival of Hinduism came to be classed as Sudras.

The Kammas lost their individuality after the fall of the Kfckatiya

Sri Venapratapa Rudra in the fourteenth century and became

subordinate to the ruling chiefs of the time whom they served

loyally as commanders in the army.
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The origin of this community is traced to the twelfth century

and 1,229 families are discovered, indeed not an easy enterprise.

The name however appears to have been known since the Vedic

period. They adopted and followed the manners and customs of

Brahmins, and added a suffix, Varmir, to their names but in later

times had to give it up as the Brahmins objected. The author says

that the Kammas were K$atriyas belonging to the Andhra country,

descended from the stock of Colas and the CSlukyas, 'connected

with the family of Karikala Durjaya of Surya-vamsa.

Authors who bring Out family Histones of Indian communities

deserve commendation as we have said in reviewing the Velugoli-

van VamtavaU.
R. B. P.

TAMIL

Palavar Ulagim (lyweur e_***io)— By Jagavlra Pandyan. Published

by Madras C. Vatadarajulu Naidu Press, Madura.

It is the intention of the author to write the lives of men of Tamil

letters. Some years ago he brought out a popular edition of the

life of Agattyamunivar, whom tradition regards as the parent of the

Tamil language. This book was prescribed for college classes by.

the Universities of Mysore and Madras, a tangible proof of the

excellence and value of the book. As a first instalment he gives

the literary estimate of Kamba, the author of the Tamil Ramlyapa.

P. S. L.

The Journal of the Mythic Society is printed on
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LlLATILAKAM ON MALAY^AM INFLEXIONS

By L. V. Ramaswami Aiyar, m.a.. b.l.

Thk fourteenth-century treatise, LllHiiakani, has, in its second

liilpa, sixteen sQtras dealing with MalayWarn inflexions, both

nominal and veibal. Though the treatment is neither exhaustive

not even adequate in some respects, there arc data which

illuminate the past history ol Malayfllam. Here, as in other

sections of the grammatical portion of the work, full recognition is

accorded to the individuality of the west coast speech, even while

the closeness of its affinities to Tamil is envisaged. It is the

language of maijipravflla literature that is discussed, and therefore

a number of purely traditionary forms come in for treatment
:
but

the language of conversaliou and the living linguistic peculiarities

of the Malaysia"1 of the fourteenth century are not ignored. In a

work dealing with the ma^ipravgja type of composition, the

influence of Sanskrit is admitted ; but, refreshingly enough, in many

places, the work rules out blind servility to tbe rules of Sanskrit

syntax.
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Silpa D -Satru 9 ud 10

In Ihese sairas intioducing the subject of M#lay*Um inflexions,

the existence in Malaytlam of eight cases, three genders and two

numbers is stated.

The classification of the cases into eight types is Dravidinn : tf.

tbe rule of Tolktppiyam (the oldest extant grammar of Tamil):

V$i kofvadankan viliy&t m* " the cases number eight, along with

the vocative."

2. So far as the classification of genders and numbers is

concerned, the one adopted in LilAtilakam does not correspond to the

Tamil division of
4

uyartipai * (group constituted of rational beings)

aod ‘ ahdiiiai * (non-rationals including inanimates). ' uyattuui

'

itself being subdivided into 'Appal * (masculine singular), ‘peppal
'

(feminine singular) and ‘palarpAl’ (rational plural), and ' abditui

'

having two sub divisions 'ondanpAl * (non-rational singular) and

‘palavinpAJ' (non-rational plural).

This old classification of Tamil is fundamental in Malaytlam

also, since the personal endings of Old Malayajam verb-forms (so

far as these personal endings occur) evidence the distinctions inherent

in the old classification.

Ltl&tilakam itself adverts to a feature of this old classification

when it observes in the commentary on stltra 14 that "the second

case ending only optionally appears in forms denoting inanimates

and irrationals."

Sutra II

This is a fairly comprehensive sQtra dealing with the morphology

of Malayfilam inflexions and offering some observations on the syntax

of cases.

1. The stltra states tbe names of the
4

vibhaktis * referred to

in the previous stltra aod describes them as
4

eight ' in number :

11

pSr. e, <Vju, kku, niodu, u<}et vijityastakam."
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The commentary points out that while ‘ p«r
1 and ‘viji ’ in the

sQua aie ' irthau,
1

the othera are * sibdAh

The lorm and the purpose of the Lllitilakam sUira may be

compared to the Tolklppiyam Colladigftram rule

:

“ peyar, ai, o$u, leu, in, adu, kaa, vijiyennum Itta.

The Tolkippiyain rule has been interpreted by all com-

mentanans (except Teyvaccilaiyar) as giving the names of the

' vibhaktia’, and there too 'peyar
1

and ' vili * have been taken

as indicating the meanings.

2.
“ The '

first ' case
1

is the ' prttipadika,' and it is called

* pei " says the commentary.

Here one may recall Cflngvaraiyar's interpretation of the

TolkSppiyam rule: "avattul e)u\fty vBrtumat peyar lOndunilalyi."

3. The Mitlayltyam second case ending r is marked off in the

commentary front Tamil <rr, and the augments in forms like

maralle, ma'alline, unaye etc. are pointed out as corresponding to

Tamil ‘ cariyai '.

(a) Very interesting syntactical observations follow. "The force

of the second case ending of Malay&pim is to make the object

‘ mrvarttya

*

vlklrya
1

, 'piftpya
1

,
and not to denote ‘ space ' and

1

duration of lime’; nor are second case forms dependent upon

' upapadas

Conceivable MaIayS|am usages like divasalle niiidan (where

duration of time is denoted by the second case form), and nllralle

kurtilryum ua^nvi cttli " tlie eyebrow between the eyes and the

curls" (where the second case forms nilrolie at-d kuru(e are made

dependent upon tiatfuvi, in imitation of Sanskrit usages like

those where the indeclinable aniari governs second case forms) are

disapproved.

Similarly, the commentary points out the unsuitability io
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MalaySlam of a construction like grimatU ovasikkundin where (in

imitation of Sanskrit) the verb Svasikkunddn govern* a second case

form.

(6) The terms 1 ' nirvarttya ' vik&tya ’ aod ‘ pr&pya * associated

with the second case object, are used by Sanskrit treatises anti

adapted in Tamil by. some of the Tamil commentarians

of Tolkkppiyam. Both Ctaavaraiyar and Naccinarkkiniyar use

more or less (he same language :
“ iyattappaduvadum, vftxujwduk-

kappatjuvadum, eydappaijuvadum enacceyyappa^upoeu) mOndam."

The seventeenth century PrayOgavivfika point* out the resem

blance in the following terms:

“
ini vakkiyapadlyatlujjum, kaiyatjattuljum, nirvarttiyam.

viUriyam, pirfcppiyam enakkQfiyavanoam CtkiSvaraiyar mudalft

yinbr iyattappaduvadum vfipupadukkappatjuvsdnm eydappatju

vadum enacceyyappaduporujai mflodakkuvar .... NaonOHrum

ftkkal, ajidal, atjaidal cainendran madam paMi palavakkuvar.''

4. The third case endings of MalaySiam are o4u (the only one

mentioned in the sUtra but referred to in the commentary as

' upalaksapa ’), and 51 and the postposition kon4" (the two latter

mentioned by the commentary).

() The observation of the commentary that in third case forms

like avan-e-k-ktmiu, the t is not a second case ending but only

‘ sandhiyaka ' has to be understood as implying that in third case

forms like these, the third case meaning alone is important and that

the element e preceding kott<lit need not be isolated as being origi-

nally the second case ending.

() While and 51 are equally important as third case end-

ings in MalaySlam, why is Odn alone mentioned in the sntra and then

1. Tbe Kannada Grammar SabdaiciDidarpana urea these lerms Id the tOtra

Healing about ibe force ol the second case ending. It alto refers to

• kala ’ and ' adhva ' is Kannada as being eiptessed in tbe second case.
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described in the commentary as an ’ upalaksaga ' ? I suspect that

the model of the Tolkappiyam CoHadigtram sOtra which meotions

only oil ii as the third case ending (or Tamil though otfu and an

were both current, might have influenced the author of LlUtilakam

who (be it observed here) was a keen student of this Old Tamil

grammar and some of its earlier commentaries- It is noteworthy

that later Tamil grammars like VlracOliyam, NSmlnadam and

Nannul mention both o/fu (and 3d“) and SI (and Sn) as equally

important in the 6tltras themselves.

(c) 0<fu. with long a, is the common form in Malay&lam,

though ryju appears occasionally in poetry. The thirteenth century

Nfiminldam expressly refers to Wu as a ‘ development ' of cd“.

W) In Old Tamil, both o$u aud an appear to liave induced

tlie significations of ‘agency
1

,
‘instrumentality' and 'association'.

Some kind of differentiation of functions may have already started

in the Old Tamil period. In later periods, the use of the former

seems to have become restricted more and more to ‘ association

'

(and allied meanings), while the latter (with its variant aI) generally

signified ' agency * and ‘ instrumentality '.

In Malayalam this differentiation of functions became common

at a very early stage, though rare poetic instances exist like

vidiyaral vi<Iaiigo'.<J ulunnu [where SI is used with the meaning

of ‘association’], and katfnldijii pdyir [where ft4n has the force

of o/J cited by Gundert from ' PayyanOr pa$tu

(e) Malay»lam appears to have developed the special significa-

tion of ‘ viyOgnh ' for Sdu.—a meaning that is common in Tamil

only for the fifth case ending.
. In old Malayt|am texts like

Dfltavakyam, constructions like lajjayfWu vimp.iif-, sautdpattdtfH-

vrtSy and citnnayO^n piriiii-, are quite common, though these

have ceased to be popular today.
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Though the influence of Sanskrit is possible in the popularising

of the use of the third case ending in connection with * viyOgat* \

it may have had a Dravidian origin.

Just in the same manner as the third case is prescribed by

ToJk&ppiyam for what \K cMtopp-aLopp-urai in instances involving

absence of resemblance, as in pontityirumbanaiyar ninndln

pirari
, so too

* absence of accompaniment * may have been connected

with the third case.

5. The fourth case endings of Malayalam are those “ in aval-

kku
t
and atviu irimt as in avaniiu, adinna/*

() aiiftu and intin are ‘false* isolations of the Malayft|am

fourth casc ending appearing after nouns and pronouns with the

* rational
1

singular n as the final or after nouns embodying the

augment -in-. Really, here, after the old k had been lost,

Malay&l&m had, to start with, a 'samvrta* m which in the course

of the history of Malayt|am become opened out to -9 The

elements an

u

and dnn in what Lllltilakam isolates as atinu and

intin do not really belong to the fourth case ending.

() The imitation in Maiav&lam of the Sanskrit use of fourth

case forms as 'objects’ of verb-bases like kup is disapproved

by the commentary. A Malay&lam construction like kantann

u

kbpikkxndadu kanta is pointed out as incongruous for Malay&lam.

6. The commentary points out that Ma!aya|am has for the

fifth case, the
** eodings M

-Q-nindu , ntH-mndu
%
-pakkal Hindu and

U-Hindu*

(a) The commentary expresses disapproval of Malay&lam imi-

tations of the Sanskrit use of fifth case forms as * objects ' of verbs

denoting
1

learning * and ' fearing,’ as in Malay&lam constructions like

avangaltundu payatti “ learnt from him ” and puliyingalHindu

PWccit “ feared (from) the tiger *\
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So far as verbs denoting ' fear ' arc concerned, the oldest

Tamil grammar allows for such verb-forms the use of objects

both in the second case and in the fifth case. Not only is

ahjal " fearing ” mentioned in the sUtras dealing with verb-ideas

governing the second and the fifth cases, but the alternative gov-

ernment of the second or fifth case forms is expressly pointed out

in a special sQtra in the chapter on the merging of cases.

In Malay&Jam itself, old texts show instances of constructions

like cakraUiiigal mnnu bhayapput- where the verb denoting

* fear * governs a fifth case object.

(b) So far as verbs denoting
4

learning * are concerned,

r. instructions like avandf adukkal pa\hiccu and avande

adukkalninnu pdfhiccu are both common today, the former

adverting to the teacher from whom instruction has generally been

received and the latter to the person from whom a particular piece

of instruction has been derived

(c) rl-nindu contains the element A which appears in forms

like komb-H (ultimately from kombtnmcl). This H appears

already in tenth century inscriptions: puraiyitfattH [TAS.]

7. The commentary refers to sixth case endings as
41

-wtfe,

•ijt
,
-de and -nnu”

(d) For the history of the first three, see my EMM.

(6) The mention of •nnu (which in origin i$ the Malayi|am

fourth case ending of words with final •

n

or the augment -*#r- f men-

tioned above) calls for comment.

The use of the fourth case ending for denoting a sixth case

signification when ' uyartinai ' nouns are * qualified
1

by the sixth

case forms is already laid down in TolkOppiyam, which ancient work,

however, does not say anywhere that ku is a
4

sixth case * ending.

This use is adverted to in the chapter on ' Vsttumai mayaogiyal \

dealing with the ‘ merging of cases and case-significations
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la the commentary on the seventh stltra of Vfctumaippa^a-

lam of VlracOliyam, Pefunddvanflr refers to Au as having a sixth case

meaning, only when it 19 a ‘ ktoaka ' :
" *xfcm vBttumai Idngtm

Sgum po;udu ‘ ku ' ennum pirattiyam ondS varum . . .
piragirudigalm

pinbu * ku '
ennum nlllm vifturaaippirattiyam varuvittu . . .

k*rag»padam»kkikkiri>*padatt04um kntJi-c-‘ cftttnnukku magnn

Bn1" ‘ ena muijikka

The grammar NSminldam does not refer to Ah as a "sixm

case " ending. 1

N&nndl. while referring to the use of the affix -An instead ns

the sixth case ending, does not regard -Ah as a sixth case ending.

Nor do the commentarians of TolkSppiyam (except perhaps

llambUrai^ar) interpret the coltadig&ram stltra in such a way as to

suggest that -Ah is a ' sixth case ’ ending. Their interpretation

i9 that a sixth ca-se compound like nambi magan would if resolved

become nambikku Sgiya magan, This interpretation was due to the

feeling that sixth case compounds like nambikku magan were not

very common in Tamil but that generally usage sanctioned only

constructions like nambikkigiya magan or nambikku magau;

5giy3n.

But already from a fairly early period, compounds like

nambikku magan and pinikhu marundu* [as in pivikku

2. The seventeenth ternary Prsy5gsvlv*kam (very much Influenced by

Sanekrit in its outlook sad treatment) Include* »> In the IX of sixth

caee ending* In the autra. but obtervee in the commentary that "»
which hs* the messing of s '^av'hi pratysys’ CO r.fen the force of the

tixth cue." In s Ister coatext however. It sdvens to »e s> the sixth

com ending itself.

S. Thi. collocaiioe with s *uth esse ralstionsbip esanot be juuified by the

Totklppiysm »Qlrs thst cover* (ostaocm like nambikku magan
where 1 uysrtinsi • noon* are ’ qualified ' by the Kith caie form.

~
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tnartifidu pi^a of Ku;al where pintkku relates to tNarundu] with

a sixth force relationship were common.

It is not surprising, therefore, that •ku came to be regarded by

some as a " Sixth case" ending itself.

The correspondence of Sanskrit constructions like ruwa$y<x

pnhO&ti to iramanakknppudalvan may also have contributed

to i
i»e feeling that -ku in forms like these may be regarded as

:i 'sixth case ' ending.

So far as MalaySlam is concerned, Lllitilakam regards it both

u<; a * fourth case * ending and as a * sixth case * ending. Bllaprabfldbam

f written at a later period for Malay*!* students of Sanskrit) pointedly

rehis to *kH exclusively as a ‘sixth case' ending, the ‘fourth case'

evdmg being (in its opinion) only iykkordu ( “ ikkum-innum-ude

ssisr.ikku

Instances like parhunt nat/uin parikfitht also do occur

in Mntay&iam where paring" is related to nithan nnd not to the

predicate.

(c) Constructions in MalayAlam like bangaikkn pQyi
M
went,

though (or) while others were observing," sn imitation of Sanskrit

genitive absolute constructions are condemned by the commentary.

Similarly, imitations in Malayalam like maraunaltul* /i

“ the mango-tree among the trees," in imitation of the Sanskrit use

of the sasfhi forms for ‘ nirdh&rapa are also condemned by the

commentary.

8. Seventh case endings are
M

if, if*. mil
, kal

M
.

(ri) Now, the il l (as illustrated in snlham) is

actually compounded of the locative ending -•/ and e which was

a terminative expletive in the older stages of the language but

which came to have a “ qualificatory " value in forms like katfiU
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(of kZttili Zna “ the elephant of the forest '*). qualifying the nouns

immediately following.

(6) Locative absolute constructions in Malayft(am (in imitation

of Sanskrit visage) like udikkluda adityanil purandZn “ he was

bom, while the sun was rising
M
are condemned by the commentary.

9. The eighth cose endings are, according to the commentary,

"
5, i, u and as in madhava, natnbi, cdrii, ivani, ivaU,

marami, twffyi."

(o) Among the forms mentioned in the commentary, madhava,

nambl and marami, vac/iyi [the last two show the 3-ending used

for * ahdinai * vocatives* according to Tolkfippiyam] follow Old Tamil

rules. Uyarlinai forms with lip- rounded u ordinarily remained un-

changed in Old Tamil
;
while vocatives for pronouns like ivatu iva(

are expressly prohibited by all Tamil grammars.

(6) The list in the commentary is but a summary one. Ins-

tances of other Malayllam vocatives occurring in the citations of

the commentary are naune (Tamil tiahgay), /5/arJ, ammi,

ifkkariyur-nryMil}' None of these can be Justified by Tolkippiyam

rules. Nor can vocatives like >rX*\kanmarl and dharmajha •

of the fourteenth century DOtav*kyam be supported by

Tolkfcppiyam rules.

(c) In the commentary on the fourth slitra of the fourth ailpa,

the vocatives candran? and ttarhtdntue are conservatively condem-

ned, though it must be said that instances like these with the aflix^

tacked on to words with final rational singular ending -ri are

common both in Middle Tamil Rod in MalaySjam even when

such forms are not ' muraippeyar \

Indeed, while in Old Tamil (according to the rule in the

chapter on vocatives in TolkAppiyam) the vocatives of rational

masculine singulars (with -n) took on # only when they were
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* inagaippeyar ' or noun* denoting relationship, ihe practice appears

to have been extended to other rational masculine singulars

also in later periods. ViracOliyam (in its commentary on the eighth

sQtta ol VSttumaippa^alam) instances vocatives like iraman-e and

mttnnani. Middle Tamil texts like NicriySrtirumoli have forms like

noarvani, tuyilvani, kawnani.

The thirteenth century grammar NSminftdam also cites illustra-

tions of vocatives like uyitn-i, civdu-r, najun-i, paran-i for

'uyaitioai' nouns with final *i. The same grammar has amnti,

alii which also could not be supported by the rules of Tolkfippiyam.

(To be concluded

)
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NY5YA BH&SKARA OF ANANTARYA'

Translated by M. B. Narasimha Iyengar, m.sc.

Lift of Amtftrya. (1823-1863 A. D.)

Anantarya son of MahibhUshyam Singrachar was born at

Melkoto in the Mysore State in the month of April 1823 A />.

He studied Nyiya and WmbtKi under the great GUli BtUcarya.

later head of the Uttatftdi Mutt. His father taught him Sti

BJiashya and other 8rl VaifQava literature. In the early part

of his life, he was a teacher in the Jain Sanskrit Pu/rrsd/.r at

dravaga Belagola where he had an opportunity to read sevcia)

Jaina works and write the aiankilra grantha*. namely Cl ) Rawi

muraltdhara, (2) Kuvalayinanda-Makaranda and (3) Kf$pa Rfiia

Kalodaya which however have not been printed up till now.

Later on he Jollied (he Parakila Mutt of Mysore and toured

with the SvRmiji in North India. He is reputed to have

distinguished himself by defeating his opponents at the court of

Venkata Rflya, a petty chieftain, at Dharwar, Bombay Presidency

in a disputation on Badha or annulment a portion Gadhudhara.

Then he accompanied the Svimiji to Poona where he discussed

with Mohana Sastry (or MohQr Sastri) the feasibility of widow

marriage supporting it from the Hindu scriptural Texts. He also

wrote in Sanskrit a book called Vidhav^vivlha Khatidatiam

printed m Telugu characters.

In the (fatva-tatvavibhniaram, he criticised the views of

Kunigal Ramasastci in his book called Navakoti.

His works are

:

(1) ffatva TatvavibhUidpatff.

(2) SathakOti Khar.danam.

(3) Acftralochanam, otherwise called Vidhav’f-viv*~iha Khan-

danam.

1 In this wort are criticised tba views of Gate* Brahmananda etpreMd

in Lagkuckandrika. a cortocntary on the Advmita Siddhi of Madhu

sodhana Sarasvati
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(4) NySya Bhathara, wherein he criticises the view* held by

(land* Brahminand* in Lagkuchandnk/t, a commentary

on the Advatlha Siddhi of MadhusOdhana Sarasrati.

(5) &*strftcambhasamartbanam and nineteen other short trea-

tises on Vi$iftadvaita philosophy. These have been

published in two volumes in the Devan&gati characters

by the late Mr. M. T. Narasimha Iyengar [known

as Sri Kalki of Malleswaram] under the name of

VtdSnlha VitUvali, These books are available.

(6) BbWavfida.

(7) Tat-kratu Nyftyavicira.

(8) Drisyatvinumina Nirisa.

(9) Rasa Muralldhara.

110) Ku valayinanda- Makaranda.

(11) Ky^pa Rija Kxtodaya.

The author died at the very early age of forty in the year

1863 A.D. He had a number of disciples; but the most

remarkable of them was the late Dharmadhikari Naveenam

Rimioujacarya

None of his works have been translated into English. My revered

father. Mr. M. B. Vaiadarajieogar, had long had an idea of translating

them into English. But his health stood in the way and be was

also suffering from a cataract of the eye. 1 began to translate

Nyaya Bhaskara into English under his able guidance and with

parental blessings, but before 1 could complete the translation, he

passed away and I lost his guiding hand. Then with the greatest

difficulty I continued the translation of it. revised several chapters

and completed chapter one of tbe work about two years ago. The

rest is proceeding.

In translating thi* book, the following editions have been

consulted :

—

(l) The book in Telugu characters printed in Lakshmivilfisa

Press of Madras in S&livKhana 6akha, 1781, corres-

ponding to 1859 A.D, (i-«. printed during tbe author's

life-time).
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(2) The book io Telugu characters published by cbe Vidyft-

tarangmi Press of Mysore by the late Dhatm&dhtk&n

Ch&kravartbi Iyengar in the year 1893 A.D .

(3) That in Devanftgari characters published by Mr. Prathivadi.

Bhayamkaram AoantAchirya at the Sudarsana Pres9 of

KUchl.

CHAPTER I

1. There shines in a portion of YUav&drif the brilliant

form of the mother of the three worlds—that form which equals

in splendour a garland of lightning (produced by clouds), whose

wonderful pleasure arises from the sport of the creation, the suste-

nance, and the destruction of the world, and who is established in the

series of scriptures as an ocean of all the auspicious qualities.

2. May the heavenly river (Ganges) that is formed out of

the stream of light sprouting forth from the nails (00 the feet of)

the Lord of Y<U1av*dri> achieve greatness by destroying the

fite of In this (river) the faces of Indra4 and others

(who bow their heads at the feet of the Lord), appear like the

shining lotuses in a garland. And here the line of (their) variegated

diamond coronets appears like the world of swans.

3. I am not aware of anything more auspicious than the

lotus-like feet of the daughter of the milky ocean (i.e. of Lalqroi 1
),

the brilliance of whose filament sprouts forth from the coronets

2 . Yadavadn. another name for Melkote. the great Snwmi^^awm centre,

about eighteen mile* from the French Rocks station on the Bangalore

Mysore line of the Mywire State Railway*

J. Satmara mean* the circuit of mundane eihteoce coes^shcg of frequent

births and frequent deaths and all their conteqneocei

4. Indra, In Hindu mythology is the name of the Lord of the Heavens or

Stargaloka.

Lakaml »* the name of the Goddes* of fortune, mercy and beauty She

it otberv;se known at Sri, and it regarded 10 Hindu mythology at tbe

wife of Vis*" or Narayam*. Id ib. Tlltl. Ar. in the

"Hrtcbau I.ak*mUcfca paiayau " both Ltktmi and Hri or mode»i»

psnonifaj. are epokea o! ai ihe wive* of V’iJbb.
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of India and other gods (who bow their heads at her feet) and who

is borne on the head by the ancient goddess of learning (i.e.

Sarasvati.'f

4. May the sage Lakfmaua (i'a Rgmtauja) who ia the

mooo of the ocean of Vedanta, wbo is the seat of all auspicious

qualities, wbo is always alert, wbo is possessed of unrivalled

greatness and who is full of mercy, grant all that is auspicious (to

us).

5. 1 meditate upon the line of ancient teachers as a new

Kin land, whose gems are possessed of flawless qualities and are

strung of innumerable threads of auspicious qualities.

6. To please the learned, the learned A nanlhachurya, who

is the moon unto the ocean of the family of Sesharya, composes

the Nyaya Uhdxkara out of enthusiasm.

Here the Advaitin s say that tlie unreality (of the phenomenal

world) is established by the processes of inference and by the

scriptures etc. Here surely the unreality (of the phenomenal

universe) is established by the following argument: Vimatam T
-

(i.e. the object under discussion) is unreal, (l) because it is perceivable.

(2) because it is unconscious and (3) because it i* limited as is the case

with ‘ shell.silver.' Now here it is not right to name the subject (t\*.

Pakta) by the word vimalitm. Vimatam means an object ol doubt

(as to whether it is included in the subject or not) or it may mean an

object of a doubt which itself arises from the relationship of

cognizability (r-c. a doubt whether any of the objects included 10

that subject has that relation or not). As such it may be taken

to be the characteristic of the subject. Then if what is sought to

be proved by the inferential argument in question is the co-exten

siveness of the probandum with the subject in all its forms,

then the fallacy of ' Bddha' Cor annulment') arises with

regard to the Brahman and the absolutely non-existent, (i.e.

according to the advaitins the Brahman who is real becomes

unreal and the absolutely non-existent such as the hare’s horn,

6. Saraivni. io Hindu mythology ia regarded as the wile of tirahma

and it the name of the Goddtn of Learning.

7. Advaitha Siddhi pobirthed by the Niroaya Sigara Press of Bombay
along with LaghuehanJnta. Page 31,
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which is not cognizable, becomes cognizable ). If all the objects

are taken to be the distinguishing characteristics of the subject,

{it. Vimalam ) then the attribute of doubt (used in the inferential

argument) loses its significance. And if doubt arising from the tela-

tionshipof cogoizability is taken to be the distinguishing characteristic

of the subject, then that portion of the clause, which relates to what

is other than the knowledge producing the doubt, becomes useless.

Thus also is refuted the school that establishes the co-extensiveness

of the probandum with the subject in some particular forms.

It has been stated by the opponent as follows:—The word,
' vimatam ’ refers to a particular object in all its forms. Then too

the particular object, which is other than consciousness, is included

in the subject, even though it is such as cannot be sublatcd

(as false) by anything but the knowledge of the Brahman and even

though it be cognizable as an entity. And here what is sought

to be established is the co extensivoness of the probandum with

the subject iu all us forms. Then in the school that proves

the co-extensiveoess of the probandum with the subject in some

particular forms the argument would be open to tbe fallacy ot
‘ redundancy ', for in a particular case, that of ‘ shell-silver the

probandum is found to be at least a portion of the subject. In

order to guard against this, the first clause (i-e. even though it

Brahman) is introduced. The second clause is added

in order to guard against the B&dha ( or

'

annulment ’). that arises in

the absolutely non-existent. In order to guard against the Bidha

( or ‘ annulment ’

) that arises in the Brahman, the clause relating

to the qualification (i.e. other than consciousness) is introduced.

This has beeu stated in the commentary of Didhlli thus:—
“The ancient school of logicians have accepted in their

inferential argument the fallacy of ‘redundancy* when the

probandum is found to co-exist in a portion of tbe subject which

is considered in all its forms. In the inferential argument that

proves the eternity of the sound, they have added (tbe words, namely,)

articulate souods to the subject in order to exclude inarticulate

sounds."

The modern school of logicians is taken into consideration

here. That says as follows

“

What is sought to be proved is the
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co extensiveness of the probandum with the ‘subject' in all Its

f0tni*- Then no
4

redundancy ’ arises if the prob&ndum co-exists

tvith a portion of the ' subject * in some particular forms. Then in

what is sought to be proved, the first clause namely, ‘ by anything

else save through the knowledge of the Brahman etc.’ need not be

introduced (in the inferential argument). The two other qualifying

clauses are to be inserted in order to guard against the Badha

(or
‘ annulment ') in regard to the absolutely non existent and

(he Brahman . Suppose what is sought to be proved is tbe

co-eMcosiveness of the probandum with the * subject ' in some

particular forms, then only one qualifying clause, namely, “even

chough it is such as cannot be sublated (as false) by anything but the

knowledge of the Brahman *' has to be added to the ‘ subject
• •

This is not so. Not one of those, who have established tbe

reality of the phenomenal world has accepted the creation of the

shell silver which cannot be defioed (either as being (saf) or as

non -being [asat.)] Consequently no redundancy arises when what

is rought to be proved, is the co extensiveness of the probandum with

the ‘ subject ' in some particular form. As such the first qualifying

clause (i.e. by anything but the knowledge of the Brahman etc.)

will lose its significance. BhattaBkaskara and others have

accepted the production of the true silver in the shell. In their

school, no ‘redundancy’ arises as the unreality of the phenomenal

world will not be established. According to the disputants (non-

advaitins) the inferential arguments fail (in their results) when the

fallacy of ‘redundancy* arises. Such being the case (these

inferential arguments) must be considered to be those of the

opponents (i.e non-advaititis). (Here the advaiiint hold that

the shell-silver, which is produced at the time of cognition is

undehnable either as sa\ or as a$a{, Hence it is unrealj.

It has been stated by the opponent thus:—
44

If any follower 8

of Bhatta-Bhaikara asserts the unreality of that (shell-silver),

then that qualifying clause (t.e. by anything else save through the

knowledge of the Brahman etc.) will be useful in the course of

argument with him. Or it will not be wrong even though there be no

sT Ibid. Page 33.

2
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follower of Bhatia-Bhatkara
,
who accepts the unreality of the

shell-silver. Regarding those who say that everything is real, the

unreality of the shell-silver must be proved first, in order to

establish the illustrative example (i\*. shell-silver.) Then the

unreality of things different from it (i.e. the shell-silver) has to

be established by the inferential argument stated above. The

Qualifying clause stated above (u. by anything else save through the

knowledge of the Brahman etc.) is used in order to guard against

the fallacy of redundancy arising in regard to the sheJI-silver.

This is not so. Assume that there is a disputant. According

to the opinion of that disputant, the qualifying clause (•'.*. by

anything else save through the knowledge of the Brahman etc.)

becomes useful in order to guard against the fallacy of ' redundancy

In the same way it is possible to assume a disputant who accepts

the silver which cannot be xublatcd (as false) by anything else save

through the knowledge of the Brahman and which is unreal. In

this school in order to guard against the fallacy of
1

redundancy

'

another qualifying clause has to be added (to the subject). Thus the

fallacy of regressus ad infinitum will arise. Thus silver which is

characterised by such a qualifying clause and which is unreal will

have to be accepted by some one or other of the assumed disputants.

It is not proper to prove the usefulness of the qualifying

clause (i\e. by anything else save through the knowledge of the

Brahman etc.), by (the statement beginning from) ‘or ’ 9 etc. The

distinctions from consciousness as related to the illusions are found

to exist in the Brahman . Therefore what is meant by the clause

* other than consciousness '
is that those distinctions from conscious-

ness are co-existent and coeval with themselves (i\*. illusions).

Even though (the clause), * other than consciousness ' be related

to the illusions as a practical reality, it is not included in the
1

subject * as it means that the distinctions from consciousness are

co existent and coeval with themselves (fc. illusions). Thus the

(fallacy of redundancy) is excluded. Even according to the view

that holds that (all) negations are positive entities, there is a chance

of the fallacy of * redundancy ' to arise (to that inferential argu-

ment). Nevertheless in the erroneous knowledge, that this silver

9. Ibid. Pige 32.
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is not sublated by anything other than the knowledge of the

Brahman, the undefined silver that is associated with that non-

sublation (i\e. by anything other than the knowledge of the

Brahman) is produced. Hence by the introduction of the qualifying

clause (i’a. by anything other than the knowledge of the Brahman )

it is difficult to avoid the fallacy of redundancy.

It may be argued thus. In the erroneous cognitioo

mentioned above, the shell alone, that is associated with the

non sublatioo (i.e. by anything other than the knowledge of the

Brahman etc.) is cognized in its relationship of identity (with that

illusion of silver); but no such silver is produced that is asso-

ciated with the (non-sublation by anything other than the knowledge

ol the Brahman). Hence no such fallacy of redundancy arise* here.

This is not so. It is stated in the (Sankara) Bhishya on

' Miperimpositiou ' that a* regards the objects their attributes are

superimposed mutually one on the other. Accordingly you accept

that, where two objects are superimposed mutually one on the other

in the relationship of identity, then the attributes of the one asso-

ciated with it are also superimposed mutually on the other. Hence

it is necessary that when that non-sublation of the illusory silver

(by anything other than the knowledge of the Brahman ) is super-

imposed in its relationship of identity on auotlier (t-e. shell), the

attributes (of the silver) that are associated with such non-sublation

are also superimposed on those (of the shell). Hence it is not

possible to exclude that silver (which is non-sublated by anything

other than the knowledge of the Brahman etc.) by the above-named

qualifying clause (i.e. even though it is not sublated as false

by anything other than the knowledge of the Brahman etc.).

It may be argued thus: In the statement, ‘this silver is not

sublated by anything other than the knowledge of the Brahman \

the erroneous knowledge cannot possibly be taken as direct. Hence

it it Stated to be indirect. And in regard to indirect knowledge of

things, the theory of anyalhakhyali 10
is accepted and the theory

10. Anyalhakhyali. Thu can be Best explained by OtaetnllOM. A person

leri a piece of rope acd mistakes it for a snake
; Or a person tece the

hell and mistake* it for nlrer. The apprehension of tUvar in the (hell

or the snake in a piece of rope is the meaning of anyalhakhyali.
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of such an illusion (as stated above) is not accepted. Therefore there

is no room for the above mentioned fallacy of redundancy to an^.
This is not the case

;
because, if the theory of the anyatMkhyuti

is accepted in regard to direct knowledge, then the ccgnr/-

abilities corresponding to the theory of such an anytiihZkhyrifi

have to be in their nature identical with consciousness and car. not

possibly possess the double character of substance and attribute.

Indeed, you (i.e. the advoitins) do not accept, as it is

accepted in (he school of logicians, that substances and their attri-

butes are of the nature of indivisible limiting conditions; because

in relation to the things which arc identical with consciousness and

which have mutually attained the relation of the distinguished

and the distinguishing characteristic, the relation of substance

and attribute is determined. Accordingly in only one particular

state of consciousness, which has attained identity with all thiogs

perceptible, there is oneness with silver through the distinction

due to the identity of the shell with consciousness and there is the

negation of it (i-e. the pot) through the distinction due to identity

with the pot (of consciousness). For instance, there are conjunction

and its negation through the distinction between the top and the

base of a tree (as in the case of the monkey, which sits on the top

and not also at the base at the same time). When it is said that the

tree is in conjunction (with the monkey) at the top, there is the

experience of the conjunction (of the monkey) at the top. Similarly

from the experience. '

I know this to be silver/ there is the cognix-

ability of (the silver) identical with consciousness through the

distinction due to the identity of what is denuted by the word,
4

this/ with consciousness. There is this reason given in your

(i.e. advaitic) system that substances are those, which possess

that identity with consciousness which is their distinguishing

characteristic and attributes are those which possess that identity

with consciousness which is the thing distinguished. If the

theory of AnyathaAhyati be accepted in relation to indirect

knowledge, then lo the case of the indirect inference,
1

the lake is

fiery ’, it is inappropriate to have fire as the attribute of that lake,

-4.J-U U k.. *U. * 1.U • ru. I.
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and the fire. In order to make out the relation of substance and

attribute between them, it is necessary that the mutual relation of

the distinguishing characteristic and the thing distinguished has to

be stated (between them). Hence there is no production of fire from

its identity with consciousness, through the distinction of the

identity of the consciousness with the lake. And so it is not possible

for them to stand in the relation of the distinguishing characteristic

and the thing distinguished through their existence in different places

as stated above.

In the work known as Advaitasiddhi, under the section

J<ithifaa-nirukti,u it is stated thus :
" What is meant by indefinabilily

has been established from the reason given above in the case of

the indirect illusory knowledge thus: There is the cognition, 'I

perceive this silver Here what is thought ol as the object of

cognition is (the silver). This cognition cannot appropriately have

any otliex objective substratum (than silver). And so its indefin-

ability has been proved. This will be explained later on. For this

reason in regard to the indirect illusory knowledge, the meaning

of indefinabilily has also been explained.’*

Thi9 is explained in the Laghuchandnba ns follows :
“ The idea

is this : where there is the cognition of the illusion of silver etc.

which are in different places (from the one where we are), the

identity of consciousness relating to that silver cannot possibly be

distinguished by the identity of consciousness relating to what is

deooted by the word, 'this'. Therefore the production of silver

is accepted in relation to that consciousness, which is distinguished

by the shell."

Iguorance is of two kinds, namely, that which brings about

unreality and that which brings about non.cognition. Of these, the

first is capable of being destroyed by both the direct and the

indirect knowledge and it is resident in the Witnessing Principle,

which is distinguished by the antahbarava (or thinking faculty).

And the second is capable of being destroyed by direct knowledge

and is resident in the consciwisness of the Brahman as distin-

guished by the objects. This view (of the author of Advaitasiddhi)

II. Adimilasiddhi. Published by the Nirnaya Sagnra Prew ot Bombay

along with Laghuchandnba. Page 309.
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is set aside for the reasons given above. If the ignorance,

which brings about unreality, does not reside in consciousness as

distinguished by objects, then fire etc, which are the modifications

of that consciousness, will not be produced in the consciousness,

which is distinguished by the lake. Hence in the inference, ‘ the lake

is fiery,' the attribute '
fire ' does not appropriately belong to that

portion, denoted by the word ' lake However, owing to the

inappropriateness mentioned above, both the kinds of ignorance

have been accepted by Brahmananda and others os resident

in the consciousness which is distinguished by objects. Enough of

this irrelevant discussion.

Moreover, it is not possible to avoid the fallacy of * redundancy

in regard to the Brahman upon whom the character of being the

object of destruction is superimposed : because, according to your

view, the Brahman is capable of being known by the sixth sense

('•«• the mind) u
. Hence it is possible for that erroneous knowledge,

that the Brahman is the object of destruction, to have the

character of direct perception. Such illusory knowledge is capable

of being sublated by that knowledge of the brahman, whose attri-

bute is the absence of being the object of destruction and which is

not capable of being sublated by any other (knowledge).

It has been stated by the opponent as follows :

—

The meaning of the qualifying clause (14. even though it is

sublated as false by anything other than the knowledge of the

Brahman) is that there is the non sublation by the knowledge of

things other than the Brahman. Thus the objects of destruction

are liable to be sublated by the knowledge relating to the negation

of the objects other than the Brahman as being the objects of

destruction.

This is not so. If it were so, there would result the fallacy of

the non-existence of the substratum (i.e. Ssrayatlddhi)

;

because the

phenomenal world is sublated by the knowledge of things other

than the Brahman. In regard to a superimposed thing there is the

sublatioo of it through the direct perception of its substratum.

Hence there i9 the sublator of the shell-silver with regard to its

12. Ibid. Pages JlS.nd J$6.
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collective cognition*, namely, "Thi* is the shell. Th>6 is the

pot In thi* manner there is nothing wrong in the collective

cognitions, such as ” This is Brahman

"

and “ Tho pot is

destructible," sublating the phenomenal world.

Indeed, in the place where there is the shell-silver etc. it does

not happen that the sublator of it is the knowledge not relating

to things other than the Brahman
;

because the non-collective

(or single) ocular cognition, namely, "This is shell," relates to

the shell and to its number and its size etc. which are resident

in it. and therefore it will lead to (that cognition) not being the

sublator (of the shell-silver).

It must not bo argued as follows If the phenomenal world

:s suhlated by the direct perception of the Brahman, then that

direct perception of the Brahman, which has the form, "
I am

ignorant, ^nd which belongs to the present time, will have to

be the sublator (of the phenomenal world)." Hence the clause,

‘that does not relate to things other than the Brahman,' will

have to be added to the qualification of the sublator. For the

knowledge of the shell to the effect that it belongs to a particular

class, apprehends as a characteristic of the class, the class to which

the shell belongs.

To prevent this knowledge from sublating the shell-silver, the

sublator has to be the possessor of that cogmzabiiity. which

corresponds to the cognizability of the entire indivisible characteristic

of the class ** to which the shell belongs. In the same manner

in order to prevent the knowledge of the Brahman possessed of

ignorance etc. from sublating the phenomenal world, the sublator

has to be stated to be that knowledge, which relates to the cogniz-

ability of the Atman and which does not correspond to the cogniz-

ability of things other than the Atman.

It should not be stated that, for the sake of simplicity it is

proper to add the qualifying clause, that it does not relate to

objects other than the Brahman, to the qualifications of the

sublator with the object of preventing the knowledge of the Atman
possessed of ignorance etc. (from being the sublator). For were

IS. Ibid. P**e 2J8.
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it so, the indeterminate perception relating to the Aiman will,

through the relation of identity, certainly become the knowledge

as possessed of the 2lman a# the substance and of the Atman

as the attribute. As such it is impossible to prevent it from

becoming the 6ublator. For that knowledge also is included in

the qualification of the sublator, which is not related to the things

other than the Atman, and because also it will lead to the direct

perception of the Brahman which, as stated above, consists of

collective cognitions of not being the sublator; because also

Vidyaranya ar.d others have accepted collective cognitions as

sublators. It has been stated as follows in the work known

as Dhyaua-Dccpika :
14 " The knower of the truth about the pot

is not seen to twist hts knowledge of the pot so a* to find out that

it is dissociated from the knowledge not relating to things other

than the pot. If he twists his knowledge of the pot, he is only

a meditator on the pot and not the knower of the pot.' 1

The meaning of this passage is as follows:
—“One does

not desire to twist one's mind in order that the knowledge of the

truth may be free from (the knowledge) of other things ;
because

its (knowledge) being related to other things will make it relate to

truth. In meditation, however, which consists of streams of

cognition of the same nature being freed from cognitions of a

different nature, that (dissociation of other things) is required.

It has been stated as follows

:

,s “According to the opinion of

the logicians, the cognitions, namely, ' pot ’ and ‘ no-pot being

hypothetical, arc not hostile to other cognitions. Similarly, in my

opinion also, the collective cognitions stated above, being hypo-

thetical, are not the sublators of the world, because there is

contradiction between dualism and non-dualism, as there is

between the cognizability ol the pot and the negation of the

pot, where the cognitions are not hypothetical. 'It may be said

as follows: “ Again where through the relation of the distinguish-

ing characteristic of the substances, which possess qualifying

characteristics in regard to the production of non-hypothetical

knowledge, whose qualifications are distinctions from the pot,

14. Ibid. Page 258.

15. Ibid. Page 254.
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there is obstruction lo this knowledge through the relationship of

the cognizability that is resideot in the attributes of the pot. And

it may be asked how it can exist between the last two (i.e. dualism

and non-dualism). If it be so said, it is not right to say so ; because

the cognition, ' I am the Brahman \ is produced subsequent to the

cognition of the Brahman as the only ooe (nondualistic entity).

At that time there is the revived inner impression of memory with

regard to the Brahman as being only one (non-dualistic entity),

lienee this (impression) is hostile to the cognition of duality.

Therefore, as between the last two of them Ua. dualism and non-

dualism), the above-said contradiction does properly exist
;
because

for instance the revived inner impression of memory, namely,
1
tin- shell is concomitant with the distinction from silver ’ is hostile

to the mistaken cognition that the shell is silver. Similarly the revived

innate impressions of the memory, namely, that the negation of

a -i.cond (entity) exists in the Brahman and that the negation of

ignorance etc- exists in the Brahman, ate hostile to the cognitions

of ignorance as a second entity, having the same existence as that

of the Brahman. It should not he said that in regard to such

a collective cognition, which has been stated above and which

docs not recognise the identity of Sal (re. the Brahman) (in all

other things). The revived innate impression is not hostile and

in producing it there is nothing contradictory, because it has been

esi.nblished elsewhere that the cognizability of tbiugs other than

the Sai is, as a general rule, explained by the identity of the self

with all other things. And it being so, the knowledge relating to

things other than the Brahman, being hypothetical, is no sublator

(of the phenomenal world). Therefore the fallacy of the absence

of the substratum does not arise."

This is not right. The revived innate impressions, namely,

"The negation of a second exists in the Brahman etc.”

may be correct so far as the thing distinguished as a second

is concerned in being hostile to the knowledge apprehending

the identity of the sa| (i.#. the Brahman)
;
yet, so far as the pot.

which is distinguished by the attnbutes of the pot, is concerned,

the cognition that apprehends the identity of the sal cannot

possibly be hostile. And therefore the cognitions, namely, “
I am
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the Brahman," “The pot ii destructible " etc. cannot possibly be

hypothetical.

It should not be stated that the revived innate impressions,

such as ‘ The negation of the pot exists in the Brahman ' exist

previously; because there it no authority to say that the totality of

attributes concomitant with perceptibility possesses the character

of the innate impression relating to the Brahman, who is charac-

terised by the negation of those attributes. Where the innate

impression relating to the negation, which is characterised by any

attributes whatsoever, does not exist at a former time there, in

relation to the thing distinguished by that attribute, the collective

cognitions, such as, “ I am the Brahman" and “I exist distin-

guished by that attribute," which apprehend the identity of the Suf

(with all things) happen to be not hypothetical. Therefore, for this

reasoo, at the time of the interpretation of the scriptural passage,

namely, “ (there was in the beginning) one only without a second," a

doubt is raised as follows If the word' this 'gives rise to the know-

ledge of what is distinguished by reality, then the knowledge, which

has in view the Brahman that is distinguished by that reality and

which relates to the negation of the object that is distinguished by

reality and which is produced by the scriptural passage, will have

to become hypothetical. Then the answer given by you run9 thus

“The word ‘this’ gives rise to the knowledge of what is distin-

guished by perceptibility. Therefore in regard to the Brahman,
it is associated with perceptibility, there is produced (from that

scriptural passage) this knowledge relating to the negation of

duality. This knowledge i9 non -hypothetical ", This answer is

satisfactory only to yourself. If two cognitions relating to the

negation (of different things) in different forms are acceptod to be the

sublator and the sublated, it is difficult to avoid the hypothetical

character produced by Uie above given scriptural passage. In this

manner in the case of the inference which is intended to prove the

unreality (of the phenomenal world), in the substratum (>'.«. the pot

etc.) which is distinguished by particular attributes, it (i.e, collective

cognition) relates to the negation (of the pot) as possessing those

attributes and it is therefore hypothetical. Nevertheless, the direct

perception of the Brahman destroys ignorance etc. So also, it, which
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consists of collective cognitions sublates tbe phenomenal world,

sltlwugh it is hypothetic*!. Therefore, the above-stated fallacy of

the absence of the substratum (i.t. Airayasiddhi) is difficult

to Avoid.

By means of the above reasoning, the following view is also

set aside. The meaning of the qualifying clause, (i.e. even though

it is such as cannot be sublated as false by anything other than

the knowledge of the brahman) may be taken to be tfiis, that it

is not sublated by the cognition, which is characterised by attri-

butes, because the error of being the object of destruction is super-

imposed on the Brahman and it is sublated by the cognition

characterised by the negation of being the object of destruction.

Hence the fallacy of redundancy is set aside.

Because in what is distinguished by the word 'this' the

error, namely, ‘This is that,' is produced through the mutual

negation, which has for its object that which is characterised by

the word, ' that Therefore ' the fallacy of redundancy ' will not

be guarded against. There is this reason also, that that error is set

aside by the indeterminate cognition relating to the essential nature

of a thing that is characterised by ‘thisness’ and ' thatness' as ex-

pressed in the statement, 'This is that,' and therefore its non-subla-

tioo by the cognition characterised by attributes remains undisturbed.

That cognition which is characterised by attributes and which is

found to exist in regard to the portion ‘ pot ’ indicated in the (collective

cognition) '1 am the Brahman and the pot is* destructible’— by

means of such cognitions, the sublation of the world results. There-

fore the fallacy of AsrayHiiddhi, (the absence of the substratum)

arises.

It should not be argued thus : If the above-mentioned collective

cognition sublates the phenomenal world, then in regard to the cogni-

tion not relating to objects other than the Brahman as set out in the

scriptural passage, " Knowing Him alone one transcends death,"

contradiction arises from the statement that it removes ignorance.

Because in regard to the sentence :
“ Eating food alone ooe attains

particular satisfaction," the meaning is that he is possessed of

the satisfaction which is produced by the dissociation from not eating
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what is not food sod by tbe association of eating what is food.

Similarly the meaning of the scriptural passage (which begins

with, ’ Knowing Him alone ') is that one becomes possessed of

salvation, which is produced by the dissociation of things othci

than the Stnurn and by the association with the cognition of the

Stman. Therefore there is no contradiction here. And also

because in the scriptural passage quoted above the participle (vis

baP)> 'knowing,' although it means something prior in time, has to

suit the purport to be interpreted figuratively so as to mean the

cause. There is this reason also. The meaning of the verbal root

[to know], which is associated with what is related to the Stman.

that is denoted by the accusative case, is contained in the /man.
Hence the cognition which is qualified by its being related to tl r

Stman has assumed the character of the qualification (of that

Stman) and is interpreted in association with the Stman). Thus
the character of the cause in relation to such a cognition, as is

distinguished by its relation to the Stman is obtained. By the

word, 'alone,' which means dissociation from other things, the

negation, which is distinguished by its relation of exclusion and

which relates to things other than the Brahman, gives rise to

the knowledge of such a cause.

It should not be argued as follows Generally the exclusion

of the association with the other things (than the one with which

the word, ‘ alone.’ is associated) is not koown to exist. Therefore

the denotative power of the word, ' alone,’ relates partly to associ-

ation with other ' things and partly to the exclusion (of other

things). In the case under reference here, the expression, ‘the

association with other things,' is intended to mean a being solely

related to other things. For instance, when it is said that odour

exists in the earth alone, etc. it means that it (it. the odour) is

intimately associated with other things also. Although it does
not bring out association with it (it. that cognition), the substance

known as the Stman is associated with it (i.«. that cognition)

through the relation of the Stman as the container. Hence it is

to be stated that here it is not determined to have become related to

things other than the Stman. This cannot possibly happen. That
which is associated as an attribute in one place, cannot possibly
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be associated as an attribute in another place
; because the attribute

denoted by the word ,
' atmanf in the accusative case, cannot be the

attribute of the atman
%
if it is other than what it has been stated to

be above. For in the instance given above, namely, ‘ Odour is in

the earth alone etc.' the clause, namely, * with earth etc.' which

has assumed the character of the attributes denoted by the locative

case, the word, * alone,' is associated. Similarly in regard to the case

under reference here [i\*. the scriptural passage mentioned above),

through the variety of the meaning governed by the contexts in

the places, where the word,
4

alone/ occurs, the interpretation

has to be the same.

It must not be argued thus: In the instance, 'tbe odour is

in the earth alone/ the sense of the locative case and the word,
' alone/ are interpreted simultaneously. Therefore there is no

nerd for narrowing the meaning (of the word ‘alone’) as stated

above. Because, m regard to the earth etc. the necessary materials

for producing their association with tbe sense of the locative case

comes first to the mind. Therefore (or not producing at first

such a cognition there is no cause
;
for where that by knowledge is not

related to what is denoted by the word,
1

alone/ and also where it is

hostile to the cognition of what is denoted by the word, * alone,' in

conjunction with other words, tbe reasoning becomes complex.

Because also as in the case mentioned above, it possibly happens

that in the case (the scriptural passage beginning * Him alone

knowing etc/) the instantaneous interpretation (of both taken

together) will have to be accepted. However, according to the

maxim known as tadadi** as a matter of fact, there is nothing

wrong in accepting the power of the word, * alone/ as denoting the

exclusion of other things, which forms the meaning of the word,
4

alone/ in association with other words. According to the demons-

trated conclusion, in the passage beginning with, * Him alone/ by

associating the word thus, * Him knowing alone ', the word,
#

alone/ denotes that exclusion of the want of association, which is

not the object of negation existing in the same place with what is

sought to be propounded here. Just as in the instance, ‘The

16. Tadadi: Toe maxim beginning from that. The meaning it * that

(referring to something Men or experienced before)*.
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conch alone is white \ there is the cognition of the concomitance of

the conch with whiteness, so also there is, in its being caused by

the knowledge relating to Him, the cognition concomitant with

salvation. Thcre/bce the meditation of Him possessed of auspicious

qualities is the cause of salvation and even thus there is no

contradiction.

It should not be argued as follows:—The scriptural passage,

“ Him thus one who knows, immortal he here becomes,’* indicates

that there is no other path of salvation available. What is pro-

pounded here is that through the materials, not associated with the

knowledge of the Brahman, there is nothing that can lead to

salvation. If it is caused by that knowledge (i.e. of the Brahman),

then the concomitance with the condition of freedom has alreads

been arrived at. From the passage, * no other path etc.' it 6oc^

not happen that what is other than the knowledge of the Brahman
relates to the negation of its being the cause (of salvation). It has

been established in the demonstrated conclusion that among other*

the grace of the Lord and, the individual souls, which is other than

the knowledge of the Brahman is the cause of salvation. And
accordingly if the passage beginning with,

4 Him alone,' has the

above-said meaning, then there is nothing new that can be denoted

as not having been known through any other means of knowledge

as its cause. Because according to your opinion also, in regard to

the above scriptural passages, the non-happening of something

new is the same (as with us). Because the meaning of the above

passage has been already arrived at in the passage, * Him alone,

one, know ye, the self/

If, according to the argument derived from the aphorism,
" If it be said that, owing to the distinction due to its repetition etc.

there is distinction among the forms of worship, it is not so even in

regard to one and the same form of worship. Repetition is

due to the distinction of persons capable of understanding it
" Vl

the theory of something new is rendered appropriate through

the variety of those who study and understand the scrip,

tures, then, in the case of him, who studies his own particular

branch (of the scriptures), in each particular passage is given

17 .
Drakmatuirai. 3 -3-2
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something new; because that meaning which is not known through

other means of knowledge, and which is not dependent on itself

and which is hostile to the ignorance of the person who is to be

taught by it,— is itself something new.

In order that the passage beginning with, ' Him alone

knowing,’ may be interpreted so as to prove something new to

him, by whom it was learnt, the passage, namely, ‘ Him alor.e.

one know ye etc,’ is another means of knowledge to him, that is

nut dependent on itself. Even so it ft not hostile to the ignorance

of the person to whom it is taught. If it be so said, then, even so,

something new is rendered appropriate to us in the manner stated

above. Therefore the case is the same with us. Thus though that

direct perception of the Brahman stated above, which is of the

nature of collective cognition, may sublate the phenomenal world,

it is hostile to the scriptural passage quoted above, and the fallacy

of Su-ay&siddhi (i.«. the want of substratum) is difficult to avoid.

It should not be argued as follows:—There are things governed

corresponding to their governors, which are distinguished hy their

character of being other than the Brahman. Similarly there are

other things than those whose negations are characterised either

by themselves or by their material causes. This itself may be

the meaning of the qualification onding with non-sublation quoted

above (i.e. even though it is sublated as false by anything other

than the knowledge of the Brahman). The negation distinguished

by either the shell-silver or its material cause governs distinctly

what is related distinctly in relation to the shell. Hence, being

the object of destruction it lias the distinction of having os its

substratum what is distinguished as its container denoted by the

word, '
this,' and having for its thing contained, what is

distinguished by the word, ‘that’. This is similar to the above

and therefrom results its exclusion.

Or the meaning of the qualifying clause (i*. even though it

is sublated as false by anything other than the Brahman) may be

this : that it is other than what is characterised by being other than

the Brahman. This characterisation is due to the relations of (l)

being in the same locus as itself and
(
2) of certainty that is not

set aside by the cognition relating to the falsehood relating to itself.
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(j) This character of being the object of mutual negation is due to

the relationship, which is possessed of mutual negation, whose

object is distinguished from its own characteristics and (4) its own

characteristic is due to the relation distinguished by the relation of

either its being anterior in time or its existing at the same

time as the ignorance that governs it. Accordingly, the shell-silver

etc. are through the above mentioned relations associated with

the shell. The above mentioned character of being the object ol

destruction etc. associated with the Brahman, who is

characterised by the negation of having the qualification of

destruction. And the Brahman possessed of characterised attributes

is distinct from the pure Brahman. The distinction lor mutual

negation) slated above is characterised by the essential nature

that is characterised by ‘thatness’ and ‘thisnoss’. For these

reasons there is no room for the fallacy of redundancy stated above

nor is there the fallacy of israjMsiddhi («.«. the want of substratum).

Because according to the view," which holds that there are many

ignorances, although by means of the qualifying clause (i.e. even

though etc.) the shell-silver is set aside, it is not set aside in the

case of the view that holds there is only one ignorance. In the

case of the (latter) view, even at the time of the cognition of the

knowledge of the shell, the igootance relating to the material cause

of the shell-silver exists, because also even according to the view

that holds that there are many ignorances, the container ol the

mutual negation is characterised by the Brahman and the contained

of (the said mutual negation) is characterised by the generic

character of the cognition. There results the error that the

Brahman is not consciousness. Thus if it (i.e. the error) is sublated

by the cognition resulting from the testing passage, beginning with,
' Truth, Knowledge,' the fallacy of redundancy is difficult to avoid.

By means of the above reasoning, the following view is also

set aside:—The meaning of the above mentioned qualifying

clause (i.e. even though, etc.) may be this, that there is no sublation

by the knowledge that is devoid of the totality of ccgnizability

(without distinction) which resides in the Brahman. The

1*, AdvatUtiddhi. PubUbol by the Niroaya Stgara Preis of Dotebay
•long with Laghuckandrika. Pige MS.
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expression namely,
4

the totality of cognizabtlity without distinction
*

is taken to mean that it is distinct from the character of being

the attributes. From this although tbe cognition,
1

This is shell,'

has the character of being the totality of attributes without

distinction, which exists in the Brahman in the case of the

shell-silver, there is neither tbe fallacy of redundancy nor the fallacy

of ~t$rayasiddhi (r.e. the want of substratum).

Again the meaning of the qualifying clause may be this:

Tint it is the nomsublation by the knowledge of other things,

whose cognizability corresponds to tbe Brahmin
,

as qualified

by the characters of the Brahman and the individual souls. Tbe

object of the knowledge produced by the passage beginning with,

* Truth etc.' is determined as the Brahman as characterised by truth,

etc. Yet what the characteristics of the individual souls are, is not

determined by it(*\*. the passage beginning with
4

truth ' etc.) Hence

there isno fallacy of redundancy in the case of the (above-mentioned)

distinction (between the Brahman and the individual souls).

This is not so. According to tbe opinion of the dualists, the

cognizability of tbe Brahman as qualified by the character of

being the Brahman and the individual souls i9 unknown to exist.

Because also in relation to the cognitions, which have the same

forms, the distinction of cognizabilUy is untrue. And the knowledge

derived from the passage beginning with, ‘Truth, knowledge etc/

i9 not different in form from tbe knowledge derived from the passage,

beginning with, “ That Thou ait For such a knowledge there

is no dissociation from the possession of the cogmzability of the

Brahman characterised by the character of the individual souls.

Therefore the fallacy of redundancy it is difficult to avoid.

By means of the above reasoning the following view is also

setaMcle:—The meaning of the above qualifying clause may be

taken to be this : that it is being other than (the cognition of the

Brahman ) so as to be characterised by the cogmzability, which

ts not distinguished as tbe pioduct of the grand passages (like,

' That Thou art '). This characterisation 16 due to the relations

of ( 1
)
being in tbe same locus as itself and (2) of certainty that is not

set aside by tbe cognition relatiog to the falsehood (elating to itself,

(3) (This character of being the object of mutual negation is due)

3
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to the relationship, which is possess(ted of mutual negation, whose

object is distinguished from its own characteristics and (4) its own

characteristic 1* due to the relation distinguished by the relation

of its being anterior in time or its existing at the same time as the

ignorance that governs it. Its own characteristic is due to either

of the relations mentioned above. Accordingly such a distinction

is associated through the above-mentioned relations with the

cognizability, which are taught in the passage beginning with the

word, i‘ Truth etc.' and which does oot form the characteristic of

the grand passage. Hence tho fallacy of redundancy is gtmrded

against. If in relation to the grand passage*, there is cognition

produced by the one or the other, then the fallacy of being too

wide (i.e. vyabhichara) arises. In order to guard against it,

cognizability is introduced into the immediately subsequent, which

is the characteristic of the product. The cognizability, taught as

having been produced by the grand passage, does oot form part

of the product of such a passage. Hence the fallacy of

airayasiddhi (i.«. want of substratum) arises.

It must not bo argued here thus:—The meaning of this

qualifying clause may be taken to be thi9 that it is other than what
is characterised by the knowledge that is uot produced hy the grand

passage (i.e. "That Thou art"). Being characterised by the

knowledge is due to its relationship of being the contained. To be

the characteristic of the grand passage is proved to be non-dualism.

owiDg to its having for it9 purport the non-distinction of the soul

and the Brahman. Accordingly in relation to what is characte-

rised by the Brahman, there is the distinction characterised by the

knowledge. In regard to this distinction, there is the knowledge

which is not produced by the grand passage and which is produced
by the passage containing commandments. This knowledge, through
the aforesaid relation of being tho contained, is characterised by that

distinction. Therefore the reasoning is not redundant as aforesaid.

This is not so: because were it so at the time of the non

-

determinate cognition, produced by the passage beginning with
1

That
Thou art,

1
the then existing cognition of the pot would be doe to the

relation of the thing contained, and the world is characterised by
that cognition of the pot. Therefore the fallacy of redundancy anses.

( To be concluded .

)



THE VEDANGAS AND THEIR VALUE

BY G. StTARAMlAH, M.A.

TlIK term ved&ngn literally means
m
a limb of the veda". This

meaning is borne out by a statement in the Papinlya Sik^a, which

wtGnpntf =*§ : wtagsan
|

awcaif^nfi^R rasfe n$*M II

Tradition enumerates six vedabgas. It is very difficult to

determine where and when the ved&iigsis were first mentioned as

six. Some scholars hold that the earliest mention of the Vedligas

is found in the M updakopamsad which declares:

—

s WVw* ?fae m qgiM vtfa to wro 1 1

<wro f?w wii

*»«W rWB g^i wlf^nfafa l

m to l

Prof. Max Mailer suspects tins passage to be an interpolation.

The vedangas are enumerated by Ytska, the Carapa vytXha, and

Manu also. Manu, however, deals with the Ved&hgas under the

title. Pnv&oui&s. (.ii >84.) *W01: I

There is a reference to the Vedlogas in the Saijvirnaa Brtth-

mana, which belongs to the Sftina Veda, where it »s said of Svahft,

that her body consists of four vedas, and that her limbs are the six

angas of the veda.

^r: srftt qeiwinfa I
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Here, although the number six is given, the titles of the several

subjects arc not given. Any way, this can be taken to be the

earliest enumeration of the Vcd&ngas.

The purpose of the VadAogax is given in a short sentence by

Sftyapa—

The name VedAoga originally meant neither special books nor

special schools, but only subjects of instruction, the study of which

was essential either for the reading, the understanding or the

proper sacrificial employment of the Veda.

The beginnings of the Vedangas go back to the period of the

BrAhmarus Aranyakas where the explanations of the saonfkml

ritual are mixed with occasional discussions on matters relating to

phonetics, etymology, grammar, metrics and astronomy. These

subjects were treated systematically in due course, in special

treatises or texts in tho form of sotras. The sCtra form was

meant to serve the practical purpose of presenting some science

systematically and concisely, so that the pupil may easily commit

it to memory. Winternitz says: “There is probably nothing like

these SGtras of the Indians in the entire literature of the world/'

Prof. Macdonel) wntes
:

“ The prose in which these works are

composed is so compressed that the wording of tbe most laconic

telegram would often appear diffuse compared with it."
M
Saying

as much as possible in as few words as possible " was probably

the motto of the writers of these works. PataSjali states in his

Mahabhasya

The six subjects commonly comprehended under the title of

Vedfthgas are

:

1. sJik^a ... Pronunciation

2. Chaodas ... Metre

3. Vyakaraija ... lit. (Analysis)— Grammar
4. Nirukta ... Eiymology

5. Jyoti'a ... Astronomy, and

6. Kalpa ... Ceremonial or Ritual.
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Tlio first two are necessary for the reading of the Veda, the next

two for understanding it and the last two for employing it at sacrifices.

SIKSX

Sftya^a defines $iksl thus:

fll Rl&n
I
or the science of the pronunciation of letters and accents.

The doctrine of 8ik$* arose out of a religious need; for,

inaccurate pronunciation of Vedic texts was thought to bring

disaster to the sacrificer. It is said in the Siks*,

5ft: ^lal *1 R fW$*TTJ I

Saiphitl-p*lbas and Pada-Patfias are the oldest productions

of the 8ik?S. schools. There is another class of writings called

the Pc&tiMchyas which contain the ruies by the aid of which one

can easily turn the Pada-pB^ba into the Saiphitft-p*lba. Prtti-

s&khyas are the oldest text-books of the Vedinga 6tk$4. They

contain instruction upon the whole manner of the recitation of

the Samhitfi. Every Sftkbg had a text-book of this nature and

hence the name PritisSkhya. The Rgveda PrBtirtkhya is ascribed

to Saunaka and the Vfcjasaneyi—Pr4ri-Sskhya-Satra is ascribed

to Kfttylyana. There is* Prltiiakhya for the Athar%'aveda and

it seems to belong to the school of the Saunakas. The Pu?pa-

SDtra is a kind of Prttisikhya to the UttaragSna of the Slmavcda.

"The history of grammatical study in India,'' in the* words of

Winteroitz, "commences with these PrStisSkhyas."

The PrUtiiakhyas, however, are not grammatical works them-

selves
;
but they treat of subjects pertaining to grammar and quote

from many grammarians. They are further important because

they settled for all time the Samhitli portion of the Veda- Besides

there are modern 8ik*a manuals in verse form which are ascribed

to Vyllsa, Bhiradvtja and others
;
these are not important. Prof.

Max MQller speaks of the Piatiiakhyas in these words:
“ They are written for practical purposes ; their style is free

from cumbrous ornaments and unnecessary subtleties.

It is their object to teacb and not to edify
;
to explain,

not to discuss."
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CHANDAS

The second Vedloga is Metre. Slyapa maintains that whoeier

officiates at a sacrifice, ignorant of metrics, becomes a sinner. The

names of several metres occur in the Kgveda and some Brahman is.

But what is fouod in the Br&hmapas about metre is not of much

use a9 it i9 often full of dogmatic and mystical ingredients.’ The

ChandastJtra of Pingala which is spoken of as a Vedloga is nor .«(

great antiquity. It treats of Prlkrt as well as Sanskrit men.'.

Pingala is an authority on Metrics. The Nidlua-SOtra oontsiiu*

some metrical investigations regarding the Simaveda. It is in

ten Prap&t-hakas and gives a kind of index to the metres as they

occur in hymns employed at several sacrifices.

VYAKARANA
•

The third Vedloga is Vyikarapa. In the considered opinion

of Skyapa, grammar is the moat important of the Vedipgas. Me

says :
tWR ^ I

The purpose of the study of grammar is given by Vararuci in

his Vlrtika as : H

The study of grammar facilitates the avoidance of incorrect

words ( an5I*?r; ). The Vyikarapa Vedloga is represented by

the Asjadhylyt of Pflpini. Vedic forms are treated by Pipini as

exceptions to classical Sanskrit usage.

Prof. Max MOller writes:

" Instead of considering the third Vedloga doctrine as repre-

sented by the grammarians beginning with Pdpini, as Indian

authors do, it would be more correct to say that it is represented

by the grammarians ending with Pipmi

Plpini's work has come to be regarded as an infallible autho-

rity. Pipini superseded all his predecessors and consequently all

previous grammatical efforts h^ve, as good os, perished.

The Up&di Sottas and the Ph^sOtrasare two separate gramma-

tical treatises which belong to a period anterior to Panini. It may be

that the Up&di SOtras were meant for the veda only and that they were

later enlarged by adding rules on the formation of non-vedic words.
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The Phitsotias treat only of accent and wc know that it is

only Vedic Sanskrit that is accented. Hence it is probable that

6»ntana, author of the Phitsdtras was anterior to Pacini.

NIRUKTA

The fourlh Vcdinga is Nirukta. It is represented by but one

work which is known by the name of Y&ska's Nirukta. Sftyapa

describes the utility of. this vedtega in the following manner:

4«lfwi aWHwfeR ?fctsg?re: II

Y&ska's work applies itself exclusively to vedic etymology.

It is itself a commentary on the Nighaptus and not an independent

treatise. The object of this Vedihga is etymological explanation

or interpretation of difficult vedic words. The value of the Nirukta

which has come down in twelve chapters consists in its being the

oldest extant commentary on the Veda.

Tradition erroneously ascribes the Nighaptus also to Y&ska.

The Nighaptus are five lists of words divided into three

sections. Via. :

—

(1) Naighaptuka Kapija

(2) Naigama Kipda and, lastly, the

(3) Daivatu K&pda.

Vedic exegesis probably began with the compilation of such

glossaries.

It is undoubted that Y&ska had many predecessors, seventeen

of whom he quotes. The Nirukta, though certainly very old and

the oldest existing work on Vedic exegesis, can only be regarded a*

the last production of the literature of the Ved&nga- Nirukta.

Y&ska, incidentally comments upon a large number of ltks

of the ltgveda. (About 600 detached stanzas.)

The Nirukta is highly interesting as the earliest specimen of

Sanskrit Prose of the classical type, considerably earlier than

P&nini himself,

Thu*, a study of the Nirukta ts indispensable for the correct

comprehension of the Vedic texts and traditional interpretation.
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JYOTISA

Astronomy is the fifth Vodbga. Its literature ia scanty.

The VedfiOga-Jyoti$a is a small manual of Astronomy in verse

form. It has two recensions ; in the Rgveda recension it contains

thirty-six verses while in the Yajurveda recension it possesses forty-

three verses. Its object is not to teach astronomy but to convey such

knowledge of the heavenly bodies as is necessary for fixing the

days aod hours of the Vedic sacrifices. Siyapa say*
"

JRnirfaS I The doctrines upheld in the VedSnca

J yotisa represent the earliest stage of Hindu Astronomy. Frequent

allusions to astronomical subjects are already found in the

Br&hmanas and the Arapyakas. Even in the Samhitfts there is

an indication of a certain advance in the observation of the moon,

as the measure of time.

The Caranavytlha speaks of an Upajyoti$a as a supplementary

treatise on astronomy which is only one of the Puriii$tas.

KALPA

We now come to the last Vedaoga, namely Kalpa or Ritual.

The first Vedl&ga to receive systematic treatment in special

manuals, the Kalpa-sDtras, is Kalpa or ceremonial. The Kalpa-

sQtras arose out of the need for compiling the rules for the

sacrificial ritual in a shorter, more manageable and connected

form for the practical purposes of the priests.

Kalpa is the most complete VedShga being more practical

than the BrShmapas. In the words of Prof. Max Mailer “The
Kaipa-sUtras have the advantage of being clear, short, complete,

and correct.”

The Kalpa-stltras presuppose not only the existence of three

distinct collections of BrUimapas but also of different S*khBs.

They were intended by their authors for more than one cara(U

or adopted to more than one Stkhfi.

Kalpa-stltras dealing with the Srauta Sacrifices taught in the

Brilhmanns are called SrauU sOtras and those dealing with the

domestic ceremonies and sacrifices of daily life arc called Grhya-

sfltras. The Srautt-sOtras are our most important source for the
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understanding of the Indian Sacrifice-cult and as a source for the

history of religion, they are very significant.

The contents of the Grhya-sQtnu are more interesting and

more manifold. The Samskatas of an Indian, from the moment

when he is conceived in the womb till the hour of his death, are

dealt with in these Grhya-sfltras. Thus we are able to know

a large number of genuinely popular customs and usages of the

Indians of olden days- ioriddhas or ancestral sacrifice, which

onginally formed part of the GfhyasOtras assumed great

importance and therefore were treated iu minutest detail in special

texts called Stsddha-Kalpas.

Though the Gfhya-sQtras are not attractive as literary pro-

ductions they are of inestimable value as they give us a deep

insight into the life of the ancient Indians.

“They are in truth a real treasure for the ethnologist."

Winternitt calls these Sana works "Folklore Journals" of

ancient India.

The Dharma-sUtras are a continuation of the Grhya sutras.

They deal with secular as well as religious law, which indeed are

inseparable in India. They form a component part of text books

of ritual.

The Sulva-sOtras are attaclied to the Srauta-aatras and they

are the oldest works on Indian geometry. They contain exact rules

for the measurement and building of the Vedl and fire-altars.

Sftyapa explains the word Kalpa as follows;

—

qrnsritils&fa ^i%: I'

Prof. Max Muller writes ;

“
The Kalpa sStras are important in the history of Vedic

literature, for more than one reason. They not only mark a new

period of liieiaiure, and a new purpose in the literary and religious

life of India, but they contributed to the gradual extinction of the

numerous BrUimapas, which to us are therefore only known by

name. The introduction of a Kalpa-sfltra was the introduction of

a new book of liturgy."
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It should here be borne in mind that the Vedftngas arc not

8ruti but Smjti. Even the Srauta-sOtras are not " revealed texts
"

because they were composed by human authors. The style of the

Vedkhgas is business-like in the extreme
;
the curt and dry style of

the Sutras, a style peculiar to India.

A careful study of these VodSngaj, will go a long way in the

correct comprehension of the real meaning of a large numher of

Vedic hymns.
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PROTO-INDIC RELIGION*

Bv S. Srtkahtha JJastri, M.A.

V

Eschatology qf the Proto-Indie people. Sir Joho Marshall and

others without a sufficient knowledge of the Vedic civilisation have

made many assertions regarding the non-Aryan character of the

Indus civilisation. But they had to admit that the Indus people

disposed off the dead by cremation. The recent excavations at

the cemetery site at Hatappa by M. S. Vats show first the con-

tinuity of the Harappa tradition, and secondly, the prevalence of

various methods of disposal of the dead. In the upper level of the

cemetery area the pot-butials were characterised by human remains

only and over them were goblets, toys (?) and cakes. Probably

the bodies were exposed to bird* and beasts. The multiple burials

io the same pot possibly point to the fact that either by accident

or design the bones of several persons were placed in the same

urn. The shapes of. the pots are quite different and they are

covered with bowls. The decorations on the pots ate realistic-

fishes, birds, leaves, flying kites, horns with leave*. The peacocks

are predominant and in the body of the peacock a human figure

is depicted. Some of tho peacocks are ' horned *. Bulls are held

by two ropes by two human beaked figures with bows and arrows.

A bull is being chased by a hound. Goats with tridents on the

heads, composite aoimal3, stars, birds and leaves are also figured.

The ellipsoid jars had stereotyped peacocks, fishes, pairs of

peacock heads joined U-wise, triangles and horns, three leaves on

the heads of peacocks, the markhor goat, trees and birds. A jar

decorated with the finger tip or groove pattern had a baby's skeleton

in an embryo position. Some jars had only the skull and bones.

The holes in the neck of the jars were perhaps meant for tying the

covers, though it is quite possible to tie them down without the holes.

* Continued from Vol. XXXII, Xo. J. page 292.
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Within the jars were painted vases, two cog-wheel shaped nose-

discs of steatite with holes in the centre. A round jar had both

calcined and uncalcinod bones, a drinking goblet of the Harappa

period, dishes, triangular cakes, terracotta balls, bangles, stone

pestles and figurines of birds- The bodies were perhaps first exposed,

partly burned and then buried. The babies were not exposed but

tied in embryo position by a cloth, with the right arm over the

abdomen and placed in the urn.

In the stratum II earth burials were common. In the eastern

section there were whole burials but In the north area there was

invariably fractional burial. The usual position of the skeleton

was from east to west, west to east being rare only when fully

stretched. The head was usually turned on the left cheek so that

the bodies faced south. The left arm is placed over the shoulder

and tho right hand on the left arm and pelvis. The feet are also

turned to the left. No pottery was found with this type. Where

the right leg is flexed the right hand is brought over the abdomen

and the left over the right hand above the pelvis.

The fully stretched skeletons from west to east are rate. The
pottery in all places were near the foot and consist of kalaiat,

saucers under the feet, water jars and flasks. The sheep or goats

were deliberately sacrificed and the bones were placed in the hand

of the skeleton.

Some skeletons, from north-east to south-west were lying on

the left side in a flexed position and the jars were painted with

figures of light (winged ?). Other skeletons had both legs doubled

up. The vessels placed near the legs resemble the ordinary Mohenjo-

Daro pottery but the food plates placed near the legs are different.

Dismembered and fractional burials south-west to nortb-ea9t were

found without pottery.

In the eastern section, the orientation is north-east to south-

west or west to east. Only five skeletons were found with flexed

legs and the others were fully stretched. There was some grave-

furniture but not with incomplete burials. The pots were placed

at the head or feet. The types were the ka|aia (for water) with

a flask in it and cover, a gha*a, bowls decorated with peacocks.
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trees, leaves, fishes, hands, tassels, etc. as in stratum I, dishes

resembling Kish bowls of pre-sargonic age, champagne vases as io

Carchemish and Kish, used according to Laogdon as eating plates,

pear-shaped and round flasks.

In the Harappa cremation urn* there were bones, some

charred, of animals, birds, fish etc. There were no human bones

(except one solitary tibia). The urns also had goblets with poiuted

bases, cylindrical vases, toys, balls, beads, bangles, toy carts, wheels,

shell, cereals, ashes, charcoal, tortoise shell, antlers, melon-seeds

etc. These post-cremation urn* were found both in the streets

and under the drains as well as beneath the floors of the houses.

Fifty-four vases were found under the same lane in stratum V.

The post cremation urns have a deep red or cream slip. The
poly -chrome pottery though comparatively not so abundant are

found in all the levels The paintings arc in horizontal registers,

with black bands, dots, geometrical figures, humans and animals

in black in red. Among the animals only the goat (and bull ?)

figures on the pots. Palm trees, centaurs (?), birds, cross or

eagle, fish, fisherman with net, tortoise, crabs, star objects, goat

suckling a kid, four humans with tridents or plants or, horns on

their heads, the date tree, acacia, banana (?) pipal, the * comb ',

svastika, T. shapes, the so-called hide motive (intersecting circles),

basket, heart, and fish scale designs, rayed circles, geometrical

designs, triangles, chess-board chequers, dots arc depicted on

these funerary pottery.

Vats refutes Mackay’s statement that there is no evidence of

funerary figurines. Some of the figurines are found within the

post-cremation jars and arc purely funerary. A bangle is clearly

seen on a funerary figurine. {Vats. PL LXXVI).

M. S. Vats has pointed out that some of the paintings on the

pots can be explained in the light of Vcdic funeral customs. The
* homo* sign within the body of the peacock represents, he

thinks, the siiksma iarira
,
wavy lines the Vaitaxant river, the

hounds chasing a bull—the dog of Yama. The sun symbol, trees

and leaves, birds, fishes represent the various elements into which

the various parts of man are supposed to merge at the time of
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death according: to #g. X— 16— 3 and Baudh&yana Dharma Satra.

He think* that in ftg. X— 16—6 there i* a reference to the exposure

of the body first and then cremation and burial.

1 shall presently adduce Vedic evidence to show that the

conception of after life of the Indus people tallies exactly with the

Atharvan conception. Meanwhile let us take the two facts of

flexed or extended burial and orientatioa from east* to west or north

to south, in the other ancient civilisations. 55

In Mesopotamia, the Al-Ubaid dead were buried at full length

on pot sherds with necklets, armlets and studs of obsidian for the

nostrils, as in the II stratum of the Harappa cemetery. In the

Jemdat Nasr period, the bodies were placed in a crouched, tightly

contracted position with amulets of birds, animals, stamp

seals of geometric patterns, and cylinder seals of a new design. In

the so-called
4

royal

'

tombs at Ur, wholesale slaughter took place

and the bodies were placed in an underground chamber covered

with true domes. In the
1

Y * trench (the lowest) at Kish there

were traces of human sacrifices. In the poorer graves the bodies

were placed on the sides in a serai -contracted gently flexed position,

holding cups to the mouth with both hands. The bodies weie

wrapped in matting secured with bronie pins or in wood or basket

coffins. Later burials were in terracotta coffins of the
44

lnrnax
M

type. In the Akkadian period the dead were buried beneath the

floors of private houses. The bodies were laid on the side holding

always a cup of water to mouth. Woolley 56 also says that at

Ur-Warka, in the Jemdat Nasr period large clay bowls were

inverted over the graves. The bodies were wrapped in matting or

in coffins of wicker work, lying on the sides with hands in front

of the face and the legs bent, a posture fibsent in all the later Meso-

potamian periods. Woolley mentions that in the earliest graves paitial

cremation of the head took place in the grave itself, later came
burial in a flexed posture. Large clay jars had pots and bones

and were considered by Woolley to be foundation deposits but the

analogy with Indus burials shows that this kind of jar burial

was also practised in the archaic period of Sumer.

35. Child©. New Light*; Seton Lloyd. Mesopotamia

36. Woolley. Royal Tombs at Ur.
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lu Egypt 37 the tomb of Saba at Sakkara conforms to the

earliest type of tomb in Egypt. Tne burial was in a flexed position

on the right side with the head to the north. Wood coffins were

used and there is no mummification in this period. In the tomb

of Aha » (3400 B.C .) there was bnck casing for funeral barque. In

the tomb of the Second Dynasty the body was in a flexed position

on the le/t side, the head to the north. Near the head copper

axes, daggers, chisels were placed. The pots near the body were

unbroken but others were deliberately broken in ritual. In the

early Tasian culture we find contracted burials, outside the villages

;

at Mennde the burials were within the houses in a sleeping flexed

attitude facing east. In Badari and Amratiau cultures the burials

were in flexed or crouched position in trench graves facing west.

In the Iran high lands, at Susa I the burials weie flexed as

well as extended. Also we find bones gathered together after the

flesh had decayed. Frankfort thinks that Sttxa I is tho parent of

Al Ubaid culture. Iu Sflsa II (lie Elamites were normally interned

after the flesh decayed. The bones were deposited in the bare

earth or protected by clay sarcophagi or in brick vaults as also at

Musyan (Sosa 1 6).»

In Nineveh II c m influenced by the H&l&f and Arpachiyah

( I V- V) there was partial burial as in Elam, Nineveh IV and

Tepc Gawraii aud the funerary jars resemble those of Harappa.

The children were buried in jars. At Anau 11 also the children

were buried in a contracted position in jars.

In Syria and Anatolia, at Ug&nt (Ras Shamru) in the

Level II (C. 2000 8. C.) the tombs were rectangular chambers

with sloping walls and covered with two big slabs— cite fore-

runners of the Mycaenean dromos and corbelled vault tombs. At

37. ///. L. Ntm. 27ib Feb. 1937.

38. IU. L. New*. 12ch Feb. 1938.

39. Sydney Smith. HiUory of Aityria.

60. Child* New Light*.

61. tlLUNcwi. Nov. 2. 1929; Nov. 29. 1930; Nov . 21. 1931; Mar. 12.

1932; F*6. 11. 1933; Mar. 3. 1934. Ap. 27. 1933. Peb. 12. 1936; Ftb.

29, 1936 . Ftb. 20. 1937.
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Mari u (Tell Haul) in the Jemdat Nasr period, three vaulted stone

tombs were found below the 9hrine of Ishtar, with burial furniture.

In Palestine at Megkido® in the Level X (C. 1600 B. C.| of

the Middle Bronze II, the burials were in an extended position,

and the children were placed in jars. In the Level XI (1700 to

1650 B. C.) there were tombs of stone under the house floors. At

Lachish*4 (Tell Derweir) in the Chalcolithic period the earliest

settlements of the troglodytes there were oval burial chambers

approached by a narrow shaft, with Mesopotamian types of copper

daggers and javelins. Just prior to the Hyksos period there were

contracted burials with black pricked juglets, scarabs, bronze-

toggle pins etc.

In Cyprus, * the neolithic culture of Khirokitia is marked by

a sacred euclosure with four skeletons in a contracted position,

one being under a rectangular platform. At Erinoi and Kyrema
in the earliest (V) layer of the stone age (C. 4000 B. C.) a skeleton

in a contracted positiou was found. It is assumed that there

were no funeral rites and the dead were buried outside the houses.

In Crete® Peudlebury found the first neolithic graves at

Kastellos. In Early Mmoao I period the caves became burial

places, the old bodies being swept aside for the new burials. In

Early MinOJin II circular tombs appear with the old style of roofs

of reeds and clay. At Messara fires were lit in the tombs possibly for

purification, but there is no evidence of cremation. In Early Minoan

III larnax and pot burials became the fashion. In M. M. I. circular

tombs with votive or funerary deposits and rectangular ossuaries

ate found. Larnax and pithos burials are now common. In the

ossuaries the poly-chrome urns have in the middle a figure of

a bird or an ox. In M. M. II rock shelters and circular tombs

were still used. In M. M. Ill there is no change in the burial

62. III. L. News. Ocl. 13. 1934
;
Sep. 7, 1935

;
Ocl. 30. 1936 ; May 28. 19J«.

63. III. L. News. June 20. 1936
:
June 16. 1934

:
Oc». 16. 1937.

64. III. L. News. July 6. 19J6.

63. III. L. News. Dee. 21. 1933 ; Jan. 19, 1933; Nov. 28. 1936; Dec. 26.

1936.

<6. IU. L. News. Nov. 28. 1939; Marchs, 1938 .June 3.1939. Pendle-

bery . A rcherotogy o t CreU
.
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customs. The rock shelters are converted into tombs and pithos

bunals are common, la southern Crete the circular tombs are

abandoned. In L. M. II the royal tomb at Isopata is in the form of

a sloping dromos, with a corbelled door way. In the main

chamber was a burial cist and a niche. The tomb of tbe

double axes had a cist in the shape of n double axe. The pithoi

are decorated with incisions, papyrus, raised medallions, rosettes,

fringed reeds, double axes with reduplicated blades. The larnakes

have oval, papyrus and adder mark patterns. In L. M. Ill pithos

but ial dies out and larnax burial becomes the regular mode. The
chamber tombs are now true tholos. At Tylissos an instance of

cremation burial was found. This is the first case of deliberate

cremation in Crete, possibly of a foreigner. The painted sarco-

phagi of Agia Triadhaare interesting. There are chariots, ouedrawn
by winged griffin*, with two females, one with a tall head dress,

another chariot drawn by horses has two female worshippers.

There is a procession of women and a flute player passing by an

altar over which lies a trussed ox with its throat cut and the blood

pouring into a bracket-shaped vase. Below the altar there are two

crouched calves. A woman m front with jacked and baggy kilt of

mottled skin, the tail hanging behind is pouring something on the

altar. Behind the altar there is a double axe with a long shaft

and a raven perched oo it in front of a shrine surmounted by sacred

horns and enclosing an olive Itee. On the otlier side of the larnax,

a woman is pouring blood into a cauldron set between two double

axes on stands. On each axe is a bird. Another woman lias two

bucket* slung over her shoulders and behiud her a man is playing

on a seven-stringed lyre. Three men are carrying a boat shaped

object, probably a calf, towards a door-way where a man is shown

as rising out of the ground near an altar. Evidently these are

ritual ceremonies and offerings to the dead in the secondary burials.

In Moravia® a few burials of men in contracted position

were discovered. The Danubians were broad beaded Anatolians who
usually burnt the dead. According to the Myers, the early round-

headed people of Central Europe also burnt the dead.

67. IU. L. Newi. Ap. 6, I9M . June 23. I9S«.
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The Etruscans of It*ly burnt the dead and placed the ashes

in large terracotta jars or bronze jars shaped like human beings

and placed on bronze chairs. Sometimes also the whole body

was placed in a jar. The tombs were on the model of the Etruscan

bouses. The cemeteries were in a bee-hive form.

In the trans-Indian sites cremation is found at Mehri »><)

Daborkot. At Shahitump in Makran the interment was both

flexed and extended* At Nal ° and Nundata fractional bunal

as well as complete burials in brick graves are found. At Gumal
the urns for the dead contained small vessels, cups, jugs, blades and

stone arrow heads (sometimes bronze pieces) figurines etc. and

assigned to 5000 B.C. Later grave* showed signs of exposure of

bodies to birds and beasts before burial. The vessels in the graves

contained iron objects and arrow heads.

To sum up this survey

:

Burials tightly contracted—Tasiln, Merimde (facing east),

Badarian—crouched facing west. Naquada—doubled up after decay

of flesh (?), Gerzean—no regular orientation, J. Nast—strictly

contracted or crouched, Cyprus (early)—sitting or contracted.

Extended— Al-Ubaid on a mosaic of broken pot sherds,

Stlsa 1 (some also flexed), Samarra— in bricklmed cists, Shahi-

tump—extended and flexed, Cyprus (later)—fully extended.

Flexed—Shahitump, SOm I a, Ur- Early Dynasty—legs at right

angles to the trunk. Shahitump bodies facing north, and on the

right or left sides, bowls at head and back.

Secondary or Factional—Sosa I, Early Pre-Dynastic Egypt.

Nal—both complete and fractional.

Post-cremation— Erecli- incineration of extended bodies

wrapped in clay and fires kindled in the hall, bodies partially

cremated. Ur-partial burning of the head. Surghul in Akkad (>).

Animal sacrifices— Badari—cattle and sheep cetemously buried

Egypt Amratian—dog9 with their masters. Ur-royal graves

Shahitump—charred remains of lambs, goats etc.

M. Ail'd Sinn. Catalogue of Anltgulhf. Delhi Mottan.
09. Hargreaves. Hicavatiom at Nal. Mem. Ar. S. 1.
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M. S. Vats l,as pointy oul lhal tf* two atranu of the Harappa
Cemetery are not separated fay a long Interval. Both may even be
more or less contemporary. Xhere cu||Ural though not ethnic
continuity throughout from the Harappa lime, as proved by
offering dishes, red-wafe, ,ma„ VMM |lke carinated pots, round
water pots, the /flfa »0<i.the deer and peacock motives. Guha
thinks that there is a ^o0)Udeiab

|e gap iapara,;„B the jar burials
which belonged to a st^ll tow he*ded |jke Ihe preM!nt abwi .

gines of India. The H^ppa remains den»on,t,ate the presence
of noo-Armenoid «0d f>*0**bly a,*> 0 , thc A^enoid-Alpine race in
the Indus Valley. In *he

slta,uinlJ and Harappa tbere u
ractal coot.nuity of .ho <*I| large headed dolichocephalic people with
long faces and prominent no.es as of Mobenjo Daro I. Al-Ubrnd, Kish
massive," and pre.dyr)Bi(jc Kawamil Uppcr Egypt. Mackay

points out that the Mobenjo Daro type A. (biff-brained, large-headed,
with high cranial va^'t,, ma5sil.a promiDC„, supraorbital ridge,
and enormous developm*,,

ol Iha^ a„rici.U. direct) doa9 ^
represent the p.e~nt E*o

p |e of |he Iodu5 Va||ey. Keith thinks
lhat these pnople ar* diffeien , flom lhe in;1 ,0 body of the dolicho-
cranial skulls but not P'olo. Au41ro

|oid a5 lh4Sy are connec|ed w -,b
the Sumenan and (Lucasian. They may he termed Caucasic
The earlier race is br<*d 1>oaed a8 A( . L, baid and ^
Friederichs and Moll* Weddid. though |here is no W||h
Veddas. Further th* d,Anguish four ethrt* elements-Weddo.d,

ol. 2
.
p. 83-406). Type y resembling tfe present Indus people,

represents accord,nff to Guha the socalh* Mediterranean race,
which though physiOlly weaxer, was intellectually superior and
probably formed the rulmg cUss Thi8 merely an ^
conjecture.

We shall now s««dy lho Vedic funeral «s.oms in the light of
the Atharva Veda «r»d demonstrate ft,si, th**l the Aryans observed
not merely c.emat.ofl vari0u3 0,her meltlQds of dispo#ing ^ |h(f
dead, and secondly. th»,

,hc evidence o( |he Indua funer(Uy CU)(|om5
completely

, proves «»e Aryan (or predomi^n.ly so) character of
the civilisation.
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Atharva (XI1-3) shows that cremation itself is die supreme

sacrifice. Sahagamaua is probably alluded to in X1I-3-2. “ Let

Ibe MithunI arise from what is cooked " (pakva) l.t. tho charred

bones. Atharva {XVIH-2-34 and 35) refers to the various

methods.

The buried, the scattered ivap). the burned, and they that are

set up InJdhlio) -let all these Pit/s eat the oblation..

The commentator explains pdrOplSh-JUituliie kaffha vrf

Pxirilyak/ih. Ap»stamb t(I-8-7)ha«inffi ffR: qnil: ftstfST:

Here burial, scattering of bones, cremation, exposure on an elevated

structure or perhaps buried in a sitting posture are alluded to.

‘ L* 1 *he agnidggdhii and auagnuhigdhak revel on sraddha
in heaven This shows that both cremation and other methods
were considered equally orthodox. Atharva (XVIII-3-70) has
“ Give back, O forest tree, him who is deposited here within thee ".

Whitney takes this a* a possible allusion to burial in the hollow

of trees, though n may also refer to the jat of bones deposited at

the foot of a tree. The B/had iJSvatl (V-73-78) says that

Saptavadhri, the priest of AivtuuUha of the Bharata clan was
placed in a troe trunk and was rescued by the Aivius.

lu the datapatha (XIII-8-21) It is said that the Devas hid

open cemeteries, whereas tho Asuras had enclosed cemeteries and hid

the corjrse in an urn or tub (crrurfi) Taittiilyn Samhila (111-3-8)

says Probably tills refers to

cremation anil earth-mounds hko stflpas erected over the bones.

The stdpns are constructed on the model of a hair-koot. (Pita#*

in the T.iittirlya Samliita.)

The pmyiga ot die Atharvan funeral mantras seeins to be

directed only to cremation, internment of liones and pinfapitxyitjiia.

The mantras ate not arranged strictly according to the procedure.

But we can reconstruct the ritual according to the directions given

by Kausika, Kfltava and others- It should be noted that generally

the mantras occur in the tenth Manila of the $gveda and

hence the method of the Ugvedic times was more or less the same.
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Alliarva (XVI 1 1 -2- 19) implies that the man about to die was

placed on a bed ol darbha grass; the body was laid oo a cart

lot transportation (18-1-54) or on a litter (18-2-48) according to

Kauiika. Two bulls or men were yoked to draw the cart (18-1-56).

On the way the body is placed and raised up three times (18-3-8)

;

the fire is carried at the head o( the procession (18-3-7). Before

handling the body. KauAika says (18-3-55), a prayer is offered

to Agni to free the man from the bite of Sakuna, serpent and

•vSpada. KSAava says that in the case of a man bitten by a crow,

ant etc. anil wounded, the wounded place is first burned with fire.

I lieplaceof cremation is sprinkled with holy water to drive out all

creatures and demons. The body is taken to the piled. 18-1-55, 61).

Oblations are offered to the fires when preparing the body for

• lemation. "Death is the kind messenger of Yam*" (18-2-27).

The pyre piled up (18-1-44). A new cloth Uarpyi 18-4-31)

for the body
1
18-2-57), the body was formerly covered up U8-3-30).

" Do I set thee in svadhu." Kauiika says that the body was fixed

on the pile but it is forbidden by Uparibabhrava. The Ii)» bowl

is placed on the head on the pile with the other sacrificial imple-

ments possessed by the dead man to be burned (18-3-53). "The

bowl that Atharvan bore filled up to India." The staff from the

hand of a Brfchmapa, the bow from a K$atriya and a tna^i or

B<x\d (prutdiia) from Vaisya are taken off (18-2-54). Hgveda mantra

is addressed to ksatnya ouly. the Atbarva to BrfthmaQas and

K^atriyas, the Taittiriya Arat)>al<a(VI-l-3) mentions Vaisyas also.

The Ynpmaua takes a gold piece of the dead man, and smearing

it with ghee gives it to the eldest son who with it wipes the

deceased s hand (18-4-56).

The earn dish filled with butter and honey is deposited at

the head (18-3-70). An oblation is offeted to Yama ( 1
8*2* 1.3).

"The goat is the share of Tapas " (Kg X- 16-41. The auaslarmii

is a goat bound on the south, sacrificed and laid on the body to be

burned (18-2-8). Two kidneys of the sacrificed animal ate placed

on the hands of the dead man for the “ dogs " of Yama.
“ Run fast the four eyed two dogs of Sama?" (18-2-11). “Wrap

about thee of kine a protection from the fire" (18-2-58 ; Re X-16-7).

The anuitarani is here a cow. The dead man’s face is covered
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with the omentum pierced with seven holes. On the chest of the

dead an offering to Safasvfcl is made (18-3-25). The body is

placed supine (18-4-14). SamsvBti is invoked in Pitfmidha
(18-1-41-43).

The pyre Is lighted. Yuma hOma is performed (18- 1 -49).

Sometimes the youngest son lights the fire (18-2-4). The goat™

is asked to go to prepare the way.

Let them (SOchi and ramhi ?) collect after the goat as he goe*.

What Dasyus liave entered among the Pitre like acquain-

tances. eating what is not sacrificed, who hear fmripur and niptir

(8thOia and sQkfma bodies—commentary, enemies’ houses and

friends— Whitney) let Agni blast them.

Pass over the stream (navAvatl) and |lk?Bka (the Milky

Way—Whitney).

Yama Is beyond and Vivasvaut below. Beyond that there is

nothing whatsoever.

Agni nnd SOma, send Pa$an who shall carry by the goat

travelled roads (aj&yautiili) him that goes thither.

Whitney takes anjOySn/tih (leading straight to the goal) as

correct, and as opposed to the roundabout route (mahipatha
parySna). But the reference to POfan implies goats (Bg. VI-

55-6-4; 57-3; X-26-8).

Let the Anustarnpi cow make the herdsman (gOpati) ascend

to Svarga. (Athnrvn 18-3-4).

The Vaitnrnnl cow led to the pile is released (18-4-57). The
(tones are gathered alter complete consumption. All the parts

are to be burnt nnd nothing thrown down (18-4-12). Whitney
quotes Chftndogya Upantsad (VI 1-15-3),

70 The word aja may be connected with the Greek word mtfeios—of n

goat Hal ll u inspected that the connection u late, the original Aigcioi

ie of onknonn meaning connected with the Aegean civUleatWlt.
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(a bamboo splinter)

The fire is extinguished (18-3-6). Let there grow Kylmbu,
Slpijit darvl and Vyalkasi. Hgveda (X- 16- 13) has kiySmbu and

pak.« dOrvL On the second day a cow (whose calf is dead—
iibln vunya valsa ) is milked on the place of cremation and an

oblation is made on its bade.’

The bones are gathered bending the knee sitting down on the

right. The performer approaches from the west. The bones are

collected bit by bit (gh&sa).
11

Let nothiug of thee be left here."

“ Go to the Sun with the eye " etc. {Alharva 18-2-7). See

tig. X-16-3.

TO-nwai ^ 'ix0^ ^ wjtt |

irtomm Rf* ** a Rfafagj srfft n

Also Bxhad&ranyaka Upaulfad (V-13).

3f« s?R« Rinrafa m RTon«gfif^«

*rw4 wk qmmw artwi

afarft wrattrai (mM il

The bones are gathered and arranged in the form of a human
figuro (18-3-25) on the place of cremation. The women go thiec

times round the relics of the funeral pyre in apradakfina, with

disheveled hair and beating the thigh.

" Th«y overpass defilement (npra) wiping it off on the metal
bowl (? kasya)

"—(18-3-17.) The commentary takes kasya to be

derived from kikasa.and to mean a cemetery, from vertebra; (kikasa).

Caland refers to dhuvaua (fanning the relics) as part of nidhina

(depositing). An empty pot (rikta kumbha

)

is set down and
beaten with an old shoe. The commentary says that one breaks an
empty jar (rikta kalaia) on the night of the day of cremation

earlier than nidhina. In any case Whitney thinks kasya to

be (kamsya ?) Icalasa. Offerings are made to Yama. The bones are

sprinkled with milk from bunches of grass or plants. They are placed
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in a pot, sprinkled with a pot with hundred holes (iatachhidra) or

thousand holes (safuisra chhidra patra). A temporary hut is

constructed (vimita) in preparation for interment and gruel, rice,

flesh, hooey and ghee are offered (8-4-42). Oblations to Sarasv&ti

(18-4-45-47). ApSpas (cakes) arc offered to the figure made of

bones—two dishes at the head, eight more in eight directions in

PradakS'D i order, the eleventh in the centre with a dish of water.

Ghee, boiled flesh, milk, curds, hooey,* mixed grams are offered.

Many plants {sarvousadhi) are placed m the jar. The jar

is deposited in a trench at the foot of a tree (Vanaspati or Vries* -

Styapa : b>x
;
Whitney—Kophino*).

Let no: the tree oppress thee nor the earth (18 2-25).

It is removed from the root of the tree (commentary—provided

it is so deposited).

Give back O forest tree, who is deposited here within thee

(18-3-70).

The earth is piled up. “ The kasambu (piling ?) is completed.

Look down at it,*' the relatives and all are asked to look at the

deposit in the trench (mound ?). The place is to be marked ofl

by an odd number of i&l&kas and isUkas and patted well. The
mound over the jar is perhaps meant, not quite knee-high

( awtoig.

)

Assisters cover a kakiilmla, so, earth ! cover him. Inter-

ment is with a clod (lOga) of earth for each joint (lg-3-52).

Whitney thinks the leOpam^ul (V. 15-16) refeis to covering; the

bones with earth.

fewn qrd°i fltroifafea gag I

gmrrg tea II

Atharva (18-2-51) says " No other place than this Is found for

him “
I cover thee excellently with the garment of Mother

Earth
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Then ihe pltufa pit? yajna is performed in a hole in the

ground ( 18- 1-40 g<trta uuiam? 1 =$mafAna snncaya). Oblations

are made to this fire.

Watery is the lowest heaven (divi); full of stars? (ptlnmatl)

is called the midmost; the third is the Pradiva of the Fathers

( 18 - 2 .48).

The eMcst son pours, water on the attendants. All rinse the

mouth and take a hath. Then comes sapindikarana (putting

together the three rice balls on the b&rhis).

These hymns make do reference to iila sttana and to the

final disposal of the relics in some sacred stream. These practices

of modern Br&hmanas may be later developments due to Purlnic

(c/. GarujapurApa) conceptions of various hells, re birth, Vnikup}ha

etc. The Rgvedic hymns seem to cootcmplate only post crema-

tion urn burial. 7* But throwing the relics into a stream may be

also an early practice since in the Harappa urns very few human

remains have been found. Otherwise the paintings on the urns

seem to demonstrate the Vedic conceptions. M. S. Vats has

pointed out that the goat was expected to protect the man from too

much heat. Me also thinks that the pictuies refer to the Vaitarapl

and Anustaranl cows. The plants, fish, water birds, rayed orbs

figured on the pottery imply according to him the various elements

to which the various parts and faculties were supposed to go.

Among the birds the Viyasa represents Vftyu and the prdtas arc

supposed to be in the form of mind and wind (tttanatli vtyu-

rup<»a). The hound chasing a bull may be the dog of Yam*.

But no explanation has yet been offered for the peculiar idea

that the suktma larira resides within the body of the peacock.

1 think that since in the funeral mantras there are frequent

71. The Nirubta (III-5) explain* Oaria at a pillar in the Mmbly hill of the

gamblers.. A womanof the tooth without help suceniln the pillar for

wealth. (1-24-7). V7
gr (true). TraAiAtuoa* made under the pillar are

binding. V'tfur- to heap. ral*e (a mound); a chariot. VgX (to pr*H*)

a pratted vehicle. Rodra in garta tad*. Perhaps the Itoga i* a

form of thii funeral pillar or mound.

72. See (uriher-Note In Appcndii and Reference*.
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references to Sarasvtti, that Goddess Is represented by her vthana,

a peacock, otherwise it is not possible to explain the appropriateness

of offering an oblation to Sarasviti on the chest of the dead man
on the funeral pyre (181-41.42-43), and again in gathering the

relics ( 18-4-45, 46, 47). In fact wc may conjecture that the

funeral urn containing the relics was in the shape of the joined

heads and necks of the peacocks—a pattern wc find on the

funeral pottery and which perhaps gave the symbol =U= lo the

Indus script.

The custom of erecting mounds over the relics continued down

to historical times. In South India pallii are supposed to be

temples erected over such remains. Usually when a sannylsin is

interred a bfndfivfcna or a tivalinga is established over the grave.

Among the DivAngas it is the custom to bury the dead in a sitting

posture and a house is erected over the grave for worship.

Kurubas erect Pu/gfu kufif over the graves. The Kurumbas have

a Savu mane (house of the dead—a cromlech) wherein a bone from

the pyre ut placed. Youug children amoug all castes are of course

buried. The fact that many funerary jars were found buried

beneath the houses and under the lanes in Harappa may show,

not house burials as in the West, but that the relics being purified

were no longer considered harmful lo the living. Partial crema-

tion and water disposal must also have been common though

complete incineration is enjoined in the Atharva. The three

mam methods of disposing off the dead—complete cremation with

the relics thrown into river, fiexed and fully stretched burials, and

Urn burials may be taken to represent the practices of different

castes in the society dominated by a common and continuous,

civilisation but with varying funeral rituals.

(To be concluded .)

The Journal of the Mythic Society is printed on
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THE MEMBERS OF
THE ANCIENT SOUTH INDIAN ARMY (SENAI):

THEIR ASSEMBLY AND ITS FUNCTIONS*

By K. S. Vaidyanathan. b.a.

We see from the foregoing that the SabhS of the military quarter

was variously known as KaikkOt$*i»paligal, Sfaaiyar, S5r.npo(tgal,

Mupyukai MahW.jal,11' Perumpaijaiyar, '* Muipflrpatjai, »» and

Valangai MSatgaL The Sabht of the Sfoaichchflri was brought into

existence for receiving the gifts and endowments made by the resi-

dents of the eiri
;

for receiving the gold and land etc. for such

purposes for the regular carrying out of the desires of the donees

or the objects of the donations or endowments
;
and for the receipt

and execution of all amenities and adjustments that were necessary

on behalf of the residents of the iSri. They received and sold lands

and issued deeds for the sales effected by them. They sold lands

to private persons who gave gifts to their temples. 114 The lands

sold by them were also made free of taxes. Besides, the terms

and phrases 119 like emmiliUiindu, vitaipporuf ivnr pabkal

iondu, vifC" vilaippmmanatn pa^rihkudullim, vitzuhkudulta

innilaltithlfH iituvi vilai ataiyiim iduve Peru} itla-valaiyum.

vilaikkura virr". po'n\arnbbo»du, and tmtnil iiainda porul

ellanr kaiylle arakkond'i, which are found in the records which

mention them and their transactions are significant. They
indicate beyond doubt that they were regularly constituted bodies

like the Sabh*. Cr etc. and that they must have had their

• Continued from Vol. XXXII. No. 3. p. JOJ.

lit No. 1396 of S i. i. Vol. IV
.
No. 532fI6; MOO ot S I. I. Vol. IV

No. 733 of S. I. i. Vot. V ; No. 1M of 1903.

132. No. 232 of 1933 ; No. 333 of 1916.

133. No. 231 of 1933. See alto No. 229 of 1933
:
Mummuri-daedat.

" • •

133. Purchase of Unde by private persons from the body called Mujpfijpadal

ore mentioned in No. 231 of 1933. A. K. 1933.

135. Pot these terms to Tamil see S. I. k (Tens) published volumes. The
above cursets coo tain only tmntlatioos of ihese leima.
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own set rules of conduct as had all the local administrative institu-

tions. Else it is inexplicable how they came to an agreement

among themselves, received gifts in gold and kind, and conducted

the endowments and other transactions to the entire satisfaction of

the donees. There is absolutely no ground to doubt the fact that

there must have been some kind of regulation* to guide the people

in their elections and the assembly in discharging its grave funr-

tions. 134 The last mentioned record (III) tefers to the body by the

term Perumpadaiynr and shows that it was composed of represent;1
,

fives from the several regiments or battalion* of the army, and all

the extracts given above disclose that the assembly had the same

corporate existence and status as the Sabhft of other villages. In the

third cxttact, the number of representatives were eight from eight

regiment*. From another record it is clear that besides these func-

tion* they managed also the affairs of the military cantonment, **

and of the temple situated in thetr quarter. Some of ihe specific

Tamil words that arc used in the records of their transactions have

been noted above. The fact that the military accountant Padaik-

kaoakku figures as the scribe of one of their records is important.

The existence of a Paja'kkatiakkaa, “• for the body of Perum-

padaiyar (military assembly) is another evidence in support of the

fact that the Sablia of the army was regularly constituted. Padaik-

kanakkag or the military accountant was the accountant to the

military assembly, a* the Sabhaikkanakkaij, '» NHIukkanakkai), >*>

Nagarakkanakkao, and Orhkaaakkag, *•* were respectively tic-

countants to the administrative bodies Sabht, Nft^u, Nagara and Cr.

150. If they were not regularly constituted t»J»es with workable procedures

andforroulatedprinciples.it is impossible to imagine that the donors
would have left with them their gifts of vinous descriptions, and would
have returned to their bocne* with the utter satisfaction that their

intended aims for which they made their gifts would he carried out
without default.

137. No. 242 of 1933.

13S. /bid . It is interesting to note that an accountant called S&napimyak'
caQakku is sectioned in No. 372 of 1917.

159. Non. 43S. 729. 744 of S. 1. 1. Vol. V.

160. No. 22 018. I. I. Vol. VII. a nr! 409 of Vol VIII.

161. Nos. 303. 439 of S. I. I. Vot V.

162. Nca. 977. 986. 1003 of S. M. Vol. V ;
49/VI

. 204. 409/VIII ; 43. 44.
43. 4B. 104 of VII. A jivita io him is mertioned in No. 390/IV.
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In the above instances the lands were sold as Captfsuvar-

avilai or Candfevarapperuvilai. There are other instances of lands

having been sold as S6gftpattpperuvilai. m From the nature of the

transactions of some of the records it appears that lands were held

on military tenure by contingents of armies, by Sb&patis etc.

The following instances will bear out this conclusion. No. 194 of

1926 belongs to the 'time of Tribhuvanar.akravartio Kftjtodra

Cola III, and registers the agreement given by PeriytQ Alagiya-

peruml| alias S0|aganga& of Paiyllr in PaiyarkO^am of JayangowJa-

SO unandalarn alia* Tondaimandalam, to levy taxes at certain fixed

rates on the lands held by him as paiai-pa^Ku (military tenure).

No, 196 of the same year's collection registers a Sarvamftnya

grant of land, for keeping watch over the villages Madukkflr,

V« ppangulam and Muttakkuruchchi, in the troublous times following

Kongrirftja's flight from Trichiuopoly In a certain year. There arc

numerous other instances where lands are said to have been granted

as paiai-parru.

The body of S5nai also joined with other assemblies and

performed certain common functions. An instance of their conjoint

action is noticed in their undertaking to carry out the object for which

a gift was made, on behalf of another body. On a reference to the

abstract of contents given above of No. 603 of S. I. I. Vol. V. (I),

it will be observed that the latter part of the document is an under-

taking by the body SCr.ai, on behalf of the Padipadamaia Pattu<Jaiya

Paflcftctryas, whose sale of land to the donor to enable him to

163. (a) S. 1. I. Vol. IV No. 30* mentions as a hoandary the Namiavnnam

(flower garden) obtained as a Sdoipatlpptru vital by a certain flaiya

Triuttalvanidfciar and others.

1. 10 V*4avolugti I|*»ya Tiruttijvarai.

1 1 datUrujlitia 8rl Seii&paiipp*rn film koOda Tlrunaoda-
*a?lattakku mefku.

{b) S. I. I. Vol. VI. No. 454.

II. 23-. 1*1. ilbinuia Ac.adi*ri.thi|,»»,. n«d»kkump*Iikku

Sri Sopup. iipp.rov!laiy»g»lk'jdjil6ni

.

<c)S. I. I. Vol. IV No. 160.

Niy^l*r Al^apperamftlakka Sri Sfelp.iipprruvil.ivtg. Nil.vil.ip-

pmralDoni panmikoilulldra.
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make his endowment, is detailed »n the first half of the same record.

The body, Sfloai, received the two kalnhju of gold and undertook to

feed the members of the SrlkOyil of the place, once in a month,

without fail, as long as the Sun and Moon endure, and they shared

the responsibility on the condition that they were not to show

iiai, echchHr.it, vefli, nrtukkulai and all others on the said } vlii

and 3 nt& of land sold to the donor.

From aiecocd from KudumiySmalai, 144 dated in the Thirty.sixth

year of KulOttuhgn I, it is learnt that the blameless five hundred men

constituting the army of the district called Ratjap5dikooda»ol:ivn|a.

nadu, were appointed to supervise an arrangement, the business of

which was the supply of areca nuts to the temple. In other records

it is found that the different kinds of Vg|nikkSn\ regiments were in

the charge of the management of minor shrines and had also to

provide for the requirements of them. Others took money from the

temple oo interest.

The above mentioned were not the only ways by which the

So^ai (military assembly) mingled and worked conjointly with other

assemblies. Persons from Sijaicori arc reported to have been

selected, to test the fineness of gold that was current in a village.

The record referring to the same, registers " that a standing order

was made by the assembly of UUaramdru CaturvcdimatigalAtn

fixing the number of persons to be chosen for testing the correct-

ness of gold current in the village, the method of choosmg them,

and the procedure to be followed by the persons so chosen in

conducting iheir work
*' Jtt

. Of the nine persons who were selected

by the pottkket system, two were chosen from the army. It is

also interesting to note that the regulation seems to state when that

the selected persons were performing their appointed task of testing

gold, they were to be paid monthly 74 tnahj&di of gold, perhaps as

remuneration for their work. ,tt7 The record adds that they were

164. No. 333 or 1904.

165. No. 293 or S. 1. 1. Vot. VI. Set (or an edition or the inscription. Ep.

lod. Vol. XXII. p. 145.

166. Ibid.

167. ibid
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subordinate to the Tank Committee. Another instance of

payment for work done by a person from the quarter of the army

can be cited. A record gives out that a girl (nakka*) Anandam,

who came from the sixty-second house in the StpAmugam of

NaitapaHaflam, was allowed to receive a share which consisted of

I vifi of land with a nett yield of one hundred kalamt of paddy, for

her services in the temple of RftjMvari. ** Farther, we have

instances of Stpfipetis who were the heads of tbelr quarters, being

sent by royal order to inspect and check the accounts etc. of

temples, aod among such occasion* embezzlements or misappropria-

tions of gold, silver etc. were detected. '*

Another of the important functions of the military associations,

which counted among their members, many soldiers worthy on

account of the power of their arms, was the protection of the wealth

of the country, especially the temple aod its treasury. From the

evidence of numerous inscriptions, it is clear that tho temples which

lay scattered all over the country, had in them big treasuries which

were known as PaQ^&'ams or KaruvMams, where much wealth and

gold were usually deposited. The wealth of the temple treasury

was immense on account of the several images, ornaments, gifts

and presents from kings and chiefs, of various descriptions which

were all mainly of gold, silver and precious stones of the highest

value, that were deposited in it. Besides these, huge quantities of

paddy and other materials were in the custody of the managers

of the temple and its treasury. In fact the numerous inscriptions

are but simple records of the many endowments of variegated

nature, gifts of paddy, gold, and animals like cows, sheep etc. that

were made from time to time. From what has been said above

it will be apparent that the wealth of the temple was huge and

immeasurable and as such it required the best of protection in the

country. Besides, as we have already shown, many kinds of

business transactions were cooducted within the precincts of the

temple. Again, it was a busy centre on account of the many
festivals and important events all through the year. That the best

16B. S. I. I. Vd. 1L PL III. 66. I. 247.

169. A. R. on S. I. Kp. for 1913. p. 98
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protection was given lo the temple is evident from the fact that

the tried and trusted regiments of the tealm, and the military

assemblies, ate found attached to the temples. They not only

safeguarded the temple, but as we have seen above engaged them-

selves in other form9 of activities also, the nature of which have

been detailed already. The following instances will illustrate the

fact that the temple was well guarded.

() An inscription from TirnvftKivaram 1,0 registers the vari-

ous victories gained by the C5[a army called Minrubai
MahHilnai and records that the temple at Tiruviltfvaram,

its treasury, and the temple servants were placed under

the protection of the army.
%

() A StrmftdBvi record 1,1 of the twenty-sixth year of a certain

KulOttunga, contains a regulation or Dharma which

states that the four boundaries of Titumukkftlvattam

which was consecrated to the Paramasv»migal of Abhay.

aethsna in drlbhaktavrayam, the flower garden, the

persons connected with the temple, things in use as

parikkatam, parichchinnam, koji, ibharanam etc.

were under the protection of the FiufaipiUitta Palt&yir-

ttvar of the Mitfukai Mahitinoiyar. It adds further

that those who trespass or act against this Dharma, will

be punished and that tltose who honour the law will be

honoured by them with elephant and garland.

(c) A VauUftllu inscription, m states dial the temple shall be

under the protection of Pa4aipi<titta Fallayiravar,

(d) An inscription from Pattamadai records that the temple of

Aiyirattcoma-viowgat-cmberumOi) was p |ace<| under the

protection of Miuruhaiyar.
173

(«) It is stated in a record, 174 that the man who does anything

against the gift of land (Dharma) would be condemned as

170. No. 120 ofl90J.

in. No. 753 ol S. 1. 1. Vol. V,

172. No. 616 of 1917.

171. No. H2 of 1916.

17«. No. U06 of S. 1. 1. Vol. IV.
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having destroyed the three kOyit (Buddhist) and to have

escaped from the Mtncubiiyar, meaning the escape

from the torture of the safeguarding body of militia men.

(/) A record from Ceylon .
m

is interesting for it states that

the great temple of the Tooth relic was declared to be

under the protection of MSjcukai Ttruvifaikk&rar, by

the Royal Preceptor when he was seated along with the

ministers of the king. The VSJaikklniB gave the temple

the new name MOorukai Tiruvfilaikkaras Daladiyapperum-

palii—meaning the great temple of the Tooth relic of

MUngukai VglaikkSras. In order to make it remain as

their charity and under their protection, one servant

and one vUi of land (for his maintenance), were assigned

from each regiment, and the body bound themselves to

protect the temple, its servants and treasures etc. The

several groups that constituted the V6)aikk!ras signed

the agreement.

Lastly it remains to be mentioned that in inscriptions the

ijhapti was very often the commander of the military forces 1,8

Stnidhipali, m or Balidhikritn,m and sometimes the king’s private

secretary Rahaiika. In Ceylon grants, the so-called ancestors

of the dtlabas are. very often, either military officers or the chief

secretaty who is called )rtalial6 and occasionally the R9yal treasurer

Kudasalangvan. Two military officers took part in the proclama-

tion of the edict- *** It is worthy to note in tins connection, that

1 75. No. 1 196 of S. 1. 1. Vol. IV.

176. la this connection it is Interesting to note that Hatitik-'> sad ViraloeA

appear to h»\* been offices, and HastiyadyakS* wn perhaps similar to

the office of HaitikSsa. The officials 6gt>r« in many records and the

execution »od protection of the grants were entrusted to them See

G&divarl plates of Ri>a Pruh.lraflln ]. B B. R. A. S. Vol. XVI. p 144.

PulSmbtXni grant of MhdhavAvatnaan I. J. A. H. R. S. Vol. II. Pt. 1.

pp. M 7ff.

177. Ep. lad. Vol. XVU. p. 293.

1 78. B0h'.*r lodische Palaoographie 95.

179. Ep. Ind. Vol. III. p. 21.

180. Ep. Zey. Vol. Ill, p. 110.

181. Ikid. p. 100.

3
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in the Tamil inscriptions, in addition to their signatures as ajhapii
,

the clauses like * idu tuim Slnapadikknm okkum ID are found

added.

RESUME

In the above pages, we have followed the clear testimony of

literature and epigraphy and come to the conclusion that the

ancient South Indian army was composed of war-chariots, elc-

phantry, cavalry and infantry; that as days progressed, war-

chariots were out of use and came to be associated with the Royal

insignia of honour : that the position and rank of S&ilpati was one

of the highest in the kingdom
; that they were governors of territorial

units and chiefs of divisions of the country ; that mercenary troops

called VSIaikkaras were largely prevalent in South India and

Ceylon
;
that owing to the luck of Royal favour in the form of

J Ivitas and Vrittis, or on account of some similar cause, they

degenerated into a multitude of castes of which Paijayftchi,

Arasavaili> Gaupijas. etc. are modem representatives; that local

cantonments and garrisons existed; and that recruitment to the

army was never restricted on communal grounds. Further we have
learnt that the army had a geographical standing or special quarter

which was called Sfit>uichch5n
;
that the Commissariat department

was also functioning with their commercial quarters which were
known as S*QaiynhgiiJ‘

;
and that it looked after the supply of food

and the other needs of the army whether it was stationed in its

unit or while ou its march. From Literary sources, we have seen

that there were assemblies of bodies like Sdyaipperungaiji or
Perungapichchangam which worked for the army ; that they must
have been assemblies uecemrily got up by order, with set rules of
conduct and formulated principles and procedures. We have
made out from a study of selected epigraphical references that the
Sipaichchdris or the quarters of the armies had assemblies of their

own which were called variously as Perumpa^aiytr, Sflnaiytt
MOnfukai-Mss*iaiy«r, etc. that from an examination of the nature of
the transactions, the form of procedures adopted, and the numerous
specific terms and phrases that axe found employed in the records

182. No. 7S0ofS. LI. Vet. V.
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which give them out, it is clear that the Sabhfl of the quarter of the

army was a regularly constituted body which conducted ail its

transactions, receiving endowments made to temples, undertaking

to execute the requirements intended to be provided for by the

donors, effecting sale of lands etc. ; and that the assemblies and the

regiments under them were entrusted with the protection of the

temple and the treasury. We have also seen that very often the

S&i&pati was ajhapti of the grants
;
that though the persons were

members of the contingeuts of armies, whose life-business was to

fight for the country, yet they took active interest in all matters of

public-fife
;
that instances of their keen interest are forth-coming

and that Sfefipatis were sent by kings to temples for purposes of

supervision, inspection of accounts and the various duties of the

temple officials. We have also noted that the members who
formed themselves into the assembly (Sffcad were entitled Araiyars

and Nfcj&lvirs and were each one uf them representatives nf

regiments
;
that the assemblies of the military quarter also acted

conjointly with the other local administrative bodies : that persons

from their quarter were selected to serve under other committees

on special work like the testing of the correctness or purity of gold

current in a village ; and that ou such occasions their emoluments

were fixed. In fine, we have seen that the military assembly was

one among the ancient administrative bodies like S&bhft, Ur, Nftdu

etc. having the same corporate existence, and consisting of a head,

a scribe and an accountant, with the other minor requisites of

regularly constituted bodies.

(Cortclrukel)
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SHAKESPEARE AND VEDA-VYASA

(Two P«B-portraili

)

Dv Rao Sahib N. K. Vbnkatbsam Pantulu. m.a.. l.t.

Madalau ani Shakespeare'. H.rmioi*

TllBKE is a beautiful and soul-stirring episode in the Mirkandeys
Purina, which relates the romantic story of Priuce Rtadhvaja and

his wife MadUaaa. the daughter of the Gandharva ViavSvaau.

Rtadhvaja, the son of King Satrujit of the Solar Race, was
a virtuous prince who always spent his time in the company of good

and virtuous young poople of his age and in studying sacred literature

and doing service to the people of the kingdom. The sage Gilava

was afflicted by a Rakasa. Pitalaketu, son of Vajraketu.

One day, while he was looking at the sky in a mood of despair, he

saw a horse coming down from the sky. This horse, which was

capable of taking its rider anywhere at will, was sent by Snrya

to Gftlava with instruction that this horse called KuvalSsva,

as it could move round the world at will, should be ridden by

Rtadhvaja for the end of the Rlk&asa. The sage took it to

datrujit, told him the story of the horse and took the prince on

the horse to his Aiirama.

One day, Patalaketu visited the X«amn as a pig ahd afflicted

all the people in the Aatama. Rtadhvaja mounted the horse and

attackd the pig. It gave the slip and fled. The prince pursued

the pig. The pig entered an underground hole and disappeared.

The prince went down through the passage on the horse. Soon he

was in Pat31a and saw there bright light and a fine mansion.

There he saw a beautiful maiden, who ran upstairs, as soon as she

saw a human being. The prince also went up and saw tbe

maiden seated on a col She got up and showed respect to

him. But she spoke not a word. Both felt love for each other.

The maiden could no* think of him, as she was in the possession

of tbe Rfik^asa, who had brought her away from her father’s
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garden, while she was there with her maid Kundala. Kundala too

was with the Gandharva maiden MadAUsa. She swooned in love.

The maid Kundala came up briskly, fanned the maiden and 9poke to

the prince. Only on the previous day Surabhi, a virtuous lady,

had, during her pilgrimage, visited the mansion and said that,

on the next day, MadBlasa would be married by a prince, who
would kill the RAkgasa and relievo her. When Madtlasa came
to know that Rtadhvaja had fulfilled that very purpose, she was

duly married to Rtadhvaja by Tumbura, the priest of the Gan-

dharvas. Rtadhvaja killed the Rik$asus and went to his city

with MadBlasa. Kundala advised both about the duties (Dharma)

of family life and went off for penance. 1

Satrujit asked his soq to go round the kingdom everyday on

bis horse and see bow people were progressing. In his rounds,

ooe day, he saw a Muni on the banks of the Yamuna. He was neither

a Brahmin nor a Muni, but TBIaketu, the brother of PttBlaketu,

who had been waiting for an opportunity to wreak his vengeance

against Rtadhvaja, who had killed his brother Patftiaketu. Pretending

to tho good prince that he thought ot performing a sacrifice and was

in need of money for daksina, he took from the unsuspecting

prince his fine and cosily neck-ornament. He then asked the

prince to stay in the Asrama until he went to Vanina and came

back. Tho prince stayed there with his horse. The Muni entered

the river at one and rose at another place and straight went to the

palace of MadBlasa and told her that her husband had been killed

while fighting against a band of R&k$asas near his very Asrama.

He said Rtadhvaja had given him that nock-ornament. A Rik-

$isa had taken away tho horse too. He presented the ornament

to MadHaso and disappeared. At once MadBlasa, who loved her

I. The Winter * Tele V. iii. 1 JO 115.

(Paulina) " Go together.

You proclOQi winners *11
;
your exaltation.

Partake impart to every ooe. J. an old turtle.

Will wing me to tome wither’d boogh and there

My mate, that’s never to be found again.

Lament till I am !o«t.”
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husbapd virtuously, fell down and died. * datrujit and his queen

fell glad that the prince had died valorously fighting against ih e

Rfck$asas and that Mad&lasa had, like a true wife, died the

moment she heard of the demise of her husband. The citizens

were all sorry for the double mishap to the royal family. The
obsequies were duly performed.

Ttlaketu appeared before Rtadhvaja and gavo him leave to go

home. He mounted his horse and reached the city. He was

received with pleasure and wonder. He learnt the whole story

from his father. He took courage under extreme affliction and

resolved not to marry during his life. While he did all duties

carefully, be lived in a state of subdued grief.

He had two close friends, who were the sons of the nftga

chief Aevatara. They used to stay everyday as Brahmin lads

with Rtadhvaja and be at home in the nether region during nights.

One day their father asked them about tlteir daily sojourn to the

human world and learnt the story and the glory of Rtadhvaja.

They told him the story of Rtadhvaja's adventures, his

winning the Gandharva maiden Mad&lasa and his losing her

by the mischief of the Rlksasa. Aevatara thought he should

do a piece of good service to Rtadhvaja. He went to

Himalaya, meditated on Goddess Sarasvlti and obtained the

boon of being, with his brother Kambala. master of music.

Both the brothers then went to Kail&sa and sang the glory of

Mahadeva. MahAdeva asked Aevatara whnt he wanted. He said

that he and his brother should become masters of the science of

music and that Mad&lasa should at once be born as his daughter

exactly as she was at the time of her death and with the memory of

her life hefote death. Mnhadevn granted the boon and told

Aavauua that, to get hack Madalasa to life, he should perform a

Siaddha and eat the middle of the three pindas, placod down by him

in honour of the dead. Aivainr.j did so and Madalasa came out of

the middle one of his five hoods. He was glad; and she was

entrusted to a maid to be kept in his harem without any one's

2. Hermioeb swoons daring the trial, on hearing of the sudden death ot

hertoo (W. T. III. ii. J47) Paulina lakes her a-ay and tellt the king

ilui she n dead.
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knowledge. Even his sons did not know about the miracle per-

formed by Alvatara. 3

One day he asked his sons to invite Rtadhvaja to the nSga-

loka. 4 Thoy did so and when Rtadhvaja visited the nagaloka,

Alvatara showed all honour and hospitality to the prince and asked

him to take anything from his nether-region. The prince wahted

nothing and he declared he was quite happy in every way under bis

father’s roof. He would not give out his pining grief for his wife.

Hut the lads told their father that he was secretly brooding over the

death of his dear wife at a time when he was not with her and by

the mischief of the Kaksasa. Then Alvatara was told by the sons

that they could do a bit of gold service to the prince, if he could

use his spiritual powers and show his dead wife once to Rtadhvaja.

Then Alvatara told them that lie could produce the princess to

be seen by the prince, but he should not exhibit mortal love for her,

for she was not among the living then.3 He agreed, but when,

Modalasa was actually produced before the prince, he forgot his

promise aad even the law of decorum. He rushed towards her

crying out his beloved's name. Ho was stopped by Aivatara. The

prince could not bear the strain and he fell senseless. Aivatara

relieved him from the Moha (delusion) and told him all that he liad

done for Rtadhvaja to show the gratitude to the virtuous prince of

himself and his sons. Rtadhvaja look Madtlasa with him, and

with the leave of Aivatara and Ins sous, tode off to his city on bis

wonderful horse, Kuval&ava. He told his father all that had taken

place and was happy again in his kingdom.

While reading this episode in the Mftrkandeya Pura^, one

cannot but feel that the character of Madalasa in the episode is the

ultimate basis of Khakespeare's Hermioni in The Winter’s Tale.

The Winter's Tale was the last of Siiakespeare’s plays and surely

it is the play that shows the internal development of the poet's

J. c/. The pen o( the Delphic Orecle ui the Winter’* Tale

e. Note the change of sceae from Sicily to Bohemia in ‘'The Winter'* Tale."

J. Paulina make* Hernnool, a Maine. ” hot newly 6«' d ‘ the coloora not

dry." tV.ia.47)
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spiritual nature.* Unlike the other plays of Shakespeare it is

neither a comedy nor a tragedy but a tragi -comedy. A student of

Shakespeare who reads his early plays, comic, romantic and

historical, and passes through his mature and soul-stirring

tragedies, Macbeth, where the hero and the heroine are ruined by

ambition ; Hamlet, where the mentally over-burdened prince

sacrifices his soul and body at the altar of duty ; Lear, where a

sensitive father ruins himself for his sentimentality; and Othello,

where the Moor, a misfit, though a gentleman, for a lady of a high

and noble family, brought up in a tradition different from his own,

ruins his and her life and feels, a moment too late, for his sin is

relieved while he reads this beautiful tragi comedy, which, as the

last play of the poet, looks as if it was meant to teach us that it

represents life as it really is, a great tragi comedy, if wc arc

spiritual, a comic-tragedy, if we look at life with a material eye.

The tragedies are at first comic and at the end tragic, because the

heroes lay too much store by the pleasures of this world. Tbo
Winter’s Talc is of the opposite type and is spiritually valuable

showing us the path to Eternal Peace through self-examination

and timely repentance. The original of Shakespeare, the story of

Pandosto by Greene, docs not take us far in explaining or realising

the spiritual background of the play of Shakespeare. Greene

makes it undramatic and unspiritual. It becomes tragic under its

own load of feeliag. Shakespeare has woven the comic element

into the tragic element in an exquisite manner. He must have

got at the make up of the story of MadUasa in some form, at some

time and through some source. That was the time when English

adventurers were visiting India and getting faint cultural contacts

with this vast Eastern continent of Spirituality 7
.

6. Iatrodoction 10 "The Wincec'* Tale’’—(The Irving Shakespeare). Arthur
Symons says We close The Winter’s Tile with a feeling ihsr life is

a good thing, worth living : that much (rial, much mistake and error,
may be endured 10 a happier issue. though tbs scan, perhaps, are not
to be effaced. This end. on soch a note, is indeed the mood in
which Shakeapeare look leave of life—in no weakly optimistic spirit,

certainly, bnt with the air of one who has conquered fortone. not fallen
under il—with a genial faith in the ultimate retail of things.

7. The Portuguese poet Cemoers. the anther of the Epic Lociod. look for his
theme the discovery of India by the Portuguese. He served at a soldier
in India for tea yean from 1353. Shakeipear’t Winleres Tale m
produced in IfllO.
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1 shall now place in juxtapoaition some points ol contact

between the two stories, so that

judgment.

Madalasa

The virtuous wife of Rtadh-

vaja.

Lost through the mischief of

the Rtk$asa, P&Ulaketu, who

had lust for her. Restored to

Rtadhvaja through the spiri-

tual power and the sense of

gratitude of Asvainia and his

sons.

Mahkdeva gave the Gandharva

maiden back to life, to please

Asvatara and Rtadhvaja.

Madfilau was restored to life

just as she was when she

died, so that the prince might

at once recognise her and

take her with mutual re-

membrance. That is pos-

sible for Gods to do, not

for a human being like the

good Paulina.

Aiivatara laid down the condi-

tion that Rtadhvaja should

5<a>

the reader may form hi* own

Hermioke

The beloved wife of King

Leontes.

Imprisoned and ill-treated by

the good kiog, under the

Influence of fell jealousy.

It ruined Othello and Des-

demona, but it saved

the hero and the heroine

here by the intervention

of the superhuman labour

of the good Paulina.

The Oraclo at Delphi did

foretell good for the king,

who was struck with

grief and repentance,

after he had lost his good

queen under the evil in-

fluence of jealousy ‘ the

green-eyed monster

(Othello III. iii. 166).

Paulina kept Hetmionl for

sixteen years in hiding

and when Leontes was

shown the queen, she was
sixteen years older than

when she was dismissed

by the king with haired

and passion.

One should read the most

exquisite scene, in "The
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Madalasa

DOl go near or touch MadS-

lasa. When Rtadhvaja was

asked not to approach or

touch or speak to Madalasa,

he (ell in a swoon, overcome

with grief, born of love.

Asvatara told the story of

the rebirth of Madalasa and

handed her over to the

prince.

Aevatara said that he would use

his Tapas or Maya to show
Madalasa to Rtadhvaja.

Hbrwione

Winter’s Tale" to know
the mind of the Master-

Dramatist of England,

who drew from any source

but made the manner all

his own. The action of

Paulina is most artistic

in the play. A Study of

Act. V. Sc. iii. is neces-

sary to appreciate the full-

fledged dramatic art of

Shakespeare. Paulina
leads the good and the

repentant king to recover

Hermionft by slow stages

telling the king that

the statue of Hermionfe,

represents her, as she

would be, if she had

lived those sixteen years,

is a dexterous suggestion

to the king to expect to

see his wife’s form, sixteen

years older than when

he last parted from her.

Greene calls this in Pan-

dosto, the Triumph of

Time.

Paulina's words are sugges-

tive :

—

It is well.

It moves,

it lives.

There is an air comes

from her.
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Madalasa Hermione

The ruddiness upon bor

lip is wel, (10 prevent

the king’s hastily kis-

sing her).

“
I’ll make the statue

move indeed, descend.

And take you by the hand:

but then you’ll think . .

lam assisted

by wicked powers.”

Music is called and the

queen is asked to des-

cend and take the king

by the hand. The king

is reconciled and his

doubt removed, he gets

back his wile. Leontcs

and Polixenes are re-

conciled.

The son ol his Iriend Polix-

enes, whom he suspected at

first, now has been loving

the daughter ol Hermionfc,

whom the king had ordered

to be thrown away in the

woods, taking her to be

a shepherdess and the

two are mamed. Paulina

is rewarded with the hand

ol the truthiul Iriend ol

Leootes, Camillo.

Thus in the drama, Shakespeare has wooderlully knit the tragedy

into the comedy and exhibited the philosophic basis ol hie, that

Sukha and Duhkha (Happiness and Gnel) alternate in lile and

one should not be too glad in happiness or too moody in griel.
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That is tbo groat basis of our Hindu philosophy and in his most

mature years Shakespeare too must have felt the force of that

theory of life, which makes life balanced and peaceful, amidst the

trials and the changing fortunes of life.

That Shakespeare should have received the story of MadElasa

in some form is certain from the texture of The Winter's Tale,

especially in its second part, and what Greene did not accomplish.

Shakespeare accomplished, by making the superhuman side of

life subserve the human part of it, so that the purpose of God may

always be fulfilled in life, by making the human and the superhuman

bases of life really one and continuous, at the bottom and at the

top. The distinctions are all in the world, where we often act as

if we cannot hear or do not hear the Divine Voice. The hand of

God is seen in every action and movement of mao, if only we

could see. That is the fundamental truth underlying all the plays

of Shakespeare and it is distinctly worked out in The Winter's

Tale, as in the story of MadElasa, as related by Veda-Vyasa in the

Mirkandeya Putina.

Note—That Shakespeare could have and should have known

something of our literature is seen for example in "4s Vou Like

II, " Act. II. Sc. i'ii, where Adam says to Orlando that his brother

Oliver means to "burn the lodging" where be used to lie, and

him “ within it”.

Who will not recollect the plot oj Duryodhana to bum the

PAndavas, his cousins, whose virtue and glory he could not see

without pain, in the house of lac at Varanlvata. There are such

touches in the Plays of Shakespeare which show that the great

Poet of England drew a bit of his spiritual inspiration from the

great writings of the greatest of India’s Rsis, Veda-Vyasa.

Hamlet aod Pridynmna

We associate the Age of Shakespeare with three important

characteristics, Euphuism, Romance and Pasloralism. These

three are found in the romantic story of Madllasa, if one could

compare the texturo of the story with the spirit of the Age of

Shakespeare.

The pedantry involved in the euphuistic style of some of the

characteristic writers of the early Elizabethan Age, the spirit of
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adventure and the love of novelty patent in the new ideas of

literary form and structure in the age and the pastoral background

ol the literature of the age cannot all be explained only from the

commonly given cause of the Renaissance in English literature,

as the result of the dispersal of classical scholars and their litera-

ture from Greece and Rome after the fall of Constantinople. The

classics of Greece and Rome were not unfamiliar to the English

students at the Universities even before 1453. Even in else

Norman age and the age of Chaucer, literary inspiration did

arrive from other parts of the European continent with which

Eogland was in social, religious and political contact. We must,

therefore, look for the new features of the renaissance of the

adventurous age of Elizabeth in other quarters. It is not against

probability in the history of literary taste and literary forms,

if we attribute the new features to the contact of the European

adventurers with Indian culture and civilisation, just at that very

point of time, in the history of Europe.

There is a very fine parallel between Shakespane's Hamlet

and Veda-Vyasa's Harivamia. which relates the life-story of

An Kf?na, the greatest Hero-divinity of India. In Harivamia

II. 91-97, a very romantic episode is given of the way in which the

Asura Vajranabha was destroyed by Sri Kf^fia with the aid of

his son Pradyumna. Indra devised the plan of creating love

between Prabhavnti, the daughter of Vajranabha and Pradyumna,

the son of Si i Kr?pa through the embassy of swans*. The king

of the Asuras, Vajranabha was gradually inveigled into foolish

faith in the credentials of the swans who became his story-tellers.

Sri Kr$pa sent Pradyumna and a host of Yadava wamors

to the city of Vnjranabhii in the disguise of players of imrfipic

themes. The players, with the leave of the Asura, camped in n

neighbouring village and gave their shows. They were later

invited by the king to the palace to give shows. The descent of

Ganga from svarga was shown with suitable music and dance.

The curse of Nala-Kuhara on Ravana for his lust /or Rmnbha

8. That was how Nats and Damayaati loved each other at bn. (Btitliaia—

V»n» Patra).
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was shown realistically. But the Asura could not see in it the

secret love that had been growing between the king's daughter and

Pradyumna. Through the swans, the Prince of Dwaraka and

the daughter o( Vajranabha were actually married within the

palace of the Asura and yet he knew nothing. When matters

became public, the Asura ordered Pradyumna to be killed. But

Prabhavati herself helped Pradyumna with the weapons of war.

A long fight ensued and Sri Krsna also arrived and Vajranabha

was killod and Pradyumna and Prabhavati went to Dwaraka in

all glory. The romance of the story is exquisite.

In Shakespeare's Hamlet, the Prince of Denmark who is a

great student of literature and a young man of fine literary taste

requisitions a set of players to stage before King Claudius,

his uncle, within the palace, a play improvised by Hamlet himself

with a dumb-show preceding it, to find out how the king, guilty of

the murder of Hamlet's father and unlawful marriage with his

mother, would react to the play, so that he could test the

veracity of the message of the ghost of his father to him. Being

a man of a highly philosophic temperament and cultured taste, the

Prince of Denmark would not do anything vile against the guilty

uncle, though the latter ever hated Hamlet. In fact Hamlet even

foregoes the love of Ophelia and i9 prepared to lay down his very

life at the altar of duty and truth, or dharma and sathya, as we

would call it. But he would do nothing in haste and would not

kill Claudius, while he is praying to God, for he would go to

Heaven, il he were killed then. This spirit of dharma is more

Hindu than Christian. The inter-play in Hamlet and the dumb-

show have tlieir councerpart and sure suggestion in the story in the

Hanvarpsa. The commentators are not able to find the exact

purpose of Hamlet in devising two plots, the dumb-show and

the inter-play. It is to make himself doubly sure of his aim.

The dumb-show and the inter-play have their counter-part in the

play and the Dance with Music in Harivamsa.

If one studies with a knowledge of both the English and the

Sanskrit literatures, one could easily discover the origin of

the three characteristics of Elizabethan renaissance of English

literature, Euphuism, Romance and Pastoralism and in Sanskrit
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literature. Euphuism is both in the borrowed thought and form

of expression and in plot-construction. Romance is found in the

novel themes of Sanskrit literature which deal with the long

struggle between the Devas and the Asuras. Pastoralism is tho

European representative of Indian Airama-life in the woods of

the Rsis and the Monis who lived in nature and loved the

objects that were of and nearest to nature. It is only if we under-

stand this aspect, that we could realise the spirit underlying the

poetry of Wordsworth, Shelley, Keats, Tennyson, Arnold, Rossetti

and other stalwarts of the Ate of Romance of Nature atut Spiri-

tual Life in the Nineteenth Century. Carlyle and Browning speak

the language of Indian vedfinta and Indian spirituality. The
contact of English literal ure with Indian literature in the

Elizabethan Age has indeed revolutionised Christian philosophy and

Christian spirituality. When Dean Inge speaks of spiritualising

patriotism and politics, he is speaking in the language of Bhisma

and Vyftsa in the Mahabharata.

Note—A few striking parallels between the words of Shakes-

peare and the wordsof Veda- Vyasa might convince the readers of the

coatact between India and Great Britain iu the cultural field in the

age of Shakespeare, even if we cannot show, trom internal evidence,

such a coatact in the earlier ages. One who studies Chaucer's Astro-

labe may easily see the contact between the East and the West as

early as the Fourteenth Century. The condition of the feudal

society of Europe in the Middle Ages must show the contact in the

structures of society in India and in Europe at about the same time.

The words of Macbeth to the murderers engaged by him

to do away with Banquo find their parallel in the words of Kamsa

to his court-wrestlers Chanura and Mushtika, when Kamsa

wanted to get rid of Sri Krwa »nd his brother BalarSma, so

that his career as the King of the Yadavas might bean unobstructed

one. (Harivaijisa, II, 28). (Macbeth murdered Duncan and got

the throne. Kamsa deposed his father Ugrascna and became the

ruler of the Yadavas.)

The description of the moving mountain in the Mahft-

bharatha, Vana Parva. Ch. 135, is reproduced in the description

of the moving forest in Macbeth, V, iv.
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Macbeth. II. ii. 59-63.

" What hands are here ? ha ! they pluck out mine eyes

!

Will all great Neptune's Ocean wash this blood

Clean from my hand ? No ; this my hand will rather

The multitudinous seas incarnadine,

Making the green-one red."

ju6t after Macbeth murders Duncan and comes out.

cf. Skanda PurOpa-V. Avanti Khanda-iii. Rewa Khanda-Cb. 49.

Sapikara kills the asura Andhaka with Hi* Trident (SUla),

sits on Kailasa and find* that the blood of the asura

sticking to the trident world not he cleaned. He goes

to all teerthas and dips the trident in the holy waters but

the trident does not shake off the blood-drops. At last

on mount RhrgB, in the Vindhya Range, on the banks

of Narmada, it is cleaned with the water of the §Ola-

bheda teerlhn.

When Hamlet is sent to England by his uncle Claudius with

the instruction that the prince should be done away with there, he

manages to get into possession of the secret letter from the

pocket of one of his escorts, while searching in the dark for his

sea-gown. Then he takes the letter, places In its stead another

letter making the escorts themselves the victims. Then a pirate

boat attacks the boat of Hamlet and he escapes into that boat and

returns to Denmark. The plot further goes on. (Hamlet V. ii.)

In the MBrkandeya Puripa. Ch. 33. MadBlasa gives her son

Alarka a gold ring when she goes with her husband to the forest,

and asks him to open it and take out a message she leaves for

his use in time of extreme distress. The message is written by

tier on fine silk and placed within the ring. It so happens that

Subahu, the elder brother of Alarka, sets up the King of Kaii to

invade the kingdom of Alarka with a view to turn him from the

way of worldly life. In extreme distress, Alarka opens the ring,

sees the message of his learned mother, goes to the sage

Dattftlreya, learns Divine Wisdom from the sage, gives up the

fight for power and wealth, and goes to the forest, placing his

son on the throne. He practises yoga and realises his alma

and attains mukti. There is sure echo in the two situations.

The background in Hamlet is material, while it is spiritual in the

Puifcpa of Veda-Vyasa.
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0. the Aide.! Greek Myth ibnt the Metamorphosis ef PWUbm
and Bauds into two Sacred Tree*.

BV THE LATB PROF. SAKAT CHANDRA MlTRA, M.A., B.L.

If we examine the mythology of ancient Greece we will find that

there were current among the ancient Greeks many myths and

legends about the lives aod doings of the gods and the goddesses

and about their dealings with human beings. One beautiful and

touching specimen of these myths is that about an old man named

Philemon and his wife Baucis. It runs as follows

Once upon a time, there was a town of which the people had

become hard-hearted and wicked. Those people were so inhospit-

able that, instead of welcoming strangers and guests they treated

them very rudely. Far and wide, thia town became notorious for

its lack ofshospitality.

In the outskirts of this town, there stood a thatched cottage in

which dwelt an old couple named Philemon and Baucis. Although

they were very poor, they were very hospitable and were always

glad to share their last crust of bread with anyone who tamo to

their humble cottage.

One evening, two strangers came to this town and requested

some of the towns people to furnish them with a meal and a lodging

for the night. Not only was this refused but they were rudely

turned out from their doors. At last, they came to the humble

cottage of Philemon and Baucis who not only welcomed them very

gladly but also entertained them very hospitably notwithstanding

their own poverty.

Now, the two strangers who had come to Philemon’s cottage

were no other than the two gods Jupiter and Mercury. They had

been so much angered by the rudaness and inhospitality of the town

and its people that, oo the very next morning, they destroyed it

and all its inhabitants with the exception of only Philemon and

Baucis. The two gods had been so much pleased with the kindly

a
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hospitality of these two old aod poof man and woman that the

former changed their humble and thatched cottage into a magnifi.

cent temple and appointed them to be its custodians for the

remainder of tbeir lives. The divine guests further granted

their old and poor hosts the boon that the two latter would die

simultaneously so that one of them would not remain alive to mourn

the death of the other. In fulfilment of the further boon granted

them by the two gods, Philemon and Baucis, after their deaths,

were metamorphosed into two majestic trees, their branches

intertwining as though they were whispering loving secrets to each

other. These two magnificent trees stood for centuries before the

temple of Jupiter, and pilgrims used to come and bang garlands of

flowers on their branches as tokens of their respect and loving

appreciation of the deceased old couple Philemon and Baucis.

From a study of the foregoing myth, we find that:—

(lj In ancient Greece, the people believed that the gods and

goddesses used to come down to the earth from heaven

and to mix familiarly with human beings.

(2) The geds used to punish wicked cities and their vicious

inhabitants by destroying them altogether.

(3) On the other hand, the divine dwellers of the celestial

regions used to appreciate virtues in human beings and

to reward the virtuous suitably.

(4) The ancient Greeks also believed that ihe gods could,

at their sweet will and pleasure, change human beings

into trees and flowers, either by way of reward or out of

pity for the latter's sufferings.

(5) The ancient Greeks used to worship sacred trees and to

present to them votive offerings in the shape of

garlands of flowers.

(6) The ancient Greeks regarded the post of the custodian

of sacred shrine or temple as a very honourable

appointment.



THE NORTH-WESTERN RECENSION OF

vAlMIki-ramAyana*

There have existed for centuries at least three well-marked

recensions of the RSmSyamo of Vllmfki and they are usually

known to modem scholars as the North-Eastern. Southern and

North-Western. The first two are available in print in the costly

and rare edition of Gorresio (1850) and the editions printed in

Bombay or Madras with such well-known commentaries as the

BWfloea of GovindarSja (fifteenth century) and the Tilaka of

Rima. which claims like the other and more famous commentary
named above, to be based on the older commentaries of Mahedvara
Tirtha and the anonymous Kolaka, which is still older. For the

Southern recension we have a still older commentary in the mixed

Sanskrit-Tamil dialect, known as Maaipravila, and bearing the

name Taniiloki, composed in the thirteenth century. There is

evideoco that there were still older commentaries in South India, in

which there has been a continuous tradition of interpretation which

was passed orally from generation to generation. South Indian

commentators have also exercised considerable catc in trying to

secure a pure text by rejecting interpolations. The very old

vernacular versions of the .great epic in different parts of India

furnish a means of determining the subject-content of the epic as

received in different rogions and epochs.

The existence of recensions, markedly differing from one

another, is not coofined to the two national epics. It is found

even in the case of a well-known classic like the SikunlalS.

Valmiki's great work still awaits a critical reconstruction,

based on all available manuscripts Inking count of all

available commentaries and examining the variants in the

manuscripts of all extant recensions. This is being done for the

Mahabh&rata in the great editioo undertaken by the Bhandarkar

• Tbe of Vilalii in its North-Western Recension. Sandusky.
ed. by Vlivabendhe Sfctri. pp. 106. 648, D. A. V. Sanibii College.

Labor.. Puce Rs. 7-*0.
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Oriental Research Institute. The D. A. V. College of Lahore has

rendered a great service to scholarship by undertaking the publi-

cation of tho text of the North-Western recension oo the basis nf

manuscripts of it that it has collected. The aim has simply been

to present in print a convenient text of this recension showing

firstly the variants of this recension as ascertained from a number of

manuscripts, and secoodly to indicate the verses which are

peculiar to this recension and not to be found in either

or bath the rival recensions. For purposes of rough comparison,

the standard texts of the two other recensions are taken to

be the edition with the Bhi^ana printed by T. R. KpjnacArya

and T. R. Vyiskftrya at Bombay in 1912, and Gorresio's

text (1850) representing the North-Eastern or Bengali recension.

This arrangement though convenient, in making it possible

to provide a useful comparative edition showiog the main

variations to be seen at a glance by a reader of the new

edition, is obviously defective. Neither of the two rival recensions

used was subjected to any exhaustive reconstruction on the basis

of a sufficiently large number of manuscripts pertaining to the

region in which the recenston Is current Over a hundred manus-

cripts at least go into the collation of the Poona MahSbhSrala.

A stupendous task of the kind has yet to be undertaken for tbe

Ramayava. Till it is done, it is ungenerous to quarrel with an

attempt like the D. A. V. College's to present a convenient text of

the one unprinted recension that scliolars could deal with only in

manuscripts till its appearance. It presents at least the frame-

work for more exhaustive comparisons that must precede the

production of a definitive text of the epic, showing its subsequent

modifications.

Tne Research Department of the D. A. V. College and its

small staff deserve thanks for having produced the successive

volumes with commendable quickness. In the space of twelve

years the first five ktadas have seen the light. The Sutidara-

kZ*4a. the most popular section of the poem, is now available.

Sri Visvabandhu SAsiti, its erudite editor, has prefixed to the

volume an elaborate introduction covering 105 pages. He deals

in it very thoroughly with the features of the manuscripts used
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(ten in all) and tbe principles followed in preparing the text. He
shows that the text preserved in these ten manuscripts (which

may be deemed representative) follow a common textual tradi-

tion (pp. 5>56). But, among themselves they show minor

variations. Thus, in dividing the text they do not follow any

uniform standard, and the targas of the kan^a vary from 85 to

103, and the actual number of verses of this katufa in tbe

manuscripts utilised vanes from 3806 4 to 3612 4 (p. 29). Within

tbe number two groups are noticeable, though even within a group,

each manuscript shows independent entity (p. 48). The manago-

able size of the Ramayava, and the great sanctity attached to it in

daily recitation or reading, must account lor the jealous care with

which the individuality of each manuscript is maintained.

It would be natural to presume that, apart from variations

due to time and independent evolution, the texts of the two

Northern versions are sufficiently marked off from the Southern

recension to form a single recension. On the basis of an elaborate

examination, Sri Vitvabandhu Sastri finds that the extent of

deviation of form and substance is so great between the two

Northern recensions as to necessitate their being treated as quite

distinct (p. 58). The divergence in topical content is noteworthy

between the three recensions, as illustrated in this kat>tin. The
three begin and end the katuja differently. The North-Eastern

edition begins with the first view of the ocean, which the south-

bound army of von-rras had from the summit of Mahendragiri. and

it ends with the story of the completion of the setu and of its

watch by Vibhisxi)*. The Southern recension begins with

Hand man's flight by air to Lanka and ends with HaoOmtn’s
assurance to Rama of the speedy rescue of Sitft, at the end of his

description of hit interview with her. The North-Western recen-

sion begins with Hanumftn's arrival in Lanka and his observation

from the summit of Trikut*. It ends with Ravana's remonstrance

with his counsellors after the enemy had crossed into Lanka. The
North-Eastern recension of this kawia comprises thus, a9 com-
pared with the Southern, 4 sargat of the tSijd<* preceding and

22 of that succeeding. While the Southern text divides the hi*ia

into only 68 sargas, the North-Eastefn makes 107 targas of its
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text, while the North-Eastern version has 95 sargas. In extent

the North-Eastern, North-Western and Southern texts cover

3308, 4202 and 3948 Wkas. Out of the North-Western text as

many as 1294 verses are wanting in the North-Eastern text and

1163 in the Southern, and as many as 554 verses are missing in

both the rival texts, so that about 13 per cent of its text is exclu-

sively its own in the North-Eastern text. The valuable tabular

statements on pp. 64-71 show the topics which are included in the

North-Western text but are wanting in each of the other two, and

vice versa.

The antiquity of a North-Western toxt like the one now

published is seen from a comparison of its exclusive features with

the Ramuyawamaujari of Ksemendra (pp. 75-76). A verse found in

the North-Western text and cited from the Rumaynita by Mammal*
found only in the North-Western text alone of this kasda. The
verses cited by Lak$mldhara in the Kxtya kalpataru (C. 1)10

AJ}») from the R&muya*a> which I have been unable to trace in

the Bombay editions, probably occur in the Northern recensions.

In answer to the complaint made by a reviewer of an earlier

k'l*4a in the series, an elaborate mdication of the editing technique

is now furnished on pp. 78-106.

The text itself is printed in fine readable type, with divisions

of compound words, and marginal indication of their occurrence or

otherwise in other recensions. The foot-notes give the readings

of the manuscripts used, Manuscript No. 4837 ( 3?I ) which bears

the date V. S. 1646 (C. 1589 A.D.) being used as the text, for the

initial collection (p. 78). The division of compound words, though

opposed to correct usage, is convenient for locating textual variants.

5ri Yievabandliu feostri has met, in his preface (pp. 10 * 12 ), the

criticisms of Dr. S. K. De of an earlier edition, and shown that the

aim of the edition was misconceived and the meaning of an

important marginal indication misunderstood.

The scholarship and loving care with which the edition of the

North-Western text of the Sundarak&rrfa has been prepared and

the typographical difficulties successfully overcome by flrl Visva-

baodhu 6&stri are beyond praise.

K. V. RANGASWAMI.
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Hi. Dvaita Philosophy and iU Place ia lbs Volants -By Vidwan

H.N. Raghavendrachar. M.A. Studios in Philosophy No. I. Pub-

lished by the University of Mysore, Mysore. Price Re. 3-0-0.

Vidwan Raghavendrachar of the Department of Philosophy of

Mysore in this work attempts to show how the weakness in

Advaita and Vliistldvaita systems of philosophy was overcome

by Madhvac&rya, after Riving a brief summary of the Advaita and

Vliistldvaita systems to make the discussions of the Dvaita more

intelligible. According to him Advaita considers Brahman as

nirguna and the world as mithya. The term monism is applied

to Advaita as not free from defects. One in many cannot be

justified with reference to it, for there is no sense of many and

therefore no occasion for the sense of one since according to

Advaita the world is traced to two entities, Brahman and m&ya.

Even to hold that Brahman is the ground of maya needs a justifi-

cation because Brahman which is of and maya which is acil

can never be brought together. The term qualified monism is

applied to Viilist&dvaita. How far according to this system

Brahman could be regarded as one needs justification because the

so-called Brahman in this system consists of elements that are

distinct from it. Further, how far Brahman is the source of

reality of the world also needs a justification because this sole

giver of reality to the world is not consistent with the position

of this system. According to Dvaita Vedanta Brahman is the

source of the reality of the world whether the world is in the form

of cause or in the form of effect. It has in itself no distinction and

it has nothing equal and nothing higher. This explains how
Brahman of Dvaita Vedanta has a higher conception than nirguna

Brahman of the Advaita and Iivara of Viaistadvaita. Thus the

monistic or absolutistic thought started by the puru\a*ihla of the

Rgveda substantiated by the Uponipads, justified by the whole of

the vedic literature and illustrated by the smytis like the Maht-

bharnta finds clear expression and recognition in the Dvaita
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Vedinla. Hence, philosophical reflection in India has reached

its culmination in Dvaita Vedanta and without a study of

this system, therefore, one's knowledge of Indian thought is not

complete. Professor A. R. Wadia in his short foreword says \cry

properly that though the Vtdwan's exposition may not be abh- to

carry conviction to Advaitins and Vinist&dvaitins it may go a

long way to prove that Dvaita Vedinta has philosophical

merits. The glossory and the index have added to the usefulness

of the book; so also to the lengthy introduction to the Vedanta

system. The author is to be congratulated on his achievement

and the publishers on the splendid get.up of the book.

N.I.

P. Deussens Interpretation of Vedanta—By A. C. Mukerji. University

of Allahabad Studies, 1939. Philosophy Section.

Mr. A. C. Mukerji, Reader in Philosophy, Allahabad University,

has in this pamphlet subjected Deusseo's interpretation of Vedtnta

to a rather lengthy criticism in view of the influence it has

exercised upon the subsequent interpreters of 8amkara. He has

removed many misconceptions which Deussen’s interpretation

has helped to perpetuate and some of which, though of a rather

serious character, still continue unchecked and unchallenged. The

author has done a great service in making clear the Vedanta

system of Gamkara.

N.I.

Rjvedn Mantras ia Their Ritual Setting in The Grhyatutras (with special

reference to the Airallyana GrfiyasutraJ ; & Nongfvedic Mantras

Rubricated in The Astal&yana-Grhya-Satra ; Sources and Interpre-

tation— By Vioayak Mahadev Apte. M.A., Ph.D. (Cantab),

Professor of Sanskrit Literature, Deccan College Post-Graduate

and Research Institute, Poona. Price Rs. 2-8-0 and

Rs. 3-0-0 respectively.

V. M. APTE, Professor of Sanskrit Literature, Deccan College Post-

Graduate and Research Institute, Poona, has in the first pamphlet

under review made a careful examination of every single mantra
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citation in (he literature ol ritual as to the applicability of the mantras

to the rites in which they are litnrgically employed and has come to

the conclusion that the framers of the rituals honestly- attempted to

fit the mantra citation well into their ritual setting. In the author’s

opinion the relation obtained in the mantras and the ceremonies

in which they are employed is not as superficial, the appropriate-

ness of the mantras is not as verbal as is often supposed and he has

established this opinion of his by taking up for detailed examina-

tion the case ol the ((gveda Mantras cited in the Asvatgyana Gjhya-

Satra. At the end of this pamphlet is given in tabular form a

classification of the Rgveda Mantras in the order in which they

occur in the {(gveda Saiphita subdivided into five classes, Sacra-

mental, Invocations!, Mythological, Oblational and Superficial.

The pamphlet deserves to be read by everyone interested in the

subject.

In the second monograph under review I)r. Apte has made an

investigation into the sources and interpretation of all mantras

other than those taken from ((gveda but liturgically employed in the

Asvaltyana Grhya-Stltra. In this monograph the term mantra is

made to connote all kinds of liturgical formulas. A list of ,vedic

texts referred to or cited in the investigation with abbreviations of

their titles is given at the end of the work under the heads of

Saiphitas ; Brihmapas, Araoyakas and Upani$ads; drauta-Sutias;

and Gjhya-Sutras. The monograph is very interesting and the

author has given a good exposition.

N.I.

Ad Approach to the Rarakyaya—By C. Narayana Menou, m.a., pIi.d.,

D. Lilt. Published by S. C. Guha. Editor, Indiana, Gandhi-

gram, Benares.

AMONG the three classes of books mentioned by Bacon, Dr. Menon's

brief but profound essay on the RSmayana belongs to the last

class which has to be read, re-read and digested. His style is

delusively simple ; but compact of thought and concentrated in

expression, his thesis is nothing less than a brilliant vindication of

India's traditional approach to the Ram&yaya. He has taken into

consideration the versions of Vglmikl, Tulsidas and the poet of
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Adhyatraa Ramftyapa into consideration and has many valuable

things to say about tbeir several presentations of the redeeming

story of R»ma. Those who have read Dr. Monon’s Shakespearean

criticism will not be disappointed with his next effort in criticism.

But this essay being profoundly suggestive is by the same token

both stimulating and provocative. And those wbo care for it may
accept the challenge that he scatters about—the magnificent attach

on Aristotle’s theory of Eatharsis, the no less effective criticism

of the modern curiosity about the private lives of poets and so

forth. Suffice it to say that Dr. Mcnon has writteo a valuable and

challenging essay, which deserves to be read by all who are

interested in Indian culture.

M.R.S.

Excavations at Rairh Daring the Samvel Years 1995 and 1996 (1938-39

and 193940)—By Dr. K. N. Puri, Superintendent of Archteo

logy. Jaipur State. Price Re. 1-0-0.

To the spade of the arclueologist, Jaipur, offers a rich field. It is

a matter of gratification to note that the State is keeping pace with

British India and the Indian States like Mysore, Baroda and

Hyderabad in unfolding the ancient history of our motherland. The
report under review embodies the results of excavations conducted

at Rairh during two successive seasons. The work on the site was

begun by the late Rao Bahadur Daya Ram Sahni, the reputed

archaeologist, whose sudden death took away from the field of

archeological research a scholar of great attainments. Later the

work was continued by Dr. K. N. Puri, the present Superintendent

of Archeology of the State.

The ancient site at Rairh came to be known as a result of a

chance discovery of silver punch-marked coins by a peasant

boy. The remains laid bare reveal the presence of three

different periods of occupation, the earliest strata going back

to the Mauryan times, the second of about 180 B.C.; marking

the disintegration of Mauryan Empire and the third period

belonging to the close of the second century A.D. as evidenced

by the discovery of numerous copper coins of the Malcvas who
acknowledged the overlordslfip of the Mauryas and Sungas. Among
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the antiquities unearthed were punch-marked coins, pottery plaques

representing the mother goddesses, iron and steel objects, beads

and pottery. A number ot furnaces excavated testify to the fact

that Rairh was a flourishing industrial town. 'A large number

of pottery, ring-wells or pits are found. Similar ones were

unearthed by Sir John Marshall on the Bhir Mound at Taxila,

and a<90 at a number of other sites like Ujjaini and Sravfati.

As Sir John Marshall say* they might have been soakpit* and

they were not probably granaries used by the people to store

grain. As regards the religion of the people the available evidence

points to the worship of the mother goddesses although

the cult of Siva and Pftrvati was noc unknown. Influence of

Buddhism, though not marked, may be traced in the discovery of a

fragment of Chauarsand stone bowl, a few pieces of highly polished

Buddhist pottery and steatite caskets similar to relic caskets.

A new feature of the report is the insertion of numerous line

drawings of pottery, tools, beads etc- which may prove very

useful in a comparative study of the objects discovered at other

important places. The illustrations are beautiful and copious and

repay careful study. We hope that the excavations at Bairat

Nailiasar-Samhat and Rairh which have yielded valuable results

would offer enough encouragement to further archaeological

discoveries and there will be no surprise if one day the eastward

traces of the Indus Valley culture are brought to light within the

bounds of Rajaputana from where the Mohenjo dnrians procured

their semi precious stones and copper.

D.S.A.

Annual Report of the Archaeological Department. Baroda State, fer the

year 1938-39. Price Rs. 3-12-0; The Ruin, of Dabhoi or Darhha-

vathi in Baroda State: Archaeological Senes Memoir No. III.

Price Rs. 5-8-0; and Ancient VijHaptipatra,
: 8rl Pratipa-

Mt&ha Mahfcigja RSjyfibhisekha GranthamBlft. Price Rs. 9-11-0.

By JBAnaratna Dr. Hirananda Sostri, M.A., M.O.L., D.Litt.

WB congratulate Dr. Hirananda Slstri, Director of Archeology

in Baroda State on the excellent reports he has published.

Exploration work was continued at Gohilwad limbo near Amreli
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and at Sahasralinga reservoir. The work of listing the monuments

in the state after close verification is continued. The temple of

Jasamalan&th at Asoda is remarkable as it exposes some of the

features of the Hoysala and C*]ukyan types with which we are

familiar in the Mysore State and its neighbourhood. A flight of the

temple of Asoda and the panned, carvings oo the parapets arc very

distinct and interesting. Hut for the pagodas which are distinctly of

modern type one would mistake them for a South Indian Sbnnc.

The Gandevi inscription of the Kadamba King ShashUia II appears

to be the first Kadamba record discovered in Gujarat. It commences

with Sbasluha I who marries NAyavyadevI with son Sri Nftgavarml

who married Mftlayadevl with GflhaJIadeva as their son who married

Gauravyadevt and whose sou was Shashthailja or Sh&shtha II.

This ruler who is claimed to have conquered the kings of Saurastra,

Anga, Kalinga, Malava, Mali&xtatra, Andhra, Vindhya and

KaHchl defeated the Simhala Kings Prasika and Lanka in naval

fight suggesting Simhala as distinct from Lanka. Whether they

are between two islands or places as Kalhann remarks in the

Rfyatarangim or neai by places with prasasti as a wedge in between

them we do not know. He takes it that the R&kf&sa* of Lanka saw

the armies in Simhala and together with their stuccoed mansions,

trembled thinking of another impending invasion by Rflma. Para-

sikas referred to axe perhaps the Parsis of those days who had

become turbulent and were anxious to assert themselves. Shashtha

is supposed to have reached Prabhasa which is an interesting

evidence of Indian rulers beir.g acquainted with naval war- fare in

those far off places in the first half of the eleventh century. The
Anamu copper plate grant of Karkn Suvarnavarsa in ihe Sakft

year 739 is engraved in characters which are the successor of the

Vallabhi alphabet with traces of the precursor of modern Kannada

but written in Sanskrit. It was issued from Ketaka, the head-

quarters of the Gujarat branch of the Rastrakutas in the Lata-

mandabc It records the gift of the village of Majjilgapi m the

Bhanikachchha district to the Brahmana Bhatta-Sri-Bhatta son of

Kukkura. Its scribe was Sri Nemiditya, son of Srl-Durgabhat^a

the kulaputra. The record ends with the sign-manual of KarkarAja.

deva, son of the illustrious IndracAja. The grant gives the
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genealogy of the R&strakuta Kings of the main branch up to

Araoghav&rsa I and others.

The architectural gems of Baroda are found in Dabhoi.

These monuments attract visitors from East aod West who seldom

return without visiting these magnificent structures of medieval

Gujarat. Since the publication of the book entitled * The Anti-

quities of Dabhoi m Gujarat * by Burgess and Cousens the vast

material available up-to-date had not been made use of or particularly

readily accessible to \ isitor s of these famous antiquities. We are

now having new material added in large quantities. Some of the

additions arc very noteworthy for they establish the date of the

monuments with certainty after the identification of the names

of the architects which settles their age. This place is a junction

statioo of the Baxoda State Railway situated about eighteen miles

South-east of Baroda itself. Dabhoi is a derivative of the Sans-

krit term Darbhavati. Romakasiddhanta, an astronomical treatise

mentions Dkbhoi indicating that the town was in existence in about

the sixth century of the Christian Era. The name of the place

occurs in several Jaina works. Dr. fllLstri gives a traditional

account about its designation and gives a description of the

several monuments and inscriptions contained in the place and the

other parts of the Baroda State which refer to it. It was a forti-

fied town in the thirteenth century though now the fortifications

are dismantled. The Baroda Gate is the best preserved and is the

most imposing. The column of the Gates is very good. The
Kalika-manta temple ha* undergone substantial repairs but the

exterior still retains the original striking features of the pillar.

It is profusely ornamented with sculptures and contains many
sculptures illustrating texts taken from Hindu Mythology. The
illustrations in the text are excellent and it is hoped that the

readers will be inspired to pay an early visit to these well-known

antiquities. Colonel Doddard made a rapid movement on Dabhoi

and took it in 1799. In 1783 Bharach, Dabhoi, Sinoc and other

districts were restored to the Mar&thas and Forbes had to leave

Dabhoi which he began to love so much and its original memories

are to be found in his verses giving expression to the effusion of a
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beaut contending with many mingled sensations arising from this

peculiar situation and hints at the insecurity of the life after all.

" The Worldly Hope men set their Hearts upon

Turn Ashes—or it prospers, and anon,

Like snow upon the Desert’s dusty Face,

Lightening a Little Hoar or two— is gone.
" Think

I
in this battored Caravanserai

W Ilose Doorways are alternate Night and Day,

How Su|Wn after Su^in with his Pomp
Abode his Hour or two, and went his way.”

We congratulate Dr Slstri on the excellent work he has been

doing for the Archeology of Baroda State. The last work by

Dr. d&xtri as Director of Archeology in the Baroda State is

Ancient Vijfiaptipatras of Sri Pratfcpasitbha Maharaja Rljytbhi-

sekha Granthamala Series. The series is to commemorate the

accession to the Gadi of His Highness Mahtrtja PraUpasidiha

Gaekwad as the Dewan Sir V. T. Krishnamachnriar in a short

foreword to this publication has remaiked. In an American journal,

'Asia' Dr. Sdstri published a short study on the subject of this

memoir and this opened up a comparatively new field of research

and he took up a moie detailed examination of these documents
and this work embodies the results of a careful study and will be

found interesting on account of the light they throw on the condi-

tions of Western India in the period covered by the documents.

Cultural movements affecting any part of India nre welcome and

those who take an interest in placing the knowledge they

possets before research workers may he regarded as benefactors

of India and our gratitude goes to Sir V. T. Krishnaraachariar and

the Baroda Dutbar for allowing to Dr. Sftstri to examine the

documents for the purpose. The documents cover a wide range

and their usefulness in illustrating many a dark page in the history

of.Gujarat-Kathiawad cannot be gsunsaid. Pictures of the varying

strata of society are found for the first time and the available

source book of Indian History of these parts is here. Jainism in

these parts played a great part in preserving the indigenous culture

in the midst of actually disturbed political conditions of medieval

India, as we also know from these documents. Vijlaptipatras were
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chiefly meant to invite a Jaina ackrya or preceptor to stay with

a Jaina Saogha or community of a particular locality daring the

next ckaumata, ix. the period of the four months of the rainy

season when touring is not allowed to a Jain monk. Some of

them are very excellent compositions like the Induduta of Vioaya-

vijaya written in imitation of the Megbaduta of Kilidasa.

Dr. Sftstri on the methodology of the Vijflaptipatras has followed

the Patrakaumudi of Vararuchi. Of the several documents

mentioned is the firman of Jahangir dated 1580; a fragmentary

scroll of the early seventeenth century belonging to the early Mngbal

period and later ones are mentioned ; some old Indian letters exhibit*

ing cultural, historical and archeological points of view of the

period : B.g. the so-called Cknakya's letter found in the Mudrarl-

kfasa of ViiBkhadatta and another attributed to Tishyarakshita,

the dissolute youog woman whom AsOka married in his old sge

and a third refers to the letter of Pushyamitra to his son Agnimitra

as found in the Malaviklgniroitra of Ksjidasa and the last about

the purchase of a slave-girl and the method of writing bonds of

slave-girls, say in the middle of the thirteenth century. In the

Vikrama Era 1288 in an attack made on foreign states, the slavs-

girl Panuti by name, who is of fair complexion and sixteen years

of age brought by the illustrious Kaos PrniSpasiinha was sold

at a public place putting grass on her head with the knowledge of

the puhlic i.e. the five principal citizens and the four varnaa, for

504 drainmaa from the dealer Asadhara for the performance of the
work of female slaves. The slave-girl should perform faithfully

all the duties In the house of the dealer. Her work is specified,

her rights and duties are set-forth and the penalties with which they

will be enforced are mentioned. The bond is attested by witnesses.

The illustrations are excellent and the index is copious.

S. S.

List of l.scriptiem copiwi by ike Office of the SsperieUedert fer

Egigrspky, Madras (Compiled up to 3 1st March 1938).
Price Rs. 5-8-0 or 8s. 6d; Sahject-Uex te the Asm..! R.port.
saSeath Whs Epigraphy frea 1887 Is 1936. Price Rs. 3-8-0

or 5s. By Rao Bahadur C. R. Krishnamacharlu, But.

Superintendent for Epigraphy, Madras.
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Rao Bahadur Krishnamacharlu has compiled a list of inscriptions

copied by ihe Office of ihe Superintendent for Epigraphy, Madras,

till 31st March 1938 containing a detailed list of contents, the

date and the place of find of the inscription, the works in which

they are to be found and the kings to whom they are related are all

mentioned in adequate detail to locate the inscription and collect

every information available regarding it. The Subject-Index to the

Annual Reports on South Iudian Epigraphy from 1887 to 1936

fulfills a long felt want. We are anxious indeed that a similar work

on Mysore Epigraphy will be published at no distant date and that

Mr. Krishnamacharlu will bring the Inscriptions in the Madras

Presidency up-to-date.

S.S.

lodes to The Annual Reports of the ArchaoleCicil Survey of the

Government of India for 1912-1919 and Part I from 1902-1918.

Price Rs- 7-8-0 or 11s. bJ.

This completes the index to the Annual Reports of the Archeolo-

gical Survey of India till 1929 but yet leaves many years behind.

A comprehensive index to the whole work of the Annual Reports

of the Archeological Survey of India in one handy volume would

be very much welcome even if it would mean thinner paper, smaller

type and double column printing.

S.S.

Administration Report of the Sri Chitraliyam for 1116 M. L
Trivandrum.

Wf. congratulate the Chitralayam on its successful completion of

five years of useful service and commencing the sixth year. It is

notable that the entrance fee has been abolished which has added to

the appreciable increase in the number of visitor*. Eighty one new

additions were made to the Chitralayam including copies of

murals, frescoes from Ajanta and Bagh and paintings donated by

philanthropic gentlemen.

H.R.

A Roport on Iks Working of the Stale Mumtim. Pudokkottai. For

Kasli 1350 (July I, 1940 to June 30, 1941).

WE are glad the Museum is maintaining its popularity and

during the year undor report the number of visitors rose to
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1,25,204. Seventy new exhibits including a fine specimen of a

copper Narasimha standing on his right leg. left being bent up

at the knee and held up. A Xatai&ja, Stvalcimi, a seated dovi

identifiable as Bhuvanetvari and a six-armed dancing Gapega or

N/tymgmpapati are the interesting bronzes discovered at a breach

of the Brahmapuram Sarvamanya taok. A figure of a durga as

Mahi*4suramArdbani. a pedestal with the bufallo head of MahiiiA-

sura in front and the tiruv&ci in three separate pieces found in the site

of a Jaina temple at Scmbattur is an important find. Two atone

inscriptions of the time of the C51a Kings Parftkesari Vijayaby*
and Par&kesArt Pnrintaka I in Tamil characters, the earliest to

mention the famous Tamil Merchant Guild called Sanadesa-

tisai uyivrattu—amnurruvar or Vnlanjuxr ainmtrruvar were

added to the Museum during the year. Excavations were

conducted also at Kodumbalur in Aivar Kovil which revealed

a temple facing west consisting a composite gtnbagflutm including

five shrines and to the west of it an ardluimantapam
, a large

pillared mahamaulapam and a smaller tutitdimanirtpfttn. Two
bas-relief pannelsof dwarfs or bhr/tas squatting or blowing into a

conch are in situ* Seven inscriptions on the mouldings of the

mantapams refer to this temple as Aintali. The peculiar architec-

tural features and inscriptions roughly help to find out the date

or period of its construction. The appendices give the number of

visitors during the year, specimens and books added to the Museum,

list of conserved monuments and notes of inscriptions noticed

during the year. VVc have no doubt the Pudukkotlm Durbar will

give every encouragement to this noble work of the State Museum.

lf.K.

Bussy in The Deccan -Being extracts from " Hussy and French

India " by A. Marltneau. Translated by Dr. Miss A. Cammiade,

L.M. & S. Published by the Society for the History of French

India, Pondicherry. Price Rs. 4-0-0.

Bussy is one of the remarkable figures in the history of the French

Colonial expansion in India. As no narrative giving full and

authentic details about Bussy is available, any attempt to throw

.7
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some light on tbo career and work of this Frenchman deserves

gratitude.

Prof. A. Martineau is a French scholar and a historian

of repute who has conducted valuable researches in French Colonial

history. Thanks to the efforts of Dr. Miss Cammiade, his work,

Bussy and French India is now available to the English known

public.

The book under review, Bussy in the Deccan, though an

extract in itself, gives us a fairly comprehensive idea of the career

and part played by Bu6sy in the complicated affairs of the Deccan

politics, who played a greater role than any other man save

Dupliex in the eighteenth century. Nurtured in the traditions of

Dupliex and contemporary of Dupliex and Laity, though at

variance with both of them, Bussy was destined to witness the begin

ning as well as the end of tho French dominion in India. Bussy

ranks in history not merely as a military genius but also as a

diplomat and perhaps in diplomacy ho even surpassed Dupliex, his

master. Martioeau is all praise for him and often descends to

hero worship. However, he lias thrown considerable light on this

obscure period of Deccan history: Our only regret is that his

account is mainly based on French Records and contemporary

English, Persian and Martlhl sources which have not been here

touched upon would have been highly valuable to form a correct

estimate of Bussy.

Dr. Miss Cammiade’s English version containing extracts from

the original French, often lacks continuity and appears disjointed.

But she has succeeded iff conveying the spirit of the original. An

introduction and an index would have been useful to the readers and

we expect that they will find a place when a second edirioo appears.

Our gratitude is due to Dr. Miss Cammiade who has rendered

a great service to those who arc unable to read Prof. A. Martineau’s

work in French by rendering extracts from the original into English

which we hope will be widely read and appreciated by all students

of Deccan History.

D. S. A.
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ENGUSH-SANSKRIT

4J9

Sriman Mahabharati T.tparya Nirnay. of Srimad AauxU Tewrtba

(Part I. Adbyayu I to IX) with Enjlitb TrauUHoa of tbe orgmal

Uxt and note* from lb. oapabli^.d c«nai.aUiy of £ri Vkdirtja

Swan thtrton- Ify B. Gururajah Rao. B.A., B.l~ Price Rs. 2-0-0.

SRIMAN Mahlbhkrata Tatpaiyanirnaya is one of the reputed

works of isrl Madhvacirya whose pontifical name is £rimad Ananda-

leertha. Mahftbharata i* considered by many as the fifth Veda

and the learned aeftrya has in this book consisting ol thirty-two

chapters brought out the religious and philosophical import of that

national heritage Mr. B. Gururajah Rao has taken up the arduous

task of translating this important work into English and lias pub-

lished the first nine chapters and it is hoped that he will be enabled

to complete the task undertaken by him. In this Tatparyanimaya

the tenth chapter has been devoted to the avatar of Blutgavan

Badarnyapa or Sri Vyasa, a very fascinating subject which has been

splendidly dealt with by the acBiya. Further Bhimasetia is given

the first place among the Pfindavas. MahSbhSrata is said to depict

the fight between goodness and virtue on the one side and evil

on the other side. Bhima represents goodness and virtue whereas

Duryodana represent* the opposite. Rao Bahadur B. Venkatesa-

char in a foreword deals with each chapter of the book, rightly

remarking that tliose who cherish the desire to understand

the precious religious philosophy treasured in the Epic but are

not able to read the original must feel grateful to the autlioe lor

having placed before them a translation of the work. The get-up

of the book leaves nothing to be desired.

N.I.

SANSKRIT—HINDI

Pali Jitakavali -By Pandit Bataknath Sharma. m.a. Published by

Master Kherilal and Sons, Benares City. Price Re- 1-0-0.

OUT of five hundred and fifty-seven jktaka stories recorded in the

PSli language, the author has selected twenty stories, abridged them

with Sanskrit caya and Hindi translation. Besides a short summary,
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«he work also contain* an inlroduclion in Sanskrit, a synopsis ol

grammar and a Plli-Santkrit glossary. The stories selected are

interesting. The work is a laudable attempt to introduce into

the Sanskrit knowing public the vast store of Pali literature.

P. S. L.

SANSKRIT

SnaundatauibitA— Edited by Prof. C. Kunhan Raja, M.A., D. Phil,

(oxon). Published by the Adyar Library, Adyar, Madras.

Savavkdasamhita is the second contribution of Dr. C. Kunhan

Raja to the Adyar l.ibrary Publications, the first being Rgveda

with the commentary of Mkdhava. In the book under review there

are two commentaries on the SSmavedasnrphitfi, one by Mfcdhava,

son of KlrftyaQa who belongs to about 600 A.O. and the other by

Bharatasvamin, son of NfiiAyaQn, who belongs to the early four-

teenth century. The author has utilised a very large number of

manuscripts in bringing out the edition. It is hoped that in the

second pan which is to come tbo variant readings found m the

different manuscripts, some indices and appendices as also some

notes will appear. Tlie commentary of M&dhava is confined to the

pBrvircika while that of Bharatasvamin to the uttaraicika. Tlie

division adopted in this book is into PrapAthakas and Daeathls.

For easy reference a comparative table of those different divisions

as also serially numliei mg according to the Vedic concordance of

Bloomfield is given at the end of the work. The last four verses of

the fifth Dasathl of the third PrupAlhaka which were omitted by

over -sight from the body of tlie book are also given at the end of

the work. The Adyar Library deserves the thanks and congratu-

lations foe the publication and the get up of this useful work.

N.I.

SarvaumatytUprahbatab—By C. Venkataramanayya, Bangalore

City.

THIS work on Sanskrit metre by Mr. C. Veukataramanayya is

very lucid and the last chapter ou calculations of the number of

various metres of various gana-syllables will amply repay a careful
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study. Dr. R. Shama Sastry of Mysore has Riven his opinion on

the publications of the author including this book under review and

we echo the same.

N.l.

YajSapkaUm of Bhlsa with introduction in Sanskrit— By Rajavaidya

Jivarama Kilidasa Sastri. Published by the RasashaJa

Aushadhashram, Gondal, Kathiawar. Price Rs. 5.

YaJNAPHAI.AVI is a Sanskrit play in seven acts, edited by

Sri Kilidasa Saairi, bawd on two manuscript copies ol the play

called Yajiia Nilaha and Yajnaphata Nataka, collected and

preserved by him in his library. One of them written by Svami
SuddhanBnda Tirtha bears the date 1727 Vikramosamvat (1670

A. D.)\ the other written by Devaprasada Sauna at Hastinapnra

is dated 1859 of th* same era, (1802 A. D.), Sri Gopaladatta

Sastri lias supplied grammatical notes on some of the solecisms

of the play.

Tho theme of the play is the story of the BsJakanda of the

Kamayava with a few minor deviations. The play concludes with

the marriage of Sita, which is tbe pbala of Janaka's YajfSa, while

KSma's handling the Sivadbanus, the condition on which SIta could

be married to him, is thrown to the background. However, the title

of the play is well chosen
;
Rama's birth is the Phala of D&ia-

ratha’s Yajiia ; Ridding the Asramas of the menace of the Kitksa-

sas through R«ma’s powers is the Phala of Visvamitra's Yajiia;

and Rama’s marriage with Sita rs the Phala of Janaka's Yajna.

The author has stressed this point by using the very word Yajna

•

phala more than half a dozen times during the play.

The play has intrinsic merit, written in a simple language and

an elegant style, with homely and appealing conversations. The

Pr&krit is of a mixed type. The few deviations (except Act VI)

arc intended to ennoble the character of Dasaratha and Kaikeyi.

No occasion is missed throughout to emphasise the superiority of

the rural and asramaic life over the urban. The play is full of

interest and of a high order. The sixth act of the play appears

an imitation of what is most pathetic in KBlidasa's Sakuntija. As

the entire scene in the said act is quite inappropriate to the trend
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of (he play, one will be obliged 10 conclude dial die great Kalidasa

coaid never have copied from dlls author almost hi toto. No doubt

many passages in the play bear resemblance to passages in the

works of Mftgha, Bhavabhdti and others, but strangely enough

the whole of the sixth act of the play it almost a reproduction of

the be9t parts of Kalidasa’s Sakuntala.

The play does not unfortunately reveal the name of the author.

The editor Kalidasa Sastri has ascribed it to Bli&sa because the

play resembles tliose of the Trivandrum group, in respect of the

prologue. A closer examination reveals the dissimilarities to be too

numerous in respect of the peculiar aspects of the Trivandrum

plays to conclude that this play also cun belong to that group.

The situations in the play are very modern. Slta and Rftma

are made to meet each other for mutual acceptance even before

the latter’s handling the Slvadhunus. The etiquette amongst

people of diflerent social statu* I* different from that depicted in the

Trivandrum and other older plays. Further, the second line of verse

40 in Act IV’ of the play is the same as that of the verse quoted by

Abhioavagupia in his commentary on the N&tyas&stra, as Bhlaa's.

The verse of BbRsa mentioned above reads.

—

*rargn ^ * afe b *n.

fIFRI
I

B3«IT a* Hffc tmW* W5

The verse in Yajfiaphala is

BtJUrflfa

TO fFI

sito fg TOfa siifa: I!

A notewoithy point in the above is that the word

will have to be construed differently in the two verses and

that the sense in the case of the latter is much strained
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while tho former verse is simple aod charming. Hence, ooe will

have lo conclude (hal while (he Hue in question is borrowed

by our author, the beauty and sense of it in its proper context is

overlooked. As such it might be observed that the above points

throw enough light to conclude that the author of the play cannot

be BhKsa and that whoever he may be, he cannot be prior to cither

Bhasa or Ki)idasa.

Although the authorship of the play is disputable, the play

being of a high order, the editor is to be congratulated in bringing

it to light.

S. R.
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NOTES

TIPPU'S KHALIQABAD COINS AND THE MINT

By G. Lazarus, b.a., l,t.

ABOUT a century back scholars like William Marsden and Lieut.

H. P. Hawkcs thought that Khaliqabad which means the City of

God was the name given by Tippu to Chandagal, a small village

near Scringapatam on the other side of the river Kaveri. Later

Dr. Taylor and the historian Mr. Hussein Ali Khan Ktrmani have

argued that it referred to Diodigul. This argument looks convincing

for Khaliqabad coins are obtained in greater numbers in and around

Dindigul than in other places. Unlike the coins of the other mints

of Tippu, his Khaliqabad corns are rude and rough and contain

many blunders in date and legend owing to the fact that the Hindu

die cutters were ignorant of Arabic numerals and characters.

Mr. J. R. Henderson and other authors mention only four denomi-

nations of Khaliqabad coins (l) gold faoam, (2) copper paisa, ($) half

paisa, (4) quarter paisa. The p.usa, half paisa and quarter paisa

weigh 160 grams, 80 giains and 40 grains respectively. The coins

bear the dates from Hijiri 1215 to 1218 (1787 to 1790 A . D.) The

most common, the quarter pa»sa is of various pattern* and bears

the date 1225 (mistake for 1215). Some quarter paisas weigh from

40 to 45 grains.

Mr. Heodersoo and others mention one-eighth paisas having

been struck at Pattan, Nagar, Bangalore, Ferrukh-Yab-Hisar,

and Salamabad mints, but there Is no mention of one- eighth paisa

of the Khaliqabad mint. I have with me two one-eighth paisas of

the Khaliqabad mint one weighing about 25 grains and the other

20 grains. In the obverse of the former the figure of an elephant

advances to right with uplifted tail and the date 7 I Tl (the last

numeral being blanked for want of space.) In the other coin the

elephant advances to right with the date o 7 I
; to the right of the

date and separated from it by the lip of the elephant’s tail is the

numeral O (the date being an error for o • f •

.) The reverse of both

the coins bear the usual legend of the Khaliqabad coins.

Sycd Sahib a nephew of Mir Sahib who was Haidar's wife’s

sutler's husband had been appointed in the year 1784 as the
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Governor of the Dindigul Province which then comprised

eighteen poliyams, visited tbe place in 1788. It was duriDg Sycd

Sahib's governorship that the coins were struck. From local

enquiries and personal observations I have been able to conclude

that the mint was at Chinoakalikanpatty a suburb of the present

Chionalapatty village about six miles south-west of Begampur

(a suburb of Dindigul) where the Governor had his residence.

Chinnakalileanpatty must have been chosen for the minting of coios

on account of the copper and gold smiths who were living there in

great numbers. One Kamatchi Asari was the mint master and he

superintended the striking of coins. They were struck in a

specially constructed shed in front of a small Vinayakar temple

which is still in existence. The coins were locally known as the

Kaliyan or Kallikan ktsu. The onc-cighth paisa was popularly

designated as the Chinnakaliyan or Chinnakallikan kasu. The

word Chionalapatty is also derived from the Hindustani word

Chinnal (immoral woman). Kaiikanpatty village is only three

furlongs north of Chinnakalikanpatty and we still find some

Dekkani Muhammadan families who are said to have originally

come from Chicacole.

The coin which was greatly used in these parts before Kaliyan

kasu was known as the Kollu ktsu. Kollu is the tamil word for

horse grain. This name had been given on account of the small

size of the coin. It was the old Maisur paisa with a chequered

reverse. Most of these chequered reverse coins weigh less than

10 grains. In the obverse of some coins we see tbe Kanarese

numerals. In some we see some dots and other symbols. The

Maisur coins that are found in and around Dindigul are compara-

tively smaller in size than those found in Mysore.
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